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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

From May 26 to July 10, 1995 the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) sent a team 
including IFES Consultant Linda Edgeworth, an election administration specialist, and IFES 
Program Officer for Europe and Asia Scott Lansell to the Republic of Armenia. This on-site 
assistance was supported by U.S. Agency for International Development (USAID). The mission's 
activities centered around the Armenian elections to the National Assembly and the simultaneous 
Referendum on a new Constitution for the Republic. 

The purpose of the mission was to: (I) Evaluate Armenia's administrative systems for the delivery 
of electoral services such as constituency delimitation, voter identification and registration, balloting 
and election administration, poll worker training, vote tabulation, voter education, campaign 
practices, and media and civic participation, prior to upcoming parliamentary elections; (2) Identify 
feasible areas for short-term technical assistance in preparation for the July, 1995 Parliamentary 
Elections and Referendum, and provide a framework for public- and private-funded assistance 
projects; and (3) Recommend longer-term improvements to Armenia's election process and forward 
concrete actions which should be taken by USAID, and others in the donor community, which would 
strengthen democratic institutions and processes in Armenia prior to the scheduled June 1996 
Presidential Elections. 

The Armenian Parliamentary Elections and Constitutional Referendum of July 5, 1995 were the 
country's first mUlti-party elections since independence in 1991. The on-going political and 
economic crises that have enveloped the Republic of Armenia since independence added to the 
complexity of improving the process of democratization. Conducting a referendum and/or elections 
under such circumstances was undoubtedly an ambitious task. Problems cited by international and 
domestic election observers included: media outlet suspensions; journalist intimidations; voter 
registration inconsistencies; the banning of the National Union-Dashnaktsutyun (Dashnaks); the lack 
of timely and fair judicial review; voting irregularities in military units and hospitals; the Central 
Election Commission's interpretation(s) of the Election Law and Law on Referendum; and on 
election day, a unusually high number of ballots disqualified due to poor ballot design and voter and 
poll worker comprehension and education. 

During the mission it became immediately apparent that the need for voter education was paramount 
in a setting which had precluded meaningful debate on critical issues such as the Constitutional 
Referendum and the platforms of competing political parties and candidates. There was also a 
serious deficiency of fundamental information on election day procedures available to the general 
public and poll worker in a "user friendly" format. 
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Prior to the July 5 elections, it became apparent that existing plans did not include preparation of 
educational materials for observer delegations who were to participate in the elections. In addition, 
IFES determined that a serious deficiencies existed which jeopardized an efficient and accountable 
conduct of the election. The CEC did not conduct formalized training of poll workers, and did not 
prepare training materials despite the recommendation of IFES and others. 

This report will provide an targeted overview of the strengths and weaknesses of' the electoral 
process and recommends specific areas of support where the services of IFES and international 
donors proved crucial to election administration and observation both before and after the 
Parliamentary Elections of July 5, 1995. 
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The team wishes to express its gratitude to U.S. Ambassador Harry Gilmore; Bob Patterson, Political 
Officer, U.S. Embassy; and Fred Wynch, USAID Representative, who paved the way for the team's 
progress in meeting its objectives. In addition, the team was most grateful for the total spirit of 
cooperation which existed among the international delegates who contributed so much to the IFES 
project. In particular, the team-would like to thank Mari Yamashita (United Nations) and Giorgio 
Fontana (OSCE) who co-chaired the UN/OSCE Coordinating Unit. Through their efforts, delegates 
from all the foreign NGO's were able to meet on a regular basis, share information and coordinate 
their efforts in achieving common goals. IFES enjoyed working closely with Peter O'Brien and 
Claremont Lye of the National Democratic Institute (NDI) and Cathal Beyl of the European 
Union's TACIS group, and their consultants from Great Britain, Charles Lasham and Collin 
Marshall. Not only were they generous in representing their support of the IFES programs to the 
Central Election Committee (CEC) and government officials, their shared views and 
recommendations were most helpful in refining the hand books and guidelines in which IFES 
prepared. The team would also like to express its gratitude to Mr. Menassian of the Central Election 
Committee who spent considerable time and effort working directly with IFES, and for representing 
our concerns, findings, and recommendations to the Commission as a whole. 

The success of IFES projects would have been impossible without unflagging dedication of our 
Armenian partners. For their commitment, competence, cooperation, and candor, the IFES team 
would also express its heartfelt appreciation to Mary Pinian and Rita Haroutunyan, the team's 
facilitators and interpreters, Stepan lonnisian, who translated and oversaw production of our 
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publications in both Armenian and Russian, and Mher A. Mnatsakanian and his staff at Arina 
Advertising who completed all the layout and typesetting of the IFES booklet, "Translating Law into 
Process." 

A special thanks goes to Tigran Harutiunian, Publisher of Noyan Tapan and his dedicated staff who 
partnered with IFES to publish 3 Special Election Editions providing an unbiased forum for all 
political parties to present their programs. For their professionalism, fortitude,. courage and' 
commitment to principle, they deserve our most sincere gratitude and commendation. 

HISTORIC OVERVIEW 

The Soviet Historical Background 

Among the Republics of the former Soviet Union that played important roles in the final dissolution 
of the Soviet empire, Armenia was unique. During the final days of the existence of the Soviet 
Union it was the only republic that perused its independence in a strictly constitutional manner. The 
Baltic Republics gained the most visibility as active players in the process of defining methods to 
leave the USSR. One of them paid a heavy price for freedom. Lithuania was the first to experience 
the consequences of declaring independence. After the bloody events in Lithuania, the republics 
Estonia, Latvia and Georgia decided against declaring their independence officially. This was 
despite the fact that their respective referenda showed the same overwhelming support for the 
independence among their citizenry as in Lithuania. 

Armenia followed a legal method to leave the Soviet Union. After the referendum on Armenian . 
independence -- in which 95% of the population took part, 94% of those voting for an independent 
Armenian Republic -- Armenia used a constitutional provision to pursue its independence. The 
international community determined that such an event was crucial to the success of the first steps 
toward democracy and was represented by over one hundred people from twenty-five countries as 
official observers. These international observers were reported to be generally satisfied with the 
conduct of the referendum. 

According to Article 51 of the Soviet Union's Constitution, which specifies the order in which a 
Republic could leave the Union, Armenia presented the results of the referendum to the Soviet Union 
Supreme' Council's consideration without officially declaring Armenian independence. 
Simultaneously, Armenia participated in the so-called Novo-Ogarevo meetings, initiated by 
President Gorbachev in his last desperate attempt to recreate the federal structure on which would 
be built the basis of the model "9 plus I" (Nine former Soviet republics plus the "center"). These 
events proved it to be wise and timely tactics -- the August 1991 coup and the final dissolution of 
the Soviet Union provided Armenia with the possibility to achieve independence and at the same 
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time avoid the tragic events which marked the path to independence for other Republics such as 
Georgia, Lithuania and Azerbaijan. Armenia declared its independence in September 1991. The 
title of President was introduced by the Parliament in June 25, 1991 and conferred upon Levon Ter
Petrossyan, former Chairman of the Armenian Supreme Soviet, after his election on October 16, 
1991 in a multi-candidate race. The term was set at 5 years. More than 70% of the electorate voted 
and 83% of electors cast their ballots for Ter-Petrossyan. Though some irregularities occurred, the 
election was generally considered to have been conducted in the satisfactory manner.. The creation 
of the post of the President and the election of Levon Ter-Petrossyan as the first Armenian president 
concluded the first stage of the post-Soviet Armenian state-building process. 

The first Parliament of independent Armenia was elected in 1990 in accordance with an amended 
Soviet-era constitution, for a 5-year term. The elections took place on July 5, 1995 and were 
observed by several organizations including the OSCE. 

Despite the fact that Armenia was one of the first Republics to initiate the process of democratization 
during. the last years of the Soviet period, Armenia was subsequently left behind in the path of 
building the legal and institutional basis for the independent democratic state. A major contributing 
factor was the war and the hardships caused by the economic blockade. The 1989 election to a new 
USSR Parliament (Congress of the People Deputies of the USSR) showed that in spite of the state 
of emergency restrictions and a stiff opposition from both the local and national ranks of the 
Communist Party, the Armenian public was well prepared and mature enough to actively participate 
in the multi-candidate elections. Galina Starovoitova, the prominent Russian democrat, a colleague 
of the academician A. Sakharov, and later the Co-Chairwoman of the party of Democratic Russia 
was elected as representatives 'of an Armenian constituency. In interviews with IFES, Ms. 
Starovoitova recalled her impression of the surprisingly sophisticated electorate, helping her to 
produce the necessary printed materials, posters and providing her with guards after the KGB had 
initiated a campaign against her. 

Political Situation 

For the past six years, Armenian political, economic, and social life has been deeply affected by the 
conflict in Nagomo-Karabakh. The magnitude of the Armenian public'S involvement in this conflict 
is such that each political party, each candidate to any elected body, or each newspaper could not 
avoid this topic on its platforms, positions or coverage. The Armenian-Azerbaijani cease-fire has 
been observed for more than one year, but there continue to be stagnation in negotiations over the 
secondary formulations of the Major Political Agreement. 

Various factors complicate the election process in Armenia. As was the pattern for the past several 
years, military activities could begin in the spring to early summer and conducting the Referendum 
and Parliamentary elections at such time could prove to be a difficult task as far as administration 
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is concerned. Beside such the logistical difficulties, an even more difficult task of voter registration 
exists. Large parts of the Annenian population were displaced after the 1988 earthquake, which left 
more than 25,000 people dead and more than 550,000 homeless. Citizens' migration to and from 
Nagorno-Karabakh and other affected by war areas as well as emigration to NIS and other countries 
further complicates the situation. 

Emigration from Annenia is also a serious problem. According to the 1989 census abQut 3.3 million 
people resided in Armenia. The Annenian population is now estimated at about 2 million, with 
about one third residing abroad, primarily in countries of the former Soviet Union. These people still 
have so-called "propiska" (a Soviet-era residence permit), allowing them to hypothetically register 
as eligible voters. This presents an enormous temptation and possibilities for falsifications of 
elections results and makes a strong international presence absolutely vital for ensuring credible 
election results. 

The official banning of the Dashnak Party by a Presidential decree on December 28, 1994 and the 
subsequent Supreme Court ruling on the suspension of the activity of the party for six months, 
beginning on January 13, 1994, also has had a significant effect on the pre-election climate in the 
countrY. According to some polls conducted before the Party's suspension, the Dashnak Party, 
alongside the Communist Party, enjoyed considerable support among the Annenian electorate. More 
than 40% of respondents said they would vote for these parties' candidates. 

International Assistance Prioritization 

If the U.S. and other western democracies are not able to provide adequate election assistance and 
hope for the people in this devastated country, a weary Annenian public may embrace a return to 
the Soviet days, yeaming for the stability that characterized that system. Communists were ready 
to fill the vacuum left after the banning of the Dashnaks. A lack of international attention could, 
undoubtedly, could have been used to their advantage. This is a particularly serious problem for a 
country where a voter registration process is almost impossible to control. In Armenia over I 
million people (one third of the all eligible voters) are residing outside of the country without 
appropriately registered documents. 

Annenia also represents a very special case due to historically strong ties on the part of Annenians 
with the United States through a large Armenian diaspora in America. The government and the 
President of Annenia have been extremely eager to use the expertise and financial assistance 
provided by Americans of Annenian origin. Many political parties have among their leading 
members representatives of this American diaspora. These organizations provide assistance to 
organizations such as IFES in establishing a solid relationship with officials of the CEC and other 
administrative bodies. Moreover, Annenia could serve as an example for neighboring countries in 
their transition toward democratic society in a region with strong authoritarian traditions. 
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In the spring of 1995, a new draft of the Election Law was voted upon and passed with only two 
negative votes (Appendix I). IFES believes that the July 5 Parliamentarian elections, and the 
subsequent election for President, scheduled for June 1996, are two events which will have the most 
significant impact on the Armenian political system. The banning of the opposition party and its 
media organs was not looked upon very favorably by the international observers. With the exception 
of this act, western countries generally consider the political and social system in place to be one 
of democratic legitimacy. Though some western observers may say that the party baqning may de
legimitize any positive gains made by the Election Commission and its organization of the election, 
donor organizations should not miss this opportunity to clearly define what is expected of Armenia 
and the government now in power in other critical areas. 

In its past work, especially in the NIS, IFES has recognized that election law and procedural reform 
is often even more important than, for example, constitutional reform initiatives, at least in the short 
term. In many countries, the body to be elected through the next elections will be charged with the 
drafting of the constitution as is the case in Armenia. The legitimacy of the drafters' mandate and 
the resulting constitution will depend on the confidence the people place in the election system that 
brought their representatives to power (Appendix 2). 

OVERVIEW OF THE 5 JULY 1995 ELECTIONS 

Elections were held throughout the Republic of Armenia on July 5,1995. Voters were called to the 
polls to elect Deputies to the National Assembly, and to vote on a referendum which would decide 
whether or not the draft Constitution of the Republic of Armenia would be adopted. 

There were three ballots on which voters cast their votes. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

Referendum Ballot Regarding Adoption or Rejection ofthe Constitution (Appendix 
3); 

Candidate Ballot on the Majoritarian System (Appendix 4); and the 

Political Public Organization or Bloc Ballot on the Proportional System (Appendix 
5). 

Two separate laws governed the conduct of these elections: the Law on the Election of Deputies 
to the National Assembly newly adopted on April 4, 1995, and the Law on Conduct of Referendum, 
adopted in 1991, as amended in May 1995 (Appendix 6). 
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In comparing corresponding provisions of these laws it became evident that the laws differed from 
one another on several procedural issues. A notable difficulty arose as the elections and referendum 
were simultaneously carried out. It is evident that lawmakers recognized that certain amendments 
would be necessary to make administration of the simultaneous elections manageable. Temporary, 
election-specific amendments were made to the Law on Conduct of Referendum to set aside some 
of its provisions in lieu of correspondent provisions in the Law on Election of Deputies. These 
amendments were enacted only for the purposes of the July 5 elections. A coupl~ of examples 
illustrate how some of the discrepancies were dealt with. 

1. 

2. 

Article 28 of the Law on Conduct of the Referendum sets the polling hours for 
referendum elections from 07:00 to 23:00. For the July 5 elections, polling hours 
were made consistent with those stipulated in the Law on Election of Deputies 
calling for polling between 08:00 to 20:00. 

Article 18 of the Law on Conduct of the Referendum calls for creation of special 
commissions to prepare and conduct the referendum election. These commissions 
include a Central Referendum Commission (CRC), as well as Regional, City and 
District Referendum Commissions. Article 19 dictates the manner in which the CRC 
is appointed. It stipulates that members of the CRC are selected by the Supreme 
Council of the Republic who are required to take into account suggestions of parties, 
institutions, collectives, personnel of higher education institutions, local voter 
groups, and, if appropriate, the group initiating the referendum. Under Article 21, 
lower level Referendum Commissions are appointed under te~s stipulated for local 
Council elections. 

Through an amendment the Referendum Commission structure was deferred in favor 
of the administrative structure outlined in the Law on the Election of Deputies for the 
1995 elections. 

Other articles governing the referendum election remained unchanged even though they also varied 
from those in the Law on Election of Deputies. However, in their deliberations lawmakers either 
failed to notice them, or chose not to address them as conforming amendments were being 
considered. The remaining inconsistencies in the two laws ultimately caused some confusion and 
conflict in the processing of voters on election day. In several key areas inconsistencies yet resolved 
left officials confounded as they tried to carry out the specific requirements of laws that were not 
uniform. 

Some of those which created the more significant problems related to the processing of voters and 
accountability included: 
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I. 

2. 

3. 

technical differences between age requirements related to eligibility to vote; 

the right of a voter to vote in advance of election day in Referendum Elections, which 
is not allowed under the Law on Election of Deputies; 

provisions in the Law on Conduct of Referendum which allow incapacitated voters 
to have ballots delivered to their homes on election day which is preclllded under the 
Law on Election of Deputes; 

4. a requirement for issuance ofa "Certificate of the Right to Vote" to each voter voting 
in the election of deputies which is not required under the Law on Conduct of 
Referendum. 

5. discrepancies as to who can be present as an authorized observer for election 
proceedings, polling day activities and the counting of votes. 

Discussions of a number of these differences are analyzed throughout this report. Further discussion 
of these variances and their impact on procedural development are contained in the booklet 
"Translating Law into Process" which was prepared by IFES during its technical assessment visit. 
(See Appendix 7) 

System of Representation 

For the purposes of these elections, Armenia had adopted a mixed system of representation calling 
for a National Assembly consisting of candidates elected under both majoritarian and proportional 
representation m~dates. It was understood that the mixed system would ultimately be overturned 
if the new Constitution was passed. Under the transitional provisions of the draft Constitution, the 
Articles of the new foundation law regarding the permanent configuration of the ruling body would 
apply "to the subsequent convocations" of the National Assembly. These provisions further stipulate 
that until then the formation called for in the Law on Election of Deputies would remain in effect. 
At the next convocation of the National Assembly, the new body will be comprised of 130 

representatives. No provisions now exist for election by a proportional system. Under the new 
Constitution, elected deputies will be precluded from holding any other state post or perform any 
other paid employment, except for scientific, educational or artistic work. The introduction of a 
professional legislative body is a departure from existing law and traditional practice. The new 
Constitution is not clear as to whether a deputy of the National Assembly would be free to hold a 
local office. 

For the newly elected "transitional" legislative body, the National Assembly has been configured 
in the following way: 
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1. Majoritarian System: 

Pursuant to the Law on the Election of Deputies to the National Assembly, the Republic of 
Armenia has been divided into 150 single mandate election districts. From each election 
district one Deputy is elected to the National Assembly. For a candidate to be elected in 
his/her district, the candidate must receive a majority of the votes cast in the district as long 
as the total votes received is at least 25% of the total votes cast. Under Article 37, if no 
candidate receives a sufficient number of votes, a second round of elections is required based 
on a "decision" of the Central Election Committee in which a date for run-off elections is set. 

2. Proportional System: 

For the purposes of the 1995 elections, 40 additional candidates were elected based on a 
system of proportional representation. In this part of the election, the Republic as a whole 
was designated one large multi-mandate district. On this ballot voters did not vote for 
specific candidates. Rather, citizens voted for the public political organization (party) or bloc 
'of their choice. 

Each party or bloc identified on the ballot presented a list of candidates whom they had 
selected to fill any seats their organization would ultimately win in this part of the election. 
However, only the first three candidates from their full lists were identified on the ballot. 
The determination as to the sequential order in which a party's or btoc's candidates were 
listed rests solely with the nominating group. No adjustments are made by election officials 
or administrators, except as necessary due to such events as withdrawals which are 
contemplated in the structure of the law. 

The number of seats in the National Assembly won by each political public organization or 
bloc is determined based on the percentage of the total Republic-wide votes they receive on 
the Proportional System Ballot. They are eligible to win seats as long as their organization 
or bloc receives at least 5% of the votes. The share of the 40 seats won by a qualifying 
public political organization or bloc is calculated by the Central Election Committee based 
on a mathematical formula defined in Article 39 of the Law on the Election of Deputies. 

Referendum on Adoption of The Constitution 

Passage of the draft Constitution which was the subject of the referendum required a simple majority 
of the votes cast as long as the votes in favor were equal to at least 1/3 of the number of voters on 
the voter list. The final version of the draft which was put before the voters, was adopted by the 
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Constitutional Commission of the Soviet on April 13, 1995, less than 90 days before the election. 

In many ways passage of the new election law and the draft constitution were closely linked. 
Factions forming the opposition Union of National Accord (UNA) staunchly maintained their 
attempts to block passage when they were unsuccessful in obtaining significant concessions from 
the ruling coalition lead by the Armenian National Movement (AIM.) This conflict was not 
surprising in view that the draft insisted upon by the ruling coalition was a coalition that 
consolidated ultimate power in the President. The UNA's version of a draft constitution promoted 
a parliamentary system. The Constitutional Assembly was vocal in their criticism of the leadership. 
They expressed their apprehension that the power given the president in the draft being pushed by 
the ruling party foreshadowed a return to Soviet-style authoritarianism. 

The make up of the National Assembly was another point of major controversy with the ruling 
coalition calling for a 120 member body. Opposition forces demanded inclusion of a party list 
system and an Assembly that was strictly professional. The concept of a professional legislature ran 
into strong resistance on the part of the 70 deputies who, at the time, combined their legislative role 
with their work in the executive branches. 

Throughout the drafting and debate, the opposing sides appeared to be on a collision course. With 
few compromises expected, opposition factions within the Supreme Council withdrew their 
participation. The gap between the ruling coalition and the opposition had ·already impacted the 
productive functioning of the Supreme Council. Earlier, in the immediate aftermath of the 
suspension of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (ARF) "Dashnaktsutyan," (considered to be 
the strongest of the political contenders) opposition forces had temporarily formed their own 
"shadow" assembly, although they did not go so far as officially resigning from their posts. The 
crisis carried over to the sessions of the Constitutional Commission as well. The UNA had hoped 
that the commission would be a meaningful forum through which their concepts might be introduced 
into the final draft. However, as frustration mounted, opposition members walked away from the 
table without a settlement. 

The· inability of the Supreme Council to achieve a quorum became chronic. A special session of the 
Supreme Council scheduled specifically to bring closure to these issues ended ·without result. 
Reportedly, when no avenue of meaningful compromise seemed available, a proposal was put forth 
which called for several fundamental issues to be put to an advisory vote of the people. This offered 
them a choice of options in several critical areas. This too was rejected. The president asked the 
Supreme Council to make the decision as to which version would be put before the people. At one 
point, he even announced that he would resign if the UNA version was approved by a popular vote. 
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Controversy also arose over the question regarding the holding of the referendum simultaneously 
with the election of the legislative body. From the government's perspective, they used the strong 
and persistent resistance as testimony that the opposition were pursuing opportunistic ends. In 
reaction, opposition forces rallied around the cause of their goal to "save democracy." At the same 
time, if a new election law were not enacted, it was fully recognized that the next elections would 
have to be held under the existing law. One concern was that under the old law the threshold 
requirements for voter participation and the margin of victory with which a candidate could be 
declared a winner, could result in a nullified election. In view of the serious social and economic 
conditions facing the country, voter disgruntlement and apathy could too easily have resulted in an 
insufficient election turnout for the election to have been considered valid. 

The ultimate "compromise" was an election law which allowed for a transitional parliament with an 
increased number of seats allowing for 40 members to be elected on a proportional system. In 
addition, the high and stringent threshold requirements were dramatically reduced: rather than 
requiring the 50% threshold, mandated in the former law, the new law required a 25% threshold be 
met for candidates to be elected in the first round. Threshold requirements were eliminated 
altogether for run-off elections. With an unusually high number of deputies in attendance at the next 
session ·of the Supreme Council, the alliance of the governing majority was able to overcome the 
resistance of the opposition and the election law was passed by a simple majority. Some critics have 
suggested that the election law in effect contradicted the existing old constitution. Therefore, it has 
been argued that the number of votes required should have been a super majority usually required 
for constitutional amendments. 

The trade-off ultimately was the simultaneous holding of the referendum on the constitution on 
election day. In this vote, as well, there would probably have been an insufficient number of votes 
to meet the super majority requirement to put a question to referendum. In a controversial move, 
the law was amended to lower the threshold requirement to a simple majority. Through this 
amendment the ruling coalition was able to secure a sufficient number of votes to put their draft 
version of the constitution on the ballot. 

Comments Regarding the Constitution 

During the 5 July elections, the citizens of Armenia were faced with a difficult dilemma. As the 
official commentary continually reminded them in the period before the election, failure to pass the 
referendum would mean that stability, international recognition and attainment of the Republic's full 
status as a law based, independent democratic state would be forestalled. Officially, the message 
was that to vote against its passage would mean that the old Soviet constitution would remain in 
effect. On several occasions concern and confusion was expressed to IFES by private citizens, 
representatives of domestic NGOs and journalists, that the only real choice offered by the question 
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on the ballot was whether to "have a new constitution or not." To many with whom IFES met, it 
seemed that this was the question on which they would have to decide their vote -- not, whether they 
wanted THIS particular constitution. 

In fact, it became apparent that, in general, the citizens did not really understand the contents of the 
draft constitution, although its text was widely published. According to a 600-person public opinion 
poll conducted by Armenian State Television and Radio Ministry from May 25-31 IIIld reported by 
Lragir, a local news service, 51 % of respondents indicated that they did not have an opinion on the 
constitution due to a lack of information about the draft. At that time, only 32% said they would 
support the referendum. Ultimately, as reported by the Central Election Committee, the referendum 
was passed with a vote equaling 37.8% of the eligible voters on the voter list, thus exceeding the 
required threshold by only 3.8%. 

The apparent lack of general understanding of the proposed document voted on by AITnenian citizens 
engendered legitimate concerns in view of what many international and domestic observers and 
election participants is believed to be a fundamental shortcoming of the foundation law. A law that 
is intended to underpin Armenia's future as a democratic and independent state. 

The questions around which controversy is unlikely to abate center around several key features of 
the document which: 

I. enshrine ofthe president as the seat of virtually unbridled authority and power; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

may undermine an adequate separation of powers between executive, legislative and 
judicial branches; 

create opportunities for fundamental human rights to be withdrawn by the state 
without the benefit of sufficiently defined pre-conditions and safeguards; 

weaken the independence of the judiciary; and, 

create a system in which the autonomy of local governments is curbed. 

Included in the foundation of the "Principles of Constitutional Rule" identified in Chapter I, is 
Article 5 which states: 

"State authority is exercised in accordance with the Constitution and laws based on the 
principle of the separation of the legislative, executive and judicial powers. State bodies and 
officials are competent to perform only those activities that they are authorized [to perform) 
by legislation." 
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Critics believe that this foundation principle is undermined, however, by the broad sweeping, 
generalized power vested in the president by Article 49. In this Article, the president is charged with 
responsibility of upholding the Constitution, and: 

"ensuring the normal activity of the legislative, executive and judicial authorities." 

The foundation law offers no qualifying or defining guidance as to how this responsibility is to be 
carried out in practical terms: under a liberal interpretation, it does seem to imply that the president 
is vested with some degree of supervision or oversight. The investiture of such generalized and 
broad authority in the president caused a representative of one domestic NGO to suggest that the 
Constitution fostered'''institutionalized dictatorship." A few examples of the president's intrusive 
role in all branches of government are worthy of comment. 

With regard to his authorities over the National Assembly, Article 55, Section (3), gives him the 
power to dissolve the legislative, body with only the minimal requirement that he consult with the 
president of the Assembly, and the Prime Minister, whom he directly appoints. There are no other 
pre-conditions or qualifying grounds set, except that dissolution may not occur during the last 6 
months' of the legislature's term. 

His appointment of the Prime Minister is only one of the important posts he directly controls. Based 
on proposals submitted by his appointee, the president also appoints and dismisses the other 
members of the government as well as the Chief Prosecutor. He is also entitled to make 
appointments to civilian positions under cases provided by law. 

The President's potential influence over the judicial branch is underscored by his power of 
appointment in this branch as well. His authority extends 4 of 9 members as well as the president 
of the Constitutional Court. His prerogative to dismiss them appears to be only somewhat curtailed 
in that the terms of the Constitutional Court are considered permanent. His authority to dismiss 
members pertains only to the members he himself has appointed, and only based on a finding of the 
Court itself. Based on such a finding, the president is vested with the authority to "approve" the 
arrest of a member and make decisions as to the judge's subjectivity to administrative or criminal 
liability. 

The President also heads the Justice Council, of which the Chief Prosecutor and the Justice Minister 
are vice-presidents. (The Justice Minister is responsible for the registration and oversight of political 
parties.) The additional 14 members of the Justice Council are also appointed by the president. The 
foundation law dictates how many members must be drawn from the ranks oflegal scholars, judges 
from the tribunal, review and appellate courts, and prosecutors. The general assembly of judges puts 
forward 3 candidates for each spot, except those candidates put forth by the Chief Prosecutor for the 
prosecutor members. 
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One of the primary functions ofthe Justice Council is to submit a report to the president each year 
which evaluates the "fitness" for office and promotions of judges. The report also contains proposals 
regarding candidacies for the presidents and members of the Court of Appeals. Similar 
recommendations are included regarding presidents of the review or local courts, tribunals and other 
courts. The Judicial Court also performs the review of judges proposed by the Justice Ministry as 
well as candidates for Deputy Prosecutors and prosecutors heading structural subdivisions of the 
prosecutor's office. In all these instances, the president is authorized to make the appointments by 
Article 55, Section 11. 

It is difficult to correlate the president's role as "guarantor of the independence of the judiciary" 
provided in Article 94, under these circumstances. First, at almost every layer of the judicial system, 
the appointees owe their jobs to him. In addition judicial discipline is rendered by the Justice 
Council which he heads. The separation of powers between the executive and the judiciary are 
simply not adequately safeguarded; rather, they are significantly interlinked. 

The President's direct involvement also undermines the principle of a separation of powers in view 
of the fact that the president may often be party to cases or litigations being considered by the courts. 
His decrees and edicts as well as resolutions promulgated by his government may be subject to 
litigation. In addition, he may initiate appeals to the Constitutional Court. It is also the 
Constitutional Court which rules on cases related to candidates for the presidency, and disputes 
relating to the results of elections. The presidentially appointed Chief Prosecutor also brings actions 
in court to defend state interests. In addition, the prosecutor appeals the judgements, verdicts and 
rulings of the court. 

With regard to the President's influence over local government there is equal concern. It is his 
government that appoints the regional governors. In the case of the City of Yerevan, it is the 
president himself who appoints the mayor based on the proposal of the government. Under Article 
107, these local officials "implement the government's regional policies." 

There are subdivisions oflocal self-governing units which, under Article 105, comprise a mayor and 
council with 5 to 15 members who are elected. These self-governing units administer "community 
property and solve issues of community significance," in rural and urban communities within each 
region. The scope of their defined powers seem somewhat limited. Under Article 106, the elected 
leaders ratifY the community budget, oversee its implementation, and within the limits of prescribed 
law, fix local taxes and payments. 

A particularly troubling provision of the Constitution allows the government to "remove" a locally 
elected official from office, based on findings presented by the regional governor. Preconditions or 
limitations are not adequately defined in the Constitution, paving the way for state to exert its power 
even to the lower levels of self-government. In the interim between the removal of an official and 
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a new election, the Prime Minister appoints a replacement in urban communities, while the regional 
governor appoint the temporary replacement at the village level. 

Unfortunately, these provisions fail to make a distinction between government's authority and 
flexibility with regard to administrative appointments and staffing, as well as the inappropriateness 
of government intervention with regard to officials elected directly by the people. These elected 
leaders should be immune to dismissal based on the will of appointed authorities, lU1d should be 
afforded the same protections as any elected official at the higher levels. Government should not 
be able to countermand the will of the voters via the election process. Such provisions reflect the 
policy of centralized control that still lingers from Soviet times. Clearly, the reins will continue to 
be held in the hands of state government with little autonomy being afforded to locally elected 
authorities. 

Human Rights and the Constitution 

The Constitution clearly states that one of founding principles that authority belongs to the people 
of Armenia. In addition, Article 4 guarantees that the state provides for the protection of human 
rights and freedoms based on the Constitution and laws, in accordance with the principles of 
international law. Indeed, the Constitution devotes 34 Articles to the rights and freedoms of its 
citizens. Many of the provisions address entitlement rather than fundamental human rights. But, 
the overall identification of protections and rights to which the population are entitled is impressive 
and comprehensive. 

Among them are equal protections without regard to nationality, race, sex, language, religious faith, 
political view, social origin, or property status property status. According to the constitution, the 
right to life is protected as is the right to freedom and inviolability. Freedom of movement is 
guaranteed, including the right to leave the country and return. 

In terms of freedoms of speech and association, the foundation document also provides a strong basis 
for the rights of individuals to assert opinion, enjoy freedom of thought, conscience and faith, and 
to form associations. In this regard such rights are extended to the formation of trade unions as well 
as political parties. Inherent in the right to free speech is also the right to seek, receive and 
disseminate information and ideas by any means of information communications. Confidentiality 
of correspondence, telephone conversations, postal and telegraph and other communications is also 
guaranteed. The right to peaceful assembly is protected as well. It includes the right to hold 
meetings, public gatherings, processions and assemblies. 

The family, motherhood and childhood are safeguarded as are social entitlement such as the right 
to a satisfactory standard of living and adequate housing. Equal rights are extended to all citizens 
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when marrying, during marriage and when undergoing divorce. A series of extensive entitlement 
are also elaborated. Social security related to old age, disability, sickness, loss of a breadwinner or 
unemployment are assured. A system for medical assistance and service, as provided by law, is 
promised in order to ensure each person's right to health. Every citizen is also guaranteed the right 
to education and the right to choose hislher employment. The Constitution commits the state to 
regulate a "just wage" and working conditions. Citizens are afforded the right to strike. Even the 
right to rest is identified in the Constitution with maximum work weeks and vacation .allowances to 
be established in law. 

Liberal rights are described for citizens subject to arrest and placed before the courts. The 
presumption of innocence is fundamental as is the right to a public hearing by an " .. .independent and 
impartial court maintaining all requirements of justice under conditions of equality ... " Persons are 
not required to prove their innocence, nor are they required to testify against a· spouse or close 
relative. Legal assistance is guaranteed and is to be provided free of charge, and every person is 
entitled to defense counsel from the moment of arrest, detention or presentation of the charges 
against him. 

The comprehensive scope of rights and entitlement guaranteed by the Constitution certainly 
amplifies an apparent allegiance to internationally accepted democratic standards and principles. 
However, critics have expressed concerns regarding the subsequent provisions which allow the broad 
scope of civil liberties to be curtailed by the state. Their primary objection is that crucial rights can 
be retracted under the vaguest of justifications because the foundation law is remiss in establishing 
adequate pre-conditions and limitations. Without proper safeguards the ramifications of potential 
abuses can, in practice, eradicate the fundamental principles of democracy at its core. 

The pivotal provisions include Articles 44, 45, and 55, Section 14. 

Article 44 

"The fundamental human and civil rights and freedoms established in Articles 23 -27 
of the Constitution can be limited only by law if it is necessary for the protection of 
state and societal security, social order, the health and mores of society, and the 
rights and freedoms and honor and good reputation of others." 

This provision is fraught with dangerous pitfalls. The grounds on which any such restrictive 
law might be enacted are simply too vague to ensure adequate protections against abuse. 
General terms such as "protection of mores" leave the door wide open to subjective 
interpretation and potentially manipulative use. The same is true in interpreting conditions 
and circumstances which would prompt passage of a law limiting human rights, based on the 
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• 

"honor and good reputation of others" clause. The latter could be particular worrisome, for 
example, in defining "offenses" in the heat of competitive political campaigning. 

The fundamental freedoms which can be curtailed under this provision include those 
pertaining to: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

freedom of thought, conscience and faith, and expression of religion aJ)d conviction; 

the right to assert opinion, freedom of speech, and the right to seek, receive and 
disseminate information and ideas; 

the right to form associations; 

the right to assemble and to hold meetings, public gatherings, processions and 
demonstrations; and, 

the right of citizens who have reached 18 years of age to participate In the 
governance of the state "directly, or 
through their representatives elected by free expression of their wilL" 

The provision is so broadly drawn that virtually any pretext could be used to rescind the very 
rights that underpin democracy itself. If misused, this loophole could pose a serious threat 
to a free society. The results would be particularly devastating if abuses were aimed at 
silencing political opposition. 

Article 45 

"Separate human and civil rights and freedoms, with the exception of those noted in 
Articles 17,20,39 and 41-43 of the Constitution, may be limited temporarily as 
provided by law during a military situation or in cases provided for in point 14 of 
Article 55 of the Constitution." 

Article 55 Section 14 

"in the event of an immediate danger threatening constitutional order and upon 
consultation with the president of the National Assembly and the Prime Minister, [the 
President] undertakes measures warranted by the situation and makes an address to 
the people about them." 
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Under these articles, civil liberties can be curtailed by the President as well as by laws 
enacted by the National Assembly. Very few "human and civil rights and freedoms" are 
protected from intervention under these provisions. The only exceptions include: 

I. the right to life; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

the right to defend one's personal and family life from illegal interference and honor 
and good name from encroachment; 

the confidentiality of correspondence, telephone conversations, postal and telegraph 
communications, (which can be limited by a court order;) 

the right to a public hearing before a court, and those rights related'to due process 
(although the rights of the news media and representatives of" society can be 
prohibited by law from participation during all or part of a judicial examination when 
it is in the "interests of the mores of society, social order, state security, the person's 
personal lives, and justice. ") 

Without adequate guidance and well defined pre-conditions which severely limit any interruption 
of basic civil liberties and freedoms, the status of fundamental human rights in Armenia will remain 
vulnerable. These issues deserved the benefits of a full public debate prior to the elections. They 
will continue to demand attention if Armenia is to achieve true, meaningful and secure democracy 
in the future. 

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

Elections are administered by a hierarchy of appointed electoral committees supported by an 
administrative staff at the Central Election Committee, and by local executive authorities at the 
district levels as defined by Article 5 in the Law on the Election 
of Deputies. 

Central Election Committee 

At the top of the hierarchy is the Central Election Committee (CEC) made up of at least 7 members. 
Candidates for membership on the CEC are proposed by Deputies of the Supreme Council. 
According to the law, a number of candidates to membership on the Central Election Committee 
should equal I for each 10 Deputies sitting in the Assembly. From the nominees, members to serve 
on the CEC are then registered by the Chairman and Secretary of the Supreme Councilor their 
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replacements. If registration is not accomplished by the deadline established in the law, the 
President registers the members from among those originally nominated by the Deputies (Appendix 
8). 

Selection of the Chairman of the CEC is governed by Articles 8 and 9 of the Law on Election of 
Deputies to the National Assembly. Under these provisions, the Chairman of the CEC is confirmed 
by the Supreme Council based on a nomination by the President who chooses fro.m among the 
members who have already been nominated and registered for the post. If the Supreme Council fails 
to confirm the President's nominee, the Chairman is selected by the Supreme Council during a 
special session. Upon their failure to select the Chairman, the selection is made unilaterally by the 
President. 

The CEC is responsible for oversight of the process throughout the Republic and establishing general 
policies under which elections will be administered. The CEC is also charged with the responsibility 
to ensure uniform implementation of the law. Under the authority vested in Article 13, the CEC 

I. forms the electoral districts and relative district electoral committees; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

manages and disburses the funds allocated for the conduct of the elections; 

designs and approves the election calendar, forms, documents and other materials to 
be used in the elections; 

formulates and publishes the necessary decrees and decisions related to the 
procedures to be followed to ensure uniform implementation; 

applies to respective bodies or to the courts in the event violations of the election law 
occur; 

reviews and decides appeals and complaints brought before it with regard to actions 
or decisions oflower committees; 

directly registers and supervises ballot preparation for the political public 
organizations participating in the Proportional System Election; 

rules on the registration or rejection of candidates currently in detention; 

summarizes and confirms election results; 

registers election candidates to serve in the National Assembly; and, 
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II. rules on issues related to the validity or annulment of elections, and calls run-off and 
by-elections, as necessary. 

The law is sufficiently drafted to provide the CEC adequate authority to maintain control over lower 
commissions and to regulate procedural issues. Their decisions have the full clout of law and are 
binding on lower commissions and other agencies and enterprises involved in providing support to 
the election process. These provisions should be sufficient to ensure that throughout the Republic 
laws are consistently and uniformly applied. 

One detail that has been omitted from the law is a provision defining the terms of the Committee 
members. Instead, reference is made to the deadline by which the committee must be formed prior 
to an election. Whether the CEC is sustained through the terms of the legislative body, or whether 
they are disbanded when the election is certified is unclear. In either case, it means that each 
Republic-wide election is administered by a new Central Election Committee. No opportunity is 
created for the development of institutional memory to sustain an on-going evolution of the process 
from one election to another. The wheel will constantly have to be reinvented with little formalized 
opportunity for past lessons to be integrated into future improvements. 

Even ifthe terms of the CEC members are intended to coincide with those of the National Assembly, 
it is unlikely that between elections the CEC would be able to sustain itself as a fully functioning 
body. Only two members of the Committee are paid members, the Chairman and the Secretary. The 
other members are treated as volunteer members. A good many members had no prior election 
administration experience. During the 1995 elections, members of the CEC maintained their own 
regular employment throughout the pre-election period. CEC meetings of the full membership were 
scheduled in the evenings and through the weekends. 

This approach to formation and maintenance ofthe CEC, places officials at a severe disadvantage 
in dealing with their very demanding and burdensome responsibilities. Their limitations were 
aggravated by the fact that a new election law was being implemented for the first time. In fact, the 
law was adopted just 90 days before the election. Combined with their relative inexperience and 
"unprofessional" status, these factors contributed to some of the administrative and technical 
difficulties which were experienced during the conduct of these elections. The shortage of time and 
lack of experience left the committee ill prepared to absorb the intricacies of the laws, or to 
thoroughly anticipate and plan for technical details which would impact the work of lower level 
committees. 

To ensure that procedural weakness can be overcome, and that the election process can continue to 
evolve, lawmakers should consider revising the law to create a smaller permanent, independent, 
professional Central Election Committee under a system that would make them immune to changes 
in the political environment. This would allow for on going documentation and refinement of the 
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process to continue. It would also create opportunities for sustainable steps to be undertaken to 
improve civic education. Most election experts would agree that providing a basis for continuity 
cannot be overestimated in the administration of elections. 

District Election Committees (DEC) 

District Election Committees are formed under auspices of Articles 8, 10, and 14. A separate DEC 
is appointed for each of the ISO electoral districts and are comprised of at least 7 members. Many 
DEC's had as many as 26 members. According to the law, members are nominated by public 
political organizations who have applied to participate in the elections by the proportional system. 
Their appointment is determined by the CEC. Chairmen of DEC's are elected from within their own 
membership. However, if they fail to elect their chairman, the CEC appoints the chairman. If the 
CEC also ultimately fails to make a selection, the CEC Chairman appoints the district chairman. 

The DEC administers elections at the constituency level, registering majoritarian ballot candidates 
and organizing equal campaign opportunities and activities, establishing polling sites and 
supervising poll workers. 

Precinct Election Committees (PEC) 

Precinct Election Committees comprise the poll workers who serve at the precincts. For the 1995 
elections, there were most commonly 8 to 10 Precinct Committees in each election district. 
According to the law, each precinct may serve 100 to 3,000 voters. Three Articles lay the foundation 
for the formation and organization of precinct committees. They are Articles 8, II and IS. 

The PEC's are responsible for processing of voters on election day and counting and tabulating the 
votes at the close of the polls. Nominations for membership may be submitted to the PEC's by the 
political public organizations participating in the proportional system election. The selection ofPEC 
chairmen follows a similar process as used for selection of chairmen of higher level committees. 
In a similar vein, as rules governing the higher committees, a final decision in the selection process 
rests on the Chairman of the DEC if the Precinct committee fails to make its own choice. 

Controversies Surrounding Appointment to Commissions 

During Armenia's 1995 elections, controversy arose regarding the actual make up of the various 
committees. On its face, the law provides avenues for representation of a cross section of political 
parties on the various election committees. This feature of the law should have provided a basis for 
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self monitoring and equality that would be expected in an open, free and fair election process. 
However, in actual practice, there are legitimate questions as to whether or not the intended objective 
was sufficiently achieved to engender candidate, party and public confidence. What should raise a 
red flag is that the legal frame work governing the appointment of members of the various 
committees is very convoluted and encompasses an elaborate system of back up plans to cover 
situations when the intended procedure fails. For each committee there is a layering of 
opportunities for the selection of committee members and chairmen to be passep to a higher 
authority upon failure of the lower body to act. 

The foundation for the system is found in Article 8, The Basis for Forming Electoral Committees. 
Under its provisions the fall back options are identified. First, it provides that members of electoral 
committees are proposed by the governing bodies of the competing public political organizations. 
It does not define to whom the "proposals" are submitted, or the manner in whicnthey are to be 
reviewed, accepted or rejected. Second, in case the public political organizations fail to submit 
enough proposals, decisions about the make up of the committee are formed and augmented by a 
decisioll of a superior committee. Then, if that superior committee fails to make the necessary 
decisions, selection of members rests with the Chairman of the superior committee. 
Similar provisions are designed for the selection of chairmen of the various committees. For 
example, Under Article 10 dealing with the formation of district electoral committees, the chairman 
of a DEC is supposed to be elected by the committee from its own membership "within 3 days, but 
not later than 6 days prior" to the deadline for the "formation of the committee." It is difficult to 
ascertain what constitutes "formation", or how it would be possible for members to elect their 
chairman before formation of the committee has been accomplished. The back up plan is that if the 
members fail to elect their' chairman in the time frame mandated by law, the DEC chairman is 
appointed by the Central Election Committee. Should they also fail to make the appointment, 
selection ofa DEC chairman is left to the Chairmen of the CEC. He is bound to select the chairman 
from the members of the District Committee for whom he is making the choice. 

No reference is made in the law to a requirement that each public political organization be allotted 
an equal number of chairmanships. However, opposition groups were vocal in expressing their 
frustration that as appointments were made, a disproportionate number of the chairmen selected 
represented the ruling party bloc. Hard evidence of the trend seemed to support their complaints. 
According to a report in "Noyan Tapan Highlights" on May 17, out of a total of 150 districts, 129 
chairmen represented the pro-presidential bloc "Republic" and 21 chairmen represented opposition 
factions. At first, only 119 districts had made their choices by the legal deadline. The decisions in 
13 of them, however, were declared invalid by resolution of the CEC. Of the 106 elected chairmen 
remaining, 79 w,ere associated with the AIM while 8 more represented other organizations within 
their bloc. Only 13 districts elected chairmen from the opposition representatives. In the 13 districts 
declared invalid, chairmen appointed by the CEC included 12 from AIM and only 1 from an 
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opposItion organization. Thirty of 31 chainnen appointed by the CEC for districts where the lower 
committees failed to meet the deadline represented AIM. 

More than likely, the addition of these fall back options were considered by lawmakers in view of 
the generally weak and as yet unseasoned organizational capacity of the public political 
organizations. Official membership in most parties remains relatively small. Their ability to recruit 
representatives to serve on all District and Precinct Committees was undoubtedly beyond their 
ability to confinn participation from within the ranks of their own available membership. In 
addition, the short time frame which existed between the time the law was adopted, and the deadline 
for filing their applications for registration was quite short. However, in the longer tenn the process 
should be reviewed to detennine how the system can be carried out more efficiently, thus allowing 
fewer opportunities for real or perceived manipulations to occur. 

One concern is that,as written, there is room to suggest that the potential exists for undue pressure 
to be applied on lower committees to ensure that they fail to elect their chainnen under the law. 
Under these circumstances as the process moves up the ladder of superior committees the final 
choices for leadership of a significant number of committees could ultimately fall fully on the 
Chainnan of the Central Election Committee, whose own appointment is recommended by the 
President. In an environment of political distrust, even the potential for these kinds of maneuvering 
create opportunities for allegations of impropriety. It is to the advantage of election officials to 
minimize as many such opportunities as possible. 

Additionally, Articles 10 and II covering the fonnation of committees stress "tpe principle of equal 
representation." However, the number of representatives of public political organizations to actually 
serve on district and precinct committees is detennined by the Central Election Committee. The .. 
CEC is also authorized to "augment" the fonnation of the committees, with little direction as to how 
their augmentation may be limited. 

Under these rules, several questions arise as to whether adequate safeguards can be established to 
ensure that equal representation is satisfactorily achieved. What is meant by "equal representation" 
as the tenn is used in the context of the several provisions taken together, is not clarified. There is 
no ceiling put on the maximum number of members who can comprise the committees. Nor is there 
a definite mandate that would require all members of the committees to be representatives of public 
political organizations. For example, nothing about the literal text of the law indicates that there 
cannot also be "unaffiliated" members, or members who represent local administrative units. 

Since the CEC has the authority to detennine the number of members representing public political 
organization organizations on the committees, and at the same time has the authority to fonn and 
"augment" them if the organizations "do not submit enough proposals," the concept of equal 
representation could be muddled. For example, each public political organization could equally have 
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one representative on the committee. However the size of the committee could be "augmented" to 
include a majority number of "non-affiliated members" from local administrative authorities, who 
in effect represent govemment. Their participation on election committees, especially in leadership 
capacities, could lead to a perception that the ruling party has been given special advantage. In fact, 
observers on election day noted that there seemed to be a significant number of officials serving at 
the polling places who identified themselves as "unaffiliated." Observers also reported that there 
appeared to be people involved in election day activities who represented the local lLdministrative 
authorities. 

From a practical standpoint, the complex appointment process requires an effective communication 
system through which adequate information is shared among committees at all levels and with the 
public political organizations. From the outset, there seemed to be significant problems in this area. 
Doubts existed, for example, as to whether all public political organizations were given timely 
instructional information as to the deadlines for submitting their proposed list of representatives to 
serve on committees. As with most other types of regulatory information, officials often had to 
follow. press releases to keep themselves apprised of important decisions published by the CEC. 

It seemed equally unclear as to how representatives were notified of their selection to serve. A 
number of observers reported, for example, that sometimes precinct officials seemed to have no idea 
how or by whom they were selected. In some instances committee members indicated that at the 
time they were notified of their appointment they were told the public political organization they 
were to represent, even though they personally had never become a member of the organization and 
had never been contacted by them. 

Although, during meetings with both district and precinct officials, IFES was informed about 
problems with quorum regulations that existed. Some chairmen reported that representatives 
identified on the list of members of the committees, simply could not be found. Given the unreliable 
status of phone service, it is not surprising that often committee members could not be contacted at 
the phone number listed for them. Opposition parties alleged that in some cases the phone numbers 
of their representatives were improperly listed intentionally. At the same time, there were 
allegations that there were frequent occasions when not all members of committees were notified 
of special meetings in which votes were to be taken on serious issues. Minority'organizations 
claimed that these lapses were intentional to preclude their representative from being' present when 
important votes were taken. There is no way to verifY the accuracy of such reports, however, what 
is clear is that communications were informal and erratic. 

Under the scenario envisioned in the law, political party and bloc proposals for membership on 
committees must be submitted prior to the actual registration of their eligibility to appear on the 
ballot. Once appointed to committees, members, nominated by a political public organization or 
bloc, lose their seats if the group's petition to appear on the ballot is rejected. However, the law 
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provides that these individuals can participate in the sessions of the committee "with an advisory 
vote." 

Voting at Military Installations and Medical Institutions 

In a controversial decision, a special CEC regulation allowed servicemen in military installations 
and patients in medical institutions to be added to the voter lists for the precinct in which the facility 
was located. The decision was extended to cover medical personnel who would be on duty on 
election day. In preparing its decision, the CEC responded to appeals from the Ministry of Defense 
and the Ministry of Health. The rationale posed was that the 6 months residency requirement 
required under Article 18 affectively precluded these people from being able to vote. Suggesting 
that this omission contradicted Article 3 of the Constitution, which allows any citizen who has 
reached the age of 18 to vote, the CEC declared that their decision was intended to rectify the 
deficiency in the election law since the constitutional law takes priority. 

The decision of May 11, 1995, also authorized the creation of polling stations on military bases and 
in medical institutions. Critics expressed concern that voting in these types of environments would 
leave servicemen and patients vulnerable to undue influence as they cast their votes. Critics 
suggested that the military vote would be too easily manipulated to support the government's 
objectives. 

While their decision was well intended, there is an issue that deserves reconsideration. The 
imposition of a residency requirement provides local residents with some assurance that the voters 
making decisions regarding their representation in the National Assembly, have a true stake and 
vested interest in the district. By adding the servicemen and patients into a district based on their 
temporary duty station, the votes cast by the local residents can diluted by the influence of votes cast 
by outsiders who are only there for the short term. This is especially true in instances where the 
bases are large. 

In the future, an alternative solution should be considered. It would be possible to provide these 
installations with ballots for all districts with an accountability log for the ballots of each district. 
Based on the serviceman's place of permanent residency, the proper ballot could be issued. The 
voted ballots could be sealed in envelopes similar to those used for voters voting in advance of 
election day. The day following the election, officials could package the sealed envelopes, 
accountability documents and unused ballots for each district, and forward them to the appropriate 
District Committee. During the time period allowed for the process of summarizing the district-wide 
results, the DECs could set a specific time for the opening and counting of these ballots. Proxies of 
the candidates and other authorized observers could be present to observe the process. The total 
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votes counted for the military and long-care patients could be added to the district totals and 
recorded separately on the final protocol. 

TIlls process would provide adequate opportunities for these voters to participate while at the same 
time protect the integrity of the votes cast by the pennanent voters of the districts in which these 
facilities are located. 
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REGISTRATION OF POLITICAL-PUBLIC ORGANIZATIONS 

Public political organizations (parties) are registered under similar laws associated with the 
registration of other public organizations such as cultural clubs, youth groups, etc (Appendix 9). 
They apply for registration with the Ministry of Justice by whom their activities and organization 
are also monitored for continuing compliance with the law. Public political organizations operate 
under their Charter which must be submitted at the time of application for registration .. Any changes 
or additions to a charter must also be registered with the Ministry of Justice. It is only upon 
registration that a public political organization may initiate its activities. 

Laws related to political parties are encompassed in Chapter 73 of the Law on Civic and Political 
Organizations. According to Article 2 of that Chapter, certain public servants are precluded from 
participating in a public party organization. Among those restricted from becoming active in such 
organizations are employees of the Ministry of Justice or Internal Affairs, state security office, 
prosecutors' office, law enforcement agencies, as well as members of arbitration committees, court 
bodies, or customs management. Members of the armed forces are also precluded from joining 
political parties. 

The law also places restrictions on any influence or leadership of the party by an organization 
operating outside the country or by foreign state bodies. Political parties are also prohibited from 
becoming part of those organizations or entering into their structures. The ruling body of the 
organization is required to be located in the country, and membership by foreign nationals is 
prohibited. A ban against financial support from outside Armenia is also i~posed in addition to 
similar restrictions against receipt of funding from any state official, agency, or educational 
institution. 

Under the auspices of an organization's charter, the party organizes its own programs. Through the 
election process parties are entitled to participate in the formation of government and its activities. 
In addition to its right to participate in government, parties are also allowed to operate in "political, 
social and economic life, and in cultural endeavors." For these purposes, parties are given the right 
to private ownership of buildings, equipment and supplies necessary to their operation. They may 
also raise funds through membership dues, publishing, contributions, gifts, and other activities, 
although they may not involve themselves in enterprise for profit, except in "cases provided for by 
law." The funds generated by a Pm:!>' are subject to taxes, and the organization is required to publish 
its financial statement each year. 

Chapter 73, Article 3 identifies the kinds of activities and programs in which a political organization 
may not engage. They include programs or activities which: 
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2. 

call for the forceful overthrow of the state legal order or lend support to the activities 
of other organizations that promote such programs; 

arouse national, racial, religious or social hatreds; or, 

3. violate the law. 

In April of 1991, augmenting regulations signed by the President, were put into effect which clarified 
a number of aspects of the party registration process. For example, Regulation No. 123 identifies 
the materials to be submitted with the application for registration. Among those required are 4 
copies of the organization's proposed charter which must include its name, address, organization 
structure, a list of its properties, and a description of its aims and tasks, and the sources, use and 
management of its funds. Within 7 days of receipt of registration, the regulation also mandates that 
the organization must deposit a fee to the State Bank of Armenia. At the time the regulation was 
adopted the amount was equivalent to 5000 rubles. The regulation also requires that if a public 
political organiZation curtails its activities, the proper notification must be submitted to the Ministry 
of Justice within 5 days. 

The activities and operations of public political organizations are monitored by the Ministry of 
Justice. The Ministry has a special team of staff members responsible for administration of this 
activity. Periodic visits to the organization's offices are made and financial records may be audited 
at any time. Under Article 8, any citizen, official, institution, or juridical body may apply to the 
Ministry of Justice to enquire about the operations or legality of a public political organization. 

One of the interesting features of the party registration law is that it demonstrates a somewhat 
improved approach regarding certain party oversight provisions, when compared with recently 
developed party laws in other post-Soviet countries. Many of the other NIS have adopted laws 
which allow the Ministry of Justice to de-register parties altogether, with almost unrestricted 
autonomy. Oversight of party activity tends to be intrusive and extremely vulnerable to abuse often 
making it most difficult for opposition parties to sustain their existence. 

Armenia has taken an approach to its administrative control over political party registration and 
monitoring of political activity which, on its face, would seem to offer improved safeguards for 
sustaining a party's official status. The law does not call for political parties to be summarily de
registered. Rather, a public political organization found to be committing violations or operating 
outside the scope of their charter can be suspended for up to six months. Prior to an official 
suspension, organizations may also be issued warnings about infractions by the Ministry of Justice. 
If the organization promptly remedies the violation, the Ministry of Justice may refrain from 
appealing to the courts for suspension of the party's activities. Once a party has been suspended, 
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subsequent offenses can result in more severe penalties with suspensions of longer duration. The 
law also allows for an extended appeal process including appeals through the courts. 

Suspension of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation "Daslmaktsutyun" 

The promise of free and open competitive multi-party elections was dealt a serjous blow in 
December of 1994, when, by decree, President Ter-Petrossian suspended the Armenian 
Revolutionary Federation (ARF) "DashnakJsutyun." At the time, the ARF was considered the most 
prominent opposition force in Armenia. Its history dates back to the late 19th century when the 
Federation was formed in response to the Turkish massacres"that occurred on Armenian territory. 
Even prior to re-establishing itself following Armenia's independence from the Soviet Union in 
1991, the ARF has been an important forum for the Armenian diaspora. 

On December 28, 1994, President Ter-Petrossian announced on national television his intentions to 
suspend the ARF on the grounds that the party was a cover for a clandestine terrorist organization 
called "ORO" which was involved in a number of illegal and subversive activities. He reported that 
"ORO" had been established with full knowledge of the ARF's central committee as early as the 
1950's and that it had branches in foreign countries. The President also announced that the 
Armenian branch of the secret structure was headed by "two diaspora Armenians" and involved 
about 50 active participants. Among the alleged criminal activities identified by the President were 
drug trafficking, racketeering, anti-govenunent intelligence, illegal financial activity and terrorism. 

In support of the allegations, the President described evidence which had reportedly been seized by 
the National Security Agency (NSA) in the weeks prior to his decree which included over 500 
computer diskettes, documents, handwritten memoranda, ammunition and weapons, and forged 
passports. The NSAs report of the events leading to the decree indicated that among the documents 
taken were some implicating the organization in the December 19, 1994 assassination of Ambartsum 
Galstian, the former mayor of Yerevan. Even before the decree, NSAs investigations resulted in a 
string of arrests of ARF members on charges related to narcotics, murder, weapons possession, 
withholding knowledge of a crime and other offenses under the Criminal Code. One member, 
Mikail Manugian, turned himself over to authorities when a wanted notice was put out against him 
in relation to the assassination of the former Yerevan mayor. 

In his speech announcing the decree, the President acknowledged that "90% of the party" was not 
aware of the existence of the secret organization. Still he maintained that "the essence of 
"DashnakJsutyun" has been this very secret structure. All the rest -- the official offices, the central 
committees, the official organs, the sister organizations, etc. -- have been altogether gauze, a veil, 
in order to disguise the activity of that secret organization with lofty ideals." 
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In justifying his actions the President indicated that suspension of the party as a whole was 
necessary, "to prevent further unlawful actions by the above mentioned secret organization and 
ensure the safety of the citizens of Armenia ... " His decree includes wording to the effect that under 
the decree, the suspension of the ARF would be " ... until the resolution of the issue in accordance 
with the laws in force ... " In spite the decree banning all operations of the official organs of the 
party, the ARF members of the Supreme Council were exempted. As a faction of the legislative 
body, any action taken with regard to them would fall under the jurisdiction of the parliament. 

Critics rightfully question the President's legal authority to suspend the operations of any public 
political organization at all. Under the Law on Civic and Political Organizations, Article 7, only the 
Supreme Court is authorized to take such actions. That Article states: 

"In the event of a violation of the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, the Supreme Court 
of Armenia suspends or prohibits the activities of a public political organization based upon 
a petition by the Prosecutor-General or the Ministry of Justice ... " 

The President's decree was issued before any such appeal was made to the Supreme Court. 
Bypassing the relevant law, the President invoked his general authority under Article 8, Section 13 
of the Law on the President of the Republic of Armenia, which provides: 

"The President of the Republic shall undertake measures necessary to secure the protection 
and security of the citizens." 

The official rationale expressed was that the provisions on which a suspension of a party could be 
pursued would be too slow to ward off the immediacy of the danger. Injustifying the legitimacy of 
the President's decree, the government issued a statement on January 15, 1995, in which the situation 
was likened to the concept ofa "clear and present danger." In the official statement it was suggested 
that the immediate suspension of the ARF was necessary because the illegal activities of its covert 
organization would likely have intensified when their existence and criminal activity were exposed. 

On the heels of the President's decree, the Ministry of Justice filed its petition to the Supreme Court 
for a ruling to suspend the ARF "Dashnaktsutyun." It posed two issues for consideration of the 
Court: 1) that there were foreign nationals in the membership and in the leadership of the party; and, 
2) a clandestine group existed within the party. 

The case was heard before a panel of three judges, with the ARF presenting no case in its own 
defense. They argued that the decree was completely motivated by the President's political agenda, 
and that the suddenness of the drastic action had effectively prevented them from legally receiving 
notice, engaging legal counselor meeting to prepare a defense. From the beginning the ARF has 
denied that the secret organization existed, and has claimed that the evidence presented by the NSA 
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was fabricated. They also claimed that since the agency had also confiscated their official seal, 
falsification of documents could be easily accomplished. 

By mid-January the Court had issued its decision finding that the ARF should be suspended for six 
months on the basis that foreign nationals were among its members. The Court sidestepped the issue 
of "ORO" altogether on the grounds that the criminal case in that matter was still in the stage of 
preliminary investigation. Nor did the court consider the legitimacy of the President's qecree. Under 
the Law on the President of the Republic, presidential decrees and orders can be repealed by the 
Supreme Council based on a ruling of the Constitutional Court. However, at the time of this decree, 
no Constitutional Court had yet been appointed. 

An issue raised by the Ministry of Justice in its petition was that the ARF had been warned about 
its violation of the prohibition against foreign members as early as January of 1994, but that the 
infraction had not been remedied. Legitimate questions arise as to why the Ministry of Justice had 
failed to petition the Court for the party's suspension earlier if its attempts to afford the party the 
opportunity to bring itself into compliance with the law had gone unheeded. The timing of their 
petition, notwithstanding the presidential decree, placed any period of suspension which might 
conflicf with the pre-election period, effectively foreclosing any opportunity for the ARF to 
participate in the elections. Coincidentally, the suspension was to end just after the election. 

It is difficult to correlate the suspension of the party with the President's stated purpose in "securing 
the protection and security of the citizens." The justification for closing down the legitimate and 
official operations of the political party seems limp in view of the fact that there has been no 
demonstration as to how their suspension would effectively prevent "further illegal activities." There 
are also questions as to whether the government's actions have violated the presumption of 
innocence. In fact, the "sentence" was effectively rendered without the benefit of any criminal 
proceeding. 

At the very least, the actions of the President and the security agencies have failed to adequately 
distinguish between illicit activities of the alleged secret organization from the legitimate functions 
of the officially registered party. Not only were the party's supporters denied a platform for political 
competition, the entire atmosphere surrounding the election process was tainted by these events. 
The confidence of the opposition parties and public trust in the openness and fairness of the election 
was shaken. 

Party Participation in the Elections 

In spite of the unfortunate circumstances surrounding the suspension of the ARF, a number of 
political parties were successful in gaining access to the ballot. However, once registered a public 
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political organization does not automatically qualifY to participate in the proportional system of 
election. To participate as a party or as a bloc or coalition of parties, the political public organization 
must apply by means of a petition under the rules established for the nomination of candidates, 
discussed later in this report. 

Compendium of Political Parties in Armenia (primary Armenian political parties) 

2. 

3. 

a. National Democratic Union. Established in 1991. Chairman Vazgen Manoukian. 
Political program consists of: 

- People's moral and psychological restoration; 
- Respect towards national values and human rights. 

Party platform also includes the privatization, advocates the creation of social security 
system, demands dual citizenship for diaspora members. 

National Self-Determination Union. Established in 1987. Chairman Paruyr Hayrikian. 
Political program consists of: 

- The development of just Armenia; 
- Democracy; 
- Rule oflaw; 
- Abolition of the Turkish-Russian agreement of March 16, 1921 which can solve the 
problem ofNagorno-Karabagh.' 

Party platform also includes privatization, active social policy of the state, supports the 
granting of citizenship to diaspora Armenians. 

National State. Established on May 5, 1994. Chairman Samvel Shahinian. Political program 
consists of: 

- The strengthening of the Armenian family; 
- The preservation of the national gene pool; 
- The development of the Armenian language; 
- The preservation and development of national values? 

'According to this agreement not only Nagorno Karabagh but Nakhichevan as well were given to 
Azerbaijan. 

'''National'' in this context means ethnic (values etc.). 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

People's Organization. Established In February, 1995. Chairman Petros Katsakhian. 
Political program consists of: 

- The evolutionary development; 
- The national democracy; 
- The strengthening of the national state. 

Armenian Revolutionary Federation (Dashnaktsoutiun). The party was founded in 1890, 
in Tbilisi by Armenian nationalist and socialist revolutionaries. Party platform is opposed 
to privatization, opposes the current administration, advocates granting Armenian citizenship 
to diaspora Armenians. 

Agrarian Democratic Party. Was founded in 1992 by former members of the Communist 
Party. Party platform generally supports privatization, is in favor of creating a social welfare 
state, foresees a strong Armenia integrated with Russia, supports the idea of granting 
citizenship to the Armenians from the diaspora. 

Scientific-Industrial and Political Union of Armenia. Established on October 26, 1994. 
Chairman Akhasy Arshakian. Political program consists of: 

- The rule of law; 
- The adoption of a Citizenship Law; 
- The development of science. 

Armenian Democratic Party. Established on September 18, 1991. Chairman Aram Sargsian. 
Political program: 

- The establishment of social democracy; 
- Social justice; 
- Democratic socialism. 

Armenian Communist Party. Established in 1920. Chairman Sergey Badalian. Political 
program: 

- Socialism; 
- State owned economy; 
- Protection of the rights of ethnic minorities;3 

3 The only significant minority in Armenia are Russians and Russian-speaking population. 
The rest of ethnic minorities (Kurds, 
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10. 

- Recognition of the Nagorno Karabagh Republic. 

Armenian Democratic-Liberal Party. The party was founded in 1921 in Constantinople in 
1921 through the unification of the Ramkavar (Democratic) and Azatagan (Liberal) parties. 
Reestablished in Armenia in 1991. Chairman Rouben Mirzakhanian. Political program 
includes adoption of the following principles and ideas: 

- The Law on Citizenship; 
- The Protection of ethnic minorities in Armenia; 
- The Strengthening of diaspora-homeland relations; 
- Rule oflaw. 

Party platform supports large scale privatization, considers the protection of human rights 
and the right of self-determination as cornerstones offoreign policy, advocates granting dual 
citizenship to diaspora Armenians. 

II. "Armenian National Movement. Was founded in September 1991 on the basis of the 
Karabagh Committee. Party leaders: 

12. 

13. 

14. 

- Ter-Petrossian, Levon, President of Armenia 
- Araktsian, Babken, Chairman of Parliament 
- Lasarian, Reverend Husik - Chairman of the ANM. 

Party platform supports privatization and the realization of radical economic reforms, has 
some reservations about granting Armenian citizenship to members of the diaspora. 

Armenian Republican Party. Was founded in 1990. Party platform supports privatization, 
minimum of social welfare, granting citizenship to Armenians from diaspora. 

Armenian Christian-Democratic Union. Was founded in 1990. Party platform supports the 
implementation of large scale privatization and granting citizenship to Armenians from 
diaspora. 

Armenian Social-Democratic Party (Hnchak). Was founded in 1887, in Geneva, 
reestablished in Armenia in 1991. Party supports the privatization of industry with the 
exception of the military-industrial complex., the state's active social policies, opposes 
granting citizenship to Armenians from diaspora. 

Ukrainians, Greeks, Assirians, Jews, Germans) are very small. 
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15. Ullioll of COllstitutiollal Rights. Was founded in 1989. Supports the idea of privatization, 
advocates adoption of the law on dual citizenship. 

ELIGIBILITY TO PARTICIPATE IN THE ELECTIONS 

One of the inconsistencies between the law for Conduct of Referendum and the law on Election of 
Deputies related to the eligibility of voters. To elect candidates, a voter must have reached the age 
of 18 prior to election day. As a result, a voter who turned 18 on election day, was not allowed to 
vote in the Majoritarian or Proportional elections. However, under the Law on Conduct of 
Referendum, a voter whose 18th birthday is on election day was allowed to participate in the election 
to determine the fate of the draft Constitution. This discrepancy impacted the preparation of the 
voter list, and some of the procedures for processing voters at the polls. For these elections, the rules 
established in the Law on the Election of Deputies prevailed in dealing with preparation of the voter 
lists. Voters included on the voter lists were those individuals who became 18 years old before 
election day. 

One of the practical problems noted by IFES was that there was no specific evidence of a formalized 
procedure for officials to follow in dealing with this discrepancy between the two laws. Lower level 
officials were not provided with specific instruction in any formal way. They were left to their own 
devices as to understanding these subtle differences, and determining how they might be handled 
in instances where a voter came to the polls whose 18th birthday fell on election day. 

Rather, senior officials simply assumed that lower level officials would know what to do simply by 
having read the two different laws. They envisioned that precinct officials would figure out that a 
voter whose 18th birthday fell on election day should be added to a supplemental voter list 
maintained for such purposes at the polling site. The presumption was that having read both laws 
precinct officials would understand that these voters would then only be issued the referendum 
ballot. 

It seems obvious that the number of voters who would fall into this narrow category would be small. 
However, the failure to recognize the necessity of formalizing procedures for these types of 
circumstances, even if they might be relatively rare, illustrates a symptomatic problem which 
impacted other procedural challenges as well. Throughout this report other such lapses are also 
discussed. 
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Residency and Citizenship Requirements 

In addition to the age requirements, Article 3 of the Law on Election of Deputies to National 
Assembly, and Article 3 of Law on Conduct of Referendum both impose uniform residency 
requirements. Under both laws, an age-eligible citizen must have resided in the Republic of Armenia 
for at least one year prior to the day of the elections. To be registered on a voter list for a district, 
the voter must have resided in the district during the last 6 months "preceding the elections at the 
time of compilation of the lists." The technicality of this specific wording leaves formal definition 
of the six month period open to question since the compilation of the lists occurs over an extended 
period of time. To provide sufficient guidance in lieu of a clarifying amendment to the law, it is a 
detail that should be clarified by a formalized decision of the CEC. Such a decision could specify 
that "compilation of the lists coincides with the final date by which they must be made available for 
public scrutiny 15 days prior to the election." 

Compliance with this requirement was taken into consideration during the preparation of the voter 
lists, b.ased on residential records maintained by local government authorities, and individual 
passport information which includes date of registration at the current address. 

It should be noted that Article 3 on the Law on Conduct of Referendum also applies a residency 
requirement, however, it differs from that for the election of deputies. To be eligible to vote on a 
referendum, a voter must have "settled permanently in the Republic of Armenia by the day of the 
adoption of a decision on the referendum." The variation of the residency requirement between the 
two prevailing laws did not cause any difficulty in this instance since the adoption of the decision 
on referendum fell within the 6 months required for the election of candidates. A district residency 
requirement was not applicable since the referendum was a Republic-wide issue. 

In the months prior to the elections, there was yet to be developed an updated, new law on 
citizenship. Although stipulations in the Law on Election of Deputies provide voting rights to 
"citizens," members of the CEC apparently believed that the law lacked sufficient guidance as to 
how citizenship was to be defined for voting purposes. In particular, were issues related to the 
definition of citizenship in view of the collapse of the Soviet Union. In addition, the Republic-wide 
drive to replace USSR passports with Armenian passports is still underway. Passports were 
uniformly used as the basis of individual identification for voting purposes. The Central Election 
Committee issued a decision in an attempt to address the issue on May 24, 1995. In its decision, the 
CEC gave authority to District Election Committees to include on the voter lists, and provide the 
right to vote to: 

" ... alI those citizens ofthe former USSR, who reside in the Republic of Armenia and have 
a permanent residence permit, and who meet the requirements of the laws on "Election of 
Deputies to the National Assembly" and Law on Conduct of Referendum." 
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Disqualifying Conditions 

Under the laws, the following persons were NOT entitled to vote in these elections: 

• persons declared incompetent by a court of law; 

• 
• 

persons in confinement by a legal court verdict; 

persons wanted in a criminal investigation; 

persons detained under criminal charges who have been denied registration by a decision of 
the Central Election Committee or Supreme Court. 

Preparation of the Voters Lists 

Registration of voters on the voter lists was accomplished by designated offices of the local self
administration authorities, primarily those offices responsible for maintaining residency records. 
Under the law, lists were to be provided to the District Committees who distribute them to the 
Precinct officials 15 days before the election. Initial preparation of the voter lists by local executive 
authorities appears to have represented a departure from former practice. Some precinct officials 
reported that in the past preparation of the voter lists had been their respo.nsibility. They had 
accomplished this task by visiting residences within the boundaries of their precinct and compiling 
the list of names of eligible persons living in the area. It is not clear whether precinct officials 
accomplished a door to door canvas to verify the lists presented to them by local government 
authorities. In many instances, precinct officials indicated that they would do it on their own 
initiative although no specific directive in this regard was issued by a superior authority. 
Information listed for each voter on the list includes both first and last names, patronymic name, 
address, year of birth, and the document which served as the basis for their names being included. 
For voters who are just 18, in addition to the year of birth, the month and day of birth are also 
entered. Under Article 18, each voter is only to be included on one list. 

In the weeks leading to the election, some participants questioned the degree of accuracy which 
could be expected in the lists since they were no longer going through the exercises involved in a 
door to door canvas. As a matter of fact, accuracy of the voter lists was a widespread concern in 
many quarters. One of the difficulties was that there are no longer any definitive vital statistics in 
the Republic on which to rely. With the collapse of the Soviet Union, conflict with Azerbaijan and 
the Nagorno Karabagh situation, devastation caused by the massive 1988 earthquake that destroyed 
Giumri, Armenia's second largest city, and the surrounding area, and general breakdown of the 
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economy, Armenia has experienced extensive fluctuations in population. The massive transiency 
of refugees and emigrations of Armenians leaving the country in recent years has made accurate 
calculations of population statistics virtually impossible. 

During IFES interviews with officials, local non-governmental organizations, political activists, 
journalists and international organizations working in Armenia, estimates offered regarding the 
decline ranged from 25% to 50% of the entire population. For example, reference was made to the 
annual departure of approximately 150,000 non-Armenians and Azeris to Russia bet~een 1989-90. 
The most commonly estimated percent of decline was about 35%. 

While the Department of Statistics acknowledged that there were no definitive figures, their own 
estimates set emigration figures at about 10%. Officials cited influxes into the country which 
occurred simultaneously. For example, their estimates included data reflecting that'about 350,000 
Armenians from Azerbaijan immigrated to Armenia in the 89/90 period;'lllthough they 
acknowledged that approximately 113 of them eventually left for Russia, Georgia and other 
countries. 

Generally, officials grouped emigrants into categories: a smaller number who had left Armenia 
permanently; and a larger number who had left temporarily for economic reasons. According to 
Department of Statistics officials, among the larger group were those who left for Russia, United 
States and other countries to find work, but whose families had remained behind. Of the 
approximately 152,000 who had been evacuated after the 1988 earthquake, officials indicated that 
the majority had moved to the unaffected southern part of the country. Reportedly, the majority have 
already returned home, even though reconstruction has not yet been completed. Department of 
Statistics officials reported that their fmdings regarding the earthquake victims were based on a 1991 
census which was conducted in the hardest hit areas. 

Official estimates were also founded on data compiled from local officials responsible for preparing 
the voter lists, as well as from records maintained for the distribution of bread vouchers, and 
privatization vouchers. In spite of their estimates of outward migrations, official estimates of 
overall population was set at 3,753,500, up from 3,574,500 calculated in 1991. In January 1995, the 
compilation of data provided by local officials set the approximate number of potential voters over 
the age of 18 at 2,469,700. Ultimately, however, actual registration figures based on-the compilation 
of the nationwide voter lists established the number of qualified voters at 2,178,699. 

Corrections or Amendments to the Voter Lists 

Under the law Voter lists are also available for public scrutiny and precinct officials are authorized 
to make adjustments as necessary. (Article 18-19, Law on Election of Deputies, Article 17, Law on 
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Referendwn.) Beginning 15 days prior to the election, voters as well as candidates or their proxies 
may view the list and verify their accuracy in the offices of the precinct election committee. If an 
error or omission is noted, the complaint must be reviewed by the committee, and the appropriate 
action must be taken within two days. The precinct committee is authorized to make adjustments 
to the list. If, however, the complaint is rejected, the committee is to provide the applicant with a 
copy of the "substantiated decision." If the person is not satisfied with the committee's decision or 
action, the applicant has the opportunity to submit an appeal to the District (City) Court up to five 
days before the election. The court has three days to review the complaint. The committee is bound 
by the court's decision and must make the appropriate correction to the voter list immediately. 

Supplemental Voter Lists 

The Law on the Election of Deputies makes no specific requirement that someone actually be 
registered on a voter list in order to be eligible to vote. There is no established cut off prior to 
election day for changes or additions to be made in the lists to be made. In view of the challenges 
presented in preparing the voter lists, it was anticipated that some eligible voters may have been 
omitted' in error. However, the law makes no specific provisions for dealing with this circumstance 
on election day. 

Throughout IFES's contact with the CEC official assigned to work with foreign delegations, a 
number of issues regarding omissions in the law were addressed. Consistently, the expressed CEC 
policy was that if a particular matter was not specifically addressed in the law, !hey did not have the 
authority to institute extra procedures. However, as it related to voters who may have been omitted 
from the voter lists, precinct officials were authorized to add their names to a "supplemental list" as . 
long as the voter provided appropriate identification which identified a permanent address within 
the boundaries of the precinct. The voter was issued ballots and was allowed to vote in the usual 
manner. 

The "supplemental list" was also used for voters who voted in advance, or to whom the referendum 
ballots were to be delivered for at home voting on election day. 

Concerns Related to Potential Inaccuracies in the Voter Lists 

In the weeks prior to the elections, criticisms regarding potential inaccuracies in the voter lists came 
from numerous quarters. The major concern was that the lists would be significantly iriflated, 
providing a potential window for abuse. At the local level, concern was expressed that the window 
of opportunity for "phantom" voters could ensure election of ruling party candidates. Much of the 
concern expressed to IFES centered around the potential of government officials, and ruling party 
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representatives on election committees to utilize the excess number of names on the lists to create 
"phantom" voters to ensure that the vote on the Referendum was sufficient to guarantee passage of 
the draft Constitution. , 

In the period leading to the elections, the potential inflation within the voter lists was considered 
suspect in view of two features of the Law on Conduct of Referendum Elections which provide 
opportunities for voting to be done outside the polling place and outside the view of the majority of 
committee members and authorized observers. Although similar provisions were not included in 
the Law for the Election of Deputies, in the referendum election, voters were allowed to vote in 
advance of election day, and were allowed to have ballots brought to them at home on election day, 
if they were unable to come to the polls. The concern was that if turnout was insufficient to ensure 
passage of the Constitution, officials could potentially use these combined circumstances to 
manipulate the outcome by fraudulently marking ballots for "phantom voters" usi~g the at home 
voting provisions. 

On action could be instituted to overcome such perceptions in the future, a number of additional 
security measures could be implemented to provide greater accountability and transparency in 
processing at home voters. IFES recommendations are included in the sample instructions provided 
to the CEC in the "Translating Law into Process" booklet. (See Appendix 7). 

In a similar vein, concern was expressed that the formation of precincts in military installations 
posed similar opportunities where official influence over the voting of servicemen might be possible. 

There appeared to be several circumstances which contributed to the cynicism which was expressed 
on numerous occasions during IFES's visit. The doubts raised in various discussions with IFES did 
not only surround the voter registration process; they threatened to taint virtually every aspect of the 
election. The roots of distrust were primarily related to the pre-election political environment and 
recent events. This distrust prompted legitimate questions as to the degree to which truly democratic 
principles had been embraced. Among them were: 

I. 

2. 

3. 

the banning of the Armenian Revolutionary Federation (Dahsnaktsutyun), the most 
prominent opposition party, and the detention and incarceration of members of their 
leadership; 

the closure or suspension of activities of several opposition and independent 
newspapers in the months prior to the elections; 

reported intimidation of opposition candidates In several key districts, which 
remained uninvestigated and unresolved; 
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4. 

5. 

lopsided representation or parties on election commissions and in the appointment 
of committee chairmen, in favor of the ruling party; 

the blatant bias projected by the government, the Central Election Committee and 
state media in its pre-election campaign strategy to see that the draft Constitution was 
passed. 

During its visit to Giumri, IFES was advised by opposition candidates and committee members that 
they had additional misgivings that voter lists would be inaccurate specifically because of conditions 
resulting from the earthquake. It was suggested to IFES that lists in the Giumri districts would 
reflect numerous scores of voters listed on more than one list in violation of law. In Giumri, many 
families are still living in "containers" or temporary housing since reconstruction in much of the city 
has yet to be completed. Concern was expressed that voters would be listed on voter lists based on 
the address of their original permanent place of residence, as well as on lists prepared for the polling 
site in the area of their temporary housing. Disgruntled opposition candidates and committee 
members believed these duplications would be manipulated to precipitate an illegitimate outcome. 
They also expressed a concern that such manipulations would provide a layer of confusion that could 
be used to preclude some voters from voting. 

It would be difficult to say with any certainty, the extent to which the voter lists may have contained 
inaccuracies in view of the social, environmental and economic upheaval the country has 
experienced in recent years. In all likelihood, more inconsistencies and errors existed than would 
be considered ideal for a fully accountable process. However, it is imporla!lt to note that as the 
election was carried out, there is little to suggest that the anticipated manipulations ever came to 
fruition. If there were abuses of the voter lists, they did not appear to develop on any widespread· 
scale. In and of themselves, the voter lists and the manner in which they were used on election day 
did not give rise to inordinate concern. 

Another issue was brought to the attention ofiFES team members which many believed might have 
an impact on a lower voter turnout. In addition to the general disgruntlement and apathy of the 
general public, several people with whom the team met predicted that there might be a particularly 
low turnout among young men. Their opinion was based on general fear associated with the 
Republic's particularly stringent draft law. The lengthy conflict with Azerbaijan contributed to a 
resistance to military service. Fear was also generated that prior service in the Soviet military may 
not provide any protection against summary Armenian military conscription. Many feared that 
appearance at the polls would put men in jeopardy of being "found," and forced into military service. 
Only a thorough analysis of tumout demographics would provide any reliable basis for determining 
whether these factors may, indeed, have had an impact. 
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The fact that the level of mistrust was plainly evident should provide a basis for lawmakers and 
election officials to review the surrounding circumstances to determine how public, party and 
candidate confidence can be raised. The perception that the election process leaves room for abuse 
taints the very foundation of the public's faith in the freeness and fairness of the process itself. Even 
if they are unfounded, negative perceptions should be addressed in a thorough manner. Practical 
solutions to improving the voter registration process should be aggressively pursued. 

Eligibility to Run for Office 

Article 3 of the Law on the Election of Deputies to the National Assembly, to be elected a voter must 
have: 

• reached the age of25; and, 

• have "permanently" resided in the Republic or Armenia for at least three years prior 
to the day of the election. 

Clearly, the addition of the word "permanently" in this context was intended to put more stringent 
requirements on those seeking election, than on voters. This additional restriction had particular 
significance in view of the massive transiency which has resulted from the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, and the prolonged conflict with Azerbaijan. 

Another significant provision of the law is that it allows a "detained" person to be a candidate when 
certain conditions are met. The addition of this accommodation was undoubtedly added in view of 
the banning of Dashnaktsutyun. The detention of many of its members who had yet to be tried 
undoubtedly led to a favorable consideration of this provision oflaw. 

NOMINATION OF CANDIDATES 

Under Article 3 of the law, any candidate seeking election as a Deputy to the National Assembly is 
entitled to run in one District in the Majoritarian System and also on party list in the Proportional 
System. Should the candidate prevail in both races, he/she accepts the district seat and his/her 
mandate in the Proportional ballot is passed to the next candidate listed on the Party List. In the 
event the candidate must advance to a second round of elections in the Majoritarian race, the issue 
of his election in the Proportional System is resolved after the second round has taken place. 

The process by which a majoritarian candidate or candidates for the proportional system gain access 
to the ballot requires submission of petitions containing the signatures of qualified voters. As 
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written, the Law on Election of Deputies contains reasonable elements which give a degree of clarity 
as to most of the rules that are to apply in the nomination process. The ground rules are covered in 
Chapter Y., Articles 20-23. (Appendix I). 

Forms on which nominations are filed (called "nomination ballots") are made available by District 
Committees in the case of majoritarian candidates, and by the Central Election Committee for public 
political organizations. Every public political organization seeking to nominate ~andidates or 
individual organizing hislher nomination is entitled to select representatives who will be responsible 
for circulating the "nomination ballots" on which voters will sign their names in support. A 
majoritarian candidate is entitled to have up to 5 representatives, while public political organizations 
may authorize up to 10 representatives. Each representative is issued an authorizing certificate by 
the group or candidate he/she represents. 

The law is quite detailed as to the information which is to be provided on the "nomination ballot" 
forms. When giving them out, officials are to ensure that the representative to whom they are issued 
is identified on the forms with his/her first and last names, patronymic names, and a notation as to 
the basis for registering that individual as an authorized representative. 

The law also details the information which is required for each signature of a voter subscribing to 
the petition. First, Article 20 mandates that the voter's signature is to be affixed personally. In 
addition to the signature, each signer is to be identified by first and last name, patronymic name, 
address of residence, and passport number. The documents are also required to be signed by the 
representative who gathered the signatures. 

Accompanying the completed "nomination ballots" must be a deposit. The deposit for each candidate 
is equal to 10 times the legal minimum monthly salary. The requirement is extended to cover each 
candidate nominated on the party list submitted by a public political organization. Deposits are 
refunded to organizations or to majoritarian candidates who receive at least 5% of the votes cast. 

A written declaration of the agreement by the candidate to run in the election must also be submitted, 
as is a certification documenting the candidate's residence address and registration. 

With regard to the number of signatures required on the "nomination ballots", different thresholds 
are set for majoritarian and proportional candidates. Not only does the law regarding each case 
dictate the minimum number of signatures required. A ceiling is also indicated. Additionally, the 
law contemplates that some signatures may be disqualified. For each type of candidate, the law 
specifies the maximum number of erroneous, incomplete or false signatures which can be found 
which will not result in disqualification ofthe petition so long as the minimum threshold of qualified 
signatures remain. 
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Majoritarian Candidates: 

The petitions circulated by representatives of the candidates must contain the signatures of 
500 to 700 voters within the election district in which the candidate seeks office. Petitions 
are inspected by the District Election Committee. If the inspection reveals that the number 
of invalid or falsified signatures exceeds 50, the petition is rejected even if the remaining 
signatures equal the lower limit of 500. 

Proportional Candidates: 

Political Public Organizations or Blocs nominate their lists of candidates. The list is 
supported by submission of a petition containing the signatures of at least 10;000 valid voter 
signatures but no more than 12,000. Even if the threshold is met after disqualifying 
signatures are deducted, a petition containing more than 300 invalid or falsified signatures 
is rej ected. 

The addition of these details provides sufficient clarification to prevent confusion as to what 
constitutes sufficient quantitative grounds on which a petition can be rejected. 

The registration of a candidate must also be denied if any of the following conditions exist: 

I. any falsification is revealed by inspection of the other nomination documents 
submitted; 

2. a candidate has agreed in writing to run in more than one district or on more than one 
party list; 

3. the candidate is found not meet the candidate eligibility requirements. 

Even after a candidate is registered, if facts are revealed that disqualification or restrictions cited in 
the law extend to the candidate, the registration is voided. 

The law provides for an appeal process for any candidate who is aggrieved by a deCision rejecting 
hislher candidacy. Rejections by district committees can be appealed to the Central Election 
Committee, and for both types of candidates appeals can also be filed with the Supreme Court. 

Nomination of Detained Persons 

Articles 20 and 21 establish the rules for nominating a person who is detained pending resolution 
of hislher case by court decision. Most of the nomination requirements are the same as those for 
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undetained persons. However, the fact that the proposed candidate is in detention must be noted on 
the nominating documents. In the case of detained candidates the Central Election Committee takes 
a decision as to the candidate's registration only after receiving a written conclusion of the 
Prosecutor's Office regarding the substantiated nature of the person's case. The candidate is 
responsible to forward a request for such documentation. To allow time for this requirement, 
detained candidates submit their nomination documents 10 days in advance of the normal 
nomination deadline. 

Article 21 makes clear that the registration of a candidate who is in detention and their election to 
the office deputy cannot serve as a basis for dropping the criminal charges or closing the indictment 
against them. However, the law makes provision that from the moment a detained candidate is 
registered, the degree of custody can be replaced with a milder restriction that does not prevent them 
from participating in a "full-fledged" pre-election campaign. 

Evaluation of Nominating Petitions and Registration of Candidates 

The registration of candidates is commonly one of the most controversial aspects of the pre-election 
period. While the law provides sufficient detail in most areas related to nomination procedures, it 
is seriously deficient in the key area surrounding the evaluation and verification of the signatures 
contained in the petition. Rather, the requirement that officials conduct this exercise is indicated 
only in the context of defining the maximum number of invalid signatures allowable. The law is 
silent as to the actual process which is to be followed in verifying the authenti«ity of the signatures 
contained in the petitions. 

Recognizing that the mechanism was, therefore, rife with questions as to how the process was to be 
accomplished, the CEC attempted to clarify verification procedures through a formalized decision. 
On April 20, 1995, a "Regulation on Collection of Voters Signatures and Their Authenticity 
Inspection" was executed. Unfortunately, the regulation added little to provide adequate detail as 
to exactly how petitions were to be evaluated or how signatures were to be authenticated. Aside 
from reiterating the provisions oflaw, the only paragraph which related specifically to the inspection 
of signatures and verification of their authenticity stated the following: 

"The respective electoral committees conduct a thorough inspection of the presented 
document to meet the requirements stated in the Law. In case of complaints, or if the 
respective electoral committee doubts the authenticity of the signatures, it starts to check 
each fact by individual approach." 

Therefore, DECs reviewing the petitions of district majoritarian candidates had to develop their own 
approaches to the task. As might have been expected, procedures were less than uniform from one 
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district to another. Some officials advised observers that when they believed signatures were not 
authentic, they actually went to visit the addresses indicated for those signers. Others indicated they 
merely voted among themselves. Still others made more cursory inspections for quantity and 
inclusion of mandatory information, while accepting the actual signatures at face value. 

Consistency and uniform application of law are fundamental ingredients to fair, democratic 
elections. In fact, under Article 13, the CEC is charged with oversight of the ele~tion law, and 
"ensuring its uniform implementation." However, the lack of sufficient, detailed guidance in this 
aspect of the process is illustrative of the general shortcomings which became evident throughout 
the process. 

As of 23 June, a number of candidates and political public organizations had been rejected, and 
appeals were still being considered. During the appeal process, rejected candidates are precluded 
from campaigning. 

It was not possible to review the petitions of rejected candidates on a wide scale during the short 
time available to foreign observer delegations. Those observers who did have the opportunity to 
review district petitions, reported that, in general, they agreed with the rulings made by district 
officials. The signatures or deficiencies which caused the petitions to be rejected appeared to be 
obvious and reasonable. However, in the course of the appeals, decisions to reject candidates in a 
number of cases were overturned. According to a report by the Chairman of the CEC just prior to 
the election, in nearly 113 of the 93 cases which were appealed, the decisions of committees were 
overruled. Clearly, with the short time allowed for the campaign period, the appeal process can be 
devastating to the success of a candidate's bid for office since the opportunity to participate in the 
campaign is forestalled. The candidate is disadvantaged even if he/she is ultimately successful in 
hislher appeal. 

IFES was informed that in at least one significant case involving the National Union-Dashnaktsutyun 
bloc, the coutt hearing of the case was postponed until after the election, when legal counsel for the 
CEC failed to appear in coutt. In response to questioning at the pre-election briefing of foreign 
observers, the Chairman ofthe CEC stated that the lawyer representing the committee had a death 
in the family and was, therefore, unable to attend on the originally scheduled coutt date. It was the 
opinion of several observers that this was used as a tactic to postpone the case until after the election. 

The unfairness of any decision to postpone the case related to the election until after election day 
cannot be over emphasized. This bloc, comprising Union Constitutional Rights, Intelligentsia 
Union, Artsakh-Armenia and Hereditor Eastern Armenia Club had reportedly managed to secure its 
representation on a significant number of local election committees. Because of their rejection, their 
representatives lost their official seats on the committees as well. 
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It will be critically important for officials, lawmakers and the courts to rectify any omission in law 
or practice which does not ensure that cases related to candidacy or participation in an election are 
resolved in a timely manner. Elections occur at a specific moment in time. There is no way to re
create the same playing field after an election has already occurred. Irreparable harm is caused, not 
only to the candidate or party who might ultimately prevail, but supporters and the electorate at large 
if they are denied access other alternatives. Free and fair competition are fundamental to a truly 
competitive political process. 

Candidacies in the 1995 Elections 

At the time of the election there were 43 public political organizations officially registered with the 
Ministry of Justice. Applications and nominating petitions were received for the Proportional Ballot 
from 3 blocs and 19 public political organizations. Ultimately, 2 blocs and 11 organizations 
survived the petition verification process, providing voters a total of 13 alternatives on the 
proportional ballot. Of the rejected groups, 4 were found to have not completed and submitted all 
the required forms, and 5 were rejected on the basis of deficiencies or disqualifications in the number 
of signatures submitted. 

Out of approximately 2300 district candidate who filed, 1473 were actually registered. One 
Armenian journalist commented to IFES that it is ironic that under the "new democracy" the 
percentage of rejected candidates had increased significantly compared to the number of rejected 
candidates in last election, in which an equally high number of candidates ha<l applied. Rejection 
of36% of the candidacies that were originally filed indicates that major shortcomings in the system 
exist. This phenomenon more than likely represents a combination off actors. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The law is remiss in providing sufficient guidance with regard to the verification of 
petitions. 

A significant number of candidates and their representatives were apparently 
inadequately prepared to understand the requirements of the law and to fulfill their 
obligations properly in the short time allowed for circulation of the petitions. 

Officials were not sufficiently trained in dealing with the petition process in a 
uniform and consistent manner. 

The appeal process is not sufficiently equipped to deal with adjudications in a timely 
and consistent manner to ensure that access to the ballot is not forestalled unfairly. 
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Altogether, 570 candidates were presented on the Party Lists competing for the 40 proportional seats. 
Any proportional seats won by a party are distributed among the candidates on their list in 
descending order based on their sequential position on the list. There are no limits established in the 
law as to how many candidates may appear on a proportional list. For the 5 July 1995 election 
individual Proportional Lists included as few as a 5 candidates. At the far end of the spectrum was 
the Republic bloc representing Armenian National Movement (the ruling party), Liberal-Democratic 
Party (Ramkavar-Azatakan, non-canonic), the Republican Party, Christian-Democr.atic Union of 
Armenia, Intellectual Armenia, and the Social-Democratic Party (Hnchak). Their list included 222 
candidates. 

In view of the limited number of proportional seats available, the high number of candidates on their 
list seemed unrealistic. In explanation, it was pointed out that because candidates could run 
simultaneously on the majoritarian ballot as well as the proportional ballot, a number of candidates 
on the list could win in both races. Their victory in a district race would mean that their proportional 
seat would go to the next person on the list. It was also pointed out that the party's seats which might 
be vacated throughout the terms of deputies elected in 1995 would also be replaced by the next 
candidates on the original list. Therefore, it was only reasonable to nominate a list which exceeded 
the 40 proportional seats in the Assembly. It was also suggested that the candidates nominated by 
the bloc might have agreed to run for office because under Article 23, a "candidate" for deputy is 
guaranteed a degree of immunity. Under this provision, a candidate cannot be apprehended without 
a decision of a court of law. It was reasoned that as long as a candidate on the list has the potential 
to become a deputy he/she maintains hislher status as a candidate, and ther::fore falls under the 
immunity provision. 

THE MEDIA AND PRE-ELECTION CAMPAIGNS 

The same cloud that lingers over the political environment in the aftermath of the banning of 
Dashnaktsutyun (ARP), extends over the status of Armenian mass media as well. Legitimate 
concerns about the questionable status of a free and independent press continue to be expressed by 
a wide spectrum of local and international human rights organizations, non-governmental 
organizations, political parties and candidates, journalists, observers and segments of the general 
public. And, this is not without good reason. In spite of the provisions of law which lay some 
foundation for freedom of speech, openness in the election campaign, and freedom to express 
political will, in practice some actions and attitudes of government authorities appear to belie those 
rights in actual practice. 

1. Article 25 of the Law on the Election of Deputies provides the following guarantee 
to the citizens of Armenia: 
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2. 

" ... the right of free and diversified discussion of the political, business and personal 
characteristics of a candidate for deputy, as well as the right to freely propagate 
through meetings, rallies and mass media." 

Article 17 of the Law on Conduct of Referendum provides for: 

"The exercise of the right to the free propagation of discussion in favor.or against the 
question posed at the referendum is guaranteed to the citizens of the Republic of 
Armenia, to public and political organizations, work place collectives, the personnel 
of secondary and higher education institutions, and during meetings oflocal voters ... " 

" ... executive bodies oflocal councils of the Republic of Armenia and the referendum 
commissions shall ensure the citizens of the Republic of Armenia, the public and 
political organizations premises for the organization of public discussions and shall 
inform populations about debates." 

In addition, the Law on Press and Other Mass Media (Appendix 10) provides a basis for the 
publication of independent newspapers, publications by public and political organizations, as well 
as independent broadcast media. In fact, a number of independent and non-governmental papers 
continue to function. However, for the most part, circulation is quite limited. Prohibitive costs, 
limited resources and difficult transportation methods contribute to their limitations. A few 
independent radio stations operate such as HI-FM which was opened about 6 months prior to the 
election. There have also been a few independent television stations that tend to. serve regional areas. 
Overall, the media in Armenia is still dominated by state operated newspapers and broadcast 
stations. 

The Repressive Media Environment 

One of the major difficulties encountered by independent and opposition publications is that they 
remain dependent on the printing houses controlled by the state. Frequently, publishers face 
obstacles in securing press time or paper and ink supplies. Costs escalate regularly. Some of those 
affected question the relation of these lapses and their publication of more controversial or critical 
reporting or commentary. In addition, independent and opposition media are closely monitored by 
the state. Audits occur regularly and negative findings can result in a paper being suspended. Not 
only can non-governmental media be sealed and closed altogether, they can receive oral orders from 
authorities no to publish until further notice. The state has the authority to confiscate all materials 
and assets in the most severe cases. 
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The tenuous nature of the "free press" and media environment in Armenia was severely jeopardized 
following December 28, 1994 banning of the ARF. Its suspension started a domino affect where the 
opposition and independent media were concerned. In the period immediately following President 
Ter-Petrossian's decree suspending the activities of ARF, the state's security agency began a 
crackdown on a wide range of newspapers, journals, magazines and other news media. Within a 
short time over a dozen publications were closed. Raids on editorial offices were protracted without 
warrant and with only the sketchiest grounds. In some instances, offices were. closed down 
altogether with all materials, equipment, telephones and fax machines, computers and furnishings 
seized. Others received official warnings that they were not to publish until given permission to do 
so by security agency officers. According to a report of Human Rights Advocates (in consultant 
status with the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations) prepared after its fact finding 
mission in January of 1995, security officials explained that warrants were noLnecessary and 
"declared that the President's decree suspending the ARF was sufficient for the purp,oses of search 
and seizure." 

The general reason for the closures seemed to be "guilty by association." The official justification 
for the mass crack-down efforts was that these news outlets were "affiliated" with the ARF. As 
"affiliates" they were subject to the same decree as the ARF itself. The major targets of the purge 
were "Yerkir Daily, " the official paper of ARF, and the largest daily circulation newspaper in the 
Republic. ''Azadamard Weekly, "a party journal published in both Armenian and Russian was also 
closed as was ARF -affiliated news agency "Hay/our." This agency produced its materials in 
Armenian, Russian and English. Reportedly its clients included independent newspapers as well as 
government agencies in the United and States and Europe. Even a Canadian-Armenian joint venture, 
Mikael Varandian Printers, involved in publishing a variety of newspapers and magazines including 
those of ARF, were sealed. 

As events unfolded, most observers believed that certain publications became targets simply because 
a member of their editorial staff was a member of the ARF. Even a suspicion that a publication may 
have been funded by ARF was apparently sufficient to include them in the purge. It did not appear 
to matter whether or not the publication or news agency was even political in nature. A few 
examples illustrate this point. 

I. 

2. 

One of the journals which was closed and sealed was "Marzashkharh", a sport 
journal published twice a week. The journal was published by an ARF affiliated 
sports organization. Its editor-in-chief was one of the ARF members put under 
detention by authorities. 

Horizon TV Agency had its editorial offices closed and sealed as well. Its director 
was also a member of ARF. The agency was affiliated with an Armenian community 
TV program based in Los Angeles. 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

"Andratarts Monthly" was an independent cultural and literary publication whose 
editor-in-chief was an ARF member. Publishers were given oral instructions not to 
publish until notified otherwise. 

An independent agency called the Armenian Documentation Center was also closed. 
Its director was another of the ARF members who were arrested and detained. The 
agency provided technical services to foreign journalists working in ~e region. 

The only women's publication in Armenia was also ordered not to publish. The 
editor-in-chief of "Arakast Weekly" was an ARF member. 

During the months that ensued there were reports of acts of violence against offices, staff members 
and journalists of opposition newspapers which have never been solved. According to some 
newspapers on whom they've been perpetrated, the timing of the attacks seems to have coincided 
with particularly critical articles challenging the government. Even before the actual string of media 
closures began the Ministry of Foreign Affairs had suspended the accreditation of journalists 
working with ARF publications, as well as the independent, Russian language daily, "Golas 
Armenii. " 

International and domestic observers, human rights organizations and the diplomatic community 
have been openly critical of these events. Legitimate questions have arisen as to the legality of the 
closures. There are some specific legal issues which deserve consideration. First, under the law, the 
suspension of press and other mass media is relegated to the authority of the courts, after. 
Suspension of media activity requires a court order, and a result of a violation of Article 6 of the Law 
on the Press and Other Mass Media. The period of the suspension provided for in the law is 3 
months. Nothing in the Law on Press and Other Mass News Media suggests the President's authority 
to act on these matters. 

Even the grounds for suspension are narrowly and specifically drawn under Article 6. They include: 

I. publication of state secrets; 

2. publication of articles promoting war, violence, national and religious hatred, 
prostitution, drug addiction and other criminal activities; and, 

3. publication of information about adoptions, or intimate personal information about 
a person without his or her permission. 

It is also significant that under the Supreme Court's ruling regarding suspension of ARF, 
"Dashnaktsutyun", only the technical grounds surrounding the participation by non-citizens in the 
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party's leadership were addressed. The court refused to rule on the issue of ARF's alleged covert 
activities through "ORO" since the investigation on these matters was still underway. Nothing in 
the case or the ruling of the Supreme Court focussed on mass media affiliated with ARF or 
otherwise. Critics would also argue that just as the President and state authorities failed to 
distinguish between alleged "clandestine" organization "ORO", and the legitimate functioning of the 
ARF at large, so too did they fail to identify any ties between the publications which were closed 
down and the promulgation of the alleged illegal activities the ban on the party was int.ended to halt. 

If the President's banning of ARF has raised legitimate legal questions, the blanket extension of the 
boundaries of his decree to include media agencies and publishers of newspapers, journals and 
magazines without the benefit of court intervention also pushes the envelop regarding the "rule of 
law" in Armenia. 

Polarization and Bias in the Existing Media 

Among the outlets of mass media that continue to survive there is a wide diversity of views and 
opinions. Criticism, controversy and editorial commentary are monitored closely but apparently 
tolerated to some degree. The party publications that remain open offer reporting that is strong, 
sometimes strident, in its criticism of the government and political rivals. Independent media 
attempt to offer alternative coverage to offset news reported by official government organs. The 
independent news service Noyan Tapan generally offers a balance of pro-government and opposition 
reporting and commentary to its multi-media subscribers. By its own acknowledgment, it can 
usually be predicted with certainty which media clients will pick up which of its articles, and which 
clients will bypass those same articles. Rarely, among its clients is there a crossover. 

The state controlled media, including its two official newspapers, "Hajastani Hanrapetutyun" and 
"Respubica Armenii" as well as the state broadcast media tend to tow the government line although 
there is occasional diversity in its news coverage. The same is true of Armenpress, the state's news 
service. In discussions with its director, IFES asked about their policy regarding balanced reporting
his statement concluded that the state's source of news was only "one against many." To stress his 
point, he displayed a number of opposition newspapers and independent publications· illustrating that 
they provided the platform for the other side of issues and events to be represented: 

What is clear is that the Armenian press and mass media has not fully matured to the level of 
independence or balanced coverage to sustain a truly free and fair democratic state. It is also clear 
that, for the most part, media remains polarized. There seems to be no sufficient platform for diverse 
opinion or news reporting to appear simultaneously within the same publication. In most media, the 
particular bias and political agenda are blatantly clear. In terms of election coverage, this is a 
significant shortcoming. Depending on the paper of choice, the average citizen may never be 
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adequately exposed to opposing points of view or any definitive debate on parties, candidates or 
issues, therefore shortchanging the opportunity to stimulate a fully informed electorate. 

State's Campaign on Passage of the Constitutional Referendum 

Evidence of the degree of polarization and bias that existed throughout the pre-election campaign 
is particularly noteworthy when considering the manner in which voter education on the 
constitutional referendum was dealt with through the state media. 

During the time ofIFES's visit, a lack of any evidence of public forum for discussion or debate on 
the constitutional referendum became apparent. The full text of the draft constitution had been 
widely published. Groups like the Association of Young Lawyers published papers about what was 
included in the draft being voted upon. However, their "analysis" simply explained the draft by 
reiterating the text of the draft into simpler language without offering any criticism or stating any 
position. During a discussion with one of their representatives questions as to any opinions which 
may been developed as the group of attorney's completed their review were sidestepped. A portion 
of HI-FMs extensive voter education program was devoted to providing explanations about the 
draft's provisions. Again, its discussion remained factual without projecting any sense of debate or 
taking any stand. 

What became apparent was that there seemed to be virtually no real analysis of the pros and cons 
or its ultimate impact if passed. There was no forum for discussion o( its strengths and it 
weaknesses. There was simply no setting for meaningful debate. Mass information about the 
constitutional draft was extremely one-sided in favor of its passage. Except in opposition 
newspapers, or in the platforms of individual candidates or parties, no opposing views about the draft 
constitution were expressed in the mass media. 

This circumstance would not seem to be reflective of the seriousness of the debate which confounded 
the sessions of the legislative body and the Constitutional Commission as they tackled the issues. 
Even the question to put the referendum before the voters would not have succeeded had the 
threshold number of votes required for adoption not been lowered. It was clear that lawmakers 
recognized that, as drafted, there was much with which to contend. In spite of the controversy that 
appeared to linger, mass media did not become the public forum to take the debate to the public. 

IFES had the opportunity to discuss this question in separate meetings with the Directors of 
Armenpress, the state's news agency, and the Department of Radio and Television. In both 
instances, the agenda was made abundantly clear. Using almost the identical words, each director 
indicated that his goal was to "see that the Referendum on the Constitution was passed." In pressing 
the Director of Radio and Television further, IFES posed questions as to whether private citizens or 
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non-political groups, such as a hypothetical theater group, would be able to purchase air time to 
promote passage of the referendum. He indicated that, of course, they would be able to do so. 
Sometime later in the conversation, when asked if the same hypothetical theater group would be 
allowed to purchase time to discourage passage it became apparent that such an ad would most likely 
be refused. 

With regard to the state's print campaign, the message was even more clear. Durlng the weeks 
leading to the election, the official state newspaper, "Republic" ran a daily campaign promoting 
passage of the referendum. Each day, the right hand side of its front page was devoted to a series 
of statements by prominent scientists, educators, artists, writers, and others championing the draft 
and encouraging voters to vote in favor. Not one statement in opposition was included. At the 
bottom of each days column was a sample of the official referendum ballot marked to show a "YES" 
vote. At one point, flyers promoting passage and illustrating the same version of a sample ballot 
were also dropped from helicopters over Republic Square fAppendix II). 

There is no question that the campaign to secure passage of the constitution was prompted by 
government's interest in advancing the foundation of independent statehood for the RepUblic. 
However, the one-sided bias of the state press offers room for reevaluation in terms of providing the 
voter information necessary to ensure the public's readiness to make informed choices during 
election cycles. 

It will be particularly important to review how that same bias was reflected in outreach efforts 
accomplished by the Central Election Committee. If any agency of govemment should maintain 
standards of absolute neutrality in its approach to voter education on issues, candidates or parties 
appearing on the ballot, it should be the official bodies responsible for carrying out the elections. 
Fundamental to the CEC's role was the assurance that public confidence in the freeness and fairness 
of the elections is justified. However, during the pre-election campaign it appeared that the Central 
Election Committee also advanced the government line in terms of promoting a positive vote on the 
constitution. Booklets containing the text of the constitution were prepared and distributed which 
also encouraged a favorable vote and included an illustration of a sample ballot with a "YES" vote 
marked. Large posters in different colors were also printed and distributed showing a "YES" vote 
on the constitution. Some observers saw these posters posted in and around polling sites on election 
day. In the pre-election publicity there was not one display of a sample ballot tharshowed voters 
how to express a "NO" vote. Such bias displayed in these contexts does little to raise the public's 
confidence in the neutrality with which administrators will carry out the full scope of their 
responsibilities in safeguarding the freeness and fairness of the elections. 
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Pre-Election Campaigns of the Candidates 

As far as candidates are concerned, the Law on the Election of Deputies, and regulations 
promulgated by the Central Election Commission set a loose foundation for equality in the campaign 
process. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Article 5 provides opportunities for candidates and political public. organizations 
partici pating in the elections to use their own funds, as well as funds generated 
through donations and fundraisers for the pre-election publicity campaigns. A limit 
iii campaign spending for each candidate, presumably for both majoritarian and 
proportional list candidates, is set at 500 times the established minimum monthly 
salary. Candidates and parties or blocs are also required to submit disclosures of 
their campaign expenses to the Central Election Committee. 

Article 25, provides candidates, and their proxies, as well as political public 
organization the right to organize meetings with voters. It also requires respective 
state bodies to ensure equal opportunities to participants in the state operated media. 
Candidates in the majoritarian system are entitled access to local, state operated mass 
media, while political public organizations are allotted time on nationwide mass 
media. The time allotted without charge is limited to the united fund maintained by 
the CEC which has been authorized by the National Assembly. In addition to 
gratuitous time, election participants are authorized to purchase media time so long 
as their media expenditure on state operated media is no more than twice the limit 
allotted without charge. 

Under Article 14, District Election Committees are charged with the responsibility 
of organizing the publication of the biographies and brief election programs of the 
district candidates. The are also required to provide the pre-election programs of the 
public political organizations an blocs to the precinct committees ensuring that they 
also have the list of the organizations' list of candidates. 

As constructed, the law not only provides a base level equality in campaign opportunities, it also 
gi ves candidates and parties a lot of flexibility in determining their own campaign strategies and 
spending priorities. However, a number of questions are left unanswered by the law, especially as 
to how the state's and the competitors' responsibilities are to be carried out. In an attempt to fill in 
some of the gaps, the CEC promulgated a decision which set some definitive ground rules which 
would govern implementation of the pre-election campaign programs. 

Only two restrictions are formalized in law. Article 25 mandates that on election day, it is forbidden 
to "propagate, have rallies, or for people to accumulate in the vicinity of the polling place." 
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Secondly, the law is very specific that it is forbidden for candidates, "either in person or through 
other persons, private, state enterprises or organizations to allocate funds, food, other goods or gifts 
to the voters using any pretext." If a candidate is found to have engaged in this activity, the CEC 
has the right to declare the registration of the candidate void. 

Under its regulation, the amount of time to be allotted to each candidate and political public 
organization were set, as were the media outlets. Under rules designed in cooperation.with the State 
Committee for Radio and Television Programs, each public political organization was allotted up 
to 30 minutes on state television. In addition, the organizations were given 2 hours of air time to 
participate in the television program "Round Table. An additional 30 minutes were given each 
group or bloc for announcements on the radio. In contrast, candidates on the majoritarian ballot 
were allotted only 5 minutes on radio and 5 minutes of television time at the local level. 

With regard to print media, the CEC required that they receive articles and interviews from the 
public political organizations 3 days before their publication in the state's official newspapers, 
"Hajastani Hanrapetutiun" and "Res publica Armenii." At the local level, deadlines for submission 
of print materials to the DEC's were also set at 3 days prior to their publication. 

In spite of attempts to fill in the gaps left vacant by the law itself, questions still remained 
unanswered. For example, once campaign disclosure documents are filed with the CEC, it is not 
clear what their responsibilities are in evaluating them or how violations will be treated. In some 
regions it was reported that local television stations have curtailed operations. No immediate 
answers were available as to how district candidates would be accommodated in those situations. 

Although there is no specific guidance, the law seems to imply that there is a distinct separation 
between an organization's campaign opportunities, and the campaigns of candidates who appear on 
their lists. Whether the organization accumulates and expends the campaign funds on behalf of its 
candidates or whether they are responsible for their campaigns individually is not specifically 
answered. Another question that is not definitively resolved is whether each party within a bloc is 
entitled to solicit contributions separately raising the cumulative total of allowable expenditures for 
the bloc as a whole. 

Nothing in the law or in the regulations addresses any role to be played by the CEC, local DEC's or 
media officials in monitoring the content of advertisements or statements submitted to them by the 
candidates and public political organizations. Nor are there provisions which would limit their 
intervention. 

It became clear in the context of a meeting with the Ministry of Radio and Television, that officials 
believed they had a responsibility in monitoring campaign messages and determining "correctness" 
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through content screening. Officials indicated that if a message was inappropriate or "insulting" they 
would be obligated to pull it from the air. 

Because the Ministry for Television and Radio is willing to assume the power to prevent material 
from being aired, it is important that certain safeguards and regulation be put in place to alleviate 
perceived or real bias in the manner in which the Ministry might wield such power. Ideally, state 
authorities should have very little capacity to intervene in the free expression of c~ndidates and 
parties. At the very least, formal guidelines should be defined for ministry staff, public-political 
organizations, and candidates on what constitutes legal grounds for disallowing a message from 
being broadcast or pulling the announcement "off the air". A specific definition of "insults" or 
inappropriate material or language should be announced and shared with all appropriate parties. 
Broadcast officials should also have to thoroughly document or maintain a detailed log of specific 
incidents where political announcements were cut off, edited for content, or disallowed. Should an 
announcement or material be pulled or disallowed, written notification to the affected organizations 
or individuals identifying the grounds on which their announcements were pulled or interrupted and 
a determination should be made as to whether the affected organization or individual will be allowed 
replacement time if Ministry regulations are adhered to. 

An issue which should also be addressed pertains to intermittent power outages or "brownouts" 
which occur in Armenia. Speculation has been offered that certain public political organization and 
candidates may have been affected by power outages that were intentionally connected to their 
scheduled advertisements. Even the perception of such coordinated or intentional activities could 
irreparably damage the relationship between parties and candidates and the l'1inistry. 

In Armenia, the local or regional power company has a reasonably regular schedule of power 
availability on a grid-by-grid basis. The CEC indicated that special arrangements were made with 
the power authorities to ensure that power was maintained throughout election day. Similar 
arrangements should be made to ensure power during the peak hours when campaign programming 
is scheduled. Political advertizing and candidate forums or debates should be given a higher priority 
during periods of available power in the short election period in order to overcome any public 
perception of manipulation of equal air time. In the event of unannounced power lapses, specific 
guidelines should have been shared with public political organization and candidates as to how re
broadcast of the programming will be arranged. 

In the weeks leading to the election a TACIS-funded team from the European Institute on Media in 
Dusseldorf engaged in a media monitoring exercise. The purpose of their mission was to analyze 
both broadcast and print media and evaluate the degree to which political competitors were afforded 
equal coverage. During the campaign period allegations were widespread that the ANM and the 
Republic bloc enjoyed a distinct advantage terms of its exposure on state operated media. When 
the media monitoring team's report is published, it will be very important for government officials 
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to review its findings and determine if such allegations have merit. If so, every effort should be 
made to determine what steps should be taken to improve the performance of state bodies in ensuring 
the equal access provisions guaranteed in the law. 

Ultimately, as democratic principles continue to evolve in Armenia it will be important for 
lawmakers to reconsider the degree of control government should exert over the political campaign 
process. In addition, every effort should be made to ensure that independent medi~ be free from 
government interference and that such extreme measures as suspensions of their activities be avoided 
at all costs. The campaign environment should be as free and independent of government control 
as possible. 

All officials involved in the conduct of the elections and facilitation of election campaigns should 
be encouraged to understand that the impartiality with which they exercises their authority in 
overseeing the canipaign process is ultimately one of the main standards by which the freeness and 
fairness of elections is measured. By their actions and through their decisions in overseeing the 
campajgn process, officials have extraordinary power to affect the outcome of the elections. It is in 
this aspect of the election process that government officials and election administrators are also 
particularly vulnerable to allegations of partisanship and bias, not only from forces within Armenia, 
but from the international community. 

Incumbent in a strong democracy is a free and independent media and an open and fair political 
environment protected from interference by the state. These are long-term objectives which will 
hopefully be achieved in Armenia as democracy evolves. 

The IFESINoyan Tapan Voter Education Project 

Just as publicly released information on the referendum tended to be single-sided, there also seemed 
to be limited opportunities for voters to become familiar with, and compare differences between, the 
political public organizations and their platforms. In addition, there was a dearth of fundamental 
information about voting procedures promoted in a "user friendly" format. The Election Laws and 
regulations of the Central Election Committee were published. However, when asked about posters 
or flyers about how to mark ballots, registration and voter identification requirements, and general 
voting procedures voters would encounter at the polls, officials indicated that they were not 
necessary because "everything is covered in the law" and "people are experienced and know what 
to do." As a matter of fact, an illustrated, instructional poster describing the steps voters would go 
through on election day was prepared by the National Democratic Institute and offered to the Central 
Election Committee for use in precincts on election day (Appendix 12). This enlightened approach 
was unfortunately declined. 
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Concerned with these issues, IFES attempted to explore how assistance might be provided to 
stimulate interest in developing a voter education program. During the IFES meeting with 
Armenpress a general discussion ensued about the possibility of the agency preparing a voter 
information campaign through a series of features which would provide profiles and programs of all 
the political public organizations competing in the election side by side. Evidently, the concept IFES 
was proposing had not been considered before. Ultimately, the response was similar to that provided 
about the agency's policy regarding balanced political news coverage: they were. "one against 
many." They saw no responsibility in pursuing such a campaign. It was up to the parties to promote 
themselves. In fact, the reaction to the concept was that trying to provide information about all the 
competing parties in a single context would be "too confusing" and would make people "crazy in 
the head." Regardless, IFES continued to pursue these kinds of discussions in a number of contexts. 

IFES was very encouraged when "Noyan Tapan, " expressed genuine interest in the possibility of 
becoming a resource of voter information. As an independent news agency, they provide articles 
and advertising to a wide spectrum of newspaper and broadcast stations who subscribe to their 
service. As general concepts were explored, two options began to take shape. Through the first 
option voters would have the opportunity to see and compare the responses of all parties and blocs 
participating in the elections to a few key questions of common interest to everyone. Each party or 
bloc would be given the list of pre-determined questions to which they would provide their official 
response in a number of words specified by Noyan Tapan. In the client publications who chose to 
use the feature articles the "question of the day" would appear along with the answers provided by 
the separate parties or blocs. 

The second option discussed was the preparation and dissemination of a series of public service 
"advertisements" in an eye-catching format. Each notice would feature a key piece of general voter 
information to assist citizens in understanding the election process. Suggestions included 
information about when the voter lists would be available for review so that people could make sure 
their names are properly listed and to alert election officials if errors are noted, reminder to voters 
about the kind of identification they must have with them in order to vote, or how voters who are 
ill or unable to go to the polling place on election day would be able to vote at home. 

In follow up to preliminary discussions, IFES prepared a concept paper for consideration which 
included not only suggestions about how such a program could be implemented, but also how to 
safeguard the intended impartiality of the program. The biggest concern was how to develop 
standards by which each party would be guaranteed equal treatment, and how to ensure that media 
clients used the materials as they were intended. In its recommendations, IFES stressed the 
following points. 
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I. 

2. 

3. 

It would be important that Noyan Tapan (and its clients) remain unbiased throughout 
the program. 

In order to remain neutral, all parties or blocs would have to be invited to participate, 
and one set of rules would have to apply to everyone regarding the number of words 
allowed for each response, deadlines for submission and manner of publication. 

It would be advisable if parties and blocs were ensured that their responses would not 
be edited or modified, and that they would be solely responsible for abiding by the 
laws of the Republic in their statements. 

This kind of program would require careful pre-planning and would ideally involve an advance 
public relations program if it were to be shared through normal channels to Noyan],:apan's regular 
media clients. Among the points provided by IFES for the agency's consideration in 'this regard were 
the following. 

1. Careful thought would have to be given regarding the selection of the Key Questions. 

2. 

3. 

Rules would have to be formalized and applied to all parties and blocs including: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

* 

the number of words allowed with notice as to how responses would be dealt 
with if they exceed the authorized length; (One suggestion was to advise 
respondents that if their submissions are too long, sentences would be cut 
beginning with the very last sentence and upward through each preceding full 
sentence the word limit is satisfactorily met.) 

deadline for submission of responses; 

the order in which parties or blocs would appear; 

how a failure to respond would be treated in the context of the full article; (It 
was suggested that if a party failed to submit a response to a.given question, 
a neutrally worded notation be made in the article that "no response had been 
received by press time.") 

inclusion of disclaimers or identification of the submitter, as well as of the 
party or bloc being represented. 

Letters or promotional material explaining the program would have to be sent to all 
parties and blocs identified by the Central Election Committee and registered to 
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4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

participate on the Republic-wide Ballot based on the proportional system. It was also 
advised that a system of follow-up or reminder contacts be developed if responses 
are slow to be returned. 

Letters and promotional materials explaining the program were also recommended 
to advise media clients about the materials that were being sent and how they were 
to be used. It was critically important that clients be made responsible !o print or use 
materials in their entirety to avoid "selective" use which could be construed as 
manipulative or biased. 

It was suggested that advance articles be published promoting the program and 
alerting citizens to keep watching for these articles. 

Another recommendation was that a discussion group with clients to review the 
purpose and logistics of the program and the time table in which it would take place. 

The agency was encouraged to ensure that the full article published for each question 
be preceded by a brief explanation of how the program has been designed, 
identifying that the responses are the sole responsibility of the party or bloc, and that 
the comments provided are the opinions of the organizations submitting them. 

To extend the reach, it was suggested that readers be encouraged to share the paper 
with a friend, or to post it in a common area where others might have the chance to 
read it too. 

In reviewing the issues presented, Noyan Tapan recognized that the one obstacle that could 
jeopardize the intent of the program was their lack of control over what their media clients might do 
with the materials. There simply was no way to ensure that the features intended to provide a forum 
in which voters cold become familiar with the programs of political parties in an unbiased, yet 
comparative and informational format, would be used in their entirety. Selective or edited 
reproduction could undermine the objective of the program. 

The agency proposed an alternative approach to the concept. Rather than preparing the features for 
their media clients, Noyan Tapan took on the challenge of publishing 3 special election editions of 
a newspaper in which the party responses were the main feature. IFES agreed to provide technical 
assistance and publication support. 

Ultimately six questions were carefully developed which would require definitive and thoughtful 
answers, and which would cover a variety of topics of importance to a broad audience. They 
included questions about solutions to the Nagomo Karabagh crisis, the economy, the criminal code, 
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taxation policy, the draft constitution and education. Each edition also Cl\frled a feature titled "What 
Every Voter Needs to Know" which provided simple explanations about voting procedures and 
requirements, descriptions of the various ballots and how to mark them, and procedures at the polls 
(Appendix 13). IFES also arranged to utilize the informational poster designed by the National 
Democratic Institute which was published in two of the special editions. 
All in all, 30,000 copies of these editions were published and circulated in major regional centers 
throughout the country. In addition, the agency created an advertising campaign aI)Ilouncing the 
special editions. The advertising was picked up by client newspapers, and one actually published 
a photo of the cover of one of the issues with an accompanying story. Noyan Tapan's staff and the 
parties who participated immediately recognized the impact of such a presentation and its value in 
preparing a voter to make an informed choice. The validity of this type of forum inspired several 
parties to ask if they might be able to purchase extra copies of these papers for their own 
distribution. 

However, the success of the project was not without its obstacles and difficulties which are worthy 
of comment. The first disappointment was that the ruling party's bloc declined to participate in the 
first edition. The concern was that without their being included, the paper would be perceived as 
being an "opposition" publication. Even after meeting with the bloc's representatives, the paper's 
staff was unable to encourage their participation. Their response was that they didn't need this type 
of coverage because they had their own methods of campaigning. In the end, two other parties failed 
to submit their responses in time. In each case, the space intended for these groups was left blank 
except for the banner identifYing their organization, their top ten candidates, date of registration, etc., 
which was provided by the CEC. The disclaimer about non-receipt of response was noted. 

Subsequent to their declining to appear in the first edition, it appeared that the Republic bloc had a 
change of heart and would respond for the second and third editions. However, IFES learned that 
a meeting had been held during which a vote was taken and it was decided that they would not 
participate in the last two editions either. IFES was told that at the meeting questions were raised 
as to where the papers were being printed. 

Perhaps it was pure coincidence, however, in spite of special arrangements which had been made 
with the printing house to print the second and third editions on a given weekend, when the materials 
were delivered at the appointed time, Noyan Tapan was told that they would not be able to print the 
papers after all. The excuse given was that other demands precluded them from printing anything 
but official materials, and that they wouldn't even have time to print the other independent papers 
normally on their schedule. The printing house staff indicated that they wouldn't be able print the 
Noyan Tapan editions until after the election. It should be noted that in the few days that followed, 
the other papers which they said they would also not be able to print appeared on the streets on their 
normal schedule. 
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----------

Through their unflagging and dauntless commitment to the project and their tireless effort, Noyan 
Tapan was able to find another printing house willing to do the job. In spite of the adversities, the 
papers were published and distributed in the last days prior to the election. IFES learned that after 
its departure, the printing house that printed the last two special editions had been shut down by state 
authorities on grounds related to their tax reporting. 

On a final note, while not every copy of the first issue of the special editions was picked up at the 
news stands, IFES was told that not a single copy of the next two issues was left within a day of their 
release. A copy of the second issue (of three) can be found in Appendix 14 with an English 
announcement following. 

ADVANCE PREPARATIONS AND TRAINING OF OFFICIALS 

Through the first weeks of IFES's visit, every attempt was made to meet with election officials at 
all levels, in Yerevan, and outside the capital city. Throughout this period IFES also made consistent 
attempts to meet with the Central Election Committee to share infonnation and findings, and to 
pursue- ways in which IFES could provide meaningful technical assistance. Several difficulties 
became evident as IFES conducted interviews, attended meetings, and observed sessions of the 
various election committees. First, it became clear that there existed a huge chasm between what 
was understood by senior officials and what was understood at the lower levels. From the outset the 
CEC remained confident that lower level officials were adequately apprised of their responsibilities 
and procedural requirements under the election law. They had seen to it that the law was widely 
published, and that copies had been distributed to district committees througliout the RepUblic. In 
addition, the CEC representatives with whom IFES met were equally confident that all details were 
adequately covered in the law. 

In contrast, IFES learned at the precinct level that officials displayed confusion and lack of 
understanding about the elections which were about to take place. IFES found that some officials 
were not aware that there would be three ballots involved. Several indicated that they did not 
understand the differences between the majoritarian and proportional systems of voting. Most were 
not familiar with the newly enacted election law. Several of its features such as the new Certificates 
of the Right to Vote fonns had not been heard of. 

The concern was that fonnalized training and preparation of comprehensive instruction manuals 
were not being contemplated. That is not to say that training was not carried out at all. District 
officials scheduled numerous meetings with their precinct officials to discuss arrangements and 
procedures for the conduct of election day activities. However, a tremendous reliance was placed 
on officials to read the laws and to absorb the details of the procedures to be implemented directly 
from the legal text. District officials were required to absorb infonnation from a variety of sources 
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distributed at different periods of time. This situation was poignantly illustrated during a visit with 
a District Election Committee in Giumri. When asked what kinds of instructions were being 
forwarded from the CEC, the Chairman pulled a pile of papers from his desk which comprised the 
materials from which he was supposed to train the precincts under his jurisdiction. Significant 
among them were a number of press clippings which he had cut from the official newspapers in 
which appeared the decisions and regulations promulgated by the CEC. It was through the mass 
media that officials received most of the substantive procedural materials that were .to guide their 
activities on election day. There was no consolidated, comprehensive guidebook in which step by 
step procedures were detailed in a user friendly, simple to understand format. 

As election day grew nearer, the CEC began to be aware of the questions that remained unanswered. 
All in all, the CEC reported that it had received and responded to more than 1,000 requests for 
information and instruction. 

The lack of formalized training materials disadvantaged precinct officials as they tried to implement 
procedures made difficult by several circumstances that impacted their work. 

1. 

2. 

Although the election of deputies and the referendum on the constitution were being 
held simultaneously, they were governed by two separate laws which contradicted 
one another on various issues. 

Both laws imposed certain procedural requirements, but were .then silent as to how 
they were to be carried out. In some instances the laws only imply that certain 
procedures were required. Omissions or shortcomings in the laws forced officials to 
envision these implied procedures could be fulfilled. 

These difficulties were faced by officials at all levels. Without formalized guidelines, officials were 
left to their own devices in interpreting the law and deciding how various activities would be carried 
out, limiting the likelihood that uniform compliance would be ensured. 

Technical Assistance Offered by IFES 

In an attempt to fill this gap, IFES offered its technical assistance to the CEC, and offered to work 
with the Committee to design and write a suitable handbook for precinct officials which would 
provide the uniform guidance which was needed (Appendix 15). Preliminary offers were declined. 
In the earlier stages, the CEC remained convinced that the laws themselves adequately laid out the 
detail of the procedures and that District and Precinct officials would know what to do. Ultimately, 
as IFES pursued its course, the CEC acquiesced and agreed to accept and review any submission 
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IFES would like to submit. The understanding was clear that the CEC was in no way obligated to 
use the materials. 

In response, IFES took on the task of preparing a sample "Guide of Election Day Procedures for 
Precinct Election Committees." In preparing a comprehensive draft, IFES reviewed all relevant 
legislation as well as the regulations and decisions rendered by the CEC. IFES attempted to develop 
procedural details that fully complied with the precise mandates of law and which responded 
appropriately to those provisions which were contradictory. Equally important was the formation 
of procedures that would also fulfill the laws spirit and general tone. With these two objectives in 
mind IFES proposed procedural steps that would also enhance the democratic character of the law, 
improve efficiency, provide transparency and ensure accountability. 

IFES chose a format for its draft presentation that would represent a departure from the style 
traditionally used for instructional materials which usually entailed the reiteration of legal text. The 
draft presented to the CEC included features which would hopefully make the hand book a 
meaningful resource, and a guide in which step by step instructions were easy to follow. 

Each page was divided into two columns. On the left side were step by step procedures required 
based on the mandates oflaw. Wherever appropriate, each step was followed by a reference to the 
Article of Law which prevailed. On the right side of the page, emphasized with an "!" and printed 
in italics were reminders offered to help officials remember important details, or recommendations 
offered to simplifY the tasks, improve efficiency or enhance transparency. 

For the purposes of submitting the draft for review by the CEC, IFES also included shaded boxes 
in which key questions were posed which remained unresolved, and which needed the. attention and 
a decision of the CEC. Through this feature IFES hoped to bring the CEC into the project so that 
they could fully come to understand the details required to ensure that poll workers could be 
adequately equipped to carry out their functions on election day. 

While IFES made every attempt to be as thorough in its work as possible, it was recognized that a 
number of optional solutions to procedural questions might have been possible. Its recommendations 
offered only one set of alternatives. However, it was hoped that the proposed manual would fuel 
discussion and stimulate the consideration by the CEC to also come to grips with their responsibility 
to ensure uniform implementation of the law. Preliminary discussions had reflected a generally 
stated policy that lower commissions were free to make their own decisions on a number of 
important issues. CEC officials also displayed a reluctance to impose directives in some of those 
areas in which the law was silent. Through its sample guidebook, IFES hoped to encourage the CEC 
to act on its mandate in Article 13 of the Law on the Election of Deputies to ensure "uniform 
implementation." Under this statute, the CEC is authorized to define procedures necessary to ensure 
consistency and uniformity in the way the law is carried out. IFES hoped that its proposed guide 
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book would serve to illustrate how such directives might be formulated. In all instances IFES made 
sure that its proposed procedures never stretched or exceeded the bounds of the law itself. 

In view of the CEC's initial reluctance to accept IFES's offer to work on this project, IFES was 
pleased to learn that the draft it submitted made more of an impact than was expected. It became 
apparent that time and inexperience had simply prevented the CEC from analyzing the laws in such 
detail, and from understanding the kinds of technicalities that had to be considered to. adequately to 
translate laws into process. IFES was very grateful for the full cooperation of Mr. Magnesian, a 
member of the CEC assigned to work with foreign observers, for his time and commitment in 
reviewing the draft on a line by line basis, and representing IFES's findings to the Committee as a 
whole. 

At the end of the day, there was simply not sufficient time for the full committee.to go over each 
suggested procedure posed in the guide book and to edit the booklet thoroughly in time for 
distribution sufficiently in advance of election day. However, it became apparent that the 
preliminary draft had peaked the interest and understanding of CEC members. Some members 
began to recognize impact of some of the issues IFES had raised, and how they would affect the 
processing of voters on election day. In the section of this report that follows dealing with 
"Procedures at the Polls," a number of the problems anticipated by IFES and for which solutions 
were proposed in the draft hand book are discussed in detail. 

To ensure that the progress made in elevating the interest and understanding of the CEC would not 
wane, IFES embellished the draft and published 300 copies for distribution to key participants after 
the election was over. The sample guide book was incorporated into a booklet entitled "Translating 
Law into Process" which discussed the purpose of the book, identified questions that had not been 
adequately addressed, and offered explanations and the rationale behind some of its 
recommendations. These booklets were distributed to members of the CEC, newly elected 
lawmakers, several domestic NGO's, political parties and human rights organizations. They were 
offered to fuel discussion, and to stimulate the consideration of officials and lawmakers as they 
continue to build on the successes, and indeed, the problems which were encountered in these past 
elections. 

Although IFES hand book was not used in facilitating the training of precinct workers for the 1995 
elections, IFES was particularly encouraged by the supportive letters it received from the CEC prior 
to its departure from Armenia. From these letters it is clear that opportunities exist for continuing 
cooperation with the CEC in the future. It is hoped that IFES will be able to contribute to the 
ongoing work as officials and lawmakers strive to overcome some of the shortcomings experienced 
in these elections, and continue their work on developing an even stronger democratic election 
process. 
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PROCEDURES AT THE POLLS 

Status of Observers 

The provisions of the Law on Conduct of Referendum and the Law on Election of Deputies do not 
mirror each other in terms of identifying the observers who may be present to observ!= activities on 
election day. However, taken in tandem and augmented by a Decision of the Central Election 
Committee, foreign observers, representatives of public organizations (local NGO's,) the media, 
proxies of the candidates, and representatives political public organizations competing on the ballot 
are entitled to be present to watch pre-polling procedures, election day voting, and the counting of 
votes. 

The differences between the wording of the two laws posed some difficulties for the CEC and for 
some domestic observer groups as well. For example, foreign observers are identified specifically 
in Article 16 of the Law on Conduct of Referendum. In the Law on Election of Deputies there is no 
specific reference to foreign observers. As a technicality, the CEC adopted its decision regarding 
the status foreign observers based on Article 7 of the Law on Election of Deputies which uses the 
general term "observers" in one context. In addition, it is only in the Law on Conduct of 
Referendum that access to the polls by non-political public organizations (NGOs) are allowed to be 
observers. 

It became apparent that there was a reluctance on the part of the CEC to allow domestic NGO's to 
become participants at all. Several local human rights organizations joined forces under the auspices 
of the National Democracy Institute, an Armenian non-governmental organization, to organize a 
domestic monitoring "group called "Vote Armenia." Although exact numbers of their volunteers 
were not readily available, reports indicated that well over 1,500 Armenians had volunteered and 
were organized to monitor election day activity. The National Democratic Institute (NDI) from the 
United States provided training and technical assistance to "Vote Armenia" as part of their overall 
technical assistance program in the pre-election period. 

The primary difficulty encountered was that the CEC continued to forestall the issuance of any 
decision with regard to whether or not domestic monitors would be allowed to participate. In 
addition to a favorable decision, it was also important that the CEC issue the appropriate guidelines 
as to the procedures which such groups would have observe to qualify. Instructions were needed as 
to who they were to apply for registration of their groups and accreditation of their participants 
through the proper committees. 

Under the Law on Conduct of Referendum general procedures are suggested in which the various 
authorized observer groups have to receive and display the proper documents to be admitted to the 
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polling sites. The law also makes reference to procedures whereby the District Election Committees 
maintain the records on groups observing in their district. In fulfilling the requirements monitoring 
groups had to submit their lists of observers not later than three days prior to the election. Their 
submissions were also to include the list of precincts to which monitors would be assigned. 

In spite of persistent requests made orally and in writing to the CEC by the UN/OSeE Coordinating 
Team, NDI, Vote Annenia and others, the CEC did not develop its conclusive findings until the very 
last minute. Up until that point every response from the CEC had to be questioned because answers 
changed from day to day, and often depended on the member of the Committee with whom one 
spoke. Ultimately, procedures were put in place and Vote Annenia was allowed to field its monitors. 

Altogether, there were approximately 120 foreign observers also present at the !lolls. Under the 
direction of the UN/OSeE Coordinating Unit, a number of "long-term" obserVers were also 
organized to evaluate the pre-election environment and to organize the logistics for the rest of the 
foreign observers who would be arriving just prior to election day. Through their efforts, plans were 
made tei ensure the broadest coverage possible throughout the country. In addition, the Coordinating 
Unit organized each regionally assigned delegation to be divided into two-member teams. The 
pairing of each team was facilitated in such a way as to ensure that no team included delegates from 
the same country or organization. The Coordinating Unit made all arrangements for transportation, 
lodging, and facilitation, as well as for interpreters to accompany each team. 

To prepare the foreign observers for their work, the UN/OSeE Coordinating Unit organized an 
extensive orientation briefing. In working with the UN/OSeE Coordinating Unit, it became apparent 
that their plans did not include preparation of printed training or educational materials for the foreign 
delegates. As part of its technical assistance program, IFES volunteered to prepare a brief handbook 
to be included in the orientation packets. Because of budgetary considerations, it was agreed that 
IFES would write the booklet and UN/OSeE would reproduce them for distribution. The 
instructional materials written by IFES included a comprehensive overview of the Annenian election 
process, and also provided suggestions for observer inquiries and investigations. IFES provided the 
camera-ready copy in both English and Russian. IFES was also invited to make a presentation at 
the UN/OSeE pre-briefing seminar held prior to election day. A copy of the IFES booklet "General 
Overview and Election Observation Guidelines for International Observers" is provided in Appendix 
16. 

Special Voter Services 

Election officials encountered some technical problems due to the fact that there are special voting 
opportunities offered in referendum elections that are not allowed in for candidate elections. Under 
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the Law on Conduct of Referendum, voters who are ill or otherwise incapacitated may have 
REFERENDUM BALLOTS brought to them at home so that they can still vote in the election. 
Polling sites are equipped with small, mobile ballot boxes which are used for this purpose. A 
supplemental voter list is maintained of the voters who vote at horne. This service was NOT 
available to voters in the Majoritarian or Proportional Election. The Law on Election of Deputies 
makes no reference to this service. 

One of the questions posed to election officials was how PEC's would corne to know which voters 
would need to vote at home. In former practice the supplemental list identifying these voters was 
formulated as precinct officials went door to door for the purposes of preparing the voter lists. Since 
this practice was no longer being carried out on a widespread basis, IFES was advised that it would 
be up to family members to alert the precinct officials needs of their relatives. They were at liberty 
to make requests prior to election day, and when they carne to vote during normal polling hours. 

In addition, another special service allows a voter who determines that he/she will be away on 
election day to vote in the REFERENDUM ELECTION at his/her precinct up to 15 days before 
election day. A ballot voted in advance is kept by officials in a sealed envelop which is deposited 
into the regular ballot box during the regular voting on election day. This service is also not 
available to voters for voting in the Majoritarian or Proportional Election under the Law on Election 
of Deputies. 

In the booklet "Translating Law into Process" some of the technical difficulties and IFES 
recommendations involved in integrating the unique procedural requirements related to these special 
voter services with those prescribed for the election of deputies are discussed' in some detail. 

Polling Hours 

Under Article 20 of the Law on the Election of Deputies, regular polling hours are from 08:00 to 
20:00. However, under special circumstances the Central Election Committee can initiate changes 
in the hours and locations of the precincts. During the July 5th elections the CEC acted on this 
authority. Well into the polling day, the CEC made a decision to extend the polling hours. As 
observer teams visited polling sites throughout the country, they learned late in the afternoon that 
polling committees were awaiting official word about the possibility of being directed to keep the 
polling sites open for an additional two hours. In fact, such a directive was forthcoming: voters were 
advised of the extensive in widely publicized emergency announcements in the Republic-wide 
media. The CEC indicated that in view of the extensive lines at polling sites late in the day 
everywhere, not all voters could be served prior to 8:00 p.m. Therefore, polling hours would be 
extended until 10:00 p.m 
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In view of the skepticism which already surrounded the election period, questions were raised as to 
whether the official decision may have actually been prompted by other motives. At issue was the 
appearance that the decision may have been meant to raise the likelihood that the vote on the 
Constitution could achieve the threshold required for passage. 

Throughout the day, polling sites were requested to report their overall turnout at regular intervals. 
Some observers suggested that turnout in many areas of the country appeared lower tpan what had 
been expected. Beginning at about 5:00 p.m., the IFESIOSCE observer team visiting polling sites 
in Giumri, for example, noted that turnout in many precincts it visited had not yet reached 40% with 
only an hour or two left in the normal polling day. The lower turnout would have made it almost 
impossible for the referendum to pass by a vote equaling 113 of the voters on the entire voter list. 
This observation would certainly have been borne out in view of the actual ratio offavorable and 
unfavorable votes counted at precincts the IFESIUNIOSCE observer team was able to track on the 
night of the election. In these precincts it appeared that the votes in favor were about 2/3 of the votes 
cast. Had the actual turnout remained less than 50%, there would simply not have been enough votes 
to meet the threshold. As the second largest city in Armenia, the trend might have had a significant 
impact on the election results reported for the country at large. 

As it turned out, in Giumri there was a surge of voters in the two hours added to the polling day. 
Polling sites visited in this time period were almost overwhelmed by the numbers of voters waiting 
to vote. When asked the reason so many people were appearing so late, officials at some sites 
indicated that transportation was being provided. The IFES team did not I)otice any particular 
evidence of this type of activity. Similar lines of voters were reported at polling sites in Yerevan, 
however, in the Lake Sevan area where the other IFESIUNIOSCE team observed the process, 
however, turnout in the extension period was very slight. 

It was reported that President Ter-Petrossian had actually made a statement that he was against the 
extension of hours. However, the CEC had moved forward with its plan to do so in spite of the 
President's recommendation. It is impossible to ascertain with certainty the degree to which concern 
over the passage of the referendum entered into their decision. However, with only a 3.8% margin 
of victory by which the Constitution was passed, it seems evident that the referendum would most 
likely have failed had the extension of polling hours not been declared. 
It would difficult to argue that the extension had not, indeed, served the interest of providing a wider 
opportunity for voter participation. However, the point that raises the most concern is'the possibility 
that normal procedures may have been manipulated to precipitate a desired outcome. In the future, 
it is suggested that Article 20 be utilized and announced well ahead of the election, or only in 
response to emergencies or circumstances beyond the control of election officials. To avoid the 
circumstances which were used to justify the extension during the July 5th elections, it would be 
worthwhile to investigate ways to streamline the process, and provide adequate training of election 
officials to ensure the efficient flow and processing of voters at the polls. It would also be helpful 
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for the CEC to develop a civic education program to motivate voter participation in a way that 
alleviates the necessity to manipulate the process after voting has already begun. 

Before Voting Begins on Election Day 

PEC members were encouraged to be at the polling site at least I hour before the polls officially 
opened for voting. A number of tasks are required before the first voter is served. Under Article 
30 of the Law on Election of Deputies, the committees are directed to take a decision regarding 
which members will be assigned to confirm the authenticity of the ballots by affixing their signatures 
to the ballots themselves. The law provides no directive as to how many officials's signatures are 
to appear on the ballot prior to its being issued to a voter. Nor were any specific instructions offered 
by the CEC. Under the law, if a member of the committee insists that he/she wants to sign the 
ballots, he/she is granted that opportunity, without a vote of the committee. 

The Chairman of the Committee is also required to open the ballot box and display that it is empty 
to the members of the committee and other persons entitled to be present. Even though three types 
of elections were being conducted simultaneously, it was decided that only one ballot box would be 
used at each polling site. The ballot boxes were sealed with sealing wax. 

At each polling site there were two additional boxes: a mobile ballot box used to serve referendum 
voters at home who were ill and unable to come to vote to the polling site; and, a special box which 
was used to receive the coupons from Certificates of the Right to Vote forms issued to each voter 
who participated in the election. The relevant laws covering these requirements were silent on pre
polling procedures to be followed regarding these important boxes. However, in its sample guide 
book, IFES recommended that the display and sealing of these boxes should also be accomplished 
in front of the committee members and authorized observers before voting begins. 
On election day, it was noted that the while most polling sites presented and sealed their ballot boxes 
as required, there was no similar ceremony carried out for the mobile ballot box or the box used to 
contain the "right to vote" forms. In order to provide the degree of transparency necessary to 
warrant public confidence, and to ensure proper accountability, officials should make sure that these 
pre-polling tasks are carried out in the future. The importance of securing the mobile ballot box in 
plain view of the observers is particularly important in view of the fact that it is used for holding the 
ballots cast away from the polling site and outside the view of authorized observers. Only by 
displaying the empty box, affixing a secure seal, and accounting for the ballots contained in the 
mobile box at the end of the voting day can adequate safeguards be ensured. 

For the purposes of accountability, ballot security and transparency, the Chairman should also count 
and announce the number of ballots voted in advance in full view of the observers and committee 
members. The law calls for the advanced ballots to be deposited in the ballot box and commingled 
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with the in-person votes cast on election day. No procedures were formalized with regard to these 
procedures. In fact, when IFES brought this detail to the attention of the CEC in the weeks prior to 
the election, there were extensive discussions regarding exactly when the advance ballots should be 
deposited into the ballot box. IFES's recommendation was that this procedure be carried out before 
the first voter cast hislher ballot on election day. A CEC representative pointed out a technicality 
in the Law on Referendum which indicates that advance ballots are deposited "during the voting." 
Without a clear directive, it was noted that officials initiated these steps at any time of their own 
choosing. Again, this random, and obscure handling of the advance ballot did not avail itself to 
adequate accountability transparency standards. 

Another omission in the pre-voting procedures is a requirement that members physically count the 
ballots received by the precinct committee in front of the observers before voting begins. Ideally, 
officials should be instructed to announce the number received as well as the numoer of voters on 
the voter list. 

These simple steps can go a long way in initiating an audit trail. Access to such information can also 
help ooservers and representatives of the candidates and public political organizations remain 
confident that all ballots are being properly accounted for. Even though they are not detailed in the 
law, it is within the authority of the CEC to provide such procedural directives. 

The Ballots 

According to the policy established by the CEC, each polling station was to receive a number of 
ballots of each of the 3 types equal to the number of voters whose names appeared on the voter list. 
The format for each ballot type is dictated in Article 26. On the Majoritarian Ballot candidates are 
listed in alphabetical order and information about their party membership, if any, employment and 
job description are also listed. For the Proportional Ballot the law does not indicate the order in 
which the political public organizations are to be listed. However, the law requires that in addition 
to the name of the organization or abridged name if the entity is a bloc, the ballot lists the first and 
last names of the first three candidates on the organization's list. On the Referendum Ballot, the text 
of the question is posed and voters are given the option of voting "YES" or "NO." Samples of the 
ballots used in the 5 July 1995 elections are provided in Appendices 3-5. 

Following old-style Soviet traditions, the law requires the voter to mark the district candidate ballot 
by crossing out the names of the candidates he/she rejects leaving hislher choice exposed. If there 
is only one candidate on the majoritarian ballot the voter has the choice to "AGREE" or to 
"DISAGREE" with acceptance of the candidate. The voter marks out the response he/she rejects 
leaving hislher favored response unmarked. 
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The voter marks the Proportional Ballot in a similar fashion, crossing out the names of all political 
public organizations or blocs he/she rejects leaving hislher preferred choice exposed. 

For the referendum, the ballot offered the choices "YES" and "NO" with regard to the passage of the 
Constitution. On this ballot, too, the voter was required to mark out the response he/she rejected 
leaving hislher favored response uncovered. In other words, the voter was required to mark the 
"YES" option, in order to reflect a "NO" vote, and visa versa. 

It became clear as observers watched the counting process in precincts throughout the country, that 
there was a widespread misunderstanding among the population as to how ballots should be marked 
to accurately reflect their intentions. Each ballot type provided an instruction to voters alerting them 
to the proper way to mark the ballot. End results indicated, however, that the message simply failed 
to get across. This was especially true in the case of the Proportional Ballot which proved to be 
confusing for a high number of voters. All in all, it was reported that about 25% of the votes cast 
in the election had to be ruled invalid because of improper markings, or because they were left blank. 
In some precincts observed by IFES and UN/OSeE teams, over 50% of the proportional ballots had 
to be set aside. In one precinct observed by IFES, for example, 56% of the proportional ballots were 
disqualified, as were approximately 15% of the referendum ballots and 30% of the majoritarian 
ballots. 

No definitive figures were maintained regarding the number of rejected ballots which were left blank 
or on which all choices were marked out. It is difficult, therefore, to make any definitive jUdgements 
as to how many of these ballots might have been intended as "protest" vo.tes, especially in the 
referendum election. At the very least, however, the high rate of invalid ballots points to serious 
limitations in the voters' understanding of the process. In its attempts to provide some technical' 
assistance in this regard, IFES had proposed development of a chart by which officials could be 
guided in making determinations as to how ballots and markings were to be evaluated. The sample 
of the proposed guide is included on page 51 in Sample Guide Book. (See Appendix 7) 

The invalidation of such a great number of ballots appeared to be the result of the following 
combination of circumstances: 

I. inadequate voter education prior to the election; 

2. 

3. 

lack of sufficient direction of precinct officials in providing instructions to voters; 

needlessly strict interpretation of markings on the part of poll workers during the 
counting process; and, 
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4. notable dissatisfaction on the part of voters who chose to leave the ballot blank, or 
cross out all available choices. 

In view of these unfortunate circumstances, it warrants the attention of lawmakers and election 
officials to reevaluate and amend the rules regarding how voters are to mark their choices. The 
process by which voters vote "against" all the options they reject is a remnant of old Soviet times 
when there may have been only one candidate on the ballot. A ballot which had no marking at all 
automatically indicated the voters acceptance of the candidate. The only option a voter had was to 
mark out the candidate's name to indicate a "NO" vote. As observers looked on in the July 5th 
elections, it became obvious that the current system of "negative" voting was also burdensome on 
officials as each ballot had to be carefully scrutinized before a decision as to its validity could be 
made. 

In view of the advancement of muiti-partyism, and in view of the number of candidates which can 
be anticipated, consideration should given introduction of a system whereby the voter makes a single 
mark i~dicating an "affirmative" vote for the choice he/she prefers. Whether the voter marks a box 
next to his/her choice, or circles his/her preference, an "affirmative" vote would prove much simpler, 
not only for voters, but also for election officials during the counting process. 

Security ofthe Ballots 

Under Article 27 of the Laws on Conduct of Referendum, ballots for are made available 15 days in 
advance of the elections. Majoritiuian and Proportional Ballots are received at the precinct 
immediately prior to, or on the morning of election day. Ballots are to be signed for upon receipt, 
and stored in a secured and locked location. 

No provision of law requires the ballots to be sequentially numbered. Nor did the ballots for the July 
5th elections have a stub or counterfoil. Only the ballot for the referendum was printed on security 
paper. 

The only real security measure required in the law relates to activities which are to be undertaken 
by officials on election day. To validate its authenticity as an official ballot, each ballot is to be 
signed by pre-determined members of the commission and stamped with the official precinct seal. 
The provisions in the two laws are stated only generally regarding these requirements. However, 
under Article 33 in the Law on Election of Deputies, ballots which are not properly signed and 
stamped are to be considered invalid and excluded from the counting of votes. The same rule is 
established in the Law on Conduct of Referendum. 
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The laws are unclear as to as to whether the signatures and the stamp are to be affixed only to those 
ballots officially issued to voters, or if all ballots will be so marked. Nor is it clear as to when the 
signing and stamping of the ballots is to take place. Once again, precinct officials were left to make 
their own decisions as to how they would fulfill this requirement. The manner in which these 

. provisions were to be interpreted was not formalized for uniform application. These shortcomings 
are significant. They represent one of the more critical issues which should be deliberated by the 
CEC for the future, because the signatures of the officials and the seal are the only m~asures which 
ensure the safety and security of the ballots. The manner in which this requirement was fulfilled 
in practice exposed an apparent lack of understanding by officials at all levels as to its purpose in 
effectively securing the ballots and ensuring against possible abuses. 

In practice it was found that at many precincts, all the ballots were pre-signed and stamped before 
the polling place opened. By signing the ballot papers in advance the level of security that the 
signatures are intended to provide is defeated. Once the ballots are signed and stamped, they ALL 
become authenticated ballots. The signature and the stamp might certainly differentiate an official 
ballot from one that is forged. However, done in advance they would not necessarily distinguish one 
which was officially and properly ISSUED to a voter, from one that was not. If all ballots are signed 
and stamped in advance, any ballot found in the ballot box would have to counted, even if it had 
been deposited in the box fraudulently. 

In some polling sites, committees made a decision to sign and stamp the ballots in small stacks to 
be distributed to issuing officials on an as needed basis. At still others, the process went on 
continually just to keep up with the flow of voters. 

One situation that caused some concern occurred in the Giurnri region. Late in the day the 
IFESIOSCE observer team noted at precincts in several different districts that not all ballots ,being 
given to voters were properly signed and stamped. When officials were asked about this apparent 
deviation from procedure the team was told that precincts had been given license from superior 
officials to make their own decision as to which ballots they would sign and stamp. Reportedly, they 
were told that as long as the referendum ballots were signed and stamped, there was no need to sign 
the candidate or proportional ballots. 

It was not clear whether this directive came from any authority higher than the District Committee 
level. However, since so many districts in the region seemed to be following the same pattern, it 
raised the likelihood that the instruction may have actually come down from the CEC. It is always 
a dangerous practice for officials at any level to make decisions as to which laws will be followed 
and which laws will be set aside. Under Article 13, the CEC is charged with oversight and 
"ensuring uniform implementation" of the law. This is certainly one instance when strict adherence 
and application of law should have been required uniformly in all precincts. 
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One final observation deserves comment. In many instances observers were invited to chat with the 
chairmen of committees in their offices away from the actual polling area. In a number of cases the 
IFES observers noted that stacks of ballots seemed to be left unattended and in unlocked rooms 
where anyone could have had access to them. During these chats, polling officials sometimes came 
into the room to get more ballots: there was no formal log maintained to record the number ofballots 
being taken or the name of the individual who retrieved them. Under these lax conditions, there is 
no guarantee that full accountability for all ballots received can be maintained. "I:hese kinds of 
records should be instituted in the future, and arrangements for secured and locked storage of ballots 
should be required. 

Processing of Voters 

The processing of voters on election day is fundamentally a two- stage operation: l}registration of 
the voter; and, 2) issuance ofthe ballots. 

Stage I: Registration of the Voter 

Under Article 31 in the Law on Election of Deputies, and Article 30 of the Law on Conduct 
of Referendum, each voter is required to present a passport or "other identification" upon 
entering the polling station. Neither law defines what other types of identification are 
acceptable for voting purposes. Senior officials advised IFES, however; that there were some 
restrictions. It appeared to be widely understood that a temporary passport or other 
document featuring the person's photo and address were the only other types of documents 
that would be acceptable in lieu of an official passport. A military identification card, for 
example, would not have been adequate in that it does not contain the person's address. 
Upon presentation of the appropriate 10, the laws then require that the voter's name be 
located on the voter list and that the voter place hislher signature in the space provided. 
Without identification, the voter was not allowed to vote. 

The law is very clear that each person has to vote personally. Voting on behalf of family 
members which was reported to have been allowed in traditional practice, is clearly 
prohibited in the law. This prohibition appeared to be clearly understood by officials in all 
precincts observed by IFES team members. On a few occasions when voters attempted to 
present the passports of relatives, officials denied their requests for additional ballots. 

Procedures were implemented, however, to allow a voter whose name did not appear on the 
voter list, to be added to a "supplemental list" if he/she or she could provide proper 
identification showing a registered address within the precinct boundaries. It is interesting 
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to note that neither law mentions this opportunity: as envisioned by officials independently, 
the procedure was based on the general provisions defining who is eligible to vote. 

Certificates of the Right to Vote 

New provisions in the Law on Election of Deputies required officials to have a pre-prepared 
Certificate of the Right to Vote for each voter on the list. The Certificates of the Right to 
Vote had two parts that mirrored each other. At Stage I, the voter was asked to sign the 
Certificate, and the official also signed the form. The certificate was then given to the voter 
with the two parts still attached, and the voter advanced to Stage 2 where the ballots where 
the ballots were issued. For each voter added to the supplemental list, a Certificate of the 
Right to Vote Form was made out on the spot, and the voter was processed in the normal 
way. 

There is no conforming requirement for these Certificates in the Law on Conduct of 
Referendum. This procedural discrepancy left a number of issues unanswered, especially 
as it affected processing of voters voting at home or in advance. Although no formalized 
instruction was issued, senior officials advised IFES that when the ballots were taken to 
voters at their homes, officials would not take any Certificate forms with them. No answers 
were provided as to how these voters' Certificates which remained at the polling place would 
eventually be dealt with. 

It was also suggested to IFES that, hypothetically, if someone who came to the polls only 
wanted to vote in the referendum, the steps related to the Right to Vote form would be 
bypassed. Since a single voter list was being used for all voting on election day, the 
omission of this step for only some voters would inevitably cause difficulties in balancing 
the number of ballots used for each type of ballot, with the total number of voters. District 
officials would encounter the same difficulty in rationalizing the differences between the 
number of Certificates of the Right to Vote submitted to them, with the figures reported on 
the protocol regarding the total number of voters participating. With no formalized 
procedure in place to document disparities, there is no real accountability: there was simply 
nothing to balance any reported total against. The system itself promoted the reporting of 
results which cannot really be audited. 

The preparation of the Right to Vote Forms became particularly burdensome. The law is not 
specific as to when and by whom the Certificates are to be prepared. At on point, it was 
assumed that the administrative officials responsible for preparing the voter lists would also 
create the Certificates for each voter on those lists. However, it became apparent that the 
responsibility for the advance preparation of these forms fell on the shoulders of precinct 
officials to be accomplished after the voter lists were received. Observers noticed that, for 
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the most part, the task had been accomplished prior to election day. However, at many 
precincts, Certificates were also having to be made up as voters appeared. This situation 
added immeasurably to the time it took voters to be processed, and to the stress put on 
officials in trying to deal with the long lines of voters crowding into the polling sites. The 
situation was aggravated by the fact that the duplicate parts ofthe fonns each had to be filled 
out individually as no carbon paper was used. 

The Certificates were intended to provide an extra layer of accountability to the process and 
make it more difficult for "ghost voting" to occur. However, as it was carried out, the 
program was labor intensive and burdensome on voters and officials alike. In addition, the 
use of the fonn was only partially successful. Once created and issued, precinct officials had 
no real use for the portions they maintained. There were no fonnalized procedures or 
directives for their being accounted for or reported. If this process is to be retained for future 
elections, it will be necessary for the CEC to make deterrtlinations as to how current gaps in 
procedure might be filled. 

Stage 2: Issuance of the Ballot 

Upon completion of the registration process, the voter was requested to take the signed 
Certificate of the Right to Vote to Stage 2 where different officials were prepared to issue 
the ballots. Upon presentation of the Certificate, this official was also to affixes hislher 
signature on the fonn. It should be noted that although both registration and ballot issuing 
officials were to sign the Certificates, the fonns contained only one official signature line. 

Under the law, one part of the fonn was to be deposited into a sealed box maintained for that 
purpose. The procedure called for this box to be delivered unopened to the District 
Committee at the completion of the count. Presumably, District officials would count the 
number of Certificates in the box as a point of comparison with the protocols prepared by the 
precincts. The law is silent as to what is to happen to the other part of the Certificate. Again, 
officials had no unifonn guidance as to the coupon portion's ultimate disposition. At most 
polling sites, the precinct officials had detennined that they were to keep this portion, 
although IFES observers noted that nothing was officially done with them in the counting, 
reporting or wrap-up operations at the end of the day. 

The voter was then handed one of each type of ballot. As discussed earlier in this report, the 
ballots had to contain the signatures of authenticating officials, and the stamp mark of the 
precinct's seal. IFES was advised that if a voter appeared whose birthday was on election 
day, he/she would only be issued the Referendum ballot. Once again, no fonnalized 
procedures detailed how an event such as this would be recorded to account for the 
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imbalance which would result in the total number of ballots issued for each type of ballot, 
compared to the number of voters who signed the voter list. 

The law implies that if a voter damaged or mis-marked his/her ballot, he/she would be able to return 
the spoiled ballot to the committee and request a new ballot. However, this is another detail for 
which there was no guidance in the law or formalized instructions. Rather, the inference that 
spoiled ballots will be replaced comes from Article 35 which states that the number of spoiled ballots 
is to be recorded on the protocol during the counting process. 

Article 31 guarantees the voter the right to vote in secret. With limited materials available every 
attempt was made to provide some form of sectioned off booth or comer so that the voter would 
have a private place to mark his/her ballot. The law also provides that there is only to be one person 
inside the secrecy booth at a time unless the voter is handicapped or otherwise unable to mark the 
ballots without assistance. Voters needing assistance are allowed to request help from anyone they 
choose except an election official, or the representative of a candidate or political public 
organization. 

Vague wording within Article 31 indicates that the voter is to bring his/her "closed ballot" from the 
secrecy booth and deposit it in the ballot box personally. In view of this wording, officials were 
questioned as to whether the voter would also be issued some type of envelop in which to enclose 
his/her ballot, or whether voters would be required to fold the ballot. While no directive had been 
given, officials at some polling sites suggested that the voter would have to fold the ballots anyway 
because the slot on the ballot box would be too small for an unfolded ballot to pass through. 

On a wide spread basis, IFES team members observed that often the layout of the polling places and 
the flow of traffic was not well organized to accommodate the various stages of the voting 
procedure. In too many instances, voters were required to backtrack and retrace their steps in order 
to fulfill each requirement. Many precincts had simply not given sufficient consideration to working 
out an efficient plan which would allow a smooth flow of people in a single direction. This failure 
to think out the logistics of processing each voter through an orderly sequence of steps was 
particularly apparent in one precinct in District 53. At this site voters were registered then had to 
actually reverse their steps to get their ballots. Even more serious was the fact that once the ballots 
were issued, the voter was then directed to the far end of the area to deposit hislher own Certificate 
in the sealed box. Since the voter already had hislher ballots in hand, there is no way to tell how 
many may have decided to bypass this step altogether. 

Only after the voter had voted was he/she directed to return to the officials who had issued the 
ballots to have them affix their signatures and the precinct stamp. Obviously, the secrecy of vote 
was obliterated as the voted ballots were handled and signed by the officials after they had already 
been marked. During the team's visit early in the day, it was observed that many voters missed this 
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step and put their ballots in the ballot box without the required authenticating official signatures. 
These voters' ballots were most likely invalidated and excluded from the count because of the 
omission. During a second visit to this polling site later in the voting day, the IFESIOSCE team 
noted that officials had reorganized the polling site to alleviate some of these very serious problems. 

With the big crowds clustered into cramped quarters it was often impossible for officials to fully 
monitor what was happening throughout the polling place. Observers noted that voti!1g outside the 
voting booths was a common OCcurrence. Several voters in the booth simultaneously was also 
prevalent, with families and friends going into the booths together. Voters, tired of the waiting, 
frequently voted in any comer or on any surface available just to be able to finish their voting and 
leave the precinct. 

Some officials found themselves literally surrounded by voters as it was often difficult for officials 
to maintain orderly queues. Compounded by the time consuming process of cOmpleting the 
Certificates of the Right to Vote forms, conditions in many places observed deteriorated dramatically 
as the day wore on. Often enduring waits of 45 minutes and more, patience of voters was tried even 
more by the general atmosphere of chaos that was apparent in many polling sites. 

It must be stressed that under the very poor conditions in which polling officials had to work, there 
efforts were heroic. Everywhere visited by the IFES team members, polling place workers appeared 
committed to trying to carrying out their duties contentiously. Resources in Armenia are very 
limited. Furnishings and fixtures were minimal at many sites, and very often lighting was 
inadequate. Often voting took place in hallways and rooms too small to accommodate the number 
of voters to be served: The lack of formalized training left officials unprepared to anticipate 
problems before they occurred. 

Obviously, with the new law being implemented for the first time, problems were to be expected. 
However, with better planning of the traffic flow, a number of the difficulties could have been 
alleviated. These issues will warrant evaluation by officials so that the necessary improvements can 
be in place in future elections. 

Servicing Voters at Home 

At some point during election day, 2 or 3 members of the precinct committee are assigned to go to 
the homes of voters who have been identified as to ill or incapacitated to come to the polls. For this 
purpose officials were supposed to count the number of voters to be visited, and are supposed to 
count out only a number of referendum ballots equal to the number of at home voters identified on 
the supplemental list. The ballots, the portable ballot box, and supplemental voter list were then 
taken from the polling site to people's homes so they could vote. It became apparent that officials 
varied in their understanding as to whether Certificates of the Right to Vote Forms were to be used 
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for at home voters or not. Any decision arrived at by senior officials in view of the fact that no such 
requirement is provided for in the Law on Conduct of Referendum had not appeared to reach the 
lower levels. Rather, precinct officials seemed to develop their own decision as to how at home 
voters would be processed. 

Although the CEC had issued a decision that precincts could be established in military and health 
institutions, observers noted that in some instances, the at home voting process was u~ed for nearby 
health care institutions instead. In most of the polling sites visited by IFES team observers, it 
appeared that there were relatively few at home voters to be served. 

Two circumstance arose in several districts observed by IFES in the Giumri are that raised some 
concern. During the later hours of the voting day, officials in a significant number of precincts 
observed indicated that they had not yet made their at home visits. Instead, they said that they were 
awaiting word from superiors as to whether they were to go or not. Pressed for the reason why a 
specific decision had to be awaited before the normal process could be carried out, the common 
response was that they were waiting to be told "whether or not it was necessary." Officials had no 
further explanation. However, in listening to these officials it became apparent that many were still 
under the impression that the 50% voter participation threshold required under the old election law 
was still in effect. In view of the periodic reporting of turnout which occurred throughout the day, 
it raised the question as to whether the at home voting process might eventually be used to force a 
desired outcome . 

Several issues related to this situation will deserve consideration as these elections are reviewed. 
First, some of the precinct officials indicated that if, indeed, a directive had been forthcoming that 
serving voters at home was "not necessary," they would not have gone at all. This would mean that 
eligible voters who legitimately made requests to have ballots delivered to them would have been 
denied their right to vote. Any action which disenfranchises voters who have perused legal 
opportunities to vote must be avoided at all costs. 

Secondly, during the Soviet period, it was a traditional practice in much of the USSR that members 
of the committee would also visit the homes of any voter who had not shown up at the polls with 
ballots and request them to vote. There were contradictory reports as to whether this practice had 
been carried out in Armenia. While many officials indicated that such things did not happen, others 
openly acknowledged that it had. If the directive officials were waiting for had indicated that at 
home voting "was necessary" there was a concern that any voter who had failed to appear at the polls 
would have been solicited. Incumbent in the right to vote, is the right not to vote. No ballots should 
be taken from the polling site except those authorized by the law to assist incapacitated voter at 
home. Any time ballots are removed from the polling site and voted outside the view of committee 
members and observers, there are always concerns about potential abuses. 
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Finally, just as the extension of hours left room for concerns about a decision being made to 
precipitate a favorable outcome on the referendum, the same concern was raised with regard to 
officials waiting to learn whether it would be "necessary" to serve voters at home. It is critically 
important that officials avoid any action or decision that raises even the slightest question of 
potential impropriety or failure to maintain an absolutely neutral in every aspect of the election 
process. 

The Counting and Reporting of Votes 

Ballots were counted at the polling sites by the Precinct Election Committees immediately after the 
closing of the polls. Authorized representatives of the candidates and political public:organizations, 
as well as foreign and domestic observers and the media were entitled to be present for the count 
under the law. 

Before counting begins the law requires the committee to prepare a separate protocol for each type 
of ballot. On each protocol, the committee was required to record the number of ballots originally 
received and the total number of voters identified on the voter list. Most election administrators 
would agree that this part of the protocol should be initiated before voting begins. In addition to the 
number of ballots received, officials entered the numbers of spoiled ballots, unused ballots, voters 
who actually participated and signed the list, and the number of the Certificates of the Right to Vote 
which remained unused. There was no place on the protocol for the number of-used Certificates and 
the number of voters who signed the list to be compared. Nor was it clear how the number of 
advanced ballots and voters who voted at home in the Referendum election were accounted for on 
the protocol, as the form provided no space for such entries. Presumably, there numbers were 
commingled with the entries for the total number of voters voting in person. 

Under the law, the committee is supposed to "cancel" the unused ballots in a manner which ensures 
they cannot be used fraudulently. There was no uniform directive issued as to how this was to be 
done. Each precinct chose its own method. Finally, each committee was supposed to make a note 
in the precinct registry that the ballot box had remained sealed throughout the voting day. It would 
have been advisable for a similar notation to be made regarding the box containing the used 
Certificates of the Right to Vote, and the mobile ballot box as well. 

Only after these steps had been completed for each protocol, was the ballot box to be opened so that 
the counting could begin. 

The laws are silent as to the exact manner in which the ballots are to be handled for the purpose of 
determining the results of the vote. However, at precincts observed by IFES, once the ballots were 
removed from the ballot box they were first sorted by ballot type. The ballots were then sorted again 
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with a separate pile being created for each candidate or choice appearing on the ballot. Certain 
officials were selected to inspect each ballot to determine whether it had been signed and stamped 
appropriately in accordance with the plan decided upon by the committee. Each ballots was also 
reviewed to determine the voter's choice or to determine whether the ballot was invalid. The ballots 
were then placed on the appropriate pile. When the sorting had been completed, officials counted 
the number of ballots in each stack and ultimately recorded that number on the protocol next to the 
candidate's name, or next to the appropriate response related to the referendum. In t!le case of the 
Referendum Election, the number of votes AGAINST as well as the votes FOR the measure are 
entered on the protocol. 

Ballots which officials determined to be INVALID were set aside and not counted. Under the law, 
a ballot is considered INVALID if it: 

I. does not conform to the approved specimen; 

2. does not bear the official stamp of the precinct; 

J. does not bear the signatures of the authorized officials; 

4. has more than one choice exposed; or, 

5. bears extra inscriptions. 

When controversies regarding any aspect of the counting process or the validity of the ballots arose, 
decisions were made by a vote of the committee. At precincts observed by IFES team members, 
representatives of the candidates often were quite vocal in expressing their concerns. When tensions 
began to grow officials were generally able to quell disruptions before they got out of hand. 

As discussed earlier in this report, the manner in which ballots had to be marked resulted in 
confusion not only for the voters, but also for officials as they attempted to make their 
determinations. Under the circumstances it was difficult and time consuming for officials to have 
to review each ballot so thoroughly to determine ifit had been marked properly. In general, officials 
tended to be too restrictive in their interpretation of markings. Some ballots were rejected because 
of technical faults, even though the voter's intention could clearly be determined. The complexity 
of the ballot, and the obvious problems voters had in understanding how ballots should be marked 
contributed significantly to the difficulties and delays encountered during the counting of votes. In 
order to eliminate the problems that resulted in so many votes being invalidated, lawmakers will 
hopefully amend the laws to introduce a simpler ballot form and method of voting. 
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When counting had been completed, the committees summarized the results on the protocols for 
each type of ballot. Commission members responsible for counting the votes of a particUlar 
candidate were supposed to sign their names next to the recorded number of votes for that candidate. 
The same procedure had to be followed for the Proportional Ballot and the Ballots for the 
Referendum as welL In each case, the total number of INVALID ballots was also recorded. If any 
team member has a special opinion about the process or the results, he/she makes a notation across 
from hislher signature. Under the law, dissenting remarks were required to be submil!ed in writing. 
A refusal of a member to sign the protocol was also supposed to be recorded by the committee and 
attached to the protocoL As part of the wrap up procedure, the protocols were each signed by all 
members of the committee and the stamped with the official precinct seaL For the benefit of all 
committee members and observers, the chairman announced the results out loud. 

As soon as the counting of ballots was completed and the protocols had been finalized, all materials 
were packaged and immediately transported to the District Election Committee where results were 
summarized for the District at large. In addition to the ballots, voter lists, protocols, the precinct 
registry and other documents were also packaged for delivery to the District officials. The sealed 
box containing the Certificates of the Right to Vote were also transported. However, no instructions 
gave guidance as to what was to be done with the second part of the Certificates or the unused ones. 
Most precincts simply submitted them to the Districts with the other materials. It is the District 
Election Committee who is responsible to count the number of Certificates which the sealed box 
contains as an additional accountability measure. There was no indication that copies of any of the 
protocols were maintained at the Precinct level as a back up to ensure that eventual results are 
reported accurately. 

In spite of the many problems that arose during election day, overall, the counting process went quite 
smoothly in the precincts observed by IFES. All in all, the fundamentals of an accountability system 
are in place. However, there are loopholes and gaps which should be addressed in the future. What 
is missing are the details. Loose ends were not tied together to provide a streamlined process to 
create a fully accountable audit traiL Safeguards which have been initiated, such as the affixing of 
official signatures on ballots, and introduction of the Certificate of the Right to Vote, were not 
carefully enough thought out to ensure that they accomplished the security they were intended to 
provide. The foundation is firmly laid: if the necessary refinements are put in place.in the future, 
most of the deficiencies encountered during election day processing will be overcome. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE ASSISTANCE IN ARMENIA4 

Strengthening the Administrative Process 

During the 1995 elections, every aspect of the election process was tested under fire. It will be 
extremely valuable for the govemment to ensure that the lessons learned during these elections are 
not lost to future election administrators. Especially in view of the fact that every major election 
cycle will be conducted by a new administrative body, it is critical that the procedures· implemented 
during these elections be formally documented in a written manual. The value of building 
institutional memory and a basis for continuity can not be overestimated. 

A comprehensive written review and analysis of the preparatory steps and logistics arrangements that 
had been made for the elections would contribute greatly to continuing evolution of a process which 
is more efficient, transparent and accountable. Particular focus should be given to the legal and 
technical problems which arose, and the manner in which they might be resolved. The policies 
which were established should be described in detail and made part of the permanent record. Copies 
of all press releases issued and instruction documents disseminated should also be retained. Finally, 
a formal record should include an extensive discussion of recommendations for improving the 
system in the future. These efforts should be undertaken while the issues are still fresh in everyone's 
mind. 

Toward that effort, IFES makes the following recommendation for future technical assistance to the 
Republic of Armenia. 

COMPONENT I: SURVEY OF ELECTION OFFICIALS 

Prior to the 5 July elections senior election officials expressed their firm belief that formalized 
training and distribution of procedure manuals to Precinct Election officials was an unnecessary step 
in election day preparations. They consistently expressed their opinion that the Election Law itself 
was an adequate guide for the conduct for election day activities. The problems experienced by poll 
workers and witnessed by foreign and domestic election monitoring delegations illustrated the 
magnitude of the Central Election Committee's (CEC) misjudgment. The problems experienced at 
the polling places were so numerous and varied that a shotgun approach to problem resolution is 
clearly not the most advantageous approach to building a sound and sustainable training program 
for election officials. 

4 Gleaned from the IFES Concept Proposal for the Republic of Armenia which was shared with 
USAlDlYerevan prior to departure. 
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IFES recommends that a targeted survey be taken of a representative sample of polling place workers 
who participated in the 5 July elections throughout the Republic. The poll worker survey would be 
designed to identify: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Laws, regulations and procedures most commonly misunderstood; 

Strengths and weaknesses of existing systems in the opinion of precinct-level 
officials; 

Circumstances and situations which caused the most difficulties for officials as they 
carried out their duties. 

Improvements poll workers would propose; and, 

Forms of training mechanisms and materials poll workers would find most helpful. 

Survey·results would be used as a basis for: 

• 

• 

* 

• 

Helping the CEC understand the sources and extent of misunderstandings among 
lower level officials; 

Developing a focus for poll worker training objectives; 

Determining appropriate amendments and refinements which should be pursued in 
election laws; and, 

Improving the administrative procedures with a goal toward greater efficiency, 
transparency, and accountability. 

COMPONENT II. TASK FORCE STRATEGIES FOR PROBLEM RESOLUTION 

A fundamental ingredient of a sound electoral system is the development of an informed, 
independent, and professional election administrative structure. In order to nurture an empowered 
and involved core of officials equipped to sustain a well designed process, IFES would promote a 
strategy for problem resolution through the development of specialized task forces made up of 
election officials from committees at each level, legal counsel and other appropriate participants. 
Each targeted problem area would be assigned to a separate Task Force. IFES would serve as the 
facilitator to assist the Task Force since initiating and sustaining their work, identifying the 
components to be addressed, and organizing the materials, work plans and calendars for fulfilling 
Task Force objectives. Within the scope of each Task Force's work would be an analysis of related 
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laws, review of existing regulations or instructions, an assessment of related forms or protocols, and 
development of findings and recommendations to be presented to the full CEC for consideration and 
decision. 

Based on the problems encountered in the 5 July elections, initial Task Forces would address four 
major aspects of the election process. 

* Nomination and registration of candidates, including petition verification; 

* Preparation and maintenance of voter lists; 

* Processing of voters on election day; and, 

• Counting and reporting of election results . 

COMPONENT III. DEVELOPMENT OF INSTITUTIONALIZED TRAINING STRATEGIES 
AND INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS 

Prior,to the 5 july 1995 elections, IFES developed and provided a draft Poll Worker Manual to the 
Central Election Committee. This draft Manual was eventually incorporated into a booklet entitled 
"Translating Law Into Process." This book included explanations and justifications for solutions 
proposed in the draft Manual. 

Utilizing this initial phase of technical assistance and based on the results of work done under 
Components I and II of this proposal, IFES would provide technical assistance to the CEC in: 

* 

* 

* 

• 

Proposing appropriate amendments to the laws governing the administration of 
elections; 

Developing formalized procedures which ensure maximum efficiency, transparency 
and accountability thfoughout the process; 

Enhancing the skill and confidence of officials at each level, through the 
development of a full complement of guide books, manuals, and protocols necessary 
to carry out fundamental procedures in full compliance with the law; 

Developing a strategy for poll worker training through a pyramidal instructional 
approach; and, 
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• Ascertaining equipment and/or commodity needs which may be beyond the fiscal 
capacity and available resources of the CEC in order to strengthen its accountability, 
responsiveness, and communication capabilities during election periods. 

IFES proposes that this work be accomplished in preparation for presidential and municipal elections 
scheduled for the coming year. 
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The Law of the Republic of Annenia on the Election of the Deputies to 
the National Assembly 
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THE LAW OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 
ON THE ELECTION OF THE DEPUTIES TO THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

CHAPTER I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

Article I. 
composition 

The principles of the election of the deputies to the National Assembly and its 

The deputies to the National Assembly are elected in a secret ballot by the citizens of the 
Republic of Armenia entitled to vote, based on the free implementation of the right for general 
equal direct elections. 

The National Assembly comprises 190 deputies. 

Members of the government can not be elected to the National Assembly. Judges, employees of 
the Prosecution Office and the State Directorate of National Security, servicemen of the Interior 
Ministry and the Armed Forces can not be deputies or be nominated for election. 

Article 2. The electoral system 

The elections to the National Assembly are carried out based on the majoritarian and 
proportional representation systems. 

150 deputies of the National Assembly are elected by the majoritarian system, one National 
Assembly deputy from each voting district. 

40 deputies of the National Assembly are elected by the proportional representation system in a 
single multiballot district comprising the whole territory of the republic from among deputy 
candidates nominated through lists. 

Article 3. The right to vote 

The citizens of the Republic of Armenia who became 18 years of age prior to the day of the 
elections and have resided in the Republic of Armenia for at least one year prior to the day of the 
elections have the right to vote. 

The citizens of the Republic of Armenia who became 25 years of age prior to the day of the 
elections and have permanently resided in the Republic of Armenia for at least three years prior 
to the day of the elections have the right to be elected. 

Persons recognized as incompetent by a court of law, citizens in confinement by a legal court 
verdict and citizens wanted in a criminal investigation do not take part in the elections. Neither 
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do persons detained under criminal charges, who were denied registration by a decision of the 
Central electoral committee or the Supreme Court in the manner prescribed by this law. 

Each elector has a right of one vote in a single ballot district and a right of one vote in the 
muitiballot district comprising the whole territory of the republic. 

Each citizen entitled to be elected can run in only one majoritarian district and only one list. 

Any restriction of the right of the citizens of the Republic of Armenia to vote is forbidden, except 
in cases provided by law. 

Article 4. The right to nominate candidates for deputies to the National Assembly 

The right to nominate candidates for deputies to the National Assembly belongs to the voters in 
constituent districts and to public-political organizations or coalitions of these registered prior to 
the nomination-submitting deadline defined by this law. 

Each public-political organization or a coalition of them has the right to propose only one list of 
candidates for deputies to the National Assembly. 

CHAPTER II. THE BASES OF PREPARING AND CARRYING OUT THE ELECTIONS 

Article 5. The the bases of preparing and carrying out the elections 

The preparation and implementation of the elections is ensured by the central and district 
electoral committees in accordance with this law. 

The organizational expenses of the elections are covered from a united fund created under the 
management of the Central electoral committee. The fund is formed by state allocations as well 
as voluntary contributions of enterprises, public organizations and individual citizens. The 
amount of the state allocation towards the organization of the elections is authorized by the 
National Assembly. 

Candidates for deputies to the National Assembly participating in the elections by the 
majoritarian system and public-political organizations participating in the elections by the 
proportional system have the right to use their own funds as well as funds generated through 
donations and fundraisers in their pre-election publicity campaigns. 

The funds used in the campaign of each candidate can not exceed the minimum [monthly 1 salary 
in the republic by a factor of more than five hundred. Candidates and public-political 
organizations submit disclosures of their campaign expenses to the Central electoral committee 
in a manner prescribed by the latter. 
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The enterprises, establishments and organizations, state and public entities shall provide to the 
electoral committees the necessary office space and furniture for the preparation and 
implementation of the elections and are obliged to lend practical assistance within their means to 
the process of preparation and implementation of the elections. 

The decisions of the electoral committees adopted within their jurisdiction are subject to 
mandatory implementation by all state bodies, enterprises, establishments, organizations and 
individual citizens. 

Article 6. The procedure of forming electoral districts and electoral precincts 

For the purpose of organizing and implementing the elections the territory of the Republic of 
Armenia shall be divided into 150 electoral districts. 

The number of voters in each district shall not exceed or be less than 15 percent of the average 
number of voters in an electoral district. 

Each electoral district shall be formed in such a way as to contain districts with common borders. 

Each settlement within an electoral district shall be divided into electoral precincts. The number 
of voters in an electoral precinct shall not be less than 100 or exceed 3000, except for the 
precincts formed in certain cases with the permission of the Central electoral committee. 

The precincts shall be formed in such a way as to contain buildings and houses closest to the 
election site. 

Article 7. Public information dissemination during the preparation and implementation of 
the National Assembly deputies elections 

The electoral committees inform the public on their activities, the formation of electoral districts 
and precincts, the membership, location, working hours and the lists of constituent voters of 
respective electoral committees. 

The electoral committees inform the citizens on the nomination and registration status of the 
candidates for deputies, their biographical data, the main provisions of the pre-election programs 
of the candidates and public-political organizations and the summary votes and election results 
for each candidate. 

The representatives of the public-political organizations, the press, the television and the radio, 
observers and the proxies of the candidates for deputies of the respective electoral districts have 
the right to be present at the registration of the candidates for deputies, the sealing of the 
ballot-boxes, the opening of the latter and counting of the votes, the determining the outcome of 
the elections as well as during the whole duration of the elections. 

The authorization of the representatives must be endorsed by proper documents and the 
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respective electoral district electoral committees must be notified of the latter at least 3 days prior 
to the date of the elections. 

The respective electoral committee shall create equal conditions for ensuring the presence of the 
representatives. 

No more than two proxies of each candidate for deputy and public-political organization may be 
present at an electoral precinct. 

I CHAPTER III. ELECTORAL COMMITTEE 

I Article 8. The bases for forming electoral committees 
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The electoral committees comprise the citizens of the Republic of Armenia that have the right to 
vote .. 

Members of the electoral committees are proposed by the governing bodies provided by the 
charters of the competing pUblic-political organizations according to the principle of equal 
representation in the prescribed manner. 

In case the competing public-political organizations do not submit enough proposals the electoral 
committees are formed and augmented by decision of a superior electoral committee 3 days prior 
to the deadline set by this law for forming the respective electoral committees. 

If the superior electoral committee does not decide on forming or augmenting the membership of 
the respective electoral committee within the deadline provided by section 3 of this Article, the 
decision is made by the chairman of the superior electoral committee. 

Members of an electoral committees can not be laid off from their permanent employment by the 
management or be subjected to administrative penalty during the function of the electoral 
committee without agreement of a superior electoral committee. 

Members of electoral committees can not be drafted into military service. 

Decisions on proposing members of electoral committees are submitted to respective superior 
electoral committees. 

Information on the membership of electoral committees is published in the manner prescribed by 
the Central electoral committee. 

Chairmen, deputy chairmen and members of electoral committees can be elected only to one 
electoral committee and have no right to be nominated as candidates for deputies. 
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Article 9. The procedure for forming the Central electoral committee 

The Central electoral committee comprises at least 7 persons, the chairman and 6 members. 
Candidates for membership of the Central electoral committee are proposed by the deputies of 
the Supreme Council, I candidate from every 10 deputies at least. The nomination of candidates 
by the deputies is certified on the letterhead of the deputies ofthe Supreme Council by personal 
signatures of supporting deputies or by means otherwise expressing their personal endorsement. 
The proposals for nominations are submitted to the secretary of the Supreme Council in the name 
of the chairman of the Supreme Council 10 days prior to the deadline set for forming the 
committee. 

Nominees for membership of the Central electoral committee submit to the secretary of the 
Supreme Council in person or through an agent appointed in a manner prescribed by law their 
agreement to be registered as members of the Central electoral committee. 

The membership of the Central electoral committee based on the submitted nominations is 
regist~red in a special memorandum signed by the chairman and the secretary ofthe Supreme 
Council and is published 6 days prior to the deadline set for forming the Central electoral 
committee. 

If the chairman or the secretary of the Supreme Council due to impossibility can not register the 
membership of the Central electoral committee, these tasks are carried through within the set 
timeframe by the officials provided as their replacement in the charter of the Supreme Council. 

If that possibility is also excluded within the timeframe set in this Article, the President of the 
Republic of Armenia registers the membership of the Central electoral committee based on the 
submitted nominations no later than the deadline set for the formation of the Central electoral 
committee. 

If the number of nominees for the Central electoral committee proposed in the manner prescribed 
by this Article is less than 6 the vacancies are filled by the President of the Republic of Armenia 
no later than the deadline set for the formation of the committee. 

The work of the Central electoral committee is directed by its chairman, in whose absence - by 
the deputy chairman. 

The chairman ofthe Central electoral committee is confirmed from among the members of the 
Central electoral committee. 

The chairman of the Central electoral committee is confirmed by the Supreme Council of the 
Republic of Armenia by a nomination from the President of the Republic of Armenia no later 
than 5 days prior the deadline set for the formation of the Central electoral committee. 

If the Supreme Council does not confirm the nominee of the President of the Republic of 
Armenia, the Supreme Council elects the chairman ofthe Central electoral committee in a three 
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day session 3 days prior the deadline set for the fonnation of the Central electoral committee. 

If the Supreme Council does not decide on the appointment of the chainnan of the Central 
electoral committee within the set timeframe, the chainnan of the Central electoral committee is 
appointed by the President ofthe Republic of Annenia in the time set for the fonnation of the 
Central electoral committee. 

The Central electoral committee elects from among its members a deputy chainnan and a 
secretary of the committee. 

Prior to the registration of the candidates for deputies one representative from each 
public-political organizations registered by the Ministry of Justice prior to the deadline set for the 
fonnation of the Central electoral committee can take part in the work ofthe Central electoral 
committee with an advisory vote. 

Following the registration of the candidates for deputies one representative from each public
politi<;al organization or their blocs that had received a right to participate in the elections can 
take part in the work of the Central electoral committee with an advisory vote. 

Article 10. The procedure for fonning a district electoral committee 

The district electoral committee comprises at least 7 persons. 

Prior to the deadline for the registration of candidates for deputies of the National Assembly the 
membership of the committee, ensuring the principle of equal representation, includes 
representatives of public-political organizations that had submitted an application to participate 
in the elections by the proportional system. 

The number of the representatives of public-political organizations in the district electoral 
committees is detennined by the Central electoral committee. The date for the nominations of 
the public- political organizations is detennined by the Central electoral committee within the 
provisions of this law. The Central electoral committee records the membership of electoral 
committees based on the nominations ofthe public-political organizations. 

The district electoral committees elect from among their members chainnen of the committees 
within three days but no later than 6 days 
prior to the deadline set by this law for the fonnation of the district electoral committees. If the 
chainnan of a committee is not elected in this timeframe the chainnan of the district committee is 
appointed by the Central electoral committee from among the members of the district committee 
3 days prior to the deadline set by this law for the fonnation of the district electoral committees. 
If the Central electoral committee does not appoint a chainnan to the respective district electoral 
committee within this timeframe, the appointment is made by the chainnan of the Central 
electoral committee from among the members of the district electoral committee. 

The district electoral committee elects from among its members a deputy chainnan and a 
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secretary of the committee. 

Following the deadline for the registration of the candidates for deputies the representatives of 
the public-political organizations not participating in the elections by the proportional system are 
excluded from the membership of the committee and can participate in the sessions of the 
committee with an advisory vote. 

The provision defined in the previous section of this Article does not extend to the chainnan of 
the committee. 

The work ofthe district electoral committees ceases following the elections by a decision of the 
Central electoral committee. 

Article 11. The procedure for fonning a precinct electoral committee 

The precinct electoral committee comprises at least 7 persons. 

Prior to the deadline for the registration of candidates for deputies of the National Assembly the 
membership of the committee, ensuring the principle of equal representation, includes 
representatives of public-political organizations that had submitted an application to participate 
in the elections by the proportional system. The number of the representatives of public-political 
organizations in the committees is detennined by the Central electoral committee. 

The district electoral committee records the membership of precinct electoral committees based 
on the nominations of the public-political organizations. 

The precinct electoral committees elect from among their members chainnen of the committees 
within three days 4 days prior to the deadline set by this law for the fonnation of the district 
electoral committees. If the chainnan of a committee is not elected in this timeframe the 
chainnan ofthe district committee is appointed by the district electoral committee from among 
the members of the precinct committee 2 days prior to the deadline set by this law for the 
fonnation of the precinct electoral committees. If the district electoral committee does not 
appoint a chainnan to the respective precinct electoral committee within this timeframe, the 
appointment is made by the chainnan of the district electoral committee from among the 
members of the precinct electoral committee. 

The precinct electoral committee elects from among its members a deputy chainnan and a 
secretary of the committee. 

Following the deadline for the registration of the candidates for deputies to the National 
Assembly the representatives of the public-political organizations not participating in the 
elections by the proportional system are excluded from the membership of the committee. 

The provision defined in the previous section of this Article does not extend to the chainnan of 
the committee. 
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The work of the precinct electoral committees ceases following the elections by a decision of the 
Central electoral committee. 

Article 12. 
committees 

The procedure of introducing changes in the membership of the electoral 

The powers of the chairman of the Central electoral committee can be terminated prematurely 
initiated by the President of the Republic of Armenia or the National Assembly. 

The National Assembly shall discuss and adopt a decision on such initiative from the President 
of the Republic of Armenia within one month upon its receipt. 

If the decision of the National Assembly approves of the initiative of the President of the 
Republic of Armenia, the chairman of the Central electoral committee is dismissed by a 
presidential decree within two days from the receipt of the approval of the National Assembly. 

The d~cision of the National Assembly on dismissing the chairman of the Central electoral 
committee is submitted to the President of the Republic of Armenia. The President of the 
Republic of Armenia can dismiss the chairman of the Central electoral committee by his decree 
within one month ofthe receipt of the decision of the National Assembly or he can object to the 
decision of the National Assembly. In the latter case the President of the Republic of Armenia 
submits his objection to the National Assembly, which can reconfirm its decision to dismiss the 
chairman of the Central electoral committee within 15 days by a majority vote of at least 2/3 of 
the of the total number of the National Assembly deputies. 

In case the chairman of the Central electoral committee is dismissed, the new chairman is 
appointed within 20 days in the manner prescribed by this law. 

The powers of the deputy chairman, the secretary and the members of the Central electoral 
committee can be terminated prematurely: 

a) based on a personal application; 

b) through an initiative of the Central electoral committee. 

The powers of the deputy chairman, the secretary and the members of the Central electoral 
committee can be terminated based on their personal applications by a decision of the committee. 
If the Central electoral committee does not adopt a decision to settle the application, the powers 
of the deputy chairman, the secretary and the members of the Central electoral committee are 
terminated prematurely following a second application reiterating the request by the author 
within one month from the declination of the first. 

The vacancies in the Central electoral committee created by cases provided in this Article are not 
filled unless the number of the members falls below 7. If the membership of the Central electoral 
committee falls below 7 it is augmented by a decree of the President of the Republic.of Armenia 
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within 20 days. 

The powers of the persons within district and precinct electoral committees may be terminated 
prematurely in the same procedure in which they were included in the committee. 

The premature termination of the powers can also be implemented either through a decision of a 
superior committee by its own initiative or through a decision of an inferior committee: 

a) based on a personal application; 

b) if the provisions of this law are not obeyed; 

c) if five consecutive sessions of a committee are missed without a proper cause. 

Point b) of the previous section of this Article can only be applied to a person included in an 
electoral committee for at least one month. 

In case ofa premature termination of the powers of persons included in an electoral committee 
the electoral committees are augmented in a manner prescribed by this law for the forming of 
respective committees. 

No changes can be made in the membership of the electoral committees through the 5 days 
preceding the elections and during the assessment of the results of the elections. Persons 
included in the electoral committees have no right to refuse their duties in the committees 
beginning from 6 PM on the day preceding the elections and through the completion of the 
assessment of the election results except for cases of health failure or death of a close relation, of 
which the superior electoral committee shall be notified. 

Article 13. The powers of the Central electoral committee 

The Central electoral committee is the body conducting the oversight of this law and ensuring its 
uniform implementation. In accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia it has 
the following powers: 

I) in case of a fact of breaking this law or of disobeying its provisions to apply to the respective 
bodies or to the court; 

2) to form electoral districts and district electoral committees, to alter the borders of electoral 
precincts and membership of electoral committees in cases and the manner provided by law; 

3) to manage the means allocated for the elections, disburse the finances among the electoral 
committees, to oversee the allocation of office space, furnishings, transportation means, 
electricity, communications equipment and other material and technical assets to district and 
precinct electoral committees; 
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4) to detennine the layout of the election documentation, the ballots, ballot boxes, specimens of 
the seals, the procedure and time frame for filling in and filing the documentation. To provide 
necessary documentation to the electoral committees; 

5) in order to ensure unifonn implementation of the law to pass and publish the necessary 
decisions and decrees on the procedure of the elections and their preparation, to oversee their 
implementation; 

6) to attend to reports of the electoral committees and government bodies on matters concerning 
the implementations of the elections and their preparation; 

7) to change in exceptional cases the time and site of the voting; 

8) to discuss the appeals and complaints received concerning the decisions and actions of the 
electoral committees and to pass decisions on these; 

9) to alter or annul the decisions of the district and precinct committees; 

10) to register the candidates for deputies nominated for participation in the elections to the 
National Assembly by the proportional system and issue them candidate certificates, to refuse or 
annul the registration of a candidate/candidates; 

II) to register or refuse to register the persons in detention regardless of their nomination for 
participation in a proportional or majoritarian election system. In these cases the Central 
electoral committee must receive a conclusion from the Prosecutors office of the Republic of 
Annenia within the timeframe provided by law; 

12) to render, summarize and confinn the results of the elections based on the proportional or 
majoritarian system, to verifY them if necessary; 

13) to register the elected candidates for deputies to the National Assembly and issue them 
certificates of a National Assembly deputy; 

14) to declare the elections partially or completely invalid; 

15) to appoint additional votings or by-elections; 

16) to exercise other powers ensuring the oversight and the unifonn implementation of this law. 

Article 14. The powers of the district electoral committees 

The district electoral committee, in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Annenia, 
has the following powers: 

I) to oversee the implementation of this law in its district; 
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2) to fonn electoral precincts and precinct electoral committees, make changes in their 
membership; 

3) to provide the precinct committees with the necessary material and technical means, election 
documentation, to organize in the prescribed manner the preparation and the implementation of 
the elections, to oversee the implementation, to provide the electoral precincts with office space, 
furnishings, transportation means, electricity, communications equipment and other material and 
technical assets; 

4) to attend to reports of the precinct committees, administrative bodies within the precinct 
territories and interested organizations on matters concerning the implementation of the elections 
and their preparation; 

5) to follow the compilation of the lists of voters by the local authorities, the transfer of these to 
the respective precinct committees and submitting for general notification; 

6) to discuss the applications and complaints received concerning the decisions and actions of the 
precinct electoral committees and to pass decisions on these; 

7) to register and issue respective certificates to the candidates for deputies to the National 
Assembly and their proxies nominated in the district, as well as to the proxies of public-political 
organizations participating in the elections by the lists of candidates to the National Assembly. 
To refuse or annul the registration of a nominated candidate in accordance with this law; 

8) to submit to the Central electoral committee all materials in its possession regarding the 
persons in detention nominated for participation in the elections in their district; 

9) to organize the publication on an equal basis of the biographies and brief pre-election 
programs of the candidates for deputies nominated in the district, as well as to submit to the 
precinct electoral committees the pre-election programs of the public-political organizations or 
their blocs and the lists of the candidates for deputies; 

10) to register the representatives and observers; 

11) to ensure the the preparation of the district ballots and their distribution to the precincts along 
with the ballots for the list elections; 

12) to summarize and declare the results of the voting in the district; 

13) to exercise other powers ensuring the unifonn implementation of this law in the district. 

Article 15. The powers of the precinct electoral committees 

The precinct electoral committee, in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of Armenia, 
has the following powers: 
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I) to ensure the voters the possibility to acquaint themselves with the lists; 

2) to accept and discuss complaints on the inaccuracies in the lists of voters and solve the issues 
of introducing the respective adjustments to the lists; 

3) to organize the publication on an equal basis of the biographies and pre-election programs of 
the candidates for deputies, the pre-election programs of the public-political organizations or 
their blocs and the lists of the candidates for deputies; 

4) to inform the voters on the location of the precinct, the day of the elections and the working 
hours of the committee; 

5) to ensure the the preparation ofthe building, the booths, the ballot boxes and other means 
necessary for the elections; 

[HB: either clause 6 is missing or clause 7 misnumbered] 

7) to organize the voting, summarize the results of the voting and declare them in the precinct; 

8) to exercise other powers in accordance with this law 

Article 16. The organization of the work of electoral committees 

The work of the electoral committees is organised by the chairmen of respective committees or 
their deputies by their assignment, ensuring equal conditions for the presence at the committee 
sessions during deliberation of issues of the representatives of parties interested in them. 

Members of electoral committees have the right to inspect the issues under the jurisdiction of 
their committees and access the corresponding documents. 

The electoral committees determine the schedule for their regular sessions. The extraordinary 
sessions are convened by the chairman at his initiative or by a written demand of at least 113 of 
the committee members. The chairman must convene the extraordinary session before 
the regular session. 

The sessions of a committee possess equal authority, if more than half of the total number of 
committee members attend. 

The decisions of the electoral committees are passed by an open ballot. In special cases a secret 
ballot may be decided upon by the committee members. The ballot is considered valid if more 
than half of the total number of committee members have voted. 

The decision is considered passed if it was voted for by more than half of the participants of the 
voting. 
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Upon the request of a superior committee the committees must submit to it all materials at their 
disposal concerning issues of interest for the former, including, provided existing, written 
memorandums on the issue presented by the committee members. 

If the decisions of a committee contradict each other, the decision of the superior committee 
prevails. 

The persons included in the electoral committees, in thee manner prescribed by the Central 
electoral committee, can be relieved of their obligations at the production or service employment. 

The chairman and the secretary of the Central electoral committee are employed on a permanent 
basis and, until the termination of their powers, can not be engaged in other paid employment 
except for scientific-pedagogical or creative work, can not have other state positions or engage 
directly in entrepreneurship. 

The chairman of the Central electoral committee forms a staff. Compensation for work 
performed with connection to the elections is paid from the allocation for the elections. From the 
day of their formation the electoral committees maintain a register with pages numbered and 
sealed by the superior committee, in which mandatory dated entries are made on all factual 
activities carried out in connection with the elections. 

Article 17. The procedure of appealing the decisions and actions of electoral committees 

The decisions and actions of electoral committees can be appealed at the superior electoral 
committee, while the decisions and actions of the Central electoral committee or, in other cases 
provided by this law, can also be appealed at the court of law by the public-political 
organizations, candidates for deputies, their proxies, observers and voters, within three days from 
the appealed decision or action. 

The complaint must be discussed within 3 days from its submission. The decisions of the 
Central electoral committee concerning the results of the elections can be appealed at the 
Supreme Court of the Republic of Armenia. 

CHAPTER IV. LISTS OF VOTERS 

Article 18. Lists of voters and the procedure for their compilation 

Lists of voters are compiled according to the electoral districts, they are signed and sealed by the 
head of the local self-administration of the settlement that includes the district. 

Lists of voters include citizens entitled to vote living in the respective district permanently or 
within the borders of the district during the last 6 months preceding the elections at the time of 
compilation of the lists. 
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The first and last names of voters, their patronimics, addresses, dates of birth and the documents 
serving as basis for including in the list are entered in the lists of voters in the format fit for the 
organization of voting. For voters 18 years of age the month and day of birth are also entered. 

A voter can be included in the list of only one electoral district. 

Article 19. The exposure of citizens to the lists of voters and the right to appeal the errors in 
the lists of voters 

The lists of voters are exposed for general public IS days prior to the date of the elections. 

The citizens, candidates for deputies or their proxies are given the possibility to view the lists of 
voters and verify their accuracy in the offices ofthe precinct electoral committees. 

A complaint on an inaccuracy in the list of voters is reviewed by the precinct electoral 
committee, it must discuss the complaint and introduce the necessary adjustments in the list or 
proviQe the applicant with a copy of a substantiated decision on rejecting the complaint within 
two days, and immediately on the eve or on the day of the election. 

The decision of the precinct electoral committee can be appealed at the district (city) court oflaw 
five days prior to the elections day, the latter has to review the complaint within three days. The 
adjustment in the list of voters requested by a court oflaw is introduced immediately. 

CHAPTER V. 
FOR DEPUTIES 

THE NOMINATION AND REGISTRATION OF THE CANDIDATES 

Article 20. The procedure of nomination for the candidates for deputies 

The candidates for deputies are nominated through supporting the nomination proposal by the 
signatures of the voters. 

Each voter supporting the proposal of the candidate for deputy personally signs the official 
nomination ballot. 

The official letterhead and nomination ballots of a confirmed layout for the candidate for deputy 
are given by: 

the Central electoral committee in case of proposing a nomination for election by the 
proportional system; 

the respective district electoral committee in case of proposing a nomination for election by the 
majoritarian system, or the Central electoral committee in case the Central electoral committee 
satisfies the appeal of a rejection by a district committee to give nomination ballots. 
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The official nomination ballots for the candidate for deputy are given to: 

not more than 10 authorized representatives of a public-political organization, who present the 
decision of the governing body of the organization on submitting a list of candidates and are 
fully authorized by that body; 

not more than 5 authorized representatives of an individual who had submitted an application to 
run in the elections by the majoritarian system or had sent in the legally verified application. The 
authorized representatives represent the interests of the proposed candidates from the list of a 
given public-political organization or their bloc, as well as the in te rests of the individual 
candidates in the Central electoral committee and are entitled to an advisory vote. 

The candidates for deputies from a list are considered nominated if between 10000 and 12000 
voters sign in support of the list. 

The candidate for deputy in an election by a majoritarian system is considered nomi na ted if 
betwe~n 500 and 700 voters from the given electoral district sign in support of hislher proposal. 

An election deposit in the amount of a factor of ten of the minimum [monthly 1 salary in the 
republic is paid to the united electoral fund by the public-political organizations or the can didate 
for every proposed nomination of a candidate. 

The deposit is refunded to those public-political organizations, their blocs or individual 
candidates, who receive more than 5% of the votes. 

Every public-political organization or individual organizing their nomination is res ponsible for 
selecting the persons to be trusted with collecting the signatures and issues them certificates to 
that effect. 

The documents proposing nominations of candidates for deputies should contain en tries of the 
candidates first and last names, patronymic, the day, month and year of birth, ad dress of 
residence, employment and party membership. 

When giving the official nomination ballots to the authorized representatives the Cen tral and 
district electoral committees make mandatory entries in them of the receivers first and last 
names, patronymic, and the basis for registering that individual as an authorized representative. 
Upon submitting the nomination ballots with the signatures of voters to the respective 
committees for the registration of nominations, entries are made of the first and last names, 
patronymic, address of residence, passport number and signature of the authorized collector of 
signatures of the given nomination ballot. 

If the proposed candidate for deputy is in detention a special reference to that effect is to be made 
by the initiators in the document proposing the candidate. 

Article 21. The registration of a candidate for deputy 
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The documents nominating a candidate for deputy are accepted by the respective electoral 
committees. The latter may discuss the issue of their registration only if the following 
documents have been received by the nomination deadline set by law: 

1) the properly filled in nomination documents proposing a candidate for deputy; 

2) the properly filled in official nomination ballots of a candidate(s) for deputy with signatures of 
a minimum of 10000 voters in case of elections by the proportional system and signatures of a 
minimum of 500 voters in case of elections by the majoritarian system; 

3) a written declaration of the agreement by the candidate(s) for deputy to run in the elections, 
which, if not submitted by the candidate in person, must be legally verified; 

4) a certification of residential address and registration; 

5) the receipt of the election deposit; 

6) for detained persons a written statement to the fact by the proposed candidate or hislher 
authorized representative. 

The candidates for deputies are registered by respective electoral committees provided: 

1) the number of invalid or false signatures revealed by an inspection of the official nomination 
ballots of a candidate(s) for deputy does not exceed 300 in case of elections by the proportional 
system and 50 in case of elections by the majoritarian system, and if these are neglected, the 
number of remaining signatures in the official nomination ballots is no less than 10000 in case of 
elections by the proportional system and no less that 500 in case of elections by the majoritarian 
system; 

2) no falsification is revealed by inspection of the other submitted nomination documents. 

The nomination of a candidate(s) for deputy is registered without voting in cases referred to in 
the previous sections ofthis Article if the committee members with a decisive vote have no 
objections. In case of an objection the objection is voted on. 

The registration of the nomination of a candidate for deputy can be refused by the respective 
committee if: 

1) the number of invalid or false signatures revealed by an inspection of the official nomination 
ballots of a candidate(s) for deputy exceeds 300 in case of elections by the proportional system 
and exceeds 50 in case of elections by the majoritarian system, and in case these are neglected, 
the number of remaining signatures in the official nomination ballots is less than 10000 in case 
of elections by the proportional system and less that 500 in case of elections by the majoritarian 
system; 
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2) falsification is revealed by inspection ofthe other submitted nomination documents; 

3) the candidate for deputy has agreed in writing to run in more than one district in case of 
elections by the majoritarian system and more than one list in case of elections by the 
proportional system; 

4) the restrictions embedded in this law extend to the candidates for deputies. 

In cases provided for by this Article the refusal to register the candidate for deputy by respective 
electoral committees is recorded without a vote, unless the persons in the committee with 
decisive or advisory votes have objections. In case of an objection by the above-mentioned 
persons the objection is voted on. 

The registration of the candidate for deputy is considered void if following the registration facts 
are revealed that extend the restrictions of this Article upon the candidate. In such cases the 
respective committee records in its session and publishes the invalidity of the registration. 

If the person proposed as a candidate for deputy is in detention the Central electoral committee 
passes a decision on his/her registration only if a written conclusion of the Prosecutors office 
exists on the substantiated nature of that persons detention. In such cases the the necessary 
documents for nominating a candidate for deputy are submitted to the district electoral 
committee 10 days prior to the deadline set for the submission of the nomination documentation. 

The person in detention or his/her authorized representative applies to the chairman of the 
Central electoral committee with a request to receive the written conclusion of the Prosecutors 
office on the substantiated nature of the persons detention, attaching the receipt by the electoral 
committee in exchange for the necessary nomination documents, which the chairman or the 
secretary of the district electoral committee issues immediately upon receipt of the necessary 
documents, within one day. 

Upon the receipt of the application by the person in detention or his/her authorized representative 
the chairman ofthe Central electoral committee within one day requests a conclusion from the 
Prosecutors office, which must send its conclusion on the substantiated nature of the persons 
detention before the deadline set by this law for submission of the nominations of candidates for 
deputies. 

In case of registration or the refusal to register the persons in detention as candidates for deputy 
the interested parties have the right to appeal at the Supreme Court the decision of the Central 
electoral committee within three days of its passing. 

The decision of the Supreme Court to recognize the decision of the Central electoral committee 
as illegal is considered basis for changing the corresponding decision of the Central electoral 
committee. In this case the Central electoral committee records without voting the change of its 
own decision necessitated by the decision of the Supreme Court. 
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The registration of persons in detention as candidates for deputy and their election as deputies 
can not serve as basis for dropping the criminal charges or closing the indictment. 

Starting from the moment of registration the degree of custody chosen for such persons, the 
detention, may be replaced by a milder measure of custody that does not prevent them from 
participating in a full-pledge pre-election campaign. 

The communique on the registration of the candidates for deputies is published in the manner 
defined by the Central electoral committee. 

Article 22. The annulation of the registration of the candidate for deputy 

The candidate for deputy can terminate hislher nomination through submitting a withdrawal 
application to the respective electoral committee. The registration of a candidate based on 
hislher withdrawal can be annulled no later than five days prior to the elections. In case one of 
the candidates declares withdrawal 5 days prior to the 2nd stage of voting, the permission is 
granted by decision of the the district electoral committee to the candidate with the next biggest 
number of votes in the I st stage to take part in the 2nd stage of voting. 

In case of the death of a candidate, as well as in cases provided for in Article 25 of this law when 
the facts are confirmed, the registration is annulled. 

Article 23. Immunity of the candidates for deputies 

The candidate for deputy can not be apprehended without a decision of a court of law. 

CHAPTER VI. 
PROPAGANDA 

Article 24. Proxies 

PROXIES OF THE CANDIDATES FOR DEPUTIES, PRE-ELECTION 

To represent the interests of the candidates for deputies and public-political organizations in the 
respective electoral committees the district electoral committees, upon presentation by the 
candidates for deputies and public-political organiza tions, register not more than three proxies 
for each electoral precinct, who are issued certificates. 

The proxies have the right to represent the interests of the candidate for deputy in the relations 
with state and public bodies, to be present unhampered at all functions of the respective electoral 
committee. 

Not more than two proxies from each candidate for deputy or public-political organiza tion may 
be present concurrently at a function of the district electoral committee. 
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The registration of a proxy (proxies) is invalidated and a new proxy (proxies) is registered by the 
district electoral committee based on an application by the candidate for deputy or a 
public-political organization. 

A proxy can not be included in the electoral committee. 

Article 25. Pre-election propaganda 

The citizens of the Republic of Armenia have the right of free and diversified discussion of the 
political, business and personal characteristics of a candidate for deputy, as well as the right to 
freely propagate through meetings, rallies and the mass media. 

The candidates for deputies and their proxies, public-political organiza tions have the right to 
organize meetings with the voters. 

The electoral committees and respective state bodies must ensure the equal opportunity to use: 

for the public-political organiza tions participating in the elections by the proportional system the 
republican state-owned mass-media outlets; 

for the candidates for deputies participating in the elections by the majoritarian system the local 
state-owned mass-media outlets. The Central electoral committee ensures the possibility of the 
gratuitous use by the public-political organiza tions and private candidates participating in the 
elections ofthe respective state-owned mass-media within the limits of the united elections fund. 

Each public-political organiza tion and private candidate participating in the elections may also 
use the respective state-owned mass-media on a paid basis on their own expense but not to 
exceed the double of what the Central electoral committee has defined as the gratuitous limit. 

During the pre-election campaign it is forbidden for the candidates for deputies either in person 
or through other persons, private, state enterprises or organizations to allocate funds, food, other 
goods or gifts to the voters using any pretext. In case any of the above-mentioned facts is 
confirmed to have happened, the Central 
electoral committee may declare the registration of the candidate void. 

On the day of voting it is forbidden to propagate, have rallies, or for people to accumulate in the 
vicinity of the ballot buildings. 

CHAPTER VII. THE PREPARATION AND IMPLEMENTATION OF VOTING 

Article 26. Ballots 
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The ballots in the election by the majoritarian system lists in the alphabetical order the first and 
last names, the patronymic of the candidate for deputy, hislher party membership, employment 
and job description, in the election by the proportional system the name of the registered 
public-political organization or their bloc (or the abridged name, if the public-political 
organization uses one), as well as the first and last names and the patronimics ofthe first three 
candidates for deputy in the list. 

Article 27. The certificate of the right to vote 

Each voter is issued a certificate of the right to vote. The certificate of the right to vote is a sheet 
of paper consisting of two similar sections that can be separated. It has entries of the first and 
last names and the patronymic of the voter, the day, month and year ofhislher birth, the address 
of residence, the numbers of the electoral district and the electoral precinct, as well as the number 
across the last name of the voter in the list of voters. distribution. 

Article 28. The disbursing and collection of the voting documents 

The voting documents are disbursed and received in the electoral committees with a mandatory 
entry in the register containing the signatures of the giver and taker as well as recording the 
transaction by way of issuing a receipt. 

The ballots and certificates ofthe right to vote are allocated to the electoral committees in the 
previously approved quantities. 

Article 29. The place and time of voting 

The voting takes place on the day of the elections from 8AM to 8PM. 

A voter participates in the elections only in the precinct that includes hislher residence. 

In exceptional cases the the place and time of voting may be changed by a decision of the Central 
electoral committee. 

Article 30. The organization of voting 

The voting takes place in specially allocated buildings, where a sufficient number of booths or 
rooms must be furnished to carry out the secret ballot, and tables installed for the registration of 
voters and distribution ofthe ballots. The ballot boxes must be placed in a location visible for 
the majority of those entitled to be present in the precinct. 

Before the voting begins the the precinct electoral committee approves by a decision the list of 
those its members, who will confirm with their signatures the authenticity of the ballots. If 
before the voting begin a member of the committee insists on the necessity of the ballots being 
signed by himlher, he/she is granted that opportunity. In such cases the decision of the 
committee is recorded without voting. 
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Then the chainnan of the committee checks, closes and seals the ballot box in the presence of the 
members of the committee and persons entitled to be present at the sessions of the committee, 
after which he/she hands the counted quantity of the ballots to the persons responsible for the 
ballots and the persons responsible for registering voters with filled in certificates of the right to 
vote, making a corresponding entry in the register. 

Article 31. The implementation of voting 

Each voter registers by signing in the voters list across from hislher last name, upon presenting 
the passport or other proof of identity. 

The member of the committee responsible for registration signs and hands the voter the 
certificate of the right to vote, which is also signed by the voter. The member of the committee 
responsible for the ballots signs in the registered voters certificate of the right to vote, separates 
the corresponding coupon from the certificate and drops it in the coupon box sealed by the 
committee, after which hands the voter the ballot. 

The ballot is filled by the voter in the booth or room for secret ballots. 

The voter that is incapable of personally fill in in the ballot may at hislher discretion invite 
another person into the ballot booth or room, excluding the members of the committee and 
proxies. 

Except for the above-mentioned case the presence of other persons in the ballot booth or room 
during the filling of a ballot is prohibited. 

In the ballot of the election by the majoritarian system the voter leaves the last name of only one 
preferred candidate, crossing out the last names of other candidates. 

In the ballot of the election by the proportional system the voter leaves the name of only one 
preferred public-political organization or their bloc, crossing out the names of other 
public-political organization or their blocs. 

In case there is only one candidate for deputy or one public-political organization on the ballot 
the voter crosses out the words I agree if he/she votes against it, or crosses out the words I 
disagree if he/she votes for. 

The voter brings out the closed ballot from the ballot booth or room and personally drops it in the 
ballot box. 

CHAPTER VIII. SUMMARIZING THE RESULTS OF THE ELECTION 

Article 31. The procedure of filling the summary records of the election results at the 
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electoral precincts 

In the summary records of the election results each computed figure is entered and signed across 
from by those who did the computation in the order defined by the procedure for summarizing 
the results of the elections. 

The records of the elections by the proportional and the majoritarian system are filled separately, 
in the order by which the computations were done. 

Entries are made in the records about the ballot box and the box for the coupons of the 
certificates of the right to vote being closed and sealed until the end of the voting. 

The figures being computed and the results of the computation are declared out loud. 

The summary records of the election results are signed by the members of the precinct electoral 
committee who participated in the activities of the committee during the day of the voting. If 
any member of the committee has a special opinion regarding the process or the results of the 
voting, he/she makes a respective entry across from the signature, submitting hislher opinion in 
writing. 

The refusal of a committee member to sign the record is recorded by the committee and attached 
to the summary record of the election results. 

Article 33. Invalid ballots 

The ballots are recognized as invalid if they do not correspond to the approved speci men, do not 
bear the stamp of the given electoral precinct and the signatures of the members of the committee 
selected by the committee, are voted pro for more than one candidate, are voted pro for more 
than one public-political organization or their bloc, in cases where there is only one candidate for 
deputy or one public-political organization on the ballot the voter crossed out or leaved both the 
words [I agree] and [I disagree], as well as those ballots that bear extra inscriptions. 

The ballots that cause suspicion are voted on by the electoral committee. 

Article 34. The procedure of summarizing the results of voting in the 
electoral precincts 

After closing the precinct at 8PM on the day of the elections the precinct electoral committee: 

1) enters the number of the ballots received from the district electoral committee in the records; 

2) counts the number of unused ballots along with those incorrectly filled or returned by the 
voters and cancels them in the prescribed manner to rule out future use; 

3) counts: 
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a) the total number of voters based on the list of voters, 

b) the number of registered voters based on the signatures, 

c) the number of unused certificates of the right to vote; 

4) opens the ballot box; 

5) in the election by the majoritarian system counts: 

a) the total number of ballots present in the ballot box, 

b) the number of ballots recognized as invalid, 

c) the number of [pro] votes given to each candidate for deputy, 

6) in ~e election by the proportional system counts: 

a) the total number of ballots present in the ballot box, 

b) the number of ballots recognized as invalid, 

c) the number of [pro] votes given to each list; 

The counted and registered ballots are packed separately, the packs are sealed by the stamp of the 
precinct electoral committee. 

The stamped records, the sealed box for the coupons of the certificates of the right to vote and 
packets of other election documents are sent to the superior electoral committee in the manner 
prescribed by the Central electoral committee. 

Article 35. Summarizing the results of voting in the electoral districts 

After placing the election documents received from the electoral precincts in the determined safe 
location and locking them up, the district electoral committee, based on the records of the 
precinct electoral committees, makes the following entries in the register of the district electoral 
committee: 

the total number of the ballots given to the precinct electoral committees; 

the total number of canceled ballots; 

the total number of incorrectly filled and returned ballots; 

the total number of voters; 
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the total number of registered voters; 

the total number of unused certificates of the right to vote, by precincts; 

the total number of the ballots in the ballot boxes; 

the total number of ballots recognized as invalid; 

the total number of votes in favor of each candidate for deputy; 

the total number of votes in favor of each public-political organization or their bloc; 

computes and enters the number by the precinct of the certificates in the boxes for the certificates 
of the right to vote. After the count the certificates are packed and sealed by the stamp of the 
district electoral committee. 

The clata in the register is confirmed by a vote of the district electoral committee, then signed and 
stamped. 

The records of the district electoral committee, along with copies of the records of each of the 
[constituent 1 precinct electoral committees, are sent to the Central electoral committee in the 
prescribed manner. 

Article 36. The rendition of the results of the elections 

In order to distribute the mandates according to the lists and determine the deputies elected by 
the proportional system, the Central electoral committee, based on the records received from the 
electoral committees, renders: 

the total number of voters; the total number of registered voters; 

the total number of the certificates in the boxes for the certificates of the right to vote; 

the total number of the ballots in the ballot boxes; 

the total number of the ballots recognized as invalid; 

the total number of voters (valid votes) in favor or against each public-political organization or 
their bloc; 

the total number of votes in favor of each list; 

the total number of votes in favor of all public-political organization or their blocs; 

the total number of votes in favor of those public-political organization or their blocs that 
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received at least 5% of the total number of valid votes; 

the effect of the inconsistencies in the numbers in the records on the result of the elections. 

The Central electoral committee discusses the complaints received concerning the 
implementation of the elections and the summarizing of their results, if necessary, organizes 
inspections in a manner prescribed by itself. 

Article 37. Recognizing the elections invalid 

The Central electoral committee recognizes the elections invalid in certain precincts or districts 
if: 

I) the candidate for deputy is changed or is not elected due to inconsistencies in the figures 
entered in the records of the electoral committees, or in accordance with facts confirmed by 
inspections, or, in the elections by the majoritarian system, passes to second round of voting and 
it is not possible to reconstruct the real result of the elections and thus determine the elected 
candidate; 

2) violations of this law were made during the preparation and implementation of the elections 
that prevented the exercise of the equal direct free election right in a secret ballot. 

The decision of the Central electoral committee regarding the results of the elections may be 
appealed within 10 days at the Supreme Court of the Republic of Armenia, the decision of the 
latter is final. 

Article 38. Summarizing the results of the elections by the majoritarian system 

The Central electoral committee passes a decision on the election of a deputy to the National 
Assembly from the electoral district. 

The candidate receiving the majority of votes in hislher favor, but no less than 25 % of the valid 
votes is considered elected in the first round. 

If two candidates run in the first round and neither receives over 25% of the valid votes, the 
elections in that district are considered not to have taken place and the districts mandate remains 
unfilled. 

If more than two candidates run in the first round and none is elected, a second round is carried 
out between the first and second candidates with the most votes in their favor, and the one getting 
in it the most votes in hislher favor is considered elected. 

If only one candidate runs in any round of the elections, he/she is considered elected by receiving 
over 50% of the valid votes. 
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Article 39. Summarizing the results of the elections by the proportional system 

The mandates are distributed only between the lists that received at least 5% in their favor from 
the valid votes. 

The mandates allocated for the elections by the proportional system (40 for the regular elections) 
are distributed between the public-political organization or their blocs in proportion with the 
votes in their favor received. 

The computation of the share of the mandates for each public-political organization or their bloc 
is done in the following manner: the number of votes in favor of each list is multiplied by the 
number of mandates allocated to the lists, the resulting number is divided by the total number of 
votes in favor of all lists that got at least 5% of the valid votes, the resulting respective integer 
values of the quotients represent the number of the mandates received by each list. The 
remaining mandates are distributed between the lists according to the descending value of the 
remainders of the computation, one remaining mandate to each. In case the remainders are 
equal,,the disputed mandate is given to the list with the most votes in its favor, if those are equal, 
the decision is made by a lottery. 

The candidate is considered elected if hislher number in the list is less or equal to the number of 
mandates received by that list. 

The mandate of the candidate elected by the proportional system is given to· the next candidate in 
the list ifhe/she was also elected by the majoritarian system. If the candidate has to participate 
in the second round of elections by the majoritarian system, the issue of hislher mandate is 
resolved after receiving the results of the second round. 

The issue of the mandates not distributed due to the recognition of the elections as partially 
invalid is resolved after receiving the results of re-voting. 

Article 40. Summarizing the results of the elections by the proportional system in case the 
elections are recognized as partially invalid 

If the elections were recognized as invalid in any electoral precinct by a decision of the Central 
electoral committee the results of the elections are summarized in the following manner: 

I) the lists receiving in their favor at least 5% of the valid votes are determined, for which: 

the votes in favor received by each list in the precinct where the elections were recognized as 
invalid are neglected; 

when computing the total number of valid votes the number of valid votes in the precincts where 
the elections were recognized as invalid is substituted by the total number of votes in the lists of 
the voters of those precincts; 
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2) the lists retaining the possibility of getting at least 5% of the votes in their favor are 
determined, excluding the lists referred to in point I of this Article, for which in computing the 
total number of votes in favor of each list the number of votes in their favor in the precincts 
where the elections were recognized as invalid is substituted by the total number of votes in the 
lists of the voters of those precincts, and in computing the total number of valid votes the number 
of valid votes in the precincts where the elections were recognized as invalid is substituted by the 
total number of votes in the lists ofthe voters of those precincts. 

Until the summarization of the results of the re-voting, the computation of the number of the 
mandates for each list is dome in the prescribed manner, whence: 

in computing the total number of votes in favor of each list, the number of votes received in 
favor of that list in the precincts where the elections were recognized as invalid is neglected; 

the number of votes in favor of all lists that received at least 5% of valid votes is substituted by 
the total number of votes in favor that were received or could have been received by all 
public-political organizations or their blocs that received or retained the possibility to receive at 
least 5% of votes in their favor, and when computing this in the precincts where the elections 
were recognized as invalid instead of computing the total of votes in favor of all of them the total 
number of votes in the lists of the voters of those precincts is counted; mandates are not given to 
the lists retaining the possibility of receiving at least 5% of the votes in their favor; 

the mandates due to the lists of public-political organizations or their blocs.that received at least 
5% of the valid votes in their favor computed in accordance with the provisions of this Article 
are distributed in the prescribed manner, but no mandates are distributed according to the value 
of the remainders. 

The computation of the number of mandates due to each list after the re-voting is done in the 
prescribed manner, where the numbers computed for the case when the elections were recognized 
as partially invalid are substituted by the corresponding numbers obtained from the re-voting and 
the unclaimed mandates are respectively allocated to the lists of public-political organizations or 
their blocs, thus completing the number of mandates due to them. 

Article 41. The registration of the deputies to the National Assembly 

The publication of the election results The results of the elections are summarized no later than 
within 10 days from the day of the elections. 

Irrespective of all possible outcomes of the re-voting to be carried out in the districts or precincts 
where the elections were recognized as invalid, the Central electoral committee registers the 
elected deputies to the National Assembly and, immediately upon expiry of the powers of the 
preceding National Assembly, issues them certificates of a deputy to the National Assembly. 

The official memorandums on the results of the elections are published in the manner prescribed 
by the Central electoral committee. 
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Article 42. The premature termination of the powers of the deputy to the National Assembly 

The powers of the deputy to the National Assembly may be terminated prematurely by a decision 
of the Supreme Court of the Republic of Armenia, if: 

I) the Supreme Court has recognized the elections as invalid within one month based this law or 
on complaints about the results of the elections; 

2) a verdict by the Supreme Court ofhislher confinement is empowered; 

3) the operation of the public-political organization that had nominated the deputy by the 
proportional system is banned in the procedure prescribed by law, and the deputy is a member of 
that public-political organization at the time ofthe ban. 

The powers of the deputy to the National Assembly are considered prematurely terminated in the 
event of hislher death. 

CHAPTER IX. ADDITIONAL VOTING 

Article 43. Re-voting 

In case the elections are recognized as partially invalid, within two weeks following the 
summarizing ofthe results of the elections in the electoral districts or precincts, a re-voting is 
assigned to be carried out with the same registered candidates for deputies, less the candidates 
recalled or withdrawn since the assignment ofre-voting, within the provisions of this law. 

Respectively, re-votings by the proportional or majoritarian system are not carried out in those 
precincts, where the results of the re-votings can not influence the results of the respective 
elections. 

Article 44. Repeat votings 

Repeat votings for the elections by the majoritarian system are carried out in the electoral district 
within two weeks following the summarizing of the results of the elections, within the provisions 
of this law. The candidate for deputy running in the repeat voting can not be recalled or 
withdrawn with the exception ofhislher death. 

CHAPTERX. REGULAR ELECTIONS 

Article 45. The procedure and intervals of assigning and carrying out regular elections 
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The regular elections are assigned 4 months prior to the expiration date of the powers of the 
National Assembly. 

The elections are carried out no later than on the day of the expiration of the powers of the 
National Assembly. 

The regular elections are prepared and implemented in the manner prescribed by this law. 

Article 46. The timeframe for forming the electoral committees 

The Central electoral committee is formed at least 80 days prior to the date of the regular 
elections. 

The district electoral committees are formed at least 60 days prior to the date of the regular 
elections. 

The precinct electoral committees are formed at least 30 days prior to the date of the regular 
elections. 

Article 47. The timeframe for forming electoral districts and precincts 

The division of the territory of the Republic of Armenia into electoral districts is done at least 70 
days prior to the date of the regular elections. 

The division of the electoral districts into electoral precincts is done at least 40 days prior to the 
date of the regular elections. 

Article 48. The timeframe for nominating and registering the candidates for deputies 

The nomination of the the candidates for deputies begins no sooner than 60 days prior to the day 
of the elections and is terminated 40 days prior to the day of the elections at 6 PM. 

The applications for participating in the elections by the proportional system are submitted by the 
public-political organizations or their blocs at least 75 days prior to the day of the elections. 

The registration of the candidates for deputies terminates 25 days prior to the day of the 
elections. 

The pre-election programs may be submitted to the respective electoral committee 20 days prior 
to the day of the elections. 

CHAPTER Xl. BY-ELECTIONS 
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Article 49. The assignment of by-elections 

If the mandate due to the electoral precinct by the majoritarian system remains unclaimed in the 
process of the regular elections to the National Assembly or due to the premature termination of 
the powers of a deputy, by-elections are assigned and carried out in the respective precinct. 

By-elections by the proportional system are assigned and carried out in the republic in the event 
of no less than 10 vacancies in the allocation for the proportional system. 

Article 50. The procedure of filling according to the lists of vacancies created by the 
premature termination of the powers of deputies elected by the proportional system 

The mandate of the deputy to the National Assembly elected by the proportional system, whose 
powers were prematurely terminated, is given to the next candidate in the respective list within 
two weeks ofthe termination date by a decision of the Central electoral committee. 

If the powers ofthe deputy to the National Assembly were prematurely terminated based on 
point 3 Article 42 of this law, by-elections are assigned to fill the vacancy, provided the total 
number of vacancies in the National Assembly from the allocation for the elections by the 
proportional system is not less 10. 

By-elections are also assigned in the case when less than 2/3 of the total number of the deputies 
to the National Assembly are elected in the regular elections. In such cases· the by-elections are 
assigned by a decision of the Central electoral committee no later than 60 and no sooner than 50 
days after the day of repeat voting. They are carried out in the procedure prescribed by this law 
and in the timeframe defined by the Central electoral committee. 

Article 51. The timeframe for forming electoral committees for by-elections 

The district and precinct electoral committees can be reorganized or formed in the timeframe 
defined by this law for regular elections. 

Article 52. The electoral districts and precincts of the by-elections 

By-elections are carried out according to the electoral districts and precincts formed for the 
regular elections. 

Article 53. The nomination and registration of the candidates for deputies in the by- elections 

By-elections are carried out with new nominations of the candidates for deputies. 

The nomination of candidates or lists of public-political organizations or their blocs is done 
according to the procedure defined for regular elections. 

The list of candidates nominated for previous elections by a public-political organization or their 
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bloc taking part in the by-elections by the proportional system is voided. 

Article 54. The procedure and timeframe of carrying out by-elections 

The voting in by-elections is carried out in the month of Mayor October. 

By-elections are carried out in the procedure prescribed by this law. 

CHAPTER XII. THE RESPONSIBILITY FOR VIOLATING THE REQUIREMENTS OF 
THE LAW ON THE ELECTION OF THE DEPUTIES TO THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

Article 55. The responsibility for violating the requirements of this law 

Persons violating the requirements of this law are held responsible in the manner prescribed by 
the legislation of the Republic of Armenia. 

This law is enacted from the moment of its publication. 

Levon Ter-Petrossian 
President of the Republic of Armenia 

April 4, 1995 
Yerevan 

[translated by Artashes Emin] 
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10) The powers of members of the Supreme Court are extended until the formation of the 
Court of Appeals, but for no longer than three years. 

11) Until the formation of a new judicial system included in the Justice Council are 11 
members appointed by the President of the Republic, of whom two are legal scholars, six are 
judges and three are prosecutors. Three members each of the Council are appointed from judges 
of the regional (urban) people's courts and the Supreme Court with the procedure stipulated by 
Article 94 of the Constitution. The President of the Republic heads the Council. The Minister of 
Justice and the Chief Prosecutor are vice-presidents of the Council. The Justice Council 
exercises the powers reserved to it by the Constitution. 

12) The prosecutor's office exercises the powers reserved to it by the Constitution in 
accordance with legislation currently in effect until the adoption of a law on the prosecutor's 
office. 

13) The Supreme Court reviews court verdicts, judgments and rulings that have entered 
into h:gal force on the basis of appeals of the Chief Prosecutor and his deputies and lawyers with 
special licenses who are registered with the Supreme Court. 

14) The previous procedure for searches and arrests is maintained until criminal 
procedure legislation is made to correspond to the Constitution. 

Article 117. The day the Constitution is adopted is declared a holiday, "Constitution Day." 
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APPENDIX 2 

Draft Constitution of the Republic of Annenia 
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DRAFT CONSTITUTION OF THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 

[As adopted by the Constitutional Commission of the Supreme Soviet of Armenia on 13 April 
1995 and as printed in the 20 April 1995 edition of the official daily Hayastani Hanrapetutiun .. 
Translation by the Armenian Center for National and International Studies.] 

The Armenian people, adopting as a basis the fundamental principles and pan-national goals of 
Armenian statehood set forth in Armenia's Declaration of Independence, and having realized the 
holy precept of its freedom-loving ancestors for the re-establishment of sovereign statehood, and 
devoted to the strengthening of[the State] and prosperity, adopts, while asserting its faithfulness 
to the values of all mankind, the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia to secure freedom, 
overall prosperity, and civil harmony for the generations. 

CHAPTERl PRINCIPLES OF CONSTITUTIONAL RULE 

Article I. The Republic of Armenia is a sovereign, democratic, social, rule-of-Iaw state. 

Article 2. In the Republic of Armenia authority belongs to the people. The people exercise 
their authority through free elections and referenda, as well as through state and local 
self-governing bodies and official persons as provided in the Constitution. The seizure of 
authority by any organization or individual is a crime. 

Article 3. Elections of the President of the Republic of Armenia, the National Assembly 
(Azgayin Zhoghov), and local self- governing bodies, as well as referenda, occur by secret ballot 
on the basis of a general, equal and direct right to vote. 

Article 4. The state provides for the protection of human rights and freedoms based on the 
Constitution and laws in accordance with the principles and norms of international law. 

Article 5. State authority is exercised in accordance with the Constitution and laws based on 
the principle of the separation of the legislative, executive and judicial powers. State bodies and 
officials are competent to perform only those activities that they are authorized [to perform] by 
legislation. 

Article 6. The primacy of the law is guaranteed in the Republic of Armenia. The 
Constitution of the Republic has the highest legal force and its norms operate directly. Laws 
found to contradict the Constitution as well as other legal acts found to contradict the 
Constitution and the law have no legal force. The laws take effect only after official publication. 
Unpublished legal acts concerning human rights, freedoms and duties have no legal force. 
International treaties made in the name of the Republic of Armenia take effect only after 
ratification. International treaties that have been ratified are a constituent part of the legal system 
of the Republic. If norms are provided for in them other than those provided for by laws, then 
the norms of the agreement are applied. International agreements that contradict the Constitution 
can be ratified after making a corresponding amendment to the Constitution. 
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Article 7. A multi-party system is recognized in the Republic of Armenia. Parties are 
formed freely and assist in the formation and expression ofthe people's political will. Their 
activity cannot contradict the Constitution and the laws, nor can their structure and way of 
working contradict the principles of democracy. Parties provide for the openness of their 
financial activity. 

Article 8. The right to property is recognized and protected in the Republic of Armenia. 
The owner at his discretion possesses, uses and controls the property belonging to him. The 
exercise of the right to property must not cause damage to the environment or violate the rights 
and legal interests of other persons, society and the state. The state guarantees the free 
development and equal legal protection of all types of property, freedom of economic activity 
and free economic competition. 

Article 9. The state provides for the preservation and reproduction of the environment and 
the rational use of natural resources. 

Article 10. The foreign policy of the Republic of Armenia is exercised in accordance with the 
norms of international law with the goal of establishing good-neighborly, mutually-beneficial 
relations with all states. 

Article II. Historical and cultural monuments and other cultural valuables are under the care 
and protection of the state. The Republic of Armenia with the framework ofthe principles and 
norms of international law assists the preservation of Armenian historical and cultural valuables 
located in other states and the development of Armenian educational and cultural life. 

Article 12. The state language of the Republic of Armenia is Armenian. 

Article 13. The flag ofthe Republic of Armenia is a tricolor with equal red, blue, and orange 
horizontal strips. The coat of arms of the Republic of Armenia is: in the center on a shield are 
depicted Mount Ararat with Noah's ark and the coats of arms of four kingdoms of historical 
Armenia. An eagle and a lion hold up the shield and below the shield are depicted a sword, a 
sheaf of stalks, a chain and a ribbon. The anthem of the Republic of Armenia is "Our 
Fatherland". The capital of the Republic of Armenia is Yerevan. 

CHAPTER 2. 
FREEDOMS 

FUNDAMENTAL HUMAN AND CIVIL RIGHTS AND 

Article 14. The procedure for obtaining and terminating Republic of Armenia citizenship is 
provided for by law. Armenians by nationality obtain Republic of Armenia citizenship by a 
simplified procedure. 

A citizen of the Republic of Armenia cannot be at the same time a citizen of another state. 
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Article IS. Citizens of the Republic of Armenia, independent of nationality, race, sex, 
language, faith, political or other views, social origin, and propertied or other status, have all 
rights, freedoms and obligations stipulated by the Constitution and by law. 

Article 16. 
law. 

Article 17. 

All are equal before the law and are protected equally without prejudice by the 

Everyone has the right to life. 

Article 18. Everyone has the right to freedom and inviolability. No one may be arrested or 
searched in any other way than as provided by law. He can be detained only by court decision 
through a procedure stipulated by law. 

Article 19. No one may be subjected to torture or cruel treatment and punishment belittling 
his dignity. No one may be subjected to medical or scientific experimentation without his 
agreement. 

Article 20. Everyone has the right to defend his personal and family life from illegal 
interference and his honor and good name from encroachment. It is prohibited to illegally 
collect, retain, utilize and disseminate information about a person's personal and family life. 
Everyone has the right to confidentiality of correspondence, telephone conversations, postal, 
telegraph and other communications, which right can be limited only by court decision. 

Article 21. Everyone has the right to inviolability of his residence. It is prohibited to enter a 
person's residence against his will except in cases stipulated by law. A residence may be 
searched only by court decision through a procedure stipulated by law. 

Article 22. Every citizen has the right to move freely and choose a place of residence within 
the territory of the RepUblic. Everyone has the right to leave the Republic. Every citizen has the 
right to return to the Republic. 

Article 23. Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience, and faith. Freedom of 
expression of religion and convictions can be limited only by law on the bases provided in 
Article 45 of the Constitution. 

Article 24. Everyone has the right to assert his opinion. It is prohibited to force a person to 
renounce or change his opinion. Everyone has the right to freedom of speech, including, 
independent of state borders, the right to seek, receive and disseminate information and ideas by 
any means of information communication. 

Article 25. Everyone has the right to form associations with other persons, including the right 
to form and join trade unions. Every citizen has the right to form political parties with other 
citizens and join them. These rights may be limited only by law on the bases provided in Article 
45 of the Constitution, as well as for those serving in the armed forces and in law-enforcement 
agencIes. It is prohibited to force someone to join any party or association. 
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Article 26. Citizens have the right to assemble peacefully without weapons and to hold 
meetings, public gatherings, processions and demonstrations. 

Article 27. Citizens of the Republic of Armenia who have reached eighteen years of age have 
the right to participate in the governance of the state directly or through their representatives 
elected by free expression of their will. Citizens found incompetent by court decision as well as 
those sentenced to incarceration and undergoing punishment by a court decision that has entered 
into legal force cannot participate in elections or be elected. 

Article 28. Everyone has a right to property and inheritance. Foreign citizens and stateless 
persons do not enjoy the right of land ownership. Only a court can deprive one of property in 
cases stipulated by law. Confiscation of property for the needs of society and the state may occur 
only in exceptional cases with prior full compensation on the basis of the law. 

Article 29. Every citizen has the right to free choice of employment. Everyone has the right 
to a just wage no lower than the minimum set by the state and to work conditions meeting safety 
and h,ealth requirements. Citizens have the right to strike to protect their economic, social and 
labor interests. The procedure for realization of and limitations on this right are stipulated by law. 

Article 30. Everyone has the right to rest. The maximum work-week, non-work days and the 
minimal length of annual paid vacations are stipulated by law. 

Article 31. Every citizen has the right for himself and his family to a satisfactory standard of 
living, including housing, as well as to the improvement of living conditions. The state 
undertakes the necessary measures for the realization of this right. 

Article 32. The family is the natural and fundamental cell of society. The family, 
motherhood and childhood are under the patronage and protection of society and the state. When 
marrying, during marriage and when undergoing divorce, men and women enjoy equal rights. 

Article 33. Every citizen has the right to social security in the event of old age, disability, 
sickness, loss of a breadwinner, unemployment and in other cases provided by law. 

Article 34. Everyone has the right to maintain his health. The system for medical assistance 
and services is stipulated by law. The state executes programs for the preservation of the health 
of the popUlation and assists in the development of physical education and sports. 

Article 35. Every citizen has the right to education. Secondary education is free of charge in 
state academic institutions. Every citizen has the right on a competitive basis to receive higher 
and other specialized education in state academic institutions free of charge. 

Regulation of the establishment and operation of non-state academic institutions is provided by 
law. 
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Article 36. Everyone has the right to freedom of literary, artistic, scientific and technical 
creativity, to benefit from scientific achievements and to participate in the cultural life of society. 
Intellectual property is protected by law. 

Article 37. Citizens belonging to national minorities have the right to preserve their traditions 
and to develop their language and culture. 

Article 38. Everyone has the right to defend his rights and freedoms in all ways not 
prohibited by law. Everyone has the right to judicial protection of his rights and freedoms 
established by the Constitution and laws. 

Article 39. Everyone has the right to the public hearing of his case by an independent and 
impartial court maintaining all requirements of justice under conditions of equality in order to 
regain his rights that have been violated as well as to ascertain the justification of an accusation 
presented him. The participation of news media and representatives of society during all or part 
of a jlJdicial examination may be prohibited by law in consideration of the protection of the 
interests of the mores of society, social order, state security, the parties' personal lives and 
justice. 

Article 40. Everyone has the right to receive legal assistance. Legal assistance is given free of 
charge in cases provided for by law. Everyone has the right to defense counsel from the moment 
of arrest, detention, or the presentation of charges. Everyone who has been· convicted has a right 
of review of the decision by a higher court as provided by law. Everyone who has been 
convicted has a right to request a pardon or mitigation of the designated punishment. 
Compensation for the harm caused the wronged party is provided for in the manner stipulated by 
law. 

Article 41. A person accused of a crime is considered innocent since his guilt has not yet 
been proved in the manner provided by law by a court's decision entered into legal force. The 
accused is not obligated to prove his innocence. Suspicions which have not been disproved are 
interpreted to the benefit of the accused. 

Article 42. A person is not obligated to testify against his spouse or close relative. The law 
may stipulate other cases offreedom from the obligation to testify. It is prohibited to utilize 
evidence obtained through a violation of the law. It is prohibited to designate a sentence more 
severe than could have been applied under the law in existence at the time of the crime. A person 
cannot be found guilty for a crime if at the time of the act it was not considered a crime by the 
law in existence. A law stipulating liability or increasing liability does not have retroactive 
effect. 

Article 43. The rights and freedoms established by the Constitution are not exhaustive and 
cannot be interpreted to except other well-known human and civil rights and freedoms. 

Article 44. The fundamental human and civil rights and freedoms established in Articles 23 -
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27 of the Constitution can be limited only by law if that is necessary for the protection of state 
and societal security, social order, the health and mores of society, and the rights and freedoms 
and honor and good reputation of others. 

Article 45. Separate human and civil rights and freedoms, with the exception of those noted 
in Articles 17,20,39, and 41 - 43 of the Constitution, may be limited temporarily as provided by 
law during a military situation or in cases provided for in point 14 of Article 55 of the 
Constitution. 

Article 46. Everyone is obligated in the manner and amount provided by law to pay taxes and 
duties and perform other obligatory payments. 

Article 47. Every citizen is obligated as provided by law to participate in the defense of the 
Republic of Armenia. 

Article 48. Everyone is obligated to uphold the Constitution and the laws, and respect the 
rights, freedoms and dignity of others. It is prohibited to use rights and freedoms with the 
purpose offorcefully overthrowing constitutional rule, inciting national, racial or religious 
hatred, or advocating violence and war. 

CHAPTER 3. THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC 

Article 49. The President of the Republic of Armenia pursues the upholding of the 
Constitution and the ensuring of the normal activity of the legislative, executive and judicial 
authorities. The President of the Republic is the guarantor of the independence, territorial 
integrity and security of the Republic. 

Article 50. The President of the Republic is elected by the citizens ofthe Republic of 
Armenia for a term of five years. Every person who has reached 35 years of age, has been a 
citizen of the Republic of Armenia for the preceding ten years, has permanently resided in the 
Republic for the preceding ten years and has the right to vote can be elected President of the 
Republic. The same person cannot be elected continuously more than two times to the office of 
President of the Republic. 

Article 51. Elections for the President of the Republic occur fifty days prior to the expiration 
of the powers of the President of the Republic as provided by the Constitution and by law. The 
candidate who received more than half of the votes cast for candidates is considered elected 
President of the Republic. If more than two candidates were voted for and none of them received 
the required votes, then on the fourteenth day following the voting there is a second stage of 
voting in which the two candidates who received the most votes can participate. The candidate 
who receives the most votes in the second stage is considered elected. In the case where one 
candidate is voted on, he is considered elected ifhe received over half of the votes of the 
participants in the voting. 
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In the event the President of the Republic is not elected, on the fortieth day after the voting new 
elections take place. The President of the Republic undertakes his position on the day of 
expiration of the powers of the previous President. A President of the Republic elected 
in new or special elections undertakes his position within a ten-day period after the elections. 

Article 52. Should insuperable obstacles arise for one of the candidates for the President of 
the Republic, the elections for the President of the Republic are postponed for a period of two 
weeks. Should during that period the obstacles found insuperable not be eliminated or should 
one of the candidates die before the day of the vote, then new elections are held in which other 
candidates can participate as well. The new elections are held on the fortieth day after the 
obstacles are found insuperable. 

Article 53. In cases of the resignation, death, or incapacity to perform powers of the President 
of the Republic or his removal from office as provided in Article 57 of the Constitution, special 
elections for the President of the Republic take place on the fortieth day after the President's 
office becomes vacant. 

Article 54. The President of the Republic assumes office by an oath given the people in a 
special session of the National Assembly. 

Article 55. The President of the Republic: 

1) Addresses the people and the National Assembly. 

2) Within a 2l-day period after receipt of a law passed by the National Assembly signs 
and publishes it. During that period, demanding a new discussion of the law, he can return it to 
the National Assembly with objections or suggestions. Within a five-day period he signs and 
publishes a law repassed by the National Assembly. 

3) Can disperse, after consulting with the president of the National Assembly and the 
Prime Minister, the National Assembly and designate special elections. Special elections take 
place no earlier than thirty and no later than forty days after dispersal of the National Assembly. 
He cannot disperse the National Assembly during the last six months of his term. 

4) Appoints and dismisses the Prime Minister. He appoints and dismisses members of 
the Government at the proposal of the Prime Minister. In the event the National Assembly 
expresses no confidence in the Government, within a ten-day period he accepts the resignation 
of the Government and appoints a Prime Minister. 

5) Makes appointments to civilian positions in cases provided for by law. 

6) Can form consultative bodies. 

7) Represents the Republic of Armenia in international relations, exercises general 
management of foreign policy, makes international agreements, signs international agreements 
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ratified by the National Assembly and ratifies intergovernmental agreements. 

8) Appoints and recalls diplomatic representatives ofthe Republic of Armenia to foreign 
countries and international organizations, accepts the credentials and recall notices of diplomatic 
representatives of foreign states. 

9) Appoints and dismisses the Chief Prosecutor at the proposal ofthe Prime Minister. 

10) Appoints members and the president of the Constitutional Court. On the basis of the 
finding of the Constitutional Court, he can terminate the powers of a member of the 
Constitutional Court appointed by him or approve his arrest and his being subject to 
administrative or criminal liability by judicial procedure. 

11) In the manner provided for in Article 95 of the Constitution appoints the presidents 
and judges of the Court of Appeals (Vchrabek dataran) and its chambers, and of the review, 
first-instance tribunal and other courts, the Deputy Chief Prosecutors and prosecutors heading 
structural subdivisions of the prosecutor's office; can terminate the powers of a judge, approve 
the arrest and subjecting of a judge to administrative or criminal liability by judicial procedure; 
and dismisses prosecutors appointed by him. 

12) Is the chief commander of the armed forces and appoints the highest command staff 
of the armed forces. 

13) Adopts decisions on the use of the armed forces; in cases of an armed attack on the 
Republic or the existence of an immediate danger of such an attack or a declaration of war by the 
National Assembly, declares a military situation and can proclaim a general or partial draft. 
Should a military situation be declared, the National Assembly holds a special session. 

14) In the event of an immediate danger threatening constitutional order and upon 
consultation with the president ofthe National Assembly and the Prime Minister, undertakes 
measures warranted by the situation and makes an address to the people about them. 

15) Bestows citizenship of the Republic of Armenia and resolves the question of giving 
political asylum. 

16) Bestows pardons on convicts. 

17) A wards decorations and medals of the Republic of Armenia, bestows high military 
and honorific titles and high diplomatic and other class ranks. 

Article 56. The President of the Republic publishes decrees and orders which are subject to 
implementation throughout the Republic. Decrees and orders of the President cannot contradict 
the Constitution and the laws. 

Article 57. The President of the Republic can be removed from office for state treason or 
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other serious crimes. In order to obtain a finding on the question of removing the President of 
the Republic from office, the National Assembly by a resolution adopted by the majority of votes 
of the overall number of delegates applies to the Constitutional Court. Based on the finding of 
the Constitutional Court, the National Assembly makes the decision to remove the President of 
the Republic from office by at least two-thirds of the votes of the overall number of delegates. 

Article 58. The resignation of the President of the Republic is accepted by the National 
Assembly by a majority of the votes of the overall number of delegates. 

Article 59. In cases of a serious illness of the President of the Republic or the presence of 
insuperable obstacles to the performance of his powers, the National Assembly at the proposal of 
the government and based on the finding of the Constitutional Court adopts by at least two-thirds 
of the votes of the overall number of delegates a decision on the impossibility of performance of 
his powers by the President of the Republic. 

Article 60. In the event that the position of President of the Republic remains vacant, until the 
Repu~lic's newly-elected President assumes office, the president of the National Assembly, and 
if that is not possible, the Prime Minister, performs the duties of the President of the Republic. 
During that period it is prohibited to disperse the National Assembly, designate a referendum, or 
appoint or dismiss the Prime Minister or the Chief Prosecutor. 

Article 61. Provision for the compensation of, services to and security of the President of the 
Republic are stipulated by law. 

CHAPTER 4. THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

Article 62. The National Assembly exercises the legislative authority in the Republic of 
Armenia. In cases provided for in Articles 59, 66, 73, 74, 78, 81, 83, 84, III, and 112 of the 
Constitution, as well as with respect to questions of the organization of its activity, the National 
Assembly adopts resolutions which are signed and published by the president of the National 
Assembly. The powers of the National Assembly are fixed b.y the Constitution. The National 
Assembly operates in accordance with its Rules of Procedure. 

Article 63. The National Assembly is comprised of one hundred and thirty delegates. The 
powers of the National Assembly terminate in June of the fourth year following its election on 
the opening day of the first session of the newly-elected National Assembly, when the powers of 
the newly-elected National Assembly commence. The National Assembly can be dispersed as 
provided in the Constitution. A newly-elected National Assembly cannot be dispersed for one 
year following elections. The National Assembly cannot be dispersed during a military situation 
or in cases provided for in point 14 of Article 55, as well as when the issue of the removal of the 
President of the Republic from office has been raised. 

Article 64. Every person who has reached twenty-five years of age, has been a citizen of the 
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Republic of Annenia for the preceding five years, has pennanently resided in the Republic for 
the previous five years and has the right to vote can be elected a delegate. 

Article 65. A delegate cannot occupy any other state post or perfonn any other paid 
employment, other than scientific, educational and artistic work. The compensation and 
guarantees for the activity of delegates is provided for by law. 

Article 66. A delegate is not bound by any imperative mandate and is guided by his 
conscience and convictions. A delegate cannot be prosecuted and subject to liability for 
activities flowing from his status, including for an opinion expressed in the National Assembly, 
if it does not contain slander or insult. 

A delegate cannot be arrested and be subject to administrative or criminal liability through 
judicial procedure without the agreement ofthe National Assembly. 

Article 67. The powers ofa delegate tenninate on tennination ofthe tenn of the powers of 
the National Assembly, the dispersal of the National Assembly, a violation of the conditions of 
the first part of Article 65 of the Constitution, loss of Republic of Annenia citizenship, the 
invalid absence from more than half of the votes during one session, a conviction for a crime, a 
finding of incompetence, or resignation. The procedure for tenninating the powers of a delegate 
are provided for in the Rules of Procedure of the National Assembly. 

Article 68. The regular elections of the National Assembly take place during the sixty days 
preceding the tennination of its powers. The procedure for elections to the National Assembly is 
provided for by law. The elections are designated by decree of the President of the Republic. 
The first session of the newly-elected National Assembly gathers on the second Thursday 
following the election of at least two-thirds of the overall number of delegates. Prior to the 
election of the president of the National Assembly, its meetings are run by the delegate most 
semor m age. 

Article 69. The regular sessions of the National Assembly are held twice a year: from the 
second Monday in September to the second Wednesday in December and from the first Monday 
in February to the second Wednesday in June. Meetings of the National Assembly are open. A 
closed meeting can be held by decision of the National Assembly. 

Article 70. A special session ofthe National Assembly is called by the President of the 
Republic at the initiative of at least one third of the overall number of delegates or of the 
Government. At the request of the majority of the overall number of delegates of the National 
Assembly a special session is held with the agenda and within the time period stipulated by the 
·initiators. A special session may not last more than six days. A special meeting of the National 
Assembly is called by the president of the National Assembly at the initiative of the Government 
or at least one third of the overall number of delegates. A special meeting is held with the 
agenda and within the time period stipulated by the initiators. 

Article 71. With the exception of the cases provided for in Articles 57, 58, 59, 72, 74, 84 and 
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III and the first part of Article 79 of the Constitution, laws and National Assembly resolutions 
are adopted by majority votes of delegates present at the meeting if more than half of the overall 
number of delegates participated in the voting. 

Article 72. The National Assembly discusses on a priority basis a law returned by the 
President of the Republic. In the event the National Assembly should not accept the objections 
and suggestions of the President of the Republic, it once again adopts the returned law by a 
majority of the votes of the overall number of delegates. 

Article 73. Six permanent commissions, and when necessary, temporary commissions, are 
created in the National Assembly. Permanent commissions are created for preliminary discussion 
of draft laws and other proposals and for the presentation of findings about them to the 
National Assembly. 

Temporary commissions are created for the preliminary discussion of separate draft laws or to 
present findings and reports to the National Assembly about certain events and facts. 

Article 74. The Government within a twenty-day period following its formation or that of a 
newly-elected National Assembly presents its work-plan for approval by the National Assembly 
and places before the meeting of the National Assembly the issue of [the National Assembly's] 
confidence [in the Government]. A draft resolution on expressing no confidence in the 
Government can be presented by at least one third of the overall number of delegates within 
twenty-four hours of the placing of the confidence issue. The draft resolutign on expressing no 
confidence in the Government is put to a vote no sooner than forty-eight hours and no later than 
seventy-two hours after it has been presented. The resolution is accepted by a majority of the 
votes of the overall number of delegates. In the event a draft resolution on expressing no 
confidence in the Government is not presented or such a resolution is not adopted, the work-plan 
is considered to have won approval. In the event a resolution on expressing no confidence is 
accepted, the Prime Minister offers the resignation of the Government to the President. 

Article 75. The right to legislative initiative in the National Assembly belongs to the 
delegates and to the Government. The Government stipulates the sequence for discussion of the 
draft laws it presents and it can demand that they be put to a vote only with changes acceptable to 
it. The National Assembly discusses and votes on within a one-month period a draft law 
considered urgent by Government decision. The National Assembly discusses only with the 
agreement of the Government draft laws which reduce state income or increase expenses. In 
connection with the adoption of a draft law presented by it, the Government may present the 
issue [ofthe National Assembly's] confidence in it. Ifthe National Assembly does not adopt by 
the procedure provided in Article 74 of the Constitution a resolution expressing no confidence in 
the Government, the draft law presented by the latter is deemed adopted. 

Article 76. The National Assembly on the presentation of the Government certifies the state 
budget. If the state budget is not certified by the beginning of the fiscal year, expenditures are 
made in the proportions of the previous year's budget. The procedure for the discussion and 
certification of the state budget is provided for by law. 
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Article 77. The National Assembly oversees the implementation ofthe state budget as well as 
the utilization of loans and credits received from foreign states and international organizations. 
The National Assembly discusses and certifies the annual report on the implementation of the 
state budget in the presence of the conclusion of the Oversight Chamber (Verahskich palat) of the 
National Assembly. 

Article 78. To legislatively secure the Government's work-plan, the National Assembly may 
empower the Government to adopt resolutions that have the force of law and that operate during 
the period stipulated by the National Assembly and that cannot contradict laws. The President of 
the Republic signs those resolutions. 

Article 79. The National Assembly by the majority of votes of the overall number of 
delegates elects for the full term of its powers the president of the National Assembly. The 
president of the National Assembly conducts the meetings, administers the material arid financial 
resources of the National Assembly and provides for its normal activity. The National Assembly 
elects two deputy presidents ofthe National Assembly. 

Article 80. The deputies have the right to pose inquiries to the Government. During one 
meeting each week of the regular session, the Prime Minister and members of the Government 
respond to the inquiries of the deputies. The National Assembly does not adopt resolutions in 
connection with the inquiries of deputies. 

Article 81. The National Assembly at the proposal of the President ofthe Republic: 

1) Declares an amnesty. 

2) Ratifies or annuls international agreements of the Republic of Armenia. The realm of 
international agreements subject to ratification of the National Assembly are fixed by law. 

3) Declares war. The National Assembly based on the finding of the Constitutional Court 
can terminate the exercise of measures provided for in points 13 and 14 of Article 55 of the 
Constitution. 

Article 82. The National Assembly at the proposal of the Government certifies the 
administrative territorial division of the Republic. 

Article 83. The National Assembly: 

I) Appoints, at the proposal of the President of the Republic, the president of the Central 
Bank and his deputy. 

2) Appoints, at the proposal of the president of the National Assembly, the president of 
the National Assembly's Oversight Chamber (Verahskich palat) and members of the 
Constitutional Court. 
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3) Can terminate, based upon the finding of the Constitutional Court, the powers of a 
member of the Constitutional Court appointed by [the National Assembly 1 and agree to his arrest 
and being subject to administrative or criminal liability by judicial procedure. 

Article 84. The National Assembly by a majority of the votes of the overall number of 
deputies expresses its no confidence in the Government. It cannot enjoy this right during a 
military situation or in cases provided for in point 14 of Article 55 of the Constitution. 

CHAPTERS. THE GOVERNMENT 

Article 85. The Government of the Republic of Armenia exercises the executive authority of 
the Republic of Armenia. The Government is comprised of the Prime Minister and ministers. 
The powers of the Government are fixed by the Constitution and by the laws. The Government's 
structure and work procedure, upon presentation of the Prime Minister, are fixed by decree of the 
Presi<!ent of the Republic. 

Article 86. The President, or on his instruction the Prime Minister, calls and conducts 
meetings of the Government. The Prime Minister signs, and the President certifies, resolutions 
of the Government. 

In cases provided for in Article 59 of the Constitution, at the request ofa majority of the 
members of the Government, the Prime Minister calls and chairs a meeting of the Government. 

Article 87. The Prime Minister manages the ongoing work of the Government and 
coordinates the work of the ministers. The Prime Minister adopts resolutions. In cases 
determined by Government procedure, resolutions ofthe Prime Minister are also signed by the 
ministers carrying them out. 

Article 88. A member of the Government cannot be a member of any representational body, 
occupy any other state post or perform any other paid employment. 

Article 89. The Government: 

1) Presents its work-plan to the National Assembly for approval according to the 
procedure provided for in Article 74 ofthe Constitution. 

2) Presents for the National Assembly's certification the draft state budget and provides 
for the implementation ofthe budget, concerning which it presents a report to the National 
Assembly. 

3) Manages state property. 

4) Provides for the implementation of a state united financial, economic, credit and tax 
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policy. 

5) Provides for the implementation of state policy in the areas of science, education, 
culture, health, social welfare and environmental preservation. 

6) Provides for the implementation of the defense, national security and foreign policy of 
the Republic. 

7) Undertakes measures aimed at strengthening lawfulness, securing the rights and 
freedoms of citizens, and protecting property and the social order. 

Article 90. The Government presents the draft state budget to the National Assembly for 
discussion at least sixty days prior to the beginning of the fiscal year and it can request that [the 
draft budget], with any changes accepted by it, be put to a vote before the end of that period. In 
connection with the certification of the budget, the Government can raise the issue of [the 
National Assembly's] confidence in it. If the National Assembly, by the procedure provided for 
in Article 74 of the Constitution, does not express its no confidence in the Government, the state 
budget with the changes accepted by the Government is deemed certified. If the National 
Assembly expresses no confidence in the Government in connection with the certification of the 
state budget, the new Government presents to the National Assembly a draft budget within 
twenty days which is discussed and certified within thirty days by the procedure provided for in 
this article. 

CHAPTER6. JUDICIAL AUTHORITY 

Article 91. Only the courts execute justice in the Republic of Armenia according to the 
Constitution and the laws. In cases stipulated by law a trial takes place with the participation of 
Jurors. 

Article 92. Courts of general competence in the Republic of Armenia are: tribunal courts of 
first instance (arajin atyani dataranner), review courts (veraknnich dataranner) and the Court of 
Appeals (V chrabek dataran). 

Economic and military as well as other courts provided for by law also operate in the Republic of 
Armenia. The creation of extraordinary courts is prohibited. 

Article 93. Decisions, verdicts and rulings that have entered into legal force are reexamined 
in the Court of Appeals on the basis of complaints by the Chief Prosecutor, his deputies or 
specially-licensed lawyers registered in the Court of Appeals. 

Article 94. The guarantor of the independence of judicial bodies is the President ofthe 
Republic. He heads the Justice Council (Ardaradatutian khorhurd). The Justice Minister and the 
Chief Prosecutor are the vice-presidents of the Council. Also included in the Council are 
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fourteen members appointed for five years by the President of the Republic and of whom two are 
legal scholars, nine are judges, and three are prosecutors. Three Council members each are 
appointed from judges of the tribunal courts of first instance, the review courts and the Court of 
Appeals. General assemblies of the judges each put forward three candidates by secret ballot for 
each spot. The Chief Prosecutor puts forward the candidacies of the prosecutor members of the 
Council. 

Article 95. The Justice Council: 

1) Formulates at the proposal of the Justice Minister and presents for certification to the 
President of the Republic annual lists of the fitness for office and official advancement of judges, 
on the basis of which lists appointments are made. 

2) Formulates at the proposal of the Chief Prosecutor and presents for certification to the 
President of the Republic annual lists of the fitness for office and official advancement of 
prosecutors, on the basis of which lists appointments are made. 

3) Proposes the candidacies for the presidents and judges of the Court of Appeals and its 
chambers and the presidents of the review, first instance tribunal and other courts and presents its 
finding concerning the candidacies for other judges presented by the Justice Minister. 

4) Presents its finding concerning the candidacies presented by the Chief Prosecutor for 
the Deputy Chief Prosecutors and prosecutors heading structural subdivisions of the prosecutor's 
office. 

5) Presents proposals to bestow qualification rankings on judges and prosecutors. 

6) Presents proposals on giving agreement to the termination of the powers of a judge, the 
arrest of a judge and his subjection to administrative or criminal liability by court procedure. 

7) Subjects ajudge to disciplinary liability. The president of the Court of Appeals 
conducts meetings of the Justice Council when they examine issues connected with the 
subjecting ofajudge to liability. The President of the Republic, the Justice Minister and the 
Chief Prosecutor do not participate in those meetings. 

8) Expresses its opinion about issues of pardon upon inquiry of the President of the 
Republic. Procedures of the Justice Council are provided for by law. 

Article 96. Judges and members of the Constitutional Court are permanent. A judge holds 
office until he reaches age 65 and a member ofthe Constitutional Court until he reaches age 70. 
Their powers are terminated only in cases and in a manner provided for by the Constitution and 
by law. 

Article 97. In carrying out justice, judges and members of the Constitutional Court are 
independent and are subservient only to the law. Guarantees, bases of liability and procedure for 
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the activity of judges and members of the Constitutional Court are provided for by law. 

Article 98. Judges and members of the Constitutional Court cannot occupy other state posts 
or perform other paid employment, other than scientific, educational and artistic activity. Judges 
and members of the Constitutional Court cannot be members of any political party or engage in 
political activity. 

Article 99. The Constitutional Court is comprised of nine members, of whom the National 
Assembly appoints five and the President of the Republic appoints four. The President of the 
Republic appoints the president of the Constitutional Court from among the members of the 
Constitutional Court. 

Article 100. The Constitutional Court by procedures stipulated by law: 

I) Decides on the correspondence to the Constitution of resolutions of the National 
Assembly, decrees and edicts of the President of the Republic, and resolutions of the 
Government. 

2) Decides, prior to the ratification of an international treaty, on the issue of the 
correspondence of obligations created in it to the Constitution. 

3) Resolves disputes relating to referenda and results of elections for the President of the 
Republic and delegates. 

4) Makes a finding that an obstacle facing a candidate for President of the Republic is 
insuperable or has been eliminated. 

5) Provides its finding on the existence of bases to remove the President of the Republic 
from his office. 

6) Provides its finding on measures provided for by points 13 and 14 of Article 55 ofthe 
Constitution. 

7) Provides its finding on the impossibility of the President's performance of his powers. 

8) Provides its finding on terminating the powers of a member of the Constitutional 
Court, on arresting him, and on subjecting him to administrative or criminal liability through 
judicial procedure. 

9) Decides on the suspension or prohibition of the activity of a political party in cases 
provided for by law. 

Article 101. The Constitutional Court can be appealed to by: 

I) the President of the Republic; 
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2) at least one third of the delegates; 

3) candidates for the President of the Republic and for delegates in disputes related to the 
results of elections; and 

4) the Government in a case provided for by Article 59 of the Constitution. The 
Constitutional Court examines cases only in the case of a corresponding application. 

Article 102. The Constitutional Court makes its rulings and findings no later than thirty days 
following receipt of an application. Decisions of the Constitutional Court are final, not subject to 
review and enter into force from the moment of publication. 

The Constitutional Court resolves the issues provided for in points I - 4 of Article 100 of the 
Constitution by a majority of the votes of the overall number of its members and issues provided 
for in points 5 - 9 by at least two-thirds. 

Article 103. The prosecutor's office of the Republic of Armenia is a single centralized system 
headed by the Chief Prosecutor. The prosecutor's office: 

I) Brings criminal prosecution in cases and by a procedure stipulated by law. 

2) Oversees the legality of preliminary investigations and investigations. 

3) Defends the accusation in court. 

4) Brings actions in court to defend state interests. 

5) Appeals the judgments, verdicts and rulings of the courts. 

6) Oversees the application of punishments and other means of constraint. The 
prosecutor's office operates within the realm of powers reserved to it by the Constitution on the 
basis of a law on the prosecutor's office. 

CHAPTER 7. REGIONAL GOVERNMENT AND LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT 

Article 104. Administrative territorial units of the Republic of Armenia are: regions (marzer) 
and communities (hamainkner). Regions are comprised of rural and urban communities. 

Article 105. Local self-government takes place in the communities. Bodies for local 
self-government, community elders with five to fifteen members, and the head ofthe community 
(the city mayor or village head), are elected for a three-year period to administer community 
property and solve issues of community significance. The community leader forms his own 
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staff. 

Article 106. The community elders on the presentation of the community leader ratify the 
community budget, oversee the implementation of the budget, and in the procedure provided for 
by the law fix local taxes and payments. 

. Article 107. State government takes place in the regions. In the regions, the Government 
appoints and dismisses regional governors (marzpetner) who implement the Government's 
regional policy and coordinate the activity of regional services with the republic executive 
bodies. 

Article 108. The city of Yerevan has the status of a region. The President of the Republic upon 
presentation by the Prime Minister appoints and dismisses the mayor of Yerevan. Local 
self-government takes place in Yerevan in district communities. 

Article 109. Upon the presentation of the regional governor, the Government in cases provided 
for b~ law can remove the community leader from office. In the case of the removal of a 
community leader by decision of the Government, special elections are held within thirty days. 
Until the newly-elected community leader assumes his duties, the Prime Minister appoints an 
acting urban community leader and the regional governor appoints an acting village community 
leader. 

Article 110. The election procedure and powers of bodies oflocal self-government are fixed 
by the Constitution and by laws. 

CHAPTER 8. 
REFERENDUM 

THE CONSTITUTION'S ADOPTION, AMENDMENT AND 

Article III. The Constitution is adopted or amended through a referendum at the initiative of 
the President of the Republic or the National Assembly. The President of the Republic 
designates a referendum at the proposal or upon agreement of the majority of the overall number 
of National Assembly delegates. The President of the Republic, within twenty-one days after 
receiving the draft of the Constitution or amendments to it, can return it to the National 
Assembly with his objections and suggestions and request a new discussion [of it]. The 
President of the Republic puts up for a referendum within the period stipulated by the National 
Assembly a draft of the Constitution or amendments to it that are again proposed by the National 
Assembly by at least a two-thirds vote of the overall number of delegates. 

Article 112. Laws are put up for a referendum at the proposal of the National Assembly or the 
Government through the procedure set forth in Article III of the Constitution. 

Article 113. The draft put up for a referendum is considered accepted if over half of the 
participants in the voting, but no less than one third of the citizens included in the voting lists, 
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I Article 114. Articles 1 and 2 and this Article of the Constitution are not subject to amendment. 
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CHAPTER 9. TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 

Article 115. This Constitution enters into force based on the results ofa referendum from the 
moment of official publication. 

Article 116. From the moment the Constitution enters into force: 

I) The operation of the 1978 Constitution, along with the subsequent amendments and 
additions to it, as well as of the constitutional laws terminates. 

. 2) Laws and other legal acts of the Republic of Armenia operate to the extent they do not 
contradict the Constitution. 

3) The President of the Republic exercises the powers reserved to him by the 
Constitution. The Vice-President of the Republic, until the expiration of his powers, performs 
the instructions of the President of the Republic. 

4) The National Assembly exercises the powers reserved to it by the Constitution. The 
provisions of the first part of Article 63 and the first part of Article 65 of the Constitution apply 
to the subsequent convocations ofthe National Assembly. Until then Articles 4 and 5 of the 
March 27, 1995 Constitutional Law are in operation. 

5) Until the formation ofthe Constitutional Court international agreements are ratified 
without its finding. 

6) Local soviets of deputies and their executive bodies operate within the realm of their 
former powers until the termination of their powers and the adoption of legislation in accordance 
with the Constitution on regional government and bodies of self-government. 

7) Regional (urban) people's courts and the Supreme Court continue to operate within the 
realm of their former powers until the adoption oflegislation on court structure and procedure 
and the formation of a new judicial system in accordance with the Constitution. 

8) The state arbitration courts continue to operate within the realm of their former powers 
until the formation of an economic court. 

9) The powers of judges of regional (urban) people's courts are extended for a period up 
to six months, during which the President of the Republic at the proposal of the Justice Council 
appoints for a period of three years the judges of regional (urban) people's courts. 
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Referendum Ballot Regarding Adoption or Rejection of.the Constitution 
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APPENDIX 4 

Candidate Ballot on the Majoritarian Syst~m 
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BALLOT 
for 

THE CANDIDATES FOR DEPUTIES TO THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF 
REPUBUC OF ARMENIA BY A PROPORTIONAL SYSTEM ' 

5 July 1995 

#If. Name of the Public-Political Rrst Three Names of the List 
Organization or Coa,lition , 

. 

1- National Democratic Union Manukian Vazgen 
Sadoyan~ak 
Vardanian Davit 

2. Union of National Self-Determination Hairikian Paruir , , 
Zakarian Aramazd 

" Zeinalvandian Nerses 

3. National Statehood Shahinian Samvei' 
Gngorian Grigor 

Saghatelian Armen 

4. Arakeliutiun (Mission) , Papoyan Artiush 
'. Grigorian Vardevan 

Begdjanian Gagik 

15., Democratic Organization Katsakhian Petros 
. Petrosian yaroan' 

.. Darbinian Albert 
. , 

6. , "Kamk" (WHQ Union, public-political Hekimian Hovhannes 
Organization, and Armenian Vardanlan Galust 
Dashtaktutiun Party Kosakian Vasili 

7. Agrarian Democratic Party of Armenia DHanian Telman , 
Zargarian Hovhannes 

Margarian Levon 

8. Scientific-Industrial and Civil Union of Ghazarlan Raffael 
Armenia Zolyan Souren 

Manucharian Ashot 

.: 



9. Democratic Party of Armenia 

10. Communist Party of Armenia 

11 . Uberal-Democratic Party of Armenia 

12. Hanrapetutiun (Republic) . 
All-Armenian Nationa(Movement 
RepubliCan Party of Armenia 
Christian~Democralic Hmon of 
Armenia 
Social-Democratic Hnchak Party 
Union of Intelliglilntsia of Almenia 
Uberal-Detnocratic Party 

13. Shamiram. 

Sargissian Aram 
Khodjabekian Vladimir 

Hovsepian Armen 

Badalian Sergei 
Darbinian Vladimir 

Hakopian Leonid 

MirzakhanianRouben 
Petrosian Raffik 

Dovlatian Frunzik' 

.~ . 
.' 

Araktsiari Babken 
Lazarian Ter-Husik 
Sargissian Vazgen 

Sarukhanian Gayane 
Sargissian Nadezhda 

Torosian Anahit 

Leave only one public-politiCal organization or their coalition that you support 
and crosS out the. name of .the rest p\.ibfiq-politicaJ organizations or tlieir 
coalitions. . 

The ballots supporting more than one public-POliti~1 organization or their 
coalition •. as well containing additional notes are invalid. 

, 
.; 

, , 
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THE LAW ON REFERENDUM 
(adopted in 1991. amen<;led May 1995) 

Partial translation of the Law (total 33 articles) 
Chapter 3 

Regulation on Conduction of Referendum 

Article 16 

Publicity in Preparing and Conducting Referendum 

The preparation and conduction of Referendum is carried out by a 
Referendum Committee (RC), public-political organizations, and public 
organizations openly and publicly. 

The RCs notify the citizeris of their work, fonnation of precin~~. 
composition, location, RC's working hours, and lists of voters. RCs infonn the 
citizens of the questions envisaged to pass the referendum, and, also, the 
referendum outcome. 

The representatives of public-political and public organizations, press, 
television and radio (with special certificates), working collectives, collectives of 
secondary and high-er education located in the 'dlstrict (city), RA hational 
deputies and national deputies to the local Councils elected by the district of 
the given Council have right to be present at the RC sessions, sealing and 
opening of the ballot boxes; counting of ballots, summarizing the. (lUtcome of 
poll, as well as at voting over its course. 

The corresponding district RC determines the number of representatives of 
public-political and public organizations, working collectives, collectives of 
secondary and higher education, which creates equal conditions for the 
present representatives. The authorization of the representatives must be 
endorsed by the appropriate documents staling the decisions of the collectives 
or their CounCils, which in their tum must notify the RC of their decisions three 
days prior to the referendum. 

The Parliament of Armenia may invite International observers to ensure 
publicity of the referendum. 

Mass media covers the course of preparation and conduction of the 
referendUm. They have right to be present at all sessions and meetings of 
RC unhampered. RC, local and public bodies, working collectives provide 
them with information on preparation and conduction of Referendum. 

II 
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LAW OF REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 

Supplements and Amendments in the Law" On the Referendum of Repiblic 
of Armenia" 

The RA Parliament decides: 

I. Make the following supplements and amendments in the law "On the 
Referendum of Republic of Armenia" . 

II. 

1. Supplement Article 16 with the following: 
"To conduct a referendum for the purpose of adoption of the RA 

Constitutional Law, the Centra!, District and Precinct Committees 
of election of deputies to the National Assembly are entitled to 
take the authorities of the Central, District and Precinct 
Committees of referendum." 

2. Replace the words ''from 7 AM until 23 PM" by "from 6 AM",! 
until 20 PM" in Article 26 of the Law. - -:. 

3. Re-edit part 9 of Article 31 in the following way: 
''The question of the referendum is passed if OVer 50%, but not 
less than 113 of the citizens included in the lists voted in favour of 
it." 

The present Law is in effect from the date of its publication. 
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I PART l. INTRODUCTION 

I 
This booklet reflects the work done by the International Foundation for Electoral Systems in I cooperation with the central Election Committee in the weeks immediately precedinii tI!e 7 July 
1995 elections. The goal was to try to prepare an official guide book which w6i/ld provide 

I detailed instructions for Precinct Election Committees as they carried out their Official duties 
prior to the election and on election day. 

In attempting such a project, every effort was made to define procedures which adhered to I specific provisions of the laws governing these elections. Procedures were also proposed which 
would serve to fulfill the spirit of the law. 

I Why This Project Was Undertaken 

I Two difficulties became evident as we attempted to develop detailed procedures. 

I 
I 
I 

* Although the election of deputies and the referendum on the Constitution were 
being held simultaneously, they were governed by two separate laws which 
contradicted one another on various issues. 

* Both laws impose certain procedural requirements, but are then sirent on how 
they are to be carried out. In some instances, the laws only imply that certain 
procedures are required. Omissions or shortcomings in the laws made it 
necessary to create or envision procedures which would fulfill its implied intent. 

These difficulties were faced by Election Officials at all levels. As a result, a number of 

I regulations had to be adopted by the Central Election Committee. It had become necessary for 
District and Precinct Committees to absorb information from many sources and to assimilate the 
instructions into workable procedures. The purpose of the proposed guidebook would have been 

I to formalize procedural details into a single, concise, step by step instruction manual which 
would answer the many questions which were likely to arise. 

I Another primary purpose was to assist the Central Election Committee in formalizing the process 
in such a way as to ensure "UNIFORM IMPLEMENTATION" which is required under the 
Central Election Committee's mandate in Article lJ of the Law on the Election of Deputies to 

I the National Assembly_ Under this provision the Central Election Committee is authorized to 
define procedures necessary to ensure consiSlency and uniformity ill the way the law is car-ried out. 

I 

I 
i 



Fonnat fo.· the Guide Book 

As the sample guidebook was being drafted, IPES attempted to fill in the gaps with step by step 
procedures which would conform with the mandates of the law, but also with its general tone. 
Any number of options might have been possible. However, IFES attempted to propose 
procedural details that would also enhance the democratic character of the law, improve 
efficiency, and ensure accountability. 

For example, throughout the sample readers will recognize steps which are proposed to enhance 
openness required by Article 7. Readers will note proposed instructions regarding 
announcements which should be made by Committee Chairman for the benefit of observers and 
representatives of the candidates and public political organizations. Suggestions <ire made 
regarding assignment of tearns to work stations which reflect a cross section of members 
representing public political organizations, Other suggestions serve to improve accountability 
such as instructions about security measures to safeguard the ballots, the handling of ballots, and 
promote greater accuracy during the counting process. ~.~ . 

As drafted, the sample guidebook includes: 

* recommended steps to be followed by Precinct Committees; 

* suggestions and reminders to aid officials in remembering important details; 

* references to articles of law which prevail; 

* shaded boxes in which key questions are posed which remain unresolved. 

The Sample Guide Book as a Working Tool 

At the end of the day, there was simply not sufficient time to go over each suggestion posed in 
the guide book and to edit the booklet thoroughly in time for distribution for these elections. 
However, perhaps it can find use as a working tool for lawmakers and officials as they continue 
to seek ways to improve the election process. 

For this purpose, IFES presents the preliminary draft in the next section of this booklet. At the 
end of the sample guide book section which follows are some general comments which explain 
some of the issues noted in the shaded boxes within the text. 

Readers of the sample manual included here will recognize that the issues presented do not cover 
all the details which will need attention. However, they are offered to fuel discussion, and to 
stimulate the consideration of officials as they continue to build on the successes, and indeed, 
the problems which were encountered in these past elections. 
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Perhaps this initial example guide book will also stimulate interest in developing formalized 
guidelines for other participants in the process as well. Such efforts might include development 
of a guide book for District Committees with special attention to rules for evaluating nominating 
petitions and determining the legitimacy of signatures submitted by aspiring candidates. They 
might also. focus attention on a need for a hand book for candidates and political public 
organizations in order that they too can be better prepared to follow the dictates of law and 
strengthen their overall participation in an orderly process. 

***** 

We hope that this sample hand book will prove beneficial and helpful as election officials, 
parliamentarianS and other participants continue their work on developing an evi.\.t ~tronger 
election pr9CCSs. IFES looks forward to continuing our association in the spirit ofeooperation 
and support which has already marked our work with all of the officials and electiori participants 
with whom we've met. We also want to express our gratitude for the generous hospitality of 
the people of Armenia who have made our first visit so rewarding. 
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I USE OF THIS GUIDE 

This Guide has been prepared to provide instructions regarding procedures that the Precinct Election 

I Committee should follow on election day and to answer questions about how your basic duties to be 
carried out. It would be impossible to anticipate every question or situation which may arise. 
However, every effort has been made to provide fundamental instructions which should cover most of I them. 

I 
This Guide is to be regarded as a supplement. While it attempts to explain procedural details, it is not 
meant to replace or supersede the law itself or the published Decisions of the Central Election 
Committee. The Armenia~ Republic Law on the Election of Deputies to the National Assembly, and 
the Law on Conduct of Referendum provide the legal guidance for conducting the elections. All I officials are bound by the provisions of these laws. Read them thoroughly. 

I 
I 
I 

This Guide has three basic features to assist you in understanding your duties. 

[ ] 

() 

Descriptions of Steps that are to be followed. 

Important reminders and suggestions that will make your job easier (or to provide 
openness or ensure accountability.) 

References to the Articles of Law which provide the basis for the instruction. Unless 
otherwise noted, Articles referenced in 0 refer to the Law on the Election of Deputies 
to the National Assembly. 

I If you have any questions or if an instruction is not clear to you, contact your District Election 
Commission. 
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I. ABOUT THIS ELECTION 

GENERAL OVERVIEW 

Elections will be held throughout the Republic on July 5, 1995 for the pUrpose of election 
Deputies to the National Assembly, and for the purposes of voting on a referendum in which the 
voters will decide whether or not the Constitution of the Republic of Armenia will be adopted. 

There will be three ballots on which voters will cast their votes: 

[1.1] Referendum Ballot Regarding the Constitution 

[1.2] Candidate Ballot on the Majoritarian System 

[l. 3] Pol itical Public Organization or Bloc Ballot on the Proportional Sys~el!! 

SYS'TEM OF REPRESENTATION IN THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY 

Proportional System: In addition to the election of a single candidate from each district, 40 
additional candidates will be elected based on a system of proportional representation. In this 
part of the election, the Republic as a whole is one large multi-mandate district. On this ballot 
voters will not vote for specific candidates. Rather, voters will vote. for the political public 
organization or bloc which they prefer. Each political public organization or bloc identified on 
the ballot has presented a list of candidates whom they have selected to fill any seats their 
organization may ultimately win in this part of the election. Only three candidates from their 
full lists are identified on the ballot. 

Majoritarian System: For this election the Republic of Armenia has been divided into 150 single 
mandate election districts. From each election district one Deputy will be elected to the National 
Assembly. For a candidate to be elected in his/hers her district, the candidate must receive a 
majority of the votes cast in the district as long as the total votes received is at.Least 25 % of the 
total votes cast. If no candidate receives a sufficient number of votes, a second round of 
elections will be held based on a decision of the Central Election Committee. (Article 37) 

The number of seats in the National Assembly won by each political public organization or bloc 
is determined based on the percentage of the total votes they receive based on votes cast on the 
Proportional System Ballot. They are eligible to win seats as long as their organization of bloc . 
receives at least 5 % of these votes. Their share of the 40 seats will be calculated by the Central 
Election Committee based on a mathematical formula defined in the law. (Article 39) 
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3. REFERENDUM ON THE CONSTITUTION 

The draft Constitution is passed by a simple majority of the votes cast as long as at least 1/3 of 
the voters on the voter list vote in favor of its passage. (Draft Constitution of the Republic of 
Armenia, Chapter S. Article 113.) 

4. THE RIGHT TO VOTE 

To vote in this election, a voter must have: 

[4.1] Reached the age of IS. 

[4.2] Resided in the Republic of Armenia for at least 
one year prior to the dy of the elections. 

[4.3] The following persons are NOT entitled 
to vote in these elections. 

Persons declared incompetent by a court 
of law. 

Persons in confinement by a legal court 
verdict. 

Pcrsons wanted In a criminal 
in ves I i galio n. 

.., . ..,-
! To vote in the election of Deputies to 
the National Assembly, a voter must 
have reached the age of 18 PRIOR to 
Election Day. 

! For the elections on the Proportional 
and Majoritarian ballots, the person 
must have reached the age of 18 by 4 
June 1995. If their 18th birthday is 
election day, they may not vote on these 
ballots. 

! For the Referendum Election, a person 
who turns 18 on election day is allowed 
to receive and vote on th4 ballot. 
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Persons detained under criminal charges 
who have been denied registration by a 
decision of the Central Election 
Committee or the Supreme Court. 
(Article 3) 
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II. THE ROLE OF PRECINCT ELECTION COMMITTEES 

As a Precinct Election Committee member you have been charged with a very important responsibility 
in the election process. Of all officials involved in the elections, you will have the most personal 
contact with the voters. They will look to you as they exercise their right to vote on election day. The 
manner with which you carry out your duties will determine the degree to which voters will have 
confidence in the process. 

Remember that your role is to serve all voters equally. Although you have been ,app()inted to the 
committee as a representative of a political public organization, on election day your primary duty is 
to serve the citizens of the Republic of Armenia. Your personal views and political opinions should 
be put aside,except for inSide the secrecy booth when you cast your own vote. ,j . 

It is a sacred trust. Every decision and action taken by your committee must be characteihed by these 
important standards. 

* Integrity 
* Neutrality 
* Openness 
* Accuracy 

1. DUTIES OF PRECINCT ELECTION COMMlTTEES (Article 15) 

Your Committee is charged with a number of duties and responsibilities under the law. 

[1.1] To ensure that voters have the opportunity to 
view the list of voters provided by the local self 
administrative authorities at least 15 days prior 
to the election. (Articles 15 and 19) 

[1.2] Make additions or corrections in the voter lists 
as necessary or reject complaints about the 
accuracy of the list made by citizens, candidates 
or their proxies. 

r I. 31 POSl the biograrh ics and rre-election rrograms 

! If a voter reports that someone in their 
household is ill, add the incapacitated 
person's name to the supplemental list of 
voters who will vote at home. 
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[1.4] 

1 
1[1.5] 

1 
1[1.6] 

[1.7] 

1 

of all cand idatcs or pol ilical pub I ic organizations 
or blocs (including their list of candidates) on an 
equal basis. 

Inform the voters about the location of the 
polling place, the day of the elections and the 
working hours of the Precinct Election 
Committee. 

Prepare the building or room to be used for the 
polling, the secrecy booths, ballot boxes and 
other furnishings or materials which will be 
used on election day. 

Process voters and issue ballots on election day: 

Count the ballots and summarize the results at 
the close of the polls. 

2. WORKING ORGANIZATION OF THE COMMfITEE 

ICertain rules apply to the manner in which the Precinct Election Commission is to carry out its work 
and take decisions (Article 16.) 

1[2.1] Work of the committee is organized by the 
Chairman or the Deputy Chairman ensuring 1 equal conditions for the presence of all members 
and authorized parties. 

1[2.2] 

1 
[2.5] 

1 
1 
I 

All members have the right to have access to 
documents and to inspect issues under the 
jurisdiction of the committee. 

The committee determines the schedule of its 
regular sessions. 

Extraordinary sessions may be convened at the 
discretion of the Chairman or based on a written 
demand by at least 1/3 of the committee 
members. Extraordinary sessions take priority 
over regular sessions. 

A quorum exists if more than 1/2 of the total 
number of members is present. 

14 



(2.6] Decisions of che committee are taken by an 
open ballot among its members. More than 112 
of the total members of the committee must 
participate for che results of the voting Co be 
considered valid. A decisions is passed if more 
chan 112 the participants vote in favor. 

[2.7] The Precinct Election Committee is required to 
respond and submit materials, written 
correspondence, memorandums related to issues 
of interest to superior committees when 
requested. 

[2.8] Decisions of the committee can be appealed to 
superior committee. If decisions of committees 
contradict one another, the decision of the 
superior committee prevails. 

! In special cases, a'secret ballot may 
be taken based on a decision of the 
conunittee. 
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I Ill. ['RESENCE OF OBSERVERS 

l in order to ensure openness in the conduct of this election, the laws contain. provisions which allow a 
number of individuals to be present during at working sessions of the election committees, during the 
registration of the candidates, the sealing of the ballot boxes, during the voting and at the counting and 

Isummarization of votes. 

I. PURPOSE OF HAVING OBSERVERS 

Irhe presence of observers serves mUltiple purposes. Observers can be true allies to election officials. 
By their presence and through their observations they can: 

I[Ll] 

I 

I 
I 
I 
1[2.2] 

I 
I 
I 

Provide openness and transparency 
public, candidates, and political 
organizations and. raise confidence. 
process. 

for the 
public 

in the 

Deter those who would engage in improper 
practices or fraud. 

Reduce opportunities for frivolous or misguided 
allegations of impropriety. 

Assist election officials by assessing the process 
and offering recommendations for future 
improvements. 

AUTHORIZED OBSERVERS 

International Observers (Article 7, Article 16, 
Law on Referendum, Decision of the Central 
Election Committee) 

[2.1.1] International Observers will be 
accredited by the Central Election 
Committee and will have special 
badges authorizing their presence. 
Their interpreters and other assistants 
are not required to have a badge. 

Representatives of the Media (Article 7, and 
Article 16 of the Law on Referendum) 

[2.2.1] Representatives of the press, radio 

16 



and television media should have 
identification issued by their 
employers. 

[2.3] Representatives of Public Organizations 
(Article 16, Law on Referendum) 

[2.3.1] Public Organizations wishing to have 
observers at the polling sites must 
apply to the Central Election 
Committee. Representative of Public 
Organizations should present 
documents or certificates endorsed by 
their organizations and a copy of the 
document by which the organization 
was granted permission from the 
Central Election Committee. 

[2.3.2] Ask your District Election 
Commission to advise you as to the 
public organizations and the number 
of their representative who may be 
present at the polling station. (Article 
16, Law on Conduct of Referendum.) 
???? 

[2.4] Observers and Proxies of the Candidates: 
Observers and Proxies of the candidates must 
have proper documents endorsed by their 
candidates. Their list of observers and proxies 
should be submitted to the District Election. 
Committee at least 3 days prior to election day. 
Ask your District Election Commission to 
advise you about the observers and proxies of 
the candidates who will be present at the polling 
station. 

o· 

! For each precinct, each candidate may 
assign 3 representatives to each polling 
site, however, no more than 2 may be 
present at the polling station at one time. 
(Article 7) 
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Representatives of the Political Public 
Organizations or Blocs Participating in the 
Election on the Proportional System: 
Representatives must have proper documents 
endorsed by their organization or bloc. Their 
list of observers should be presented to the 
District Election Commission at least 3 days 
prior to election day. Ask your District Election 
Commission to advise you about the 
representatives who may be present at the 
polling station. 

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATION OF OBSERVERS 

Authorized observers are entitled to: 

1.1] 
1.2] 
I 
1.3] 

I ,.5] 

I 
I 
I 

Attend sessions 
Committee. 

of the Precinct Election 

Be present to inspect the ballot boxes before the 
polls open, witness the voting throughout the 
day, be present for the counting of the ballots 
and preparation of the summary of reSults. 

Ask questions of the committee members and 
inspect the voter list, election documents and 
other materials used in the election. 

Take photographs or video of the proceedings as 
long as they do not disrupt the orderly conduct 
of election activity. 

Quietly draw problems or matters of importance 
to the attention to the Chairman or member of 
the committee. 

18 

! For each precinct, each Political 
Public Organization or Bloc may assign 
3 representatives to each polling site, 
however, no more than 2 Jhay be present 
at the polling station at one time. 
(Anicle 7) 



13.61 Have documents and writing materials and may 
take notes regarding their observations. 

[3.7] Politely and quietly speak to voters regarding 
procedural matters and may ask to inspect their 
identification and watch them sign the voter list. 

[3.8] Quietly speak to other observers or 
representative of the candidates or political 
public organizations as long it does not disturb 
the voters. 

[3.9] Move quietly about the polling place in order to 
observe the procedures being followed by 
officials and voters, although they may not enter 
a secrecy booth with a voter. 

[3.10] Appeal to a superior committee if they have 
reason to believe that errors are occurring at the 
polling site which are not being corrected by the 
Chairman. 

OBSERVERS ARE NOT ENTITLED TO: 

[3.11] Handle the ballots. 

[3.12] Express a personal view about any candidate, 
political public organization, bloc or 
issue appearing on the ballot. 

[3.13] Enter a secrecy booth with a voter. 

[3.14] Ask a voter to divulge his/her preference on the 
ballots. 

[3.15] Attempt to influence the voter's choice. 

[3.16] Disrupt the voting process. 

[3.17] Disturb the ballot box. 

[3.17] Interfere with the decisions taken by the 
committee. 
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RESPONDING TO OIlSERVI<;RS' CONCERNS 

Make sure that observers have a clear, 
unhampered view of all activities throughout the 
conduct of all election day procedures. 

Treat observers courteously and answer their 
questions promptly and aceurately. 

Make appropriate announcements when special 
circumstances arise, or to openly share 
information of interest to the observers. 
Throughout this Guide reference is made to the 
kinds of announcements which should be made 
pUblicly. 

Be responsive to complaints brought to your 
attention by an observer. Confer with the 
chairman and determine if the complaint is 
justified and make any adjustments or 
corrections which may be appropriate. 

[4.4.1] If you believe the complaint is not 
justified, explain why to the observer. 

[4.4.2] Be prepared to' cite the law or 
regulations to justify your finding. 

[4.4.3] If necessary, contact your District 
Election Committee for advice. 

[4.4.4] In the event the observer is still not 
satisfied refer him or her to the 
superior committee. 

Regarding more serious complaints, make 
notations in your registry and record the manner 
in which the problem was resolved. 
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IV. BEFORE ELECTION DA Y 

As Precinct Election Committee members there are a number of tasks .you should do before election 
day. 

1. GETTING READY: 

[1.1] Read the Law on the Election of Deputies to the 
National Assembly and the Law on 
Referendum. 

[1.2) Read the Regulations issued by the Central 
Election Committee. 

."'q -

! In the Law on Eleciio--;' _of Deputies to 
the National Assembly, pay special 
attention to: 

Article 15 Powers of Precinct 
Election Committees 

Article 16 Organization of the Work 
of Electoral Committees 

Article 17 Exposure of Citizens to the 
List of Voters 

Article 24 Proxies 
Chapter 7 PREPARATION AND 

IMPLEMENTATION OF 
VOTING 

Chapter 8 SUMMARIZING THE 
RESULTS Qf THE 
ELECTION 

! In the Law on Referendum, pay 
special attention to: 

Article 16 Publicity in Preparing and 
Conducting Referendum 

Article 27 Voting in Advance 
Article 30 Voting at Home 
Article 31 Counting Referendum 

Ballots 
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(1.3) 

I 
[lA] 

I 
[1.5] 

I 
[l.6] 

I 
I. 
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Attend all meetings called by your District 
Election Commission. 

Attend all meetings called by the Chairman of 
your Precinct Election Commission. 

As a group, study the instructions III this 
Guidebook. 

Discuss individual working assignments for 
election day. Discuss your plan as to how you 
will actually handle the counting of ballots. 

INSPECTING YOUR POLLING STATION: 

Inspect your polling place before election day to 
make sure that there is sufficient space to handle 
the placement of adequate tables and chairs for 
committees members, secrecy booths, chairs for 
the observers and representatives of the pol itical 
public organizations, and the smooth traffic of 
voters. 

Check to see if there is a phone that you will be 
able to use on election day to call in to your 
District Electoral Commission. Arrange to have 
access to the room where the phone is, if it is in 
a room that is usually locked. Make sure the 
District Committee has the number of that 
phone in case they need to reach you on election 
day. 

22 

! If you do not have a copy Of these 
documents contact your District Election 
Committee and askfor copies. 

_. 

! If you feel that there are inadequacies 
advise the Chainnan of your District 
Election Committee or make suitable 
arrangements with the authorized person 
in your building to correct the 
deficiencies. 



[2.3] Check with your District Election Committee to 
determine who you are to contact should you 
need advice or guidance on eection day. or if you 
should need security assistan::e. Write down their 
phone numbers. 

[2.4] Make sure appropriate signs are postedoutside the 
building identifying the Precinct by number. and 
that. if necessary direction signs are posted inside 
the building to help voters find the room where 
voting will take place. 

, 

3. PRE-ELECTION RESPONSmILITIES REGARDING THE VOTER LIST:' _ 

[3.1] Make sure that you have received the Voter List 
for you precinct at least 15 days prior to the 
election. Cbntact your District Committee if you 
have not received it. (Article 19) 

[3.2] Verify that you have also received the blank 
Certificates of the Right to Vote for every voter 
on the list. (Article 27.) 

[3.3] Prepare a Certificate of the Right tovote for every 
voter identified on the voter list. 

! Make sure that the Certificates of the 
Right to Vote are organized in the same 
order as the voters' natniS appear on the 
Voter list so that they will be easy to find 
on Election Day. 
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1 [3.5] 

1 
1 
1 
1 
I 
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1[3.6] 

1 
1 
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1 
1 
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Makc thc VOter list available for rcvicw by 
citizcns, candidatcs for dcputics or thcir proxies. 
(Article 19) 

I f a citizen, candidate for deputy or his/her 
proxy complains that there is an inaccuracy, 
review the complaint, determine if a correction 
is appropriate and make the adjustment. 

If a voter advises you about someone who is ill 
and cannot come to the polls, add that person's 
name to the supplemental voter list of voters 
who will vote at home. 

Count the number of voters whose names 
appear on the Voter List for you Precinct 
including any adjustments you have had to make 
during the public scrutiny period. 

! Make a notation on the voter list (or 
in the registry) as to the reason or 
justification for the ·correction. 

! If you find that you must reject the 
complaint and that na, co.rrection or 
adjustment to the voter.~ List is to be 
made, you musr provide' the person 
submitting the complaint a written 
explanation of your decision within 2 
days. If the complaint was made on the 
eve of the election, your written 
explanation must be given to the 
applicant immediately. (Article 19.) 

! Make a notation on the voter List next 
to that person's name tlui! they will vote 
at home. 

! Report the adjusted figure to your 
District Committee so that they can be 
sure you receive the correct number of 
ballots. 
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4. ADVANCE VOTING IN TIill REFERENDUM 

Beginning 15 days before the election, a voter who learns he will not be able to vote at the polls on 
election day, may vote in advance at the Precinct. (Article 27, Law on Conduct of Referendum) 

I 

II 
i /1 

[4.1] Malee sure you have received Referendum 
Ballots at least 15 days in Advance of the 
election. If you do not receive them contact 
your District Election Committee. 

[4.1.1] As soon as you receive the ballots 
count them and sign the receipt. 

[4.1.2] Make arrangements for storing the 
ballots in a secure an locked location. 

[4.2] When a voter comes to vote in advance, verify 
his identification. 

[4.3] Find his name on the voter list and have him 
sign his name in the space provided. 

[4.4] Have the voter sign the Certificate of the Right 
to Vote. 

[4.5] Sign the Certificate of the Right to Vote in the 
space provided for the official's signature. 
Retain the Certificate for further processing on 
election day. 

(4.6J Sign the ballOl and ensure that the ballot is 
stamped wilh the official seal of the precincl. 

! There is no provision in the Law on 
Election of Deputies to the National 
Assembly to allow voting in advance for 
majoritarian candidates or in the 
proportional system election . 

.. , . --

,I 
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! Make a note in your registry as to the 
date you received your Referendum I 
ballots, the quantity you received, and 
the manner in which they are stored. 
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I [4.8J 

1[4.9] 
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1[4.10] 
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1[5.1] 
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Issue the ballot to the voter and give the voter 
an envelope in wh ich to seal the ballot once he 
has voted. 

Allow the voter to vote in private. 

When the voter has voted and sealed his ballot 
in the envelope, .. stamp the envelope with the 
official seal of the precinct, and sign the 
envelope. 

Store the envelope with unused Referendum 
Ballots until Election Day. 

SUPPLIES AND COMMODITIES: 

Confirm that you have all the required materials 
you will need to carry out your duties on 
election day: 

Secrecy Booths 
Ballot Box 
Mobile Ballot Box for Voters Voting at 
Home 
Sealable Box for Maintaining the 
Certi ficates of the Right to Vote 
Registry in which you will maintain a 
record of election day activity 
Pens In sufficient quantity to 
accommodate the members of the 
committee and the voters. 

Forms and Protocols 

Protocol for Reporting Election 
Results on the Proportional System 
Protocol for Reporting Election 
Results on the Majoritarian System 
Protocol for Reporting Election 
Results on the Referendum 
Certificates of the Right to Vote 
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Precinct Staillp 
Writing Paper 
Sealing Wax 
Envelopes or Wrapping Materials in 
Which to Transport Materials and Ballots 
to the District Committee 
Candles or Lanterns in the Event of a 
Power Outage 
Matches 
Scissors 
String or Tape 

. Envelopes for Ballots Cast in Advance 

6. RECEIVING YOUR BALLOTS 

[6.1] Confirm instructions from your District Election 
Committee as to when you are to pick up or 
receive your ballots. 

[6.2] Arrange for at least -L members of your 
committee to be present when receiving and 
transporting your ballots. 

[6.3] When you receive your ballots, count them 
immediately and determine if there is a 
sufficient number to serve the voters on your 
Voters' List. 

[6.3.1] Count the number of Proportional 
Ballots being assigned to you. 

[6.3.2] Count the number of Majoritarian 
System Ballots being assigned to you. 

[6.4] Sign the receipt form acknowledging the 
quantity of ballots you have received for each 
type of ballot. 

[6.S] Make a note in your registry as to the date, time 
and quantity of ballots you have received for 
each type of ballot. (Article 28) 

[6.61 Make arrangeillents for storing them in a secure 
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and locked location with the Referendum Ballots 
you have already received. 

! Make a note in your registry as to the 
method by which you have ensured their 
safety and security. 
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V. BEFORE VOTING BEGINS ON ELECTION DAY 

Regular polling hours are from 0800 to 2000. (Article 29 and Supplement and Amendments to the Law 
on Referendum) 

1. ARRANGING YOUR POLLING STATION: 

[1.1] Assemble at your polling station at least one 
hour before voting is due to begin. 

[1.2] Arrange the tableS and chairs for committee 
members in a way that ensures efficient 
operation and smooth traffic for voters. Ideally, 
the voters should enter through one door and 
exit out another. Traffic should go in one 
direction. 

[1.2.2] 

[1.2.1] Arrange a large enough table for 
Stage 1 for the registration of voters 
and the issuance of the Certificates of 
the Right to Vote. 

Arrange a large enough table for Stage 2 
where voters will be issued their ballots. 
Remember, there will be 3 types of 
ballots so more room may be required. 

! lfyour have a very large list of voters 
you I7laJ want to divide the list into 
manageable increments with their 
corresponding Certificate~ of Right To 
Vote Fonns. If so, arrange the number 
of tables required, and"place signs on 
each table to help voters know which 
table to go to. 

! Make sure there is proper space 
available to ensure that ballots can be 
maintained in an orderly manner. They 
should not be stacked where voters or 
others call take them for themselves. 
They should be maintained in a way that 
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[1.6] 

[1.2.3] Arrange for a secured space INSIDE 
the voting room for the safe storage 
of excess ballots until they are ready 
to be used. They should be kept out 
of reach of voters, observers or 
others who are not authorized to 
handle them but maintained where 
authorized observers can observe 
them. 

Arrange the tables and chairs for authorized 
observers in a manner in which they are 
afforded full view of voting activity throughout 
the day. 

Arrange the placement of the secrecy booths so 
that the privacy of voters is guaranteed as they 
mark their ballots. (Article 30.) 

Position the Ballot Box so that it is always in 
plain view of the majority of those persons who 
are authorized to be present at the precinct. 
(Article 30.) 

Post any instructional posters or notices 
authorized by the Central Election Committee. 

BEFORE VOTING BEGINS 

ensures that oilly the official has clear 
access (0 them. (Article 31) 

.~efore voting begins at 0800, there are a number of tasks that must be completed. 
r lace in the presence of committee members and authorized observers. 

Many are to take 

I 
I 

WHO MAYBE PRESENT 

All members of the Precinct Election 
Committee. 

Representatives of the candidates and political 
public organizations authorized by the District 
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Election Committee and holding an official 
Certificate. (Article 7 and Article 24) 

[3.2.1] Inspect the Certificate of each 
representative of a candidate or 
political. public organization. 

[3.3] International Observers holding proper 
accreditation issued by the Central Election 
Committee and their interpreters. (Article 7 and 
Regulation of the Central Election Commission.) 

[3.4] Representatives of the mass media. (Article 7) 

[3.5] Observers representing Public Organizations 
listed on the correspondence from the District 
Commission (Article 16, Law on Referendum) 

4. ASSIGNMENT OF DUTIES: 

[4.1 J Determine which COmrnillce mcmbers will be 
assigned [0 do which tasks. 

! Each candidate and political public 
organization may have up to 3 
representatives. However, no more thall 
2 may be present inside the polling place 
at one time. (Anicle 24) • 

! It is a good idea to note the names of 
authorized represt;ntatives and their 
candidate or political public organization 
in the registry. 

! Interpreters and others assisting the 
International Observers are not required 
to have accreditation documents. 
(Decision of the Central Election 
Committee) 
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[4.2] As a committee, take a decision regarding 
which members will be assigned to confirm the 
authenticity of the ballots with their signature. 
(Article 30.) 

Identify a team of officials who will be assigned 
to take ballots and assist voters who will be 
voting at home. 

t· TRANSPARENCY BEFORE THE OBSERVERS 

[5.1] The Chairman of the Committee opens the 

I 
I 
I 
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! Ensure that members work in teams of 
2 or 3 at each work station. Each team 
should include a cross section of 
representatives oj different POlitical 
public organizations to provide greater 
transparency and self-monitoring. 

! Make sure that arrangements are 
made so that members may be replaced 
during necessary rest or meal breaks. 

! It is a good idea to assign members of 
the committee to maintain watch over the 
Ballot Box to ensure that voters 
personally deposit their 4allots and that 
the Ballot Box is nat diSturbed by anyone 
present in the polling station. 

! If a member of the committee insists 
that he/she signs the ballot, he/she is 
granted that opportunity, without a vote 
of the committee. Note the decision in 
the registry. (Article 30.) 

! Ensure that the team servicing voters 
at home includes unaffiliated members as 
well as members representing a Cross
section of political public organizations. 



box and displays that it is empty to the members 
of the committee and other persons entitled to be 
present. (Article 30.) 

[5.2] Seal the Ballot Box with sealing wax so that it 
cannot be opened until the appropriate time after 
the polls close when counting is to begin. 
(Article 30.) 

[5.2.1] Repeat the same procedure for the 
Box in which the Certificates of Right 
to Vote are to be sealed. 

[5.2.2] Repeat the same procedure for the 
Mobile Ballot Box which will be used 
to serve voters voting at home. 

[5.3] Count and publicly announce the number of 
voters on the Voter List, and the number of 
ballots received to the observers.' Their 
organizations may have irutructed them to ask for 
this information as part of their observation 
duties. 

~. 

! Make note of these activities in the 
registry. 

! Make sure that all 3 boxes remain in 
full view of the committee members and 
the observers throughout the voting day. 
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VI. VOTING BEGINS 

'

The polls should officially be opened at 0800. Each voter should bq:>roccssed in the same manner. 
requirements must be applied uniformly and consistently. All , 

I , 
1. 

11.1] , 
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Periodically throughout the polling check the secrecy booths to make sure there is no campaign 
literature left behind by a voter. (Article 25) 

Throughout the polling day make sure ~hat a pen is available in each secrecy booth. 

Periodically check the polling booths to make sure that no voters have left unused ballots behind. 

ROUTINE PROCESSING OF VOTERs 

STAGE 1: Registration of the Voter 

[1.1. 1] Verify the voter's identity by 
inspecting his/her identification 
document. (Article 31) 

[1.1.1.1] Identification must be presented 
in the form of the voter's passport, 
temporary passport, or other official 
document featuring the voter's photograph 
and hislher residen:e. (Article 31, Decision 
of the Central Election Committee.) 

[1.1.2] Find the voter's name on the voter list 
and require the voter to place his 
signature in the space provided across 
from his name on the list. (Article 31.) 

[1.1. 3] Issue the Certificate of the Right to 
Vote to the voter and make sure the 
voter signs both sides of the 
Certificate. (Article 31) 
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[I. LA] Direct the voter to Stage 2. 

[1.2] STAGE 2: Lssuance of the Ballots 

[1.2.L] Make sure that each ballot is signed 
by the aiIthorized official before it is 
issued to a voter. (Article 30 and 
Article 33) 

[1.2.2] Make sure that each ballot has been 
stamped with the official Precinct seal. 
(Article 33) 

[1.2.3] Ask the wter to present his Certificate 
of the Right to Vote. (Article 31.) 

[1.204] The official issuing the ballot signs the 
right side of the voter's Certificate of 
the Right to Vote. (Article 31.) 

[1.2.5] Separate the coupon from the 
Certificate and drop the coupon into 
the sealed Box designated for that 
purpose, retaining the other half of the 
Certificate for the Precinct Records. 
(Article J I) 

! Ballots which are 1Wt properly signed 
by the authorizeq official and sealed will 
be considered invalid and 1Wt counted. 
(Article 33) 
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[1.2.6] Issue the ballots to the voter making 
sure that he/she gets only one of each 
type of ballot. 

11.2. 7] Remi~d the voter to fold the ballots 
leaving the secrecy booth. (Article 31.) 
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[2.1] 
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[1.2.8] Direct the voterto the secrecy booth to 
mark his/her ballots in private and then 
to deposit the voted ballots into the 
ballot box before leaving the polling 
station. (Article 31) 

POSSIBLE EXCEPTIONS TO THE ROUTINE 

Voter does not have proper identification. 

[2.1.1] The voter is not permitted to vote. 
(Article 31) 

Voter's name is not on the Voter List. 
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! Hand the ballots to the vder.personally. 
Do not allow voters to take them off the 
stacks themselves. Make sure that the 
voter receives only one !I/ each ballot. 
(Anicle 31) ~_~ . 

! Remind the voter that there only to be 
one person in the secrecy booth at a time. 
Watch to see that voters do not attempt to 
go into the booth togethe~:. (Anicle 31) 



authorized resident of the district: 

[2.2. l. I] add the voter's name and 
information onto the Voter List 

[2.2.1.2] prepare a Certificate of the 
Right to Vote 

[2.2.1.3] allow the voter to vote in the 
normal manner (Article 3). 

[2.2.2] If the voter has identification which 
shows an address outside the district, 
direct the voter to his proper district. 
(Article 18) 

[2.2.3] If the voter's documentation shows 
that he has not resided in the district 
for 6 months, advise the voter that he 
must return to his former precinct to 
vote. (Article 18) 

[2.3] Voter's name is on the Voter List but there is 
no Certificate of the Right to Vote for the voter. 

[2.3.1] Prepare a Certificate and allow the 
voter to vote in the normal manner. 
(Article 3 and Article 18) 

[2.4] A voter presents passports for members of 
his/her family and wants to vote on their behalf. 

[2.4.1] Refuse the voter's request. Each voter 
has the right to only one vote in the 
Majoritarian Ballot and one vote in 
the Proportional System. (Article 3) 

[2.5] A voter spoils, tears or mismarks a ballot and 
asks for a replacement. 

[2.5.1] Retrieve the spoiled ballot from the 
voter 

12.5.21 Segregate the spoiled ballot so that it 
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Voter 

[2.5.2[ Segregate the spoiled ballot so that it 
can be accounted for during the 
process of counting. 

[2.5.3) Issue the voter a replacement ballot. 

A voter i; handicapped or otherwise incapable of 
voting without assistance. 

[2.6.1) Allow the voter to select another 
person to enter the secrecy booth with 
him to help him cast his ballot. 
(Article 31) 

12.7] A voter's 18th birthday is on Election Day 

I 
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[2.7.1] Upon presentation of the voter's 
identification, add the voter's name to 
the supplemental list. Make a notation 
that the voter'sbirthday is on Election 
Day. 

[2.7.2] Prepare a Certi ficate of the Right to 
Vote for the voter adding a note about 
his birth date. 

[2.7.3] Send the vote to Stage 2. Issue only 
the Referendum Ballot and direct the 
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! The person can cJwos--; u.nyone except 
members of the Precinct Election 
Committee or a proxy of a candidate or 
political public organization. 



3. PROVIDING ASSISTANCE TO VOTERS 

[3.1] DO: 

[3.1.1] Answer questions and give 
instructions about voting procedures. 

[3.1.2] Explain to voters the manner in 
which they are to mark their ballots 
(Article 31) 

[3.1.2.1] Majoritarian Ballot: The voter 
expresses his preference by marking out 
the last names of candidates he rejects, 
only leaving exposed last name of the 
candidate he chooses. 

If there is only one candidate on the 
ballot, the voter is given a choice as to 
whether he agrees with the choice or 
rejects it. He expresses his preference by 
leaving his choice exposed, and marking 
out the opposite response. 

[3.1.2.2] Proportional Ballot: The voter 
expresses his preference by marking out 
the names of all political public 
organizations or blocs he rejects, leaving 
exposed onl y that political public 
organization or bloc he chooses. 

[3.1.2.2] Referendum Ballot: The 
referendum ballot allows the voter to 
express his agreement or his disagreement 
with issue being proposed. He express 
his vote by leaving his choice exposed 
and marking out the opposite response. 

[3. 1. 3] Make every effort to preserve the 
secrecy of each voter's vote. 
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1 [3.2] DO NOT 

1 [3.2.1) Express a personal view on the 
referendum. 

1 [3.2.2] Express any view in favor or against 

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
14. 

a candidate or political public 
organization. 

[3.2.3] Advise the voter or make any 
recommendation as to the choices the 
voter should make as he casts his 
vote. 

[3.2.4] Mark a ballot for a voter. 

[3.2.5] Allow a voter to mark a ballot outside 
the secrecy booth. 

[3.2.6] Allow a representative of a candidate 
or political public organization or an 
authorized observer to accompany a 
voter into the secrecy booth. 

SERVICING VOTERS WHO MUST VOTE AT HOME. 

Voters who are ill or elderly and unable to come to the polling place are entitled to vote on the 1 Referendum. (Article 30, Law on Referendum) 

Voters voting at home ARE NOT eligible to vote in the Majoritarian or Proportional elections. (The ILaw on Election of Deputies offers no provision for voting at home.) 

1 
1 
1 
1[4.IJ 

1 
1 

At a time decided upon by the committee, the 
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! No other ballots are to be removed 
from the polling place for any other 
reason. Solicitation of votes or visits to 
voters' homes simply because they have 
not appeared at the polling place IS 
NOT ALLOWED. 



team selected to serve voters at home should 
prepare the materials needed. 

[4.2] Count the number of at-home voters on the 
supplemental list and announce the number to 
the observers. 

[4.3] In view of the observers, count a number of 
Referendum Ballots equal to the number of 
voters on the supplemental list. 

[4.3.1] Make sure the ballots are signed by 
the authorized officials and stamped 
with the official seal. 

[4.4] Announce the names of the team members who 
will be taking the ballots, Certificates of the 
Right to Vote, supplemental voter lists and the 
Mobile Ballot Box sealed in the presence of the 
observers before the opening of the polls, to 
serve voters voting at home. 

[4.5] Team members serving voters at home should 
comply with the same rules that apply to voters 
voting at the polling site. 

[4.5.1] Inspect the voter's identification. 

[4.5.2] Have the voter sign the supplemental 
voter list. 

! In' order to offer adequate 
transparency to the observers, the 
chairman should announce that 
preparations are underway to service 
voters who must vote at home. ALlow 
observers to watch the preparations. 
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[4.5.3] Hand the Referendum Ballot to the 
voter. 

[4.5.4] Allow the voter to vote in private so 
that h is vote remains secret. 

[5.2.5] Have the voter fold the ballot and 
deposit it in the Mobile Ballot Box. -, ,,-

return from assisting voters at -, Announce your 
home. 

[4.6.1] Count and announce' the number of 
voters on the supplemental list who 
actually voted. 

[4.6.2] Count and announce the number of 
unused ballots that you have brought 
back to the polling station. 

[4.5.3] Return the sealed Mobile Ballot Box 
to its position where it can remain in 
view of the observers and committee 
members. 
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VII. CLOSING THE POLLS AND COUNTING THE VOTES 

1. CLOSING THE POLLS 

Regular polling hours end at 20:00. (Article 29, and Supplement and Amendments to the Law on 
Referendum) 

[1.1] At 20:00 announce that the polls have closed. 
(Article 31, Law on Referendum) 

[1.2] Close and secure the doors. Any voter who is 
present at that time who has not yet voted shall 
be allowed to vote. Don't forget that authorized 
observers who come late are allowed come in to 
observe the count. 

2. BEFORE THE BALLOT BOX IS OPENED 

If the Committee appears confused or disorganized, 
observers will have reason to doubt your competence. 
Act with authority. 

[2.1] As appropriate, rearrange the tables and chairs 
in a manner which will allow efficient handling 
of the ballot box and counting of the ballots. 

[2.2] The Chairman should make an announcement 
describing the procedures which will be 
followed before activities begin. 

! Make sure that observers will- have a 
clear and unhampered view of the 
counting activity. 

! This is the moment that the candidates 
and authorized observers have been 
waiting for. Keeping them fully 
informed of the steps you will be taking 
will help to eliminate confusion and raise 
confidence. 
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Make a note in the registry that the ballot box, 
the mobile ballot box and the box containing the 
coupons from the Certificates of the Right to 
Vote were sealed before voting began and 
remained sealed until the polls closed. (Article 
32) 

The counting and recording of information 
about the> results is to be done separately for 
each of the 3 types of ballot. (Article 32). 

Be aware that procedures for the Referendum 
Ballots vary slightly from those for the 
Majoritarian and Proportional Ballots. 

There is a separate protocol to be completed 
for: 

The Proportional Ballot 
The Majoritarian Ballot. 
The Referendum Ballot. 

For the Proportional and Majoritarian Ballots 
complete the following steps before the ballot 
box is opened (Article 34): 

[2.7.1] Enter the numbers of Proportional 
and Majoritarian ballots originally 
received by the precinct on the 
separate protocols. 

[2.7.2] Count the number of unused ballots 
and the number of ballots which were 
spoiled by voters for each type of 
ballot and make the appropriate 
entries on the separate protocols. 

[2.7.2.1] Cancel the unused and spoiled 
ballots for each type of ballot to rule out 
future use, in a manner determined by the 
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! If circumstaflces require the cOlllllliuee 
to alter its plafl, anflOUflce the chaflge to 
the observers. 



[2.7.3] On each protocol, enter the total 
number of voters on the voter list 
including the number of any additions 
which had to be made on election day. 

[2.7.4] Count and enter the number of voters 
who signed the voter list and 
participated in the election on each 
protocol. 

[2.7.5] Count and enter the number of 
Certificates of the Right to Vote which 
remain unused and enter it on the 
appropriate protocols. 

[2.7.6] Make the appropriate entries on the 
protocol for the Referendum. 

3. OPENING THE BALLOT BOX (Article 34) 

[3.11 In plain view of the observers, open the ballot 
box. 
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Sort the ballots by type. Each type of ballot is 
printed on a differem color paper so Sorting 
should be easy. 

Count the total number of Proportional Ballots. 
which were found in the ballot box and enter the 
number on the Protocol. 

Count the total number of Proportional Ballots 
which were found in the ballot box and enter the 
number on the Protocol. 

1.5] Count the total number of Referendum Ballots 
which were found in the ballot box and enter the 
number on the Protocol. Remember to include 
the ballots voted in advance, and to open the 
mob ile ballot box so you can also include the 
number of ballot voted by people at home 

I 
I 

I COUNTING THE VOTES AND RECORDING THE RESULTS (Article 34 and Article 31 
in the Law on Referendum) 

lservers are entitled to view every aspect of the process. They are free to move about the polling 
~ace While counting is being acconplished as long as they do not disrupt or interfere with the work of the 
lficials 
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! While observers may ask to watch and 
ask questions about committee decisions, 
they should not be allowed to handle the 
ballots. 
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[4.1. I] Prepare signs and place them along 
the tables for each candidate 
appearing on the ballot leaving 
enough space between them to ensure 
that stacks of ballots do not get 
mixed. Also make a sign for a space 
reserved for Invalid ballots. 

[4.1.2] Assign a team of at least 2 to 3 
members who will be responsible to 
inspect each ballot and determine the 
cand idate for whom the ballot was 
cast or if the ballot is Invalid. 

[4.1.3] Assign a team of at least 2 members 
to be responsible for receiving, 
handling and counting the ballots cast 
for each candidate on the ballot. 

[4.1.4] Assign a team of at least 2 members 
to be responsible for receiving, 
inspecting and confirming 
determinations regarding the invalid 
ballots. 

[4.2] Count the votes and record the results. 

(4.2.1 J Once the ballOL~ have been sorted. 

! The signs should be placed in the 
same order as candidates appear on the 
ballot. . .. , . --

! During the process, committee 
members are not pennitted to make any 
markings on the ballots. They should 
not have any writing instrument during 
the actual counting of ballots. 
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inspect each ballot which has been 
placed on the stack for each candidate 
to ensure that no errors have been 
made in determ i n i ng for whom the 
vote was cast. I f an error is 
discovered, the ballot should be 
del ivered to the stack for the correct 
candidate receiving the vote. 

[4.2.2] Count the number of ballots cast for 
their candidate and makes a notation 
of the result on a piece of paper. 

[4.2.3] As a safeguard to ensure correctness 
of the c(:mnting, trade places so that 
the ballots are recounted. The results 
of the second count should be 
compared with the first result. If 
there is a discrepancy, the ballots 
should be recounted. 

[4.2.4] When you are satisfied that the count 
is accurate, the result should be 
reported to the Chairperson. The 
result is entered onto the Protocol 
next to the name of the candidate. 

[4.2.5] The Chairman announces the results 
of the Counting out loud to all those 
present. (Article 32) 

! Observers are entitled· to write down 
the results of the votes for their own 
record. (Article 24 and Anicle 16, Law 
on Referendwn) 

! It is also a good idea for the 
Chairman to prepare a copy of the 
results to keep for he or her own records 
until election results are Officially 
registered and published. 
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[4.2.6) All members of the committee 
participating in the activities throughout 
the day sign the Protocol. (Article 32) 

[4.2.7] Ensure that the Protocol is stamped 
with the seal of the precinct 
committee. 

[4.3] Immediately upon completing the count and 
when the Protocol has been signed, pack the 
counted and registered Majoritarian ballots and 
seal the packs with the stamp of the precinct. 

[4.4] Repeat these procedures for counting the 
Proportional Ballots. 

[4.5] Repeat these procedures for counting the 
Referendum Ballots. 

5. 

[4.5.1] In the case of the Referendum Ballot, 
the votes AGAINST the referendum 
are also counted. The number of 
votes AGAINST are also recorded on 
the protocol. 

INV A LID BALLOTS (Article 33) 

An invalid ballot is a ballot which cannot be included 
in the counting of votes. 

[5.1] Inspect each ballot and determine whether the 
vote can be cou nted or 110t cOU I1ted based 011 the 

! If any member has a special opinion 
about the process or the results, he 
makes a notation across from his 
signature and submits his opinion in 
writing. A refusal of a member to sign 
the record is recorded by the committee 
and attached to the Pr-iNoqol. (Anicle 
32) --
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rules appearing on the chart. 

In the event committee members disagree as to 
whether a ballot is valid or invalid, a decision is 
taken by a vote. 

Count the number of ballots which are 
determined to be invalid and enter the number 
on the Protocol. (Article 32) 

so 
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RULES FOR COUNTING BALLOTS 
OR DECLARING THEM INVALID 

Ballot does not conform to 

Ballot does not bear the of the 

Ballot does not bear the signatures of the selected 
members of the committee 

Ballot bears the official signatures or the stamp but not 
both 

Ballot bears one or more, but not all of the signatures of 
selected members of the committee 

Ballot is or torn 

Ballot is not marked at all 

Ballot bears hand written words, names or symbols in 
addition to or in place the signatures of authorized 
officials 

Both responses are marked 

Voter has placed an "X" or check mark next to a choice 
but has made no other markings 

Voter has drawn a circle around a choice but has made 
no other markings 

Voter has written another name on the ballot 

Voter has left more than Olle name exposed 
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I . RULES FOR COUNTING BALLOTS 

. ORPECLARING THEM INVALID 

:: ll-v-o-t-e-r-h-as--c-ir-c~le~d~o:r~O~th~e~r~W~is~e~m~a~d~e±aim~a:rk~b-y-o-n-e-n-a-m-e-JL----------l-----------Jl 
but has made no other marki 

I Voter has marked every name on the ballot 

Voter has marked out all names but left the name of one 
political party exposed 

I 
Voter has left the name of more than one political public 

or bloc 

I 
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I 
I 

Voter has written name of another political public 
organization and marked out all pre-printed names on the 
ballot 

Voter has marked out the names of all political public 
organizations but left exposed the names of candidates 
associated with one 

I 
I 
I 
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TRANSPORT OF BALLOTS AND MATERIALS TO THE DISTRICT ELECTION 
COMMITTEE (Article 34) 

As soon as the counting of all ballots has been 
finished and the protocols have been completed, 
signed and stamped, all materials are to be 
packaged and immediately delivered to the 
District Election Committee. Those items which 
are to be delivered include: 

[6.1.1) Separately packaged counted and 
registered ballots for each type. 

[6.1.2] Stamped records and protocols for 
each type of ballot, including any 
written objections or opinions 
submitted by members of the 
committee, or observers if any have 
been submitted. 

[6.1.3] Registry of the Committee. 

[6.1.4] Sealed box containing the coupons of 
the Certificates of the Right to Vote. 

[6.1.5) Voter List and any supplemental lists. 

[6.1.6] Any other materials requested by the 
District Election Committee. 
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VlII. EMERGENCY CmCUMSTANCES 

Be prepared in advance to respond to the rare emergency which might occur. 

[1] 

[2] 

Discuss emergency procedures in advance assign responsibilities to specific members. 

Maintain a list of important phone numbers which might be useful in the event of a emergency. 

Police Officers 
-------------------------

District Election Committee 
---------------

Central Election Committee _____________ __ 

Should there be a disruption of activity because of disorderly conduct by a person in the pOlling 
place that you cannot control on your own, contact appropriate security officers for assistance. 

In the event there is a power outage during the counting of ballots take necessary steps to secure 
the ballots and maintain order. 

[2.1] Light candles or a lantern as quickly as possible. 

[2.2] Ask everyone present to remain where they are until sufficient light can be restored. 

[2.3] Resume normal activity as soon as it is reasonable to do so. 

[2.4] If power is not restored and it becomes impossible for you to continue, contact your 
District Election Commission and ask for instructions. 

[2.5] Take all steps necessary to secure the ballots, protocols and other election materials to 
ensure they are adequately safeguarded. 
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PART III. COMMENTS AND EXPLANATIONS 
REGARDING SUGGESTIONS POSED IN THE 

SAMPLE GUIDE BOOK FOR PRECINCT ELECTION OFFICIALS 

Throughout the Sample Guide Book brief comments were specially noted in shaded boxes. These I sections serve to illustrate examples of key questions which should be considered in formalizing 
procedures for future elections. What follows are brief discussions of these issues with explanations I as to why they were' singled out for special attention. 

I SHADED BOXES: 
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B. 

....... 
VERIFICATION OF THE VOTER LISTS 

--

Through meetings with various precinct officials IFES was led t believe that preparation of the 
Voter Lists at the District level was a new practice. They indicated that in the past, the Precinct 
Official prepared the list through a door to 'door canvass of the residences within their precinct. 
Even if lists continue to be prepared at the district level, it may be a good idea to reestablish the 
role of the Precinct Official to confirm the accuracy of the voter I ist through their former 
practice. 

First, Articles 15 and 19 provide the authority of the precinct officials to make the list available 
for public scrutiny, and to make corrections in the list as necessary. Secondly, a door to door 
canvas would allow for corrections through new information which might not be readily 
available to officials of self-administration offices. For example, residence records may 
accurately reflect the family living in a certain place. However, these records may not 
accurately reflect those members of the family who may have moved away. A door-to-door 
canvas would allow Precinct Officials to act appropriately on this kind of information. It would 
also allow Precinct Officials to know about voters who will need to vote at home and allow them 
to prepare the supplemental voter lists. 

HANDLING OF BALLOTS VOTED IN ADVANCE 

Article 3 of the Law on Referendum allows persons who will be away from the polls on 
election day to vote in advance. Their voted ballots are maintained in sealed envelopes until 
election day, a which time the envelopes are to be placed in the ballot box. The law, however, 
provides only very vague guidance as to when this activity should be accomplished. In fact 
there is an implication that they are dropped in the ballot box during the voting. 

It is recommended that in the future, this procedure be accomplished before voting begins. This 
would allow the election committee to count and verify the number of voters who have already 
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C. 

D. 

I 
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signed the voter list in advance, before election day voters begin to add their names. The I 
number of advance signatures could be compared to the number of envelopes and the 
information could be announced to the observers who are present. Such openness would 
alleviate potential complaints or allegations, in addition to assisting election officials to verify I 
their accountability. 

CERTIFICATES OF THE RIGHT TO VOTE 

This instruction is highlighted to illustrate a difficulty which should be easy to overcome in 
future elections. Under Article 31, the registration official is supposed to sign the Certificate 
of the Right to vote when as it is given to the voter. In addition, there is a requirement that the 
official issuing the ballot is also to sign the Certificate. Presumably, both sides of the form are 
to have duplicate information. However, the form prepared for the 5 july 1995 elections 
provides space for only one official signature on each side. This instruction was written to allow 
the form to suffice' for that election, even though neither side would show. ~ two official 
signatures required. _ -

It will be important that the Central Election Committee review each form used in the elections 
to ensure that it is well matched and suited to accommodate the requirements in the new law. 

(The various protocols used for summarizing the results of the election also fail to provide space 
to record some of the accountability information which should be made part of the permanent 
record. These instances are.also highlighted in the text of the sample guidebook.) 

OFFICIAL SIGNATURES AND PRECINCT SEAL ON THE BALLOTS 

Article 3D, and 33 require that the ballots be signed by authorized officials who authenticate the 
ballots by their signatures. The ballots are also to be stamped with the official seal of the 
precinct. However, the law is not clear as to when this should be done. Nor does the law give 
guidance as to whether all ballots are to be signed and stamped, or only those which are actually 
issued to voters. 

This is one of the more critical issues which would be deliberated by the' Central Election 
Committee because the signatures of the officials and the seal are the only measures being used 
which ensure the safety and security of the ballots. 

Many officials with whom IFES met indicated that they would be signing and stamping the 
ballots in advance. By signing the ballot papers in advance the level of security that the signature 
is intended to provide is defeated. Once the ballots are signed and stamped, they ALL become 
authenticated ballots. The signature and stamp might certainly differentiate an official ballot 
from one that is forged. However, done in advance, they would not necessarily distinguish one 
which was officially and properly ISSUED to a voter, from one that was not. 
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Under the law, any ballot found in the ballot box that does not have the signatures or the stamp 
would be rejected. But if all ballots are signed and stamped in advance, any ballot found in the 
box would have to be counted, even if it had been deposited in the box fraudulently. 

Even if the signatures and the stamp were affixed on a small number of ballots on election day 
as issuing officials began to run low at their work station, the security measure would be greatly 
improved. 

It is recommended that the Commission try to develop other ways to provide extra security 
measures in the way the ballots are printed. Ideally, it would be helpful if the ballots for each 
district were sequentially numbered from 1 to the maximum number of voted within the 
District. This would allow the District Committee to keep a log of the range of sequence 
numbers of the ballots they distribute to each polling place. It would alsQ help them in 
distribution because they could rely on the sequence numbers rather than having~ count out the 
exact numbers of ballots to be sent to each polling station. A copy of the distribytion log from 
each District could be submitted to the Central Election Committee. This method would make 
it more difficult for misuse of ballot to occur because of the greater degree of accountability 
involved in knowing exactly which ballots are sent to which polling site. The signatures and the 
stamp would then no longer be necessary, although the addition of the precinct stamp affixed 
at the time of issuance to a voter could add an extra safety measure. 

Similar sequential numbering could be imprinted on the Referendum Ballots as well. For these 
ballots, the District number could precede the sequence numbers for ease of distribution: 

Existing facilities and resources may not have made this option feasible. However, other 
techniques should be possible as standard procedures for the preparation of ballots for any 
election. 

a. Two or three members of the Central Election Committee could be assigned to devise a 
secret symbol which is to be printed on all official ballots. It would be their responsibility 
to maintain confidentiality among only themselves as to what the symbol will be. An 
option could be possible for them to select a different symbol to be assigned to each 
District. At the last minute, when the ballots are actually ready to be printed, they would 
provide the symbol(s) to the printers who would also be held accountable· for the 
confidentiality about the symbol. Any ballot found that did not include this symbol would 
be rejected or invalidated. The ballot printing facilities should also be provided extra 
security until ballots are ready for distribution. 

c. It would also be helpful if ballot papers could be padded or packaged in standardized 
quantities by the printing facility itself. The Committees could pre-determine the standard 
quantity in each package. Usually this quantity is from 50 to 250. Standardized 
packaging simplifies distribution. Officials then would only need to count out the number 
of packages to go to each site and to count the individual partial packs to meet the exact 
number of voters to be served at each site. In any circumstances District Committees 
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should maintain a log of the number of ballots sent to eaeh polling station. Polling site 
committee should be required to confirm receipt of the exact number sent to them. 

RETAINING THE SECOND PART OF THE CERTIFICATE OF THE RIGHT TO VOTE 
FORMS 

The law offers no guidance as to what should be done with second part of the Certificate of the 
Right to Vote form once the coupon has been deposited into the special, sealed box. If they are 
to be retained by the precinct officials, then they should be used during the summarization 
process after the polls close. They should be counted and compared to the total number of 
voters who sign the voter list. The number should also be added to the protocol which should 
be modified to provide space for that entry. Without a specified use established for the second 
part of the form, it serves no function. ' 

Whether a decision. is made to retain a second portion in future elections or not,. there needs [0 

be directive established as to what action is to be taken if a discrepancy is fgu.lkJ between the 
number of coupons found in the sealed box, and the number of participating voters and ballots 
reported by the Precinct Commissions. 

Article 37 speaks to the authority of officials to declare an election partially invalid. 
Presumably, the language of the law is construed to limit invalidation of an election only to 
those cases where discrepancies are of such magnitude as to have potentially altered the 
outcome. For example, if a discrepancy involved a difference of 10 between the number of 
Certificates in the box and the total number of voted ballots, but the distance between the two 
candidates was 150 votes, the election could not be ruled invalid because of the error because 
it was insufficient to have altered the outcome. 

VOTERS WHO NEED ASSISTANCE AT THE POLLS 

It is a good idea that when an incapacitated voter has someone assist him in the voting booth. 
the assistant's name be written next to the voter's name on the voter list. This kind of record 
is helpful in identifying situations where one individual seems to be helping an· unusually high 
number of voters. Caution may be warranted if there is a possibility that this individual is 
exerting undue partisan pressure on the voter. 

VOTERS VOTING AT HOME 

The text of these instructions serves to illustrate the difficulty when two different laws are being 
used to cover procedures for separate elections happening on the same day. The Law on 
Conduct of Referendum makes no reference to a Certificate of the Right to Vote form which IS 
required for voters in the election of deputies. The Certificates play an integral role in the 
processing of voters and accounting for the numbers of voters and ballots used at the polls. 
Questions arise as to how this process will be implemented in serving voters at home. [n each 
case, a Certificate is already prepared for the voter from his presence on the regular voter list. 
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If the voter is ill and votes at home only in the Referendum, officials may suggest that no 
Certificate will be necessary for him because the Law on Referendum is silent on this issue. 
However, this decision will only increase confusion in processing, and in causing discrepancies 
in the number of Certificates found in the sealed box, and the number of various types of ballots 
cast. 

In the future, it would be helpful that if two types of elections governed by different laws are 
held at the same time, special amendments should bring the laws into conformity so that only 
one set of rules applies. Consistent procedures governing all elements of the elections will help 
avoid confusion and improve accountability. 

CANCELLING UNUSED AND SPOILED BALLOTS 

Again, the law is silent on how this activity is to be done. (The law is als.o.lilent on how 
replacement ballots should be handled if a voter spoils a ballot. It is only in the pr-ocedures for 
after the close of the polls that spoiled ballots are even mentioned in the law.) In order to 
ensure ·uniform implementation" required under Article __ , a decision should be made as 
to how this activity is to be carried out by all polling site officials. 

COMPLETING THE PROTOCOLS 

These questions are raised as additional examples where protocols may need revIsion to 
accommodate specific requirements of law and to fulfill requirements necessary to ensure that 
election day activity is auditable and accountable. 

DEALING WITH BALLOTS VOTED IN ADVANCE AND AT HOME 

These examples illustrate other important details which are not covered in the law but which 
require administrative decision to ensure that uniform procedures are followed. While the law 
provides for advance and at home voting, the law is silent as to how these ballots are to be 
accounted for. It make no mention as to whether these ballots are counted separately, or are 
commingled with other regular ballots. Specific instructions for their handling and counting 
should be developed by the Central Election Committee so that they are dealt with by all 
Precinct Committees in the same way, and so accounting for them can be properly-regulated. 

RETENTION AND TRANSPORT OF ELECTION MATERIALS 

Article 35 only generally provides for the transport and retention of election materials to the 
District Committee after the Precinct results are summarized. However, the law indicates that 
the manner in which they are packaged and transmitted are "prescribed by the Central Election 
Committee." The questions raised in this section suggest some details which need attention. 
Since virtually all precinct records and documents pertain to the auditability of the election 
results it will be important that specific guidelines are detailed. 
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THE CENTRAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION FOR THE ELECTIONS OF THE NATIONAL ASSEMBLY OF 

THE REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 

NAME TITLE TELEPHONE 

Robert Amirian Chairman of the Commission 5271 

588262 

272817 home 

Gagik Jhangirian Deputy Chairman, Ministry of 694~-Z51- f}Z 
Justice of Armenia 56 1006 

522480 

58 22 8~/ 01, tG 63 
Rouben Manoukian Secretary of the Commission 5614 , 

588231 

27046Bhome 

Vahan Aslanian "Interslroycomplex" joint 22 3391 home 

enterprise "'! 
Avag Avagian legal Department of the 64 45 --

Government of Armenia 525860 

397478 home 

Gourgen Boyajian - - 461024 home 

_ Rozalia Gabrielian Edition of the newspaper 521635 

"Azg", Institute of History of 582483 

the Armenian Academy of 522863 

Science 

Armenouhi Zohrabian School No. 194 453920 

459031 

5670 96 home 

Armen Lalayan 733472home 

-Goharik Khachatrian lawyer/advocate, Ashtarak 353206 home 

District 357034 home 

Levon Kostanian Division of the education & 587289 -.. 
science of the Trade Union 526603 home 

Council of Armenia 

Jemma Hasratian Deputy Director of the 57 1531 

Scientific-research Instutute 572100 

for Education 522542 home 

Robert Matevosian Legal consultant of "Siunik" 563188 
~ 

LTD 46 70 49 home 

Vahagn Moukouchian Enterprise "Safir" 359205 

Hovhannes Manoukian Parliament of Armenia 6127 

588463 

552261 home 

Vagharshak Manoukian Republican Party 6309 

580031 
346686 home 



,. 

Gagik Minasian 
Departm. of Education of the 
Spandarian District Council 

Seiran Mkrtoumian 
"Hayelectro", Enterprise 

Samvel Mnatsakanian 
foreman 

Legal Department of the 
Armenian Parliament 

Artiom Movsesian 
Division for the Control at the 
President of Armenia 

Sergey Poghosian 
Armenian National Museum 

Arman Vardanian Military servicman 
Karine Vardanian 

Miasnikian District Council 

531433 
462668 home 
428182 

58 8568 
555164 home 
6154 
272836 

232510home 
6901 
582161 

612787 home 

5856 77 home 
56 37 24 

587244 home 
395186 home 
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Clause 1. 

The Law of Republic of Armenia 
About Public Organization$ 

Chapter 1. General Theses 

The Concept of a Public Organization 

Draft Law 

A public organization is a non-profit voluntal)' structure created by the expression of free will of 
citizens united by common interests. which being governed by Its Chaner acts within the legislation of 
Republic of Armenia. 

Clause 2. Unions of Public Organizations 

Public org"' ... izations. according to their goals and intcnru or other principles, for coordina~~ ... g 
their activitiM. defending their rigllts, ~ weli ;IS for presenting common interests io international 
utglUlizations can unite on volunta.")' basis within leagues, societies, assoclatiolU, funds, federations and 
other unions. ~ . .,. . 

A union Is a juridical person. [t acts based on the Chaner verified by its founding member'sL. The 
public organizations inside the union keep !heir identity and the status ofjuridlca1 person. 

The union is not responsible for the obligations of the public organizations within its sttucrure, 
and the public organizations are not responsible for the obUgations of the unIon unlcss ol~erwise specified 
in the founding documents. 

The procedures of fonnation, activities, nnd termination of activities of thc unions are detennined 
by the present law. 

Chapter 2_ Formation and Tennination of Activities of Public Organizations 

Cilluse 3. Fonnation of Public Organizations 

In RepUblic of Annenia a public organization Is fonned on the public organization founding 
meeting (congress, gcnel'l!l meeting) toat accepts the Choner of the public organization and elects the 
governing bodies. 

Member. of a public organi7..ation can be citizens of Republic of Armenia as well as foreign 
citizens and individuals having no citizenship. 

Claase 4. Charter of a Publie Organization 

A public organization Charter must include the public organization 
• name, logo, location (address), goals and objeetives 
• procedure of becoming a member and membersbip canceUation 
• member rights and obligations 
• structure 
• procedure of establishing stnlct'Jral subdivisions 
• territory of activities 
• procedure of holding a congress and a general meeting and tllcir competence 
• procedure of electing governing bodies. the period of their authority and competence 
• procedure of controlling activities of goveming bodies by the public organizations 
• resource sources and procedure of using them 
• procedure of tcnnination of activities 

• The Charter can also project other issues concerning the .cti'litie, of the public organiu.ticn. 
procodure of changing and adjusting. the Charter 



Thl! public. organization Charter should not con o-a.d ict wil~ the legislation of Republic of Armenia. 

Cla.use 5. Registr.Uion of <! Public Organizarton 

A public organization is regist.red by the Justice Ministry of Republic of Armenia. 
A public organization applies to the Justice Ministry for regiscration within 30 days' period efter the end of 
the founding meeting. 

The registration ofa public organiza,lon is done within 60 days' period after the application for 
registration, the Charter, and the protocol of founding meeting (congress or general meeting) arc presented 
to the Justice Ministry. 

The registration of a public organization may be rejected If the Chaner contradicts with the 
requirements of the present law or acting legislation ofRepublie of Armenia. 

The registration is rejected if another public organization is already registered with the same 
name. 

In ease of rejection the applicant is infonned in wnting, no later than within three days' period 
after the expected time ofieglstration mentioning the reasons and Jegtdadve buis ofrejection. 

The changes and adjustments of the Chaner arc made by the procedure determined by the present 
clause, .. "'! . 

from the :noment of registration the public organization as well as iu initial organizrians
specified in the Chane: obtain the status of juridical person. 

The reglstn>tion of other StruCtural SUbdivisions of Ihe public organization is done by the 
procedure determined by the legislation of Republic of Annenla. 

If the registration is nut done in time or i. rejccted it can be .ppeaJed to the Supreme Coun of 
Repub!ic of Armenia. 

ClalL~e 6. The Publie o.go.~ization Name and Logo 

1\ puhlic argani".ation hil..~ its name and may have n logo. 

Clause 7. Tcrmin.t:on of Activities ora Public Organization 

Termination olf activitios of. puoHe organization may happen through rC3trueturing (joinL'lg, 
uniting. wviding) . or through diSlolution. 

The rc.,lr.lc!!lring of a public organization is carried out by the decision of its congress or general 
meeting. Aftcr restructuring the registration of the newly fonned public organization is done by the 
procedure determined by the presCl!t law. 

The dissolution of a public organization is done by the decision of its congress or general O,\eeting 
or in cases determined by the legislation of Republic of Armenia. 

rn casc of self-dissolution or restructuring the org;lllization is obliged to inform tho Jwrie!: 
Mbisuy of Republic of Armco •• wi:hin 5 days' period 

After termination of al:tivities of a public organization the remBining supplies are used for 
purposes projected in its Charter by th~ decision ofits congress or general meeting unless othezwise 
specified by the ItgislationofRepublic of Armenia. 

Chapter 3, Public Organization Rights, Property and Resources 

Clause 8. Public Organization Rights and Obligations 

RepUblic of Armenia <:!Sures equal rights for public organizations, protection of their rights and 
legal interests. 

rn Republic of Annenia the pa.rticipiltion of a. citizen in a pubHc organiz<ltion activities cannot be a 
basis for restricting his rights and fiudom, as well as" condition or an obstacle for holding a position in 
~ SIIllCnJn:$ or 3 bcis for ""'- CIO)'in:: out obligations projected by the law . . ...... . . " ... .. . 
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The requirement about mentioning a public organi7..ltion membership in ollicial documents is 
prohibih!d. 

An infant-juniors' public orga.aiza.tion C::L."l.not belong to a public-paUliCHl urganization and any 
party propaganua is prohibited there. 

Clause 9. Busincs.' Activitie, of Public Organizations 

A public organi7.~tion exceptionally for implementing issues projected in its Charter may carry out 
businC!ls activities by the procedure determined by Icgitlation of Republic of Armenia. . 

A public organization carries out busines. activitiC3 by the procedure determined by the ''Law 
about Entcrpri3CS and Business Activities" through daughter entctprises created by illielf and h_ving status 
of juridical penon. Thc i..,come obtained from business activities of the public organization Cannot be 
distributed among members oC thc public organization and is used only for implemctting Wues projected 
in the Charter. A public organization can use Its means Cor charity purposes even if it Is not specified in the 
Charter. 

Enterprises and f)rganizations created by the public organl7.ation make payments to the state 
budget by the procedure detennined by the legi.tlation of Rcpublic of Annenla. 

Clause 10. Property and Resources ofPub!!c Organizations 

Public organizations can own buildings, constructions, apartment fund, transportation vej!il;~, . 
equipment, fUlaJlciai mcaruo, shares, other securities and supplies that are necessary for providing material 
ba.<is for acti"ities projected in the Charter. The public organization can own also enterprises created by Its 
means in accordance with its Chaner. 

The public organization resources are formed from entTanco payments, member payments, 
donations from non-govemmental sources, inherited supplies, income obtained from economic activities of 
enterprises created by itself, and other sources not prohibited by the law. 

Public urganizations pay taxes by the procedure determined by the law. 

control. 
Thc income, its sources, legality of expenses as well as of property arc under the state financial 

Public organizations and its Strucrural subdivisions present annual reports on their financial 
activities to the Statc Department ofT .. ~ Inspection. 

For public organi~tions involved in important activities for RepubUc of Annenia the governmem 
may provide priVileges and assistance. " 

Chapter 4. The Public Organization Re3ponsibilities, Control of Activities, 
Prohibition and SuppresSion of Activities 

Clau~e 11. The Public Organization Responsibilities, Control of Legality of Activiti;:$ 

A public organization that has caused material and moral detriment to Republic of Armenia, 
enterprises, instirutions, organizations. citizens or has violated the legislation of Republic of Mlnenia in 
other ways bears the responsibility by !he procedure determined by the law. 

The control of the legality of public organization activities Is carried out by the Iustice Ministry 
of Republic of Annenia. 

If a public organization has implemented actions that lie out of the ra.~gc orthe goals and 
objectives defined by its Charter or violate thc"legislation of Republic of Armenia, the Justice Ministry of 
Republic of Armenia may send a writtcn warning to the governing body of the public organization. 

The Justice Ministry bas !he right to demand from the governing body the decisioDs made by the 
public organization. to send its representatives to participate in the foroms organized by the public 
organization. Obtain informetion about the public organization activities from the public organization 
membe~ and other citizens. 

,-= . 



Claus" 12. Prohibition and Suppression of the Public OrganiZ<ltior. Activities 

In cas~ of violating legislation of Republic of Annenia, by the presentation of the General 
Procurator of Republic of Armeoia or other procurators subordinate to him or Justice Ministry of Republic 
of Amlenia, the Supreme Court of Republic of Armenia prohibits or suppresses activities of the public 
organization and infonns the Justice Ministry within 5 days' period. 

In ca.,c of suppressing the public organization activitic.> the governing bodies are infonned in 
writing about the decision of suppre"ing and about violations of the law made by the public organization 
and Il deadline is deCmed for eUminating violations. 

After eliminating the violations of the law the public organization Infonns the Justice Ministry of 
Republic of Annenia which gives the public organization the permission to continue its activities within 
one month's period after the deadline defined by the Supreme CoUll of Republic of Armenia. 

The Supreme Court of Republic of Armenia may revise the decision on suppressing the public 
organization aClivities by the presentation of the Justice Ministry of Republic of Annenia. 

The public organi:tation activities can be suppressed up to 6 months' period. 
During the period of suppression of the public organization activities it is prohibited to use rishts 

determined by the present law, 

(fthe public organization docs not eliminate violations after suppression of its activities on'lthin 
on.: year's pcrilXi violates the law again. its activities arc suppressed for one year by the procedurc- ~ 
described in the first pall of the prescnt clause. 

(n case of new violation of the law within one year's period after doubie supptCSslon of activities 
the public organization activities may be prohibited by the procedure descnoed in the first part of the 
present clause. 

Chapter S. International Contacts of Public Organizations 

Clause 13. Tntemational Contact.. of Public Organizations 

Public organizations in accordance with their Charters may bcecme included in international non
governmental unions. have international contacts, sign corresponding a~ements and treaties. 

Chapter 6. International Public Organizations 

Clause 14. International Public Organizations 

A public organization founded in RepUblic of Armenia is recognized as international ifit:h'as 
registered structural subdivisions in one or more foreign countries. 

1\ public organi7.3.tion of Republic of Annenia that is a collective member of an international 
p'ublic organization founded abroad is a subject ofrcgistration according to the present law. .. 

The theses of the present law apply to activities of structural subdivisions of public organizations 
"f foreign countries founded or functioning in Annenia and imemationai public orga.,izations. 

Presents the Permanent Corrunittee 01" establishing 
Independent State IlOd National Policy 

Yegorlan 06.06.94. 
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The Decision 
of Supreme Council of Republic of Armenia on 
Application of the Law of Republic of Armenia 

About Public Organizations 

Draft 

The Supreme C,ouncil of Republic of Annenia decides: 

To apply "The Law of Republic of Annenia About Public OrglUli:zarions" from the moment of 
publishing the present decision. 

Public organizations pay entrance tax of2oo0 drams for the reg;stnllion. . '-
The registration tax is paid by the public organization to the State Bank within one wee~'S1!eriOd 
after receiving the written agreement from the registering body. . . 
The public organizations of soldiers' mothers, handicapped people, pensioners, labor and WIU" 

veterans. infant-juniol"$' and students' public organizations do !lot pay the registration tax. 
For regisrration of changes and adjustments in the public organization Chaner that do not cha.~ge 
the status of the organization the public organization pays. tax of20% of the tax for reglstratlon. 

For the registration of a public organization the following must be presented to the registering 
body: 

B. Application for registration of a public organization 
b. A copy of the pubUc organization congress or founding meeting protocol 
c. 4 copies of the public organization Charter stapled and signed by the key person (persons) 
d. The passport d4ta of the leey leaden 

e. The list of public organization own resources, sources of obtaining them, and 
documentation on their usage and management. 

The arguments occurred during registration of public organizations having Same name are 
resolved throuSh the court. 

Before acceptance orthe "Law about Trade Unions" the trade unions are registered and function 
according 10 the prescnllaw and arc registered free from charge. 

Public organizations founded before December 31, 1988 are considered dissolved (except for 
creative unio~s) and all their supplies are considered ownership of RepUblic of Annenia. 
To the government of RepUblic of Armenia: Bccording to the present law after the registration of 
the above mentioned organizations, solve the problem of placing the part of fonner supplies 
necessary for their activities at their disposal. 

Consider the whole supplies of public organizations and other non-state organizations of the 
former USSR on the territory of Republic of Armenia the ownership of RepUblic of Annenia and 
place at governmenfs disposal. 

All the public organizations, their subdivision. having status of juridical person, all the 
subdivisions of the public organizations offoreign countries and International public org."i:zation, 
are obliged to be registered and reregistered _oroing to the .. Law About Public Org""ization," 
of Republic of Armenia within 6 months' period after acceptance of the present decision. The 
public organiZlltions and their organizational subdivisions not reregistered before the specified 
date are considered dissolved. 
Reregistration is done by the procWure determined for ~ 
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II. 

06.06.94 

To the Justice Ministry of Republic of Armenia: (0 publish in !he daily newspaper" Haiasbni 
Hanraperutiun" the list of all the public organizations and their organizational subdivisions been 
dis.solved due to not being reregistered in time. 

To the Ministries of Republic of Armenia, Executive Committees afCil), Council of Deputies. 
City Regional, Regional Councils;: to present within One month's period to the Justice Ministry of 
Rcpublic of Amlenia data about public organization~ ortheir structurall'ubdivisions registered by 
fh~m Or non-registered and functioning on their territory but ha.ving the status .ofjuridical person. 

Registercd and reregistered public or&anizalions within 10 days' period after registration or 
rcrcgi.tnuion should be registered in the State Tax Inspection of Iheir region. 

Consider no longer valid 

The decree oflhe .Presidium of the Supreme Council of Armenian SSR of October 30. IQ89 on 
"The Temporary Procedure of R~gisterin!l the Chaners of Unions ofCiti""n.". 

Prescnts the Permanent Committee of Eslablishing 
independent Slate end National Policy 

TOTAL P.03 
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Republic of Armenia 
Law on Press and Mass Media 

Chapter 1. - General Provisions 

Article 1. Press and Mass Media 
For the purposes of the law, press and mass media (PMM) shall refer to papers, 

magazines, official bulletins, journals, and periodicals, published in quantities of more than 
100 copies at a time, as well as television IIIlll radio broadcasts and cinema newsreels, 
which are periodically produced, and other news and information, publicly released, in 
accordance with this law. 

PMM shall be founded and distributed by editorial boards, news agencies, 
publishing houses, other institutions which issue mass media, and citizens (henceforth 
"issuers of mass media"). 

An issuer of mass media may be a legal person and may possess the necessaIy . 
means, property; and printing facilities for its operation. . . "! . 

This law shall not apply to publications of legislative and other acts of the bodies of 
state power and government -. 

Article 2. Freedom of the PMM 
In the Republic of Armenia (RA), PMM are free and shall not be subject to 

censorship. 
The citizens of the RA shall have the right to express their views and opinions and 

to receive reliable and timely information on each issue of public importance via PMM. 
In the RA, no monopoly of PMM shall be allOWed. 

Article 3. The Principles of PMM 
PMM shall be guided by the law of the RA, by the principles of equality, 

philanthropy, dissent, tolerance, respect, freedom of conscience, and other universal 
values; they shall promote openness and democracy, freedom of through, speech, and 
diversity of opinion. . 

Article 4. Right to Receive Information 
PMM shall have the right to acquire infOimation from all governmental, public, 

socio-poli tical organizations and their leaders, if releasing the information does not violale 
the By-Laws of the organization or Article 6 (abuse of expression). 

PMM may also receive information from individual citizens. 

Article s. Language of PMM 
In the RA, the language of PMM shall be Armenian. Mass media shall be prepared 

and distributed in Armenian, and upon the proposal of the founder and with the pennission 
of the PMM agency, also in other languages. ._ .... ______ _ 

PMM must care for the purity of the mother tongue. 
National minorities in the RA shall have the right to receive, prepare, and distribute 

news in their native tongues, according to the procedure set forth in this law. 

Article 6. Unacceptability of Abuse of FreedOm of Speech 
PMM shall not be permitted to publish information containing state secrets, a list of 

which shall be established by the Council of Ministers. . 
False and unverified news repons, as well as news which advocate war, violence, 

ethnic and religiousnosTIlity, prosuruiion, drug abuse or other criminal acts shall not be 
published. Without the pennission of the citizen, the secret of adoption and details of the. 
private life of a citizen shall not be published. 
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Chapter 2. Founding, Suspension and Cessation 
of the Activity of PMM 

Article 7. Right to Found PMM 
All governmental and public agencies, corporations, institutes, social and political 

organizations, social movements, cultural associations, scientific and educational entities, 
as well as all adults residing in the RA shall have the right to found PMM .. 

. Article 8. Registration of PMM 
The issuers of all PMM shall register with the Ministty of Justice before starting 

operations. To register the founder must submit an application and the By-Laws of-the 
entity. The application for registration must be reviewed within one and a half months. 

PMM application shall include 
1) name of the founder and issuer; 
2) name of publication, language of publication, place of pUblication or issuance; 
3) frequency of issuance, quantity, source of fmancing, sponsor __ ~ _ 

No other irifonnation shall be required to apply for registration. 
The fee for registration shall be set by the Council of Ministers. 

Article 9. Exemption from Registration Requirement 
State powers, governmental, judicial, and procuratorial bodies shall have the right 

to publish official releases without registration. 
Corporations, institutes, organizations and educations institutions shall have the 

right to publish for their work necessary information, which is not intended for wider distribution. 

Article 10. Rejection of Application for Registration of PMM 
The application for registration of a PMM shall be rejected if 
1) the provisions of Articles 6, 7, and 8 are not observed; 
2) another entity has already been registered under the proposed name; 
3) less than one year has passed since the PMM's activities were suspended by 

colin order; 
4) the.PMM does not pay its taxes; 

In case of rejection, the applicant must be infonned in writing within five days, 
together wi~ the grounds for the rejection. . 

Article 11. Suspension of a PMM's Operations 
A PMM's operation may be suspended by the founder, or by a coun decision for 

up to three months, for violating Article 6 of the this law. 

Article 12. Cessation of a PMM's Operations 
If, after a court ordered suspension, a PMM violated the law again, then the PMM 

shall be suspended for six months. 
A PMM may cease operation by the decision of its founder. 

Article 13. Protesting Violations of the Registration Deadline, and 
Decisions on Rejection of Registration, Suspension or Cessation of 
Operations. 

Violations of the registration procedure deadline, and decisions on rejection of 
registration, suspension or cessation of operations may be protested or appealed according 
to procedures set forth in RA legislation. 
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Chapter 3. The Organization of a PMM's Operation 

Article 14. The Productive and Economic Operation of a PMM 
The production and economic operation of a PMM shall be regulated by RA 

legislation. 

Article 15. The Management of a PMM 
A PMM shall be directed by its founder, or a person designated by the founder, an 

editor (editor-in-chief), if the By-Laws of the PMM do not provide otherwise. 

Article 16. A PMM's Founder and the Issuer 
The issuer of a' PMM shall execute the plan of thefounder, on the basis of 

professional autonomy. The economic, property, and financial relations between the 
founder and issuer of a PMM shall be governed by a contract signed by both parties. The. 
cOntract shall not violate the law. 

" The founder and issuer can be the same person." -_.,. .. . ..... -... -... 

Article 17. Editor" (Editor-in-Chief) and the Editorial Board and Staff, 
The work of the editorial board and staff shall be directed by the Editor (Editor:In-

Chief), who is responsible for the activities of the PMM. -

Article 18. By-Laws of the Editorial Board and Staff 
The By-Laws of the Editorial Board and Staff\Shall be adopted at a general meeting 

by a majority vote of the journalists and affumed by the founder. The By-Laws shall set 
forth the relations between the founder, editor, editorial board and staff. 

The By-Laws shall not violate the law. 

19. Editorial Work and Publication 
In the creative editorial work, the issuer of a PMM shall be guided by the Editorial 

By-Laws, and shall order, examine, and publish articles, creative works, letters and other 
items as it sees fit. 

PMM shall obey the copyright law of the RA. 

20. Data on Publication and Issuance 
Each printed pUblication must include the follOwing information: 
1. name of the publication; 
2. founder, editor (editor-in-chief), publisher; 
3. nilmber of the issue, the date, the date that the publication 

was authorized; " 
4. type-setter (?); 
5. quantity published; 
6. price; 
7. address of the editorial board, printer, and publisher; 
8. PMM's registration number. 

Television and radio editorial broads shall announce their name and the name of the 
announcer each time they go on the air. In case of continuous broadcasting, the editorial 
board must announce its name at least three times (per day?). 

, Sound recordings and video recordings must include the editor (editor-in-chief), 
editorial board, time and place of recording or videotaping. 
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Article 21. Distribution of PMM 
PMM shall be distributed by the founder, publisher, editorial board. as welI as 

state, social, cooperative, and other organizations, communications entities, citizens, by 
contract with the founder or publisher. 

Copies of all printed publications shall be deposited free at the RA Archives, the 
National Library, and the body which registered the PMM. 

Copies of a printed work or other pUblication may be made and distributed, only if 
this does not violate the rights and legal interests of the author and publisher. 

Distribution of publications, including video and audio recordings, of Unregistered 
entities, if the quantity published exceeds 100 copies, is prohibited. 

'. 

Article 22. Publication of Official Communications 
PMM established by state powers or governmental bodies must publish their 

official information bulletins and information issued by courts, in a timely fashion and 
without charge. 

Article 23. Preservation of Published News . .:'! . 
The issuer of PMM must preserve the originals of all printed or published iteiilsfQr 

at leaSt one year from the date of publication. 
The issuer of audio or audiovisual media must preserve all video- and audio-tapes 

for at least one week from the date of pUblication, or in case of a complaint (law suit?), at 
least one month. 

The Council of Ministers of the RA shall establish a list of materials subject to 
longer or permanent preservation. 

c Article 24. Refutation and Response 
Citizens and organizations or their legal representatives shall have the right to refute 

or respond to PMM information which is false. 
The refutation or response shall be published without charge, within three days of 

its submission, or in the next regular issue of the PMM, by the same PMM, and in the 
same manner as the offending item. 

During elections for the President of the RA, or the Deputies to the RA Supreme 
Council, the refutation of false repons about candidates shall be made within 24 hours, or 
as soon as the refutation is received, if there remains less that 24 hours until the election. 

The published refutation shall not be more than twice as long as the item refuted. 
If a PMM refuses to retract a published repon or violates the refutation procedur-e or 

deadlines set fOM in this law, the organization or citizens shall have the right to sue iil. 
court as provided by law. . 

A PMM may refuse to retract a report, for which Article 31 of this law relieves it of responsibility. . 

Article 25. Editorial Secrets 
The PMM shall not be required to reveal the sources of its repons and shall not 

have the right to publish the name of a person who presents a report, without that person's approval. 

The editorial board or the journalist shall be required to reveal the source of a repon 
only to a law enforcement agency, if it is necessary for a CQun proceeding. 

Chapter 4. The Rights and Responsibilities of a Journalist 

Article 26. The Journalist 
Under this law, Journalist is a person who, as his or her lawful occupation, 

collects, prepares or edits material for PMM and who shall have made a contract with or is 
authorized by a a PMM. 
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Article 27. The Rights of a Journalist 
A journalist has the right to 
1. collect and publish news and information; 
2. refuse to prepare an item, if it is contrary to his or her beliefs; 
3. refuse to sign an article he or she has written or other item he or she has 

prepared, whose content has been distoned by the editor or the editorial 
board; 

4. make sound recordings, photograph, videotape, or record in some other 
media, if it is not prohibited by law; 

5. be present, with a correspondent's registration card, at conventions and 
demonst;rations, at other proceedings, coun proceedings, and at the scene of 
natural disasters, as provided by law; 

6. have a pseudonym. 

t. It is illegal to interf!;re with a journalist's compliance with his or her professional obligations.· .. . 

Article 28. A Journalist's Responsibilities ~ .~ 
A journalist must ... _. 
1.' obey the law and the by-laws and guidelines of the editorial board, where he 

or she works; 
2. give verified, reliable news; 
3. in an emergency, reveal the informant or source, if the news is being 

published for the first time; 
4. keep the editor informed of unverified facts and information, whose 

publication may violated Article 6 of this law. 

Article 29. Accreditation of Journalists 
PMM, with prior approval, may accredit their journalists with state and public 

organizations. An accredited journalist shall have the right to observe the work of that 
organization and to repon on it 

Foreign journalists shall be accredited by the Foreign MinistIy of the RA, which 
may withdraw a foreign journalists credentials, if that journalist violates the laws or 
constitution of the RA. 

Chapter 5. Liability for Violating the PMM Law 

Article 30·. The Bases for Liability 
The activities of an unregistered PMM, which abuse the freedom of expression, or 

pUblish repons which do not correspond with the truth, which offend the honor and dignity 
of a person, or violate the legal rights and interests of organizations or citizens shall be held 
liable in the manner provided by law. . 

Article 31. Exemption from Liability 
The publishes of PMM's shall not bear responsibility for infonnation that does not 

correspond with the truth, if that information 
1. is contained in an official document·or bulletin of a state power, 

governmental or law enforcement body. public, or socio-political 
organization; 

2. is a literal, undistoned reproduction of a public appearance; or 
3. is drawn from other PMM repons or the infonnation services of other state 

or public entities. 
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Chapter 6. PMM Cooperation in the International Arena 

Article 32. International Treaties 
PMMs, journalists' associations, writers' and artists' unions, and individual 

journalists, may make contracts with the news organizations and citizens of other counnies, as provided by law. 

If rules other than those set forth in this law are defined in international treaties to 
... f,. which the RA is a party, then the norms of the international agreements shall apply. 

, 

Supreme Council of the RA, 
Presi<!ent, L. Ter-Petrossian 

Supreme Council of the RA, 
Secretary, A. Sahagian 

8 October 1991, Yerevan. 

CEEL 
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Flyer dropped by helicopter over the Republic of Armenia 



-------------------

'IWJ dnllm!mpI)Q. h~~g QOl)mOblnl( '1wJWUl11wO~ w04w
tumPJwO .~wu~o hnlw4wqpnl~ hwul11wl11wqpl(w6:: hWJng 
UjbLnw4wOnLPJwO h~~Owpwp u4qpnlOeObpQ. bl hw~wqqwJ~O 
oUjwLnw40bpQ. ~pw4wOwgpwc ~090/12tuwO UjbLnnlPJwO 
L(bpw4wOqO~wO ~p wqwLnwubp Ow/lJO~Obp~ umpp UjWI11-
qw~O. OL(~pL(wc hWJPbO~e~ hqnpwg~wOQ bl pwpqw
Llw6~wOQ. wUjwhnL(blm hw~wp ubpnlOI)Obp/1 wqw
LnnlPJmOQ. oOl)hwOmp pwpb4bgmpJmOQ. gWllwgwg/1w4wO 
hw~bpw2tunlPJmOQ. hWL(wuLnblnL( hwL(WLnWp~nlPJnlOQ 
hw~w~wpI)4wJ~O wpdbeObp~O. QOl)nlOm~ t 'IwJWUl11wO~ 
'IwOpwUjbLnmpJwO Uwh~wGWl)pnlPJmOQ: 

=JU3UUSUlJr =JUlJrU'llbSnrra3UlJ :WurU!2ci.b 
5 hml/lu/l 1995 p. 

9UlJU:1U'SL t;e 
cV~ntLt;L 9USUUSULr ~ULrU"lt;SntfClSuL 

qt;ruqntSL tunr9r'l-r 9U~ULntfClSULL UrctULUSU5 
9USUUSULr 9ULrU"lt;SntfClSUL UUWULU'l-rntrcJSmLC 

U3n 
rafl'1IJ(;L '1/USUUIuUIJt!. flf'rlJ '1Ul/U:JU31J (;2, l/3fltUt! ~1J~t;L: 

cpa puP/twa au tl/7wdwtlwuw/t .Wjn" al "nl" U/W/J1wu/Uwuua(ll!. /twl! 
C(I/tnwu t/ puPt/wa lau, l?t/awpc(lp/7/t1! hwtlw(lt/mtl t wut/wt/a(l: 
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b) (Jorn afte.· 5 Juty 1977; I I. Che-ck Ihl" olhe,' side of this lea net to identify 
which should be your voting pl"crille," 

2. Check if your name is on the list of voters at 
the precinct. 

c) Citizens I"csiden. in Armenia ancr 
5 July 1994; or Resident in the precinct after 5 
Jan 1995. . 

I 
I 

J. If not, appeal to the precinct election 
committee to have your name- included. 
4. Notify the committee if the list contains voters 
who are 

5. Read tht' Constitution at the precinct office, 
then discuss with friends and family to help you 
make a decision. 

a) Oead or emigrated 

I. Go to your precinct 

I hctwecn 8 am Hilt! 

Bpm on 5 July 1995. 
2. Give your passport 

I 
or ID 10 the 
registration official and 
sign next to your name 
on the voters list. 

<4....~~ 

'\ 
..... , .. . ,.. , 

'\ 
, '. 

ON ELECTION DA Y 

3. The registration 
official will then locate 
your certificate of the 
right to vote which you 
and the official will 
sign. 

6. Go into the voting 
booth and mark Ih. 
ballots as follows: 
RererendulII ballot: 
cross out either "I 
agree" or "I do not 
:Igree". 
Majoritarian ballo(: 
Cross out all the names' 
of the candid;lfes 
except the caudid:th.' 
you choose, 

.. .,. 

4.Take the cel1ilicale 
to Ihe ballot official. 
He will sign it, tear it 
in half and drop one 
section into a special 
bOL 

5. The ballot official 
will then give you tbree 
different colouretl ballot .. 

1"0 )Ul'(iofiat I{t rt"sent:lIion ballot: Cross all the OJlmes 
uf tltl' poli(ind parties except the par',y you choose. 7. Fold the llallots and drop Ih4..'111 into Ih4..' ballot b01. 

I 

I 
I 



Ul'"'uQt'-l 
1. UtjlnLqhg wJu phpp~~~ uJnlu ~n'lufl ~ qtjlhg :lhp 

fl6ljipw~w6 tjlh'lwuwufl: 
2. Utjlnlqhg, pb wP'lJng :lhp ·w6nl6fl fl6tjlpw~w6 tjlb

'1WUWU~ ynlyw~6bp~ ub2 6Zl(w-6 t: 
3. tpb nl, wUjw q~uhg :lbp fl6tjlpw~w6 tjlb'lwuwu~ 

hw6ol.6wdn'lnl(~6, np wJ6 wl(blwy6b6 ~wu 6bpqpwl(b6 
y",yw~6bp~ ub2: 

4. Sbq~wypbg fl6tjlpw~w6 hwM6wdn'ln~6, bpb 
Q6tjlpwynlyw~6bp~ ub2 6zI(w6 b6 fl6tjlpn'l6bp~ w~nl~~bp, 
npn6g , 

U. UwhwyGt ~wu wPtjlwqw'lr>bl 'b6 

OPQ 
P. 061(bl b6 1977 pl(w~w6~ hnll~u~ 5-~y hbtjln 
Q. <wJwutjlw6~ gW'lWgwy~ b6 hwuwpl(nlu u~wJ6 

1994 pl(w~w6~ hnl~l(wp~ 5-~y hblf1n 
'l. C~lf1pwlf1h'lwuwu~ P~W~~l b~ hwuwpl(nlu 1995 

pl(w~w~~ hnl~l(wp~ 5-~y hblf1n 
5. ~wpqwybg Uwhuw6wqpn'PJnl6fl, np~ op~6w~6bpfl 

~w~ Jnlpwgw~unlp fl6lf1pw~w~ lf1bqwuwunlu, 1!6~wp~bR 
wJ6 ~6w6nl~bp~, :lbp fl6~bp~bp~ ~ fl6lf1w6~1!~ w6qwol
~bp~ hblf1: UJ6 :lbC{ ~oq6~ ~~Zlf1 h~wpwl(npnlPJw~ Q~lf1-
(1"LPJwc. hW(1ynuf: 

~'Lspnr-rasnr-"L"L,bPp OP~ 

1. UJyblte Qbp fl6lf1pw~w~ lf1bqw
uwu dwufl 8.00-~y ll~~i~ 20.00,!! fl(J. 
14wc) ctwtlwtlwl{whwlfIl.{wc)nul: 

2. Snl(1WawC.unl(1 o(u,(lpoq 
qpw~yl(nlll t fl~lf1pn'l~bp~ ynlyw
~",ll ~p w~l(w~ q~llwy ulf1npw'Ipl>
In 1(, w~ol.~wq~p ~wll ~~g~nlPJ"'~fl 
hwut{lwl{lnq WIL tfl,wuq'-wpnlllP lfl;rl
ltwJwytltt.nl "qtu.{anlcJ: 

3. Qpw6yolw6 hwolwp Ulwlf1wU
fuW~Wlf1nl hw6ol.6wdn'lnl(~ w6qw
oIfl Ulf1npwqpnlu ~ Q~lf1pn'l~6 t 
hw6ol.6nlol I!tl.bwp~n'PJw~ ~pwl(nl~

g~ I(~WJW~W~fl." np~ I(pw fl6tjlpn'lfl 
ClnI.J(n"l:iu uqlnnwqpnuI t: 

1. 41wyl(w& .l(bwptP~~fl I(1w~ I(~"u~,,," fl~lf1rn'lfl 
qyntd t ec.ttwl{\nut-fl dt2 wW.wd~: 

SUJUl.q,pr[nLll l: UU-"" 
dn IJ. n .lJJlJUI.'[ UI. P n LPJ UI. l; 

Up'pUl.J2Jrl; q,npo-hpJr Uqq,wJJrfi 
Jrl;U'JI/"Jl"LlJl/' UlllIIJll[hp,u[ NDI 

'I 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
1 
1 
1 
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1 
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WHAT EVERY VOTER NEEDS TO KNOW 

WHEN IS THE ELECTION? 

The election is 5 July 1995. The polls will be open from 08:00 to 20:00. 

WHO MAY VOTE? 

To vote in this election you must be 18 years of age and have resided in the 
Republic of Armenia for at least one year prior to the day of the elections. 

WHAT ARE THESE ELECTIONS ABOUT? 

At the poll~ you will be given 3 ballots and vote on 3 issues. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

You will be given a Maloritarian Ballot on which you will elect your 
Deputy to the National Assembly to represent the Election District in 
which you live. There are 150 Districts from which voters will elect 
a Deputy. 

You will be given a Proportional Ballot. On this ballot you will 
select the poli tical public organization or bloc you prefer. Each 
organization or bloc on the ballot has nominated a list of its 
candidates. 40 Seats are reserved in the National Assembly for the 
candidates on the lists of political public organizations or blocs. 
The share of the 40 seats an organization will win is based on the 
percentage of the total votes their group receives on the Proportional 
Ballot. Organizations will receive a share of the seats as long as 
they received at least 5X of the total votes cast. 

You will be given the Referendum Ballot on which you will decide 
whether the draft Constitution should be adopted or rejected. 

WHERE DO I VOTE? 

Check the newspapers for the list of polling sites in your District. If you 
cannot find your polling place listed contact your local government office. 

HOW DO I KNOW IF I'M ON THE VOTER LIST? 

Your PreCinct Election Committee has the voter list for your polling site. 
Visit your precinct and check to see that your name is properly listed. If 
your name is missing or if it Is listed in error, your precinct committee 
officials are authorized to make the correcti6n. Take your passport with you 
in case a correction is necessary. 

WHAT DO I NEED TO BRING WITH ME TO THE POLLS? 

Bring your passport for identification. If you do not have your passport, 
you may use a temporary passport, military identification document or other 
official document that has your photo, your address and your birth date. 
WITHOUT IDENTIFICATION YOU WILL NOT BE ALLOWED TO VOTE. 

WHEN I COME TO VOTE, WHAT WILL HAPPEN? 

1. At the first table, you will be asked for your identification. 

2. Your name will be found on the voter list. and you will be asked to 
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Uqqu..J/l1i. tllI- I ~:::~~~J ~:~!!'::;~~~ 'lnt/JlIJ"4I/ lU fl lU ltlUli. ; 
rl/ltUPJIILIil! . (UdU) 
Itlllqlfwt[nttt/111 t 1991 Po IUJIi. Uill/Ili1' 
,lI4fi/lg h6:yul. "liP '1li.lUjtq qwl'
I-fMt/. ni /ll/llwliltlPJIUi1 ."",1. 
lud"M "6I(ttuIIIIUd[udill/t6li !lll
Iuup'ttlull6fi tll&llll"fUI"'''IU~ 
twti. Itt lIiMlflUrilUJIIJ ItIll}Ja' IUfI
tI"I!Ii"~ lit II.ltqpluli.p'6J1I! «/II
JuwlilllpJluli '''A'/tlti. /lll'dll
"IiniPJIU"/i.' ", «/lZjluMlitllpJluli 
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"b;,~wJn'~u 'InpOn'l hwp~wJ~fi hw~w-. 'l~~~~~~~~~~~~t ~~~~~~~~;;i~i~~lr:~~;~ ~WP'l~ L~ fi"lWUUln'~ wp.nwqpn'PJwfi . 
wriqJf1'fiw~bUlnii>jwfi' pwp~pwgauifi~: . 
'InpOn'l hwp~bp~ (2wh;',pwhwp~. w~b-
lW9PlllO' wpdbj!~' hwp~.: w~g~qWJ~fi lJ1wgn,g~L __ . ',. 
'hwp~ &'. b~WaUluihwp~) ","~nuwq"nLJP- w~blw9aU!fi~:· .•... 
fibpfi 'wJfij!wfi pW~~P bfi. iip ""'l'lW~~ . UPUlWijpnLPJWQ. wnb'Ul(i~ m Ownw-
!upwQnL~ bQ uUl~bpwj~Q UlQinbun'PJwQ jn,pin'fiQbp~ nlnpUln,a t$Uil! t .~P.,"~W
W~~: "~p~wJn'~u UlQUlbumpJwQ' 70:.s0·· Qwg~bQ hwp~wJ~Q hwawl/lp pwpbl/tn: 
Uln~nUQ uUl~bi>.wj~ti pfinLJP t Jjp~la. "pQ tunLaQbp. 'npQ "lbOll! t Qb'pwn~ ~.Qi.qbu 
W"lW'g;'Lg~nL~ .t.Qwli'·"lbOlw~wQA~~w~ hwp~wJ~Q lOiu~Qbp~ hW~W~Wp'lQ'; WJQ
~wqpnLPJWap;.... "lbu tl- ~wp~bp~; OlQOlbuw~wQ !upwQQb-

ownwJn'PJn,Qfibr~ b, wnti'Olp~nlnp- p~ b, wpOlnfin'PJii,QQbp~ ~~pwnri,aQ; UIU' 
LnnL~ w4pn'l2w"lbu U!bLnl! t 4~pwnbl l1WJlQ WQtibOlW~qbi/1 t. l!wQ~ np 'I!!)ri'p-. 
hWUUluiUlWqp~WO hwp~w~~w(iQbpbi _In,Q nLQ~ titbLnW4wQ ~~~w4wqpw~wQ 

. _ ~bpw9Qbl:UlQUlbuwliwpn'l un'PJb~lilQtip~ hbu,b'JWll/tWUOljf 1994p. ~~-n'~ dwQpw-
WP.lilWqpWUlQUibu.w~wfi qnpOn,ubn'PJwQ GWtu W"lPWQl!W2Jl2wQWnnLPIWO Oul~Wl-
bi~~fi\1lfiuw~wQ. qnpOnLObnLPJwQ pnlhpQbPQhw~wuwp~bl bQ wP'IJmfiwpb"'n~ . 

. :,"buw~f uUin''1nidiibpQ: ·.UW ~iiwgwn~: JwQ hwawtuwnQ Ow~wlQb'~Q:' . .. :'.: 
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~wp4w~n'pi{~'PU!gWj,W"lbtia~wiQ hpw~ aJnuj4nqd~ hwdwp "lbLnl! t Wnw2W9-.·· 
."lWPW~~WO opbfiBQbpn~. npnQl! "lbLnB Q~ qwuiw~wQ "lWZOl"lulQ.n'PJwfi ~PW- . 
~ uwhdwQbQ ."lbLnniPJwQ nLqqw4~ "lw- ~nLQl!: Opbul!n~ i1jbLnl! t~w~bpwg~~ 
LnWutuwQw'ui~n'Plh,QQ WJq awpa~~b- QpwQg l!wqwl!W~wQn'PJn'Q~g qbpO 
(1~ bWnlUJflflGh[\t'I UtW1I12WrS: (hnlp·wlJwG. IlGWlOL lqwpU1wtlnllnlpiOL(lQ: O(1bGent{ 
~pwtlw~Wr..", ung~wlw~wQ w"lwhn- - "lbLnl! t uwhawQ~~. np WJq dwpa~Qiib-' 
~nLPJwQ ·wn",un~. ~Qii1jbu Qwin i1jwp, 'pn,a "lwZOlnQQbp 'qpwqbgQn'l Own";
Lnw~npn'PlillQQb'PQ QllWQg u.btuQ~~w- Inq wQ~~Ql! ~pn'd bQ n''Iqw~~. "lw
~wQ al12ngfibpn~ wujwhntlblill hwawp: LnWu/UwQwu.tln,apJn,Q ~pbQg bQpw~w
u~wduiawQw~ Opbfiun~ "It.OlU t uwh- ub~~ nL op~uw~wQ qnpOn'ln'Pln,QQbp~ 
uwQ~~. np bpb QpwQg qn~O",QbnfPln'- hbLnb'wuUQbp~ hwawp: (~wqpbph'hw
(j~ hwttwuj1 wGhwUl~ "til hWUW(lw\.tnlp- tlW(1 14WUlwufuwGWUlOl l~GbLnl u\.tq·" 
JtuG opbGElH1 uwlltlwGqw6 lwhh£1flG"m pmGD): 
Wflw2:wgGll htiUibu:uG,eGbp. Wl4w. 
G(lwG[I ~f1l1lt'i ::'6 nlfVlw~t"I ~WUlWutuW
GWU1t{mplnLG hwugtJ.w6 q,n"tjQWJ!lG til 
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OpbQi!~ ';;nw2Qwl~Q "wpgbp~g dli~~ 'tun,u~ 'wpIIIWl\lInq/lQ. ~bnQbpbg~Q' qwp: 
.. ~1/1Q~ hwp~wl~Q,hwdw~Ulpq~ b, ~~QwQ-' qwgQbln, ~p ,Wj1l11wqpn'PlnIQD"'~wIWU
uw~wQ !!w.jWl1w~wQn'PJwQ L/bpwllwln'i- LlLwQn,d' b, QUjWULIL~ ~WUj~LlLWI/1 ~n'-" 
dO. npnL/hbLlLb, UlJuoPL/W qnpOnq hw~~w- LlLw~dwJiD hwOpwiqbULn'PlmQn,d: ' 
J~O opbQuqpnLpimOD hWULlLwlllnLd' t UbQI! UjbLlLI! t uwhdwObO!! hwdwUjw-' 

, wOwpqwp ung~wlw~wQ h'wpwpbpn,p- u,wuruwO UjbLlLw~wO Qbp~wlwgm~!Qbp, 
In,OQbp. np~ UjwIil6wnnL/'O~pltwln'du dn- 6wQwUjwphwLlLpwOuUjnpuiwl~O ~witbLlLP' 
qnL/n'pqi! plnbnwg.jwO' t WI\I!WInObp~ b, ' ~IiLlLbpn,d. ripnOi! I/1WQnpn'PlmliObp ~m
<ibphwpn,uLlLQbp~: _' ' QbQuiQ' ~pbQg \I1bqbpmd:, Uiq' qbUjl!n'd 

, Ulq IIIbuw~blllhg dbQi! '~wnw2wp~UjbLlLmpJn'GD Uj'WIllPWULlL: ~I/1Q~ qijblnL 
~b~O!! 6~mO hwp~wJ~O !!wljwl!w~wQmp-' pnlnp wOhpwdb2111, <UUjpwQI!QbpD hbOg 

• JWO 2Qnpri~L/ ~b'wL/npbl ung~wlw~wQ ,uwMwO~ L/pw. b, L/w6wnnl\D'wqwLlL~wO 
h~d\UUjWUlWU/uWQ hwp~wl~Q' ~nOqbp. ~tho~ hwdwUjwlllwu/uwQ hwp~bp~g: Uw 
np~Q!! hQwpwL/npnlPJnaj" ~IIIWO Ujblllmp- hOwpwL/npn'Pln,Q ~LlLW dbq 'Ujbllln,',Plm
IWO hnL/wQwL/npnlpJwO' IIIW~ Ujwhbl ~p- Qn,d dpgn'Ow~n'Pln,Q ulllbnObl. b, pn'lI 
pn'PlnLQD., 'q~lIIn'Pln'QD. wnnq2wUjw- W IIIW qObp~ uuiQ~wp~wII iu6~O: " 
hnlAln,QD b, dzw~n'JPU:' - " , ' 

-'~wP~wJ~Q'liw'lUll!w~wQn'PIwi; bpli' 
flnpq /uQq~pQ wJQ'!. np "!IQ ,Ujbllll! ,t /upw; 

, , '. ---~-..;.-----'--.;.;.---..;.,:"-""--,!",.;..--~----------.,..,";;' •. ..,,,,,-;-,---.. "';-... -.'-";-'.~.,. ... , . .., 
.:'\' -~UPB4-' , 

~wzL/~ wnObl~L/: np dbp ~ri,uw~gn'p' 
In,Qu W' UOqnLnnLd UwhdwQwqpn'Plwi; 
WI" IIIwppbpw~U b, ~p hbpp~Q,wnw2wp
~nLd t ~wlwulllwOi1Ld' ~b'wL/npbl Ujwnlw
dbOUlW~W(j hwOpwUjbUln'Pln,Q nu'bq . 
L/WP!WUjbUlW~WO ~2/uwQn'Plwdp.dbOI! 
IjUlQn,d bQI!. np ~pwL/wUjwh dWj1d~QQbPQ 
tn hWlIlnlll6wnwJnLp,nLCiGbp(! 0llbGurU1n-
pbQ UjbUl!! t bOpwp~L/bO ~wnwL/wpntPJw-

,.ou b, Opw L/WP!WUjbUl~Q. ~u~ ~wnwL/w-
pnLPJn,Ou hwzL/bUlm I/1Q~ /unphpqwpw-
Q~O: 

~w ~wU{whnLl~ qnpOQw~wO L/bpwhu
~n'l",PJ"'Ou ~pwL/wU{wh dwpd~OQbp~ b, 
hWUlnl~ OwnWlnlPJnlGGbpfl qnp6'mGbmp
,wGt1.pw: 

rG! tJ:h~wpbr1nllll pWf1l;tfmltmulGb(lflG . 
. w~w !)f1wGp 'lwufiwqntttG hWUlnt~ 

opbOl!nL/. np~- Ow/uwql\Ou ,~n,uw~gnLP-, 
JntCiI! UfW1JlI1WUlI1 t (jbll~WJwgGblnt WUfW-
qw UqqwJ~O dnqnL/~O: -

! 
! 
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l·~",*"J!l 
2. Qnuuil \karIlIi 
3.~,w lJ2!iui ' 
4.l\1zW1pAi liqw.q. , 
5.1uw!uM,w'''1161Q 
6.~,w.1>t.~' 
~:~,wUplt1i 
8, UIJ!w2JW ~ 
9. trtqIL!1,w ~ 
10.~,lJr<W' 

~~ ~nplrnl\ hwplliu.l~G hwdwljuipq~ d~g IIIbU1wljwG bwnwJntPJwli, dwu~G ~nLGI!GbpU bL' inpwdw~priid npn2iUl1~' 
nq2 wGljwpnqnLPlnLGu WljGhWJU1 t, pb- Opb&I!~. ~fill11bu ,GwbL 'Wll ~pbGu~PUl- . b,wnWlnLpJnLfiGbp (dwpljbU1~fiqwl}1fi' U1b
ljnlqbL wJfi l/lWUU1~g. np uui~bpWl~fi ljw- ljwfi',tuljU1bp~ UG~ntfintdU' nLqq~wb Wp- I\bljw,,"linlPJnlfi. wpU1nGJwl ~wpljbp bL' 
nntlgGbp~ lInqd~g bllwaU1~ d~filbl 85%- U1w~nqfibp~ ~pw~ntGl!fibp~. wJ~ p~nLd ' wJlfi):, ~~dGwljwG 'UII'IJlnLfiI!Gbp~g 'dblju 
U pWl!g~ntd t bL 1~ bGpwpq~md UlbU1W- ~bl UlbU1wljwG IIIwZU1n&JwGbp~ lIwQwJw- IIIbU11! t ~wnGwU1wppbpwll~ulb hLdtlllw
ljwG hWPlldwG: 'lpw l/lntuwpbG hwpljw" ljwGnlPJnLGGbp~g bl nbljb",~g. IIIWZU1-, ~npnLdu bL ~wp4w~npOLdu 'wJG'wnw2-
J~G bl.Op~GwUlwh dwpd~fiGbpu hw6wtu ujwGnLPJnLGU:, "GwJ~G nlqqntPlntGGbr~. -npnGI! IIIbU1I!, t-, 
wpUlwitpnqGbp~g bl wnbunpwljwGGb- 'lJbU11! t uG~nlGbl hwpljwl~G Jiwqw~ ~pwljwGwgGbG pn~1I! nbUl~- dMwq~w
p~g' znppnid bG wfiop~fiwllwfi bwGp :I!WllwGntPJnLG"wnw2~G hbpp~G .. tupw-· J~G uwljw,,~wlj:, 'lUI IiGwpw~np t d,bp 
Ulmpl!bp. npnfil! PWp6pwulOlInu UlbUlW-' tunLubln~ wpU1w~pnqGbp~G bl 6bnGwp' U1GU1bunlPJwG u~ ZW~I! lIwpbLnp 1SJnLqb
ljwG hwpllbp~ hbUl d~wu~fi,bllwdnLUiGbp, 'ljwlnbpbp~G: [!G~ nr.nLa hWP4bp~ ii~w- p~ hwuiullbfiUlpnGwguwG zcinJih~": UJ~' 
pWl!9Gblu ~wp6finlu t 'lpbpb a~wll ,Wl- .qbgnlaU lIhwG'lbgG~ PlnL2bUlwJ~G,uG~- wnfilnlPJwuP 'hwpll t wnwfi6~fi fiZbl 
lUGUlpwfil!U: " ',', ,hwfin'l' U.nLUlI!~ w6~fi ~ h'wZ~~ hwpllw- 'lJOl'lwllwfi, 'wpU1wnpnqfibp~ wpU1nGJwl 

UluUlbq~g wllGhwlUl t ~wnGnLa. np 1I1G pwqwJ~ UG~lwlGuwG: .uju~GI!G· zw- 'hwPllw~npuwG 'bt ~wp~w"npdwG wfih-, 
hwpllwl~G hwuwllwp'l~ pwpbl/lntumtln 'hilLlP' uUlwGwlnl Ulbuwllbln~g wp~w- pwclbZlnnLPlnlGn: <lbpnh~Zlwl tuG~~'pGb

'UjbUlI! t ullul/~ tuwtuUlnldfibp~ lP~" lIwG- pwg~wbhwpllbp~ Wn4WlnlPJwfi bl wfio- .p~G hwdwlIIWUlwutuwfi' lIwnwi\wpntp
tuwP'lbLuwdp. np~G lIfiUjwUUlbfi' hwd",- pbfi '",",pl!bp~ pwgwll'wJnLPJwG rjblll- .JnLfin Ulbcnl! t:~pwllwGwgG}1 hwpllwJhG 

, UjwUlwutuwfi lIwnnllgfibn~' l/nw 4wUw- :gnlu' 6bnfiwpllwUlb~n Zw~w'lpqnl/wb, wUlwpwln~ pwpbl/lntuntd-_ 
,l/wpwllwG hUlInqntPlwG .'nulbqwgn,un. lIlj1fi~ dwuwGwll~G unlbbl'hwpllbnu:wJl , ' UGUlpblnL,lwl/lw-
Ujblnt!WPlntPJriLfiGlrp~ hwdU!lIwp'lej1~ t~ "1' pb'lIIbtnnLpjwG hWllwdwplnntp-
, ~PU:JlIWUlWh dwnd~fifibp" j).fi~hwfi",p lwfi oibi ~UlIlbl.' blU. 'bpb "Ib-. 

!:~'::t~:.:d.£:..~~~1.~!~~:!!' lIn)l- Ulnl~Jn,Gn t fipw ~pw-

ol ,.~u.e54" .J 
Q~I!/lJlUl>-li wnw2W{l4n,a-t I!li~llibl i{LlI~

Pwnbl ~~ nldwl~G, ~bptiJtnbuln'PJn,GGb~ , 
dwu~G OpbGR: OpbfiRhw.' dwufi~""W\¢u. ' 
hull1U.llj ljuwhdwfiwqlW1l\bG Wl~ ,qb,.:Utnliu' : 
lnlPln,Gfibp~ ~nlfibmpliufin .. npnfig zii2UI
fiw4fib~g ~'I'u <!WlI! lI~Ul~ npUjbu, UIUM
c1bLl1 hwGg~pbnLplnlfi: Opbfiro :lIpn~ulIl-' 
~lI~ liwbl l/bpwhulInqmpJwG abfuw(j~qd

'Gbp (llinphp~wnwfi~. lIwnw~wpn'PJwfi. hw
uwpwljwjfinlPJwfi) gwqwl!wg~fibp~ fillWln
dwdp wl~ dwpd~fiGbp~ lInqu~g ~p~wllwfi
tuwluJ1mufibp~ ~bUll!nw: 
4bp2~fi dwuwGwllfibpu "QI,.{j bl GJiw Ulnn-' 

pwpwdwfinluGbpn n1ll6wgbl bli wfibpblWljW
lbLl11wlj1bpnl/: "pwGI! nl ~Wlfi UjUIhwG2niu 
bfi hullwlwljwfi ~~GwGuw~G u~2ngGbp;wJ
lbl hw6wtu tbG hwtlWUjWtliwufuw(jmtl ~pbGg 
4nluwGn: :lbG pwgwhwlUll/mtl pwquwP/1l/ 
hwGgt.UQl1p6nlplmGGhfl. Will pt(nw hWU1~W
l.I..jbu t.tlllWGqwtl,npGb(l[! til ~Wfl.w~wl.jwG 1111-
Ulnu.l mGhgnflGtr[!. 'lflW L!m!\.AJ..IpbG wtlbGm-
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,1O.1/cWrdaWi llI>zu.II ~ 

~wP~wI~G IlwriWI!W~";G~'Plm~D ··Iu~qp.· uwhGiuGwljI",~ . t c\Jn'IIwUlGUlb- UjbUC!/lt~npOGh~QJtcibh' 2n\~;;'G'It~4;';-":· , 
g'wG~wgw6 bp~p~. UlGUlbun'PIUJIi, h~G-, uw~wG wpUlwqpill~ln,Gn: PGn'Pln,Gn <lnpnll wIU ~wpbln~w'ln'IG .'lnpbnGn: ' • 
Ow~wO bpwZIu~1l0 t: lIbOIl hwu~uiOillG Iu~uin IlGwhw6 t. hu,lIn~wUjbu wlu UlW- . . ' ~wplii1lI~G IlWIIWllw~wGn'illn'Gi!' 

.' . bGI!. np· ~~-mG·wIG ~~'wl!npl!bg IIIwj,'b- -' pw6l!Gbpn,G. 'UjbUlI! t ·~~pwnl!~ 'GbllG- UjbUlI! t'~pw1jwGwgl!~ G~wIGn' G~u'iIG,' 
, pWIGnpbG' GbluwG~~npbG <lbpuipulwq-' <lw6· hwp~wI~G I!WIIWI!W~WOmpln'O. opbGu~pw~wG hqnp qW2Ul~ wn,~win'p-' 
- pblnl! WIl bp~pObpmG hwuUlWcitl!!,,6'G~ .J,O!D, hG,wpwl!npOlp/n,G ~Ulw .''lln'IIW- jwG' Ujw/GwOOb·pmG. npUjbuq~ 'lbp~2-· 

ZWPI! u~qpn'GI!06p. npnGI! wluop· tbG gn,G ~wUjl!bl hnll~G. nGqlwIGbl ~p Ow-. ':lun'l tqwnGw· GnGbG~lwUln'pw/~G pwG-, 
wpUlwhw/UlmG Gbp· ~pw~wG <I~liw~n' Iuw6bn1in~w~uiGn'PIU!G uwhGwGObiln: q~Ul~qGn:,:lwljlw<lwGg ~wpb'np ru(ili~p 
nl ~pw~wO zwhbpn: ~wP~wI~G I!WIIW- 'O,zwqon,p/n,G UjbUlI!·t, qWP61!~· t wMin,Gwpbpn'PlwG L/bpwUjpn"'~lw
I!W~WOmplmOn. nUUl. Gbp ~n,uw~gmp- Gwb, UlGUlbuuiUjbu pn'll qWP'lwgw6 I!npOlGn: .riG tl·~pblWIIP~ ~(i Onp hwp: 
IWO. Ujbllll! t mOb Ow nbCl~nOwl n'II11- Illwpw6l!Gbp~ ·~pw. ilpUjbuq~ wIUUlbll ~wI~O u~<lpn'GIiGbpn:; lItiGIi Uq'lWI~O ' 
I!w6n'Pln,O: 'l1bllll! t hwzl!~ wnG<ltw Ill-·' h!UP~wI~G I!Wllwl!w~wiiOli>ln'Gn tl!b- ctnllnl!OlG h~GOwl!npwUjbu ~Ufw2inUjW
I!IW!" UlW pw61!~ -"inwO~Owhl(JUl~m',,- ~w6l\~ .. PWIWO~'. ~Ot~G GbGl!' wluOP GbGI! Gnp' hwp~wI~G opb1iR~ ~b'w<lnn-· 
ImGObpO m zwhbpn. IllGlllbumplwO IOl- wnGtl!OlG bGI!: 4nUj~Ul hwp~WI~G RW- GwO wGhpulctbZUln'PJR,Gn. nLP·wnw2- . 
PWU\~UjrilPlmOQbp·n. ung~wlw~lUO IuG- IIWI!W~WOn UjbUlI! .. t. IjInluw-. GWI~O ~p.wl!n'GJiOb·p ~lllp<lbO '~bn~b> 
q~pGbpn. ~OtUjbu GWbl pOw~l~GW/W_. ijbpUjI!~ Gwpqwu~pw~wG pbgGbphG •. ~UjwilllUjwOl!bO .OpwOg 
~wG UjWIGwGObpn: .:l~ ~!"pbl~' op~- UjbU11! ·t huf21!~ ~pwl!nlGI!Obpn:. Uriw2GwlliO'· hwGwpb-
Gw~. GmlGWtwljl. hwp~bp ClwG~bt bl. . wGgGwG 'Inl! hwGpwUjbUlnlPlmOnlG IjInllP P~ct- . 
UpUlpWUllwG IIU12U1Wl!wI~~-''lJJlLllbri~g. 'GbU~ quJP'l!Ugn'Gn.: GbOI! <lbJinh~21wL 
bl. hlnlu~uwl~O ~WIWUU\wG~ ilG!U~W- . ~pnllpn·hwGtiJpnlG:bOI! lu~ulll'wGhpw-
I!wJPllp~g·. mp:hnrm ·uw~w<lUlujbui.'t. • . 'ctbZul:· . '., ",.. .. '. ..: ,.-

~--~--------~~----~--~--J . ·~llP.~, 4< "., 
OpbGuqpw~wO pwpti'tlinluillaObp~hw- . 2wG.Uln'PlnlGn wn~w t'.b, 1~~p~~:~~~~~G~~;~~~:~~~!~~~crn~~~~~:I;:~: 

G"!~WPClmO Gbp 4Oluw~gOlPJPltiO wnw2' w<tbp.w6plpjnlGG t 'lOrbOlO: "lbUlI! t ~c 
OWI~a 't· 'hwGwpOlG . opbOu'lli·w~wo· On'; pw~wGwUjbu hbnwOWI qpwG~g: . whwpb4tnlPlwG qbG UjWII!WP~ 
W4Ulbp~ . oOqmGnul,n., npnGa.: hbO~blnl! " -. :lwljlwqwGg ~wpbu,p bGI! hwGwpnlG' "'nlG~g~wGbpnlilblllll t hUUlW~npbOLt!Up. , 
uwhGwGWIIPw~wll- GnpGbpjr q~GwG~~ Gbpl!~G 'lnpilbp~ GtiJluUlpWpnlPlwG' wp~ ciwl!npl!bG bl IIPl!bG opbGuqpw4wO 2P2W' . 
'lnp6nGpwg)lO' IjtiJUjwh'll!bG IIwU)wl!np- GWUlW~wG pwpbljlnfUGwG luGq~"n. bpI' Ow.ijGbp~ Gb!. wubl t pb' Ujb.nl! t nGllnlG
Gbp~ ~pw~wG wG~wrurilP/nlGn' UIUllbUj- O"wG~g ~oUlwpl!bG hwuwpw~w~wG.® Gnp opbGI! WIU ljwnnLJgGbp~ Gwu~G: 
I!niG wpqbG hGwpwl!np ~iI1G~ nwbGwl ~wp~ UjwhUjiliGmPlwG ·~n,O~g~wGbiin· . " 
bpql\JwlObp~ ijWUlUlpwG. ~GtG tl ~qwnGw qpw~g 6wfipnlPlnlGn Ulbqwi/llllublnl! Ulb-

. ,Gwpqnl ~pwl!nlOI!Gbp~ bl opbOI!Obp~ IIW~wfi ~wnmlgGbp: ~~Ulw~n'pbG ~wUjw-
UjwZUlUjwGnlPlwG hqnp'bpwz~l!n: hnl!l!~ wlij ~wnnllg~ Clnp6mGbnlPlwG 

QLnGmG bGI!. np wGhjLwctbZtl1 t ~Gqm- ~pwl!w~wG qwzu,n: "UjWU\~Whw"Gwp 
Gb( opbGe qWUlwluwqmPlwG Gwu~G.npn bGI! hwGwpnlG wlq ~wnmlg~ 'I!bpw~wq
~wl1lwhml~ ijWLnwtuwqw~",G hu~rillnlp- Gwl!npmGG. wqClwI~ nutl1~~wOn\Plwfi., 

.Jwfi W{l'lJnLGwlltHl1nlPJnlfi[! .bl U;I~~w. nlll! tqttnj? t w~whntf.l{f1 w(1ht.uUlwllwrut 
tumpI",fi~ opbfiuij~~ bl ClnpltWij~p lIzluw- ~wuGwClbtl1fibpnl!: 
Gmp/wG Gbp~wlwgnLg~!Gbp~ G~2.wG- UbGI! Ujbtl12 t ~Cltl1bG2 hu,,"m~ 6wnw-· 
LnmpI",G~9: UbGI! q~LnbG2. np WJij G~- InlPlmGObp~ l>nLG~g~wGbp~ uwhGwGw-

------------------~----------~~U3eU3~U------------------~--------
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1._,""""",, ~ , 
Z"""-""~ut~ 
3.~.w~~, ," 
., 'Iuq'1lJUli ~~~ 
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, , 

, ~WP~WJ~G l!W~Wl!W~iuGnLPJnlGQ unp "l!ui~wl!w~wGnLPJwG ciw~wij,wpwlun-' l{ripw"lbu hwp~wJ~G wpUlnGnlPJillGGbp~ 
.. UlUUlbuw~w(j" hwdw~wP'lrild ~wp'lw<in- 'unlpJnLGQ QGqnwb[f1 t UUlw9l{w~l{wp~b- uwhdwGnld,' hbuiw"lGqbln~,~uuipWulb
P~l "bp,",u~: li~ZUl hwp~wJ~i; l!w~uil!w-, PQ' bl wJG nll\~nlPJnlGGbpQ. 'npnGgmd q~w,~wG G"IWUlW~' "Iwhlllwfibl npwluiuF 
~wfinlPJnlfiQ /llpwfinld t UlfiUlbunlPJwfi ~Gbpqpl{bfi '1nldwpfibpQ. wfih~wdbZ- wzluuiUlnldn bl wpUlwqpw~wfi UjnUlbfi
t1>b~Ul~l{nlPJnlfiQ. fi"lwUUlnld t 6~ZUl ,"mpJnlfi ~wnw2wgfi~ l{bpwfiwJbl hwp- 'g~wLQ',!,niu2~~wJnld wJq, nlnpUlfibpnLd 
PJnl2b~ ~wqddwuQ: Ubq dmn 'znl~wJw-' ~bp~ ~wnnlgl{w~l!Q: ~fiwpwl{np bfi zw- ~~l{bGuOt~g~wfibPiJ lupwublnl hwdwp. 
~wfi hwpwpbpnlPJmfifibp~ qwpqwgdt1!uQ hmpwhwp~~. wl{blw9l{w~ wpdbl!~ hwp- idb~u;gublnl{,'1np~wqnlp~fibp~ puiuw~Q: 

'qnl'lwhbn ~w.nwpblW'lhp~l{nOl t 'hw/l- ~~. ~fil"1bu Uuibl b~WdUlwhwp~~'lj1nlj1n-' . ' 
~w*u opbuuqpnlPJmuQ. ,QUlllwJfil{nld t IunipJmufibp' blublnl{ t~nfind~~wJ~ t1>b~- , 
hwp~wJ~u pwq",u: Ubul! ~n~duw~~g bfil!' ,"~l\nlpjnlU~g;' , 
db~d hwp~wJ~fi l!W~wl!ui~Wunl~JwfiQ; . Cfiqmfiblnl\inp «hwl\wuwp b~wdnlln
l!wfi~ np hwpliwJ~u wl\blnpq 6fiznldQ fibp~g' hwl\wuwn hwp~md. u~qpmfil!Q 
wnw2wgGmd . t ul1llf.bpwJf1G· UlGtnbun"tp- 61lZUl t !1fiwpwt{np bGn hwll.w(1ntO, hwZ-

, JOtfi: ~fiwJw~, wiu pwu~u. np qnp~n~ l\~ wnfiillnl{ dbp JnLpWhWUl~mpJnlfifibPQ. 
hwp~wJ~fi opbul!fibpmd ~uifi hw~wump- OPJb~Ul~I{, bl unlPJb~UlM ,qnJi~nGfibp~ 
inlulibp bl wfinpnz ~bUlbp.npnfil! pwpbfi- wqqbgmpJnlufibpQ. npnz WpUlWqpw~wu 
LqWUUl _ holl. bG UUlbl1.6"n.ul ~w2wnw"'b- n(npUl(ibpnul (wpmwhwGnul. ulflpwUlb-
pnlPJwfi: bl' luipuizwhnLdfibp~ .hwdwp: qf1~wfi wpUlwqpwfil!. wnw2~fi wfihpw, 

_ Qfiqhwunlp wndUJdp Ulwpl\n'lhwp~wJ~,fi ,dbZUlril"Jwfi wUjpwfil!ubp) 'dwd,wfiw~w- ~. ' 

... '" 
. ~ . 

lab ~pwl\wUjwh dwpd~ufibpQ. pb p~ pwzludwfi qWZ,"Q: ppwl\w"lwh dt1!p-znppmpJwfi 
, hWU1i1l~ ~wnwnLPJnlfifibpQ dwufi tfi iqb- d~fifibp~ lil hWUlnL~ ~wnwJmPJmfi~bn~ 'wfipwl\wpwp dn~nl{ri"w-
lIlW~WU ,hwdw~wpq~' bl' ~"bfig wzluw- wZluw,"wfil!~ pfinlJPQ bl wnwfiOfiwhwu.- ~wfi ~wqdw~b"lnLPJnlfiQ hwdnql{iu~ t; np 
UlWUl!Q iqbllll! t ~wpqw~n"l\~ d~d~wJfi ~mpfnlfiub"Q hw"~wqpn'd bfi. itp"lbu~ l\bpQ' fizl{w~' u~qpnlfil!fibp~ ~~pwnnldQ 

, opbul!nl{. nn~'h~dl!md Uj~lIl~ LI1fi~ l!W~W- wuOfi~wqdQ,;nL{jbfiw pwpOp npw~wl\n- ~ulllb~~~ ~pwl{wUjuih dw,pd~fifibp~ bl 
, l!wg~fibp~ uwhdwfiuiqpw~wfi ~i>wl\mfil!- pilld. ~'fil"1bu fiwbl'hwdw~wpqmd npw~- hwiJ1lil~,6wnwJnlPJnlfifibp~ u~wUldwdp 

fibpi! bl "Iwpuiw~wfi",PJnlfiubpQ:juulM- JWl dwufiwqblll ~wQl1bp~ "IWUlPW'UUldwfi l{uUlWhnlPJwu 'dpfinln;lln dO~nl{"qh db2: 
phO. ~wzlOu.iw(jblnl ultqpmGEC!. hWuw-' IiWUlllu.iUlIlqiJRt(j(jtip:.UztuwudiLnq ltiwG- .. . 
pw~w~wu. ~wpq/1 UjiuZlIlUjwfintPJnlfiQ., l!~ hwdt1!p l{Ulwfiqwl\np ~pwl\~6w4fib-
~fil"1bu fiwbl uwhdwfiwqpnpbfi OblW- pnld, ~pwl\w"lwh dwpd~ufibp~ bl hw-
~bpUjl\w6 wqqwJ~fi wfil{inwfiqmpJwfi Ulm4 6wnwJnlPJmfifibp~ wlftiwUlw~~g-
hwpgbp~ ZP2wfiw4fibpnlll qnp~bLQ: U4q- ~bPQ "Ib'"l!t mfibfiwu ~wl\wpwp wlfuw-
pnlfil!wJ~fi /lluq~" t UWbl. npUjbuq~1Jpbfi- UlWl\WpO. wUl\UlwuqnlpJwu o~~uw4wu 
~(! (jtf1W"G~ UwhuwGwllllnlPJUJuP Gw- h(l·UJlfu~Q(jb(l. utwmwhwp.(jt.f1~g wlltwhn-
Iuwtllbutl.w6" utt;lllw~W(j ~wnwttw[l6w(j t- qwqflnlpjntG: '-tl;;fl2~Gtflf1u pWgW4WJOlP-
l LnbllW4wG flG.gGw4wnw4W{1UwG Gnrl JnlG~ tol 4Wlll1WJPG W[lWUlwl{nrt QWf\W-

hwuwllwpql:irflG hUJUUJ~WUlluutuW(j QW4wGnlPlmG(! hwuWllW(1q.Q f}WU1W-

t1[lW4.rllGeGtpll ta ~W[HIHUlILUGmpJmGGb- 14UJfllllnu'i t llwlwnwllbpmp/wu. rlnwuw-

_____________________ ._A.opQI3<JO'lA __ 
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t>pw~wujwh dwpd~OObp~; hiilU\m~ 
" Owr.wJi\LPlnlciObp~. ~O!l1lbu OWbl I1lb

UlnlPlw"O 'wOtjulwOqmplwO hWJbgwijwp-"" 
,\~:"np~" d.w~tjbl t dbp ~luqdw~bpillmp
JnlOmd. OwtjwlmO t: UIUOP hWlbgw~wp
"q~ hpwlIlwnw~blO WO~dwuU1 t. ilwo~ np " 
wIG 4wultjwO "t I1lbuinlPJwO-~bl~ "bl ~uj' 
n",gtjwOI!~ hblIl. bl wnwuli unlju h~auw
hWPQ[! lnlOb'lnl w(j~IlWUll1 t fun-ubl WIU 
pbdwJntj: 

..... 

==~=================~S 

", 

"" , 
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~wJWI1l11wfi~ pfiw~tnLPiwfi - ~bfiuwGW:~-';nu1Q ~IuOlubl~' fiU[l!Rl1UiUlfi: IA~ tRw-. 
~pq~, wfizi,'2iri. Ulwi<1wfi~~p~wa t IlWEW9~bp~q w~lipilitwujW.-. 
hWfipuJ\ljbll1nlPJwfi lI1fil11bu~wfi. Qfi~bpw- iuulbln''i.W~uiqnqfi_~ulfi_hQ::: - _-
J~fi ~(ugn'PJwOp:_ ~wJwuinwfi~ -Ulfill1bun,P:' n(1EWli tl np-pw~wpwg~li~pfig-qUruo~nit . 
JOlfiQ-DUlE~ ~wfiqfibgfibln' h~wp. fiwlu b, ,pwpOp hwi>~bpG n'·lI1nlflEbpIi- Ujb~wfi 
Ijlnw2 : w.fihpwdtZui t -fiujbJull1w~np. cl-wluuwqn,dwp~ (PJn'2b~Lh~w\lldwfi 
opbfiuqpw~(u(j qw2U1 uuibqcl-bl: UN:/,fi """ . qwJ~~t d~2ng bfi p*tld). hwp~bn~ 
fiOld t. np ~n_,uw~gOlPJn,fifibp~ qbpQ nt ph . pwpOpwgnulQ lI1fil11buriLPJWfiqwpcjwgGulfi 
oPQuuiopb ~p -lI1bllQ ~WUfiw~Dp~fi_ ~2nq b, pfiw~nLPJWfi ~fiuW~~"""'~ pwpO--
Ujbll1w~wfi lI1fill1bunLPJwfi ~wn~wpnulfi t. pwgdwfi Inlfl2lunmfinrnn t: . -- .-
wJl_wJfilllPu~ oi>bfipfibp~. pwpnJw-J!WIlui- - '1\till1l1LPJwli~riri.d~g ~WMwi(np~~ ~w--_ 
pw~wfi -~p~~w~~ ull1bqcl-n,dQ. 'npfi UaJ-- qW'll1Qfi w2fuwU)uitlwpO~ twtlll! UjbUlj! t; 
l1IWpbq ~wl1jWhml~ gulfi~wgwcl- hwfipo- hulfiwUjUJUlWufuwfibg®. qfib~ ~fi: -
""un cl-pwqp~ hi1J1lwp:" Suuibu~wfi 4qfiwdw~g rjn'jlu qWln, -. 

urU1l ~ u~qpwfib lI1fill1buiiLPJwfi wnw- h~dfiw~ulfi 4ulfiWUjUJphQ ~2U1 hl!'l1~wJ~fi 
~bL WUlw~bfiuipnfiwgdulfi b, dtqd hwp~w- pwqwp~wfii1"'Jn'fifi t:-~wp~J~fi Jlwllw
J~fi' pwqwp~wfi;'LPJulfi ~nqdfiw~~g l/lfib- pw~ulfimpJwdp. ~fitLq\lu fiwb,'wfi\lllqWhn~ -
In~. ~p' ObnE pbpwcl- hu~nq~wfi b, fuw~b~fi hWU1~Wg~~ oqfih,pjwdp,Lq\lUlP 
opbfiuqpw~ulfi IOw~fibPQ ~cl-wnwJbgfi~ ulfi- t_~wfilu@ hwuwpui~nLPJulfi~Ul_ '!'/IUl",,: 
hWUlW~wfi ObnfibpbgnLPiOlficr b, dwufitji- -hWJUl~WO zhP\l1wilnpn'GQ:: '. - --
~np _ubl/lw~wfiWU1~PW~wfi UlfiUlbuw~w,--- - '1\bUlOLPJWG wnw2fiwhbpp /UfuI~pfibp~g t 

. . . .. 
---------""-;..---;..--';..;...,.;..--.;.--:..=~~=~~---.---..;-.--
I~UPB-4-1-

libn~uiJn'~ti ~pw~wujwh ~w~d~fifibpfi 
-'- b, huil1,"'~ cl-wnwJOlPJr;'fifibp~- ul2/uw- : 

U\w(it!Gbpnu'l wnltw bfi lOlll2 pbpnLPJOlG-
-fibp~ U~\;fiwh~~fiw~wfifi- wJfi t. nli fipwfip 
wJuo(\-n!. pb bwnwJnLll bCi ~iuJwull\wG.nlll. 
opbfip~ ~Zluwfi",PJwfi. hwi"nQ"n~wfiQ ... 
WJl bp~p~ -fiwluw~wh~. ~2Iun~~n'u-w~- -. 
gOlPJwfi ObnE~fi ~pbfig ~zfuwfin'PJOlfiQ 
bp~wpwOqbln' ~~2ng bfi- wJu~fiEfi -~n'
uwltgwljwG. wC;Miwltw(i lwh(! qbflwflwu- . 
~"'~ t wq~wJ~fi zwh~g: UqqwJ~fi dn"n~Q 
UlbUlp t Qfiqnlfi~ optupfibp. np~fign~ hb-
UlWqlUl"'~ ~~wfilu~~ ~Ptu~WUlwh -~wp
~~fifibp~ bl hWUll1l~ cl-wnwJ"'PJn,fiubp~ 
u~wfi qnpOtLw~bpUlQ- wJu~fipfi. wJq ~w
nnLJgGhp[! 14t;UlQ t wlipnr12nlll1G WU{WQW-

flWQw~wGwgtl.hG·: . 

----------------ztl@f.'IJ3<)(J<U--------------
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~iulwulllwQn'd Obp~";lnldu oQpwilPll. ' uiztuwlllw~npiiiplWQ u;'9~'wL~~wQ' pnlnp 
d~2w'lqwl~Q ~iuun'lllwl~Q -1>nQq~,d~2n-'ppw~~,QI1Qbp~ nt bnwzlut>l1Qbpp ~bpwg: .. , 

_,gn~ d~2W'lqwl~Q "d"lbp~Wl~ulllw~wQ dwQO: ~~~.(j wlu qbp6qGWdwdwlflQ '®
'~tiGlllp~GGbp~ ~nijd~g d~p ct;''ln~pq~G' 6w~~g qn,pu qWlh, d~w~ bU1l! hwdw
"lWpUlwqp~n'l~: hwGpw"lbUlmplwG'-t~n- pn,d't hwuwpw~witwG ~lwGI1". t~nGnd~-' 
Gnd,,~wl~ I/llOl'ldwGG ill UlGlllbuw~wG, ~Wl~ ung~'wl"uti"u~wG h"dl1bp~ ,'b," 
qWIlOlpwgdiuGG mll'l~W~ I1W'lWlliu~W- iipwGg hwdw"lwUlu.rufuwGnll wpqbG ~u~ , 
Gmpln,Go W ~wpn'l hWdWp~bL.pwpbl/ln' ~wlllwpblW"lbu dZ~~w~ hwp~wj"G IIW-' 
fumdGbpp ~pwq~p: 'lpwG' nl'lb~gnit hwp- ''lWI1W~wGniplwG qbpui~wG<iGn'do: ' 
~wl"G I1W'lWI1W~wGn'Pln'Go hwGqbg-

, Gn,H ung"wlw~WG ~WIPwhb'l pb',bnwg
dwGO. "lblllW~wfi-tlw-1>"w~'wG ~wn~,g
~w~I1Gbp" ~'n'ld'~gwGwzfuwUl hwpu
Ul"'Pln'GGbp~ ~n'lllui~dwGG "' n,"6wg
,diJjGO (pGw~ln'PlwGUlwuO Uln~nuo). wZ
fuWUlw~npw~wG 'lwGq~waGbp" m
Gb'lp~dwGG m 6wjpwhp'l pztlwnn'PlwGo. 
wq'qwlPG hwpuUln'PlwG I/lnzbgpdwG[J. 
qnpawqp~mplwG wGGwfuwqb"l ,,!1i~G.' 

'- - - .:. - - - -'- - - - - - --- - - "" - - ,~,::~~~-~:~,,:!:~,~-:~=,::-,:::-,~,~:,~,~,::-,:::-,:~~ 

l·~UJ?"B4-' 
t>pwtlw"lwh' diupd~iiGtij,j, b, hWUiill~ 

, ~wnwlmplmGGbp~ <jnp~",Gb"'PlwG,~PW
tlw~wG-opbGuqpw~wG, hMl1bn~UUlb'l~

,duiG b, qpw ~w"qw~nnQwG "' tlbpwhu-
, ~n'l"'PlwG 'pnlnp ,-1>",G~g~wGbpO "lbllll1 t 
"nw~wGwgtlbG Uqqwl~G ctn'lntl~ ~n'ld/ig: 

: " '" . 

----------------~----------------~u80U8~~~----------------------------
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. d1I'UNJ'?M, d-Wl./NI''!/N, d1I'I.fl<l.Ml'{ UUUI' 

St.'lt;l(U'W! .. fu.lY.tlJl ~q'"RIiIiJUtul 
~~:-~~~_" lflPt"fllfldNl. 

1/10 <IIlJUlllf/lUIGJi .(lUtiJlU'ut6- /WIt:· r,tulI.ud/9"fPJlMfi yah",. 
t{IIIIPJ.IllIi" "1(Ul4/W'1/!tluI tlll.,.t- "'"I'Ii''1.Ii- U· llf'"lfll"lUllilUiI 
g'"PJudi q'V",mlwti lill,l'ul(4uufp .Uqq. ~fUUPWli 1U-.tfJIM1II"'JII' 
t/I","1fUtII1IIi fl.fprlt"u[""11 Uq_ uuI~· <tJ.Ut,.~ Iuu[ IJw""," 
"","llU" ~lUu"'lt9i1rpJ,ull! ~'tua- t~1i tlt~c."'b'UPJftl'~It.Nt·· dit 
~t{Wf1(u/6/1' . ~"'JIIII"{IItIIi""t.· qual!'l ug}w4I/l"1(U4ltUl.ti /HII-. 
~Alflllltg'UpJ'ulifi vilillJlpiullth 41l1PJIM/i truqUttlr./UttIlCPJluIU; t: 
1111),,",,/"II1I"9· QA/..tluC /Ill ""'''" <IJ.Uft~,yu,~ t ""'lWgn"",,, 
'I",.ra.r1111hl*uli Ju4lwtgtupJUI/i tculi .l!li4tjJu1t1IPJUlti ."Ul~Ii! .. 
t""l,htlPl'u' ""'''''Ii: .1iJ""~ " ~< IIqq"J~" thutn"" ~''I'' 
<mJt#.~ .. tn.ot,"Jl.60 qIIJi41ud ·JWPJ .. ,,6J!ItO ""' .... tg .. d t 

. . .4J'itp6,n(n; ~~Ii: " '. . . 

l'~~""""11lf1 
2. "1~Ilw1>f1~~ . 
3:'bIlui>,u;~~ 

.... .. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~nu,,·o q01fiolla, np ~w.nlg~w6 •. O1ui01bqbp~ ·.Uu.bq6dwO·. hwfiqwdwQ." 
aWI~Q tIlntllnlunlPlnLQQbp~ :Wpqlm· I!~g: "b~01pnfiw~IliQpwQ~O .hW01nl~ 
QW~b01 OQpwgl!O' nbumpuQbp~ lnl·.· WnblO1pwI~G pwG~~ d~2ngn~ gw6p 
~WI~ WQ~w01wpnlPlwG UlwldwGGb· O1n~nuwqpnlII!.Gbrin~ QiQwuiul~Wf~Q 

,pmd: Ulb01a t WUlwhn~~~ OboGwp •. ~wp~bri Ulbtill! t O1pwdwilp~ dwGp bl 
~nlPlillQQbp~ hwdWl' tl)G01buw~wp· 'd~2~G ObnG.WJ1~rilP/nlGGbp~G.: ~wQ· 

! I j 
dwG hw~wuwp hGwpw~np.mp/nlQGb., puiUlb01nlP/niGmd wow2Gwl~G ObLn~ .' 

· p~ u01'bIl6dwdp: 'lpwQ Ulb01j! 1 aw.w· . Ulb01a t~.pw~wGwg~~ qpwlI~w6nlp,. 
,/bG hw~wPlnl2b01w/~G: I!tuIlWI!W~W' ,wG wUlwhn~dwGo bl. :01Q01buw~'wG I 

GnlP/nlGo bl ~wp~w~npdwG·fiwU01W· w~01MrilPIWG w2tunldwg~wQQ nuiqC 
O1mplnlGGbpo: lIwGp ;b(otl~2~G Obn·. ~w6 . w~01~~ '!/1nllwlhG i!wllwaw~w, 
G.Wp~w01~pn(p"wG .qwP'lw·gdwG hw· 6nlPlwGQ' W.w2~Q hbpp~G hwp4bp~ 
~wp .uib01I1 t ~pw'<inpa~1i Ulb01w~wG bl ~wp4wI~G. uin~nuwqpnLJaQbp~ 
octwGqw4nlPlwQ hU01W~' aWIIWl!w, ~2bgdwQ d~2ngn~: 

: I i 
ljwOmpJnlG: SCiUlbumpJw(j WJU hWUl,,: .. 
~wontd h~~6wqp~nll' Gnp ObnGwp' 

'. ~ntPlntGGbpri. u~qpGw~wQ tIlnllntd 
· Ulb01a twqw01~bG' hwn~bp~g (lwhnl,· . 
. pwhwp~~g). . wl6nlhb01bl ... Gpwll'g 
G~w01dwdp Ulb01I! t·~~pw.~bG ctbll2' 
,~w6 qpnLJaGbp' ~wlu~w6'Gnp wlluw-

'. . '. 
--.;...:...;-:..------;....;..:..:..--.;, ... -.-~-.-,...;--;;.:~ ... -..;----"-..; .. --
L <UP84:1 

. -~il~ __ ~ ______ _ 
~nu,,·~ ~wp6~i!n~, ~pui~uiUlWh dwp· ~wp~ blhwilwp~~wQ wQ~U1WG'Inlp- u.wqnpntP/wGWnw2~G. bi 

~~GGbp~g IntpWawG!Jnlp~'·i.q\,"', UU<I·G, IwQ nt, qpw h~ti1.~WUl~w6· hb01w~QQnlp- ~~nU!Rb~·iiwinwpwGGtipn.ld·,ljbU11! ~ qnp: 
· 'qw01wluwqntPlwG, tIlwui:hwpwGGtip~ ~n· .JwG, UU<I.Qo·,;Utt",w~wQ wG~01wQ''1nlp- 6~ bptjljJWlGbp~ ~6U01~01nt010:,ltOGqlwIG· 
lb<i~WI~, wp~wpwqwuintPlwQ bld~wcfw.. ,wG ~l, ij~'li.~~in ~WUl~w6' hb",w~QGnlp· ~~" tliwuui!1ipojiQ<it~wQ ~n'lbq~WI~ dwu· 
dwGW~"'~PW~WUlWh ~nLQijg~wGbp ~pw: IwG WUlWhn~nld~: ~u~ qwu.wtuwqnlPlnl' Gw~gnLPJnlQo bl ~WUlwhn~~ .Gpw wG 
'~wGwgGnll oGqhwfinlp ~pw~wunlP/wG:QO' ~pbw~wG hliinwtijQqnLd ·hwpnlgblni, qw~Gbp~ ."pw~whui~wuw~nlP/ntGil ~Gi 
~G!Ulbu GWbl O1G01buw~wG qW01WPWQ~' Gwtuwl!GQriiPJwG. hb01WI!GQnlPlwG b,' 'Ulbu' qwinWQuifi ·.JlGGnlP/wG, w/GUlbu 'tl 
dwu~G Ulb01a t oGqntG~bG' w.wQO~G:. 1IlWti1~d{ji;p~ ~'~w~wGwgdwQ G~WU1dwdp wGop~Qw~wG ~wG' wGh~dG ~~~nGbp~ nl 
wnwGo'~G opbGaQbp: . - hu~nllnlpjillGo: qw",wpwQnld Ulb01W4wG tiw01w~~hriQbp~ pnllnl!wp~dwG hwpgb. 

\'wtuwaGGntPlwfi OPlb~01~.~nlPlnlGG nl dbqwqpwQI!~ UlW101UlwQnLPlntGO, qw· PnL~:.: 
Gpw ~pw ~W01WtuWqw~wG wG~Wl~wGq O1wpwfinld Ulb01w~wG lwhbp~:. uiW101" ~~iJWl ~nLG~g~nGwl tIlntllntunlPJntG· 
huljnrtfUPJmO{j WutWhntttlOl lwho ~w- lqwGQlPJwllp hWJgbp)1 hw~ntgnlilQ. qw· Gbpl!. wGinLZUl, ljhwGqbgGbG l1£lwl(w-. 
hwQ2"ld t l,qv·~, UU<I·Gbl qW01WtuW·. O1WpwG~ ~~~nQbp~, ~Wlnw~~~nGbn~ bl Ulwh dwpd~GQbp~ ~p'lw~npdwG ~wpql 

c. qntpJwG ~pW~WUntPlnLG~g hwGbl Gw· npnlnldGbp~ pnllnpawn4nl~O: . bl 4wnnlglj,W6awI~G tIlntllntunlPlnlGfib 
tuW{?Geiwl.jwG .llnlGl.jgflwG tn :H, Ud-)1(j 'lWUlWpWG[! til UlUUltUu.rl.4wG tlWlOW- flP: 
l.jwu =t=t l.jwnwtlWl1nlPlw(i(j wnQ(ipt(1 p.wG[! utbUll? t Lf'iGI:iCi oflbGuq)1f1 til qn(16w. 
ulI1bqobl ~GGl.W4UJG L(wNmplnlG: . Ilflfl ttzfuwGmplntGGt(1)1g wGl.jwfu. qWtIlW-

l.JQt.·G ljPf1W4wGwgGtt hWUW(1W4W~W.G ttnr(jtf1~' wG!-fln~nfubltt: C(ir}hw(imr r}w-

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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· =iWjwull1wGnul. qnJnlPlntfj nLfi6g'r11l 
hwp~wJ~G hw~w~wp'll! .C~~pw~. ~w
Gwg ~~w~np~wGn !~ pw~wpwplltd: . 

U~w~npnl~n hwGqtu t qwIPu hwp~w-, 
J~G ptn~ ptpblWg~WG, hwp~wJ~GqwZUl~ 
nGqlWJGdwG OqUl~G: UGhp"!dtZUl t.~bt/l . -. 
~~nlGnptG ~~pwntl UlpnqptuM hwp~t-
p~ hwdw~wpqn' qtpzwhnlJp uUlwgnqGt
p~g qwGO~nq hw~~tpG ",qqbln~ ung~w-' 
lw~wG nlnpUl: ~wP~wJ~G' J!wqwj!w~w
GnlPJnlGn UltUlj! ~ nlqq~wo LI1G~ wGhwc 

Ulw~wG bl ~nlt~Ul~~GwfuwotnGnlPJwG 
fupwG~wGO' pwpbGUlwuUl UlWJdwGGbp 

, uUlbq6bln~ ~.~ j!wqwj!wg~Gbp~· UlGlI1b: 
. uwllwG qn~6nlGbnlPJwG hwtlwl1: 

• 

":- . 

---------------------~-~''::~~~~~~-~~'':: _.{,WB 4 .....•. 
· ~PW~WUlwh ~wp~~GGbp~ tl'h;;;"'Ol~ . '~wG wUlwhn~dwG -'hwpgbp~ OblW~bp-

6wnWJnlPJnL{jGbPt'l· qn(16nl(jbnlPJ~nl(j(!' ',U4nui[!:' =lwuint~ 6"wllwJntPJntGCibl1l1 q.nfl-
. gwG~wgwO ~pw~w~wG UlbuuilflJwGdt2 omGbnlPJnlGn ~G!Ulbu bp~p~ Gbp,mld, : 
hUUlw~nptiG OblW~bpUl~wO t opbGuqpn-:WJGUlbu tl bn~n~g' qnl/lU ujbUlj! t hUUlW
pbG 'bl tGpw~w t ~bpw~u~nqhlPJwG; lljq ~nnbG hwawndtj! LI1G~ hwGnWUlbUlnlp
"'UUlwnbq~ h~~J!n qp~bL t 'wG~wfu Ulb- JwG wn2bl qn~",6 J!wqwJ!~wG'fuGq~n- . 
Ulw~wGnlPJwG ~bPUl~WG wGgwO UlWn~- Gbn~ lnl6~wiin: . 
Gbn~ nGpwgpm~: "wnb"'nfunl~GtnG WJU 
WUUlwptqnl~ UltUlJ! t blGbQ WJG Ulwnq 
q~Ulw~gnl~~g, '.on hwGnWUlbUlnlPJwG 

, wqqWJ~G. wG~UlwGqnlPJnlGn, 'llwqWj!W
gnl wGO~ wG~UlwGqnlPJIOG bl"'nW~mGll:' . 
Gbp~ bpwzfuw~nnmdn ~nW~WUlwh' dwn- . 
a~GGbp~ qlfuw~nn fuGq~pG t: Sbqw~ ... G 
~GpGw~wnw~wpolwG opb'Gp~ Zn2wGw~
Gbnnlll UlwpUlwq~n t ~nlG~9~UlW( nUti1~
lIwGm.PIWU" jl(lWtJ, WUntplntCiGbnta til JuG
fljlflGbnh. "G!~tu .GwtH GlnLpwmGud:iuw-

, 

\ 

\ 

----------------:;2,QJ8P.'lJ8,/o'IA -' -------------
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,uipg~ lIIWlllWuluWfin 
,u"JJwfi SWlIIWfi,»-{l t~. Uullilghl: 

',wrig~ liIWIIlwuluwfin 
.uriJJwfi SWlllwfi»-n.'w uIIlwghl: 

..... 

"UIue'-Sru~1II. /lIlh'IU'd> 
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llMufi lilll( uIII/1II t. jlliJ «Cfil(l(lwl[wfi 
hwtIUlI(Ul(tqllfll! tflt£tuqquy/lli hWlIl/UUlflfUPJ'wfi .. 
(TFES) f/lnrow,qb/(llillfl[! ql(lfiqruu bfi <WJIUUI~ 
IifUll: Ub{lP'lPwltft9 Q,wl'ulib lFruonJw{tjl./uufI96-
flllli t UfUlI(Uuujuwlin.l.I! hUluf(l1U1(lfll.P1UlIi }!I~ 

'1'"'11'" L/llitJlUl:pI/"l'Pl!: 
Sbllbltwlil1 • iFES-/J /I" Nlliliw'1rr4wli 

ofUltuli/lg" 1987 p:./Ig, I(lb/Uli/Il(tuljwli oqfiN.PJIII.Ii 
t 9Al91upbflhl UlI/wuflh/1 9q bptuWb.f'Ia 0l}lil(tPW
I[wli h~tlUlf{UlM6NIJi: vwtulWf1. Jufl(lhJVIIUJjlli 
ytUl{lUlbllfl.l.tI ulI(IUlI(U41i q/1uwMiJlUltfibfl tu'Jt 
Unu""IUJfU.fl, 1qI1wtt.1f, UtUw.UpIUJltlllll, • ./l/l1tili-

oIM ~WJ",;.p;./ij} ~6M,"" t U"l~ ... "' • 
. '~AI'/og'" WJ~ ~'Jluu["'twJiIoG ..... p 

t ",Iig/q 1il'"'1ii}!g: Nwiol/4 ~/.*.Ii/<"'I' db\,
~ ~bq d"", t .. G IiwIu.j"U9 .... t'"' ..... fir 

, GuUuuyot"'PJ"'1UipJ< 
. !I''W'''''': tt"~ plyriyJN.1i61qt '6;1" yUa~ .t.s_ />vl .,;,.,q,bl.,pj';G .. Ii/< "y G",d« Cfi'l'(UUpJNGG/ql/uJwufUi. ~",~. 

"wqdlUl[llfUl{tupjltlli(! <IUJUluyuulilltfl: . ." Lt:.- 0JaiIiR1I 1lpp1l4li lMudigfILd ·t 
, l..l:,- ClbGI/ lUJu'I'IuJ 9VoW/"'.d b/ij} IV IIJI'I? h"'l'llb", ~ h"'l'I/y odiiyutz bG Iu tre<-ft 

,q,1U)/i II[IU(bIlIJ/r.IfUIlIIlGb/f, UlJltu lllWllw 1/l¥#UI- 1[",,1lM plUgIUWIIUP,,1II.1i1ib[l/l1U iqUl[fqwpUlIiIUIl-
9byoGb",' Clblig "'I!"'t9",d blip' ~IUJII4UI{UUli",,, IibI'/< t"'l'loll ",GbIC Cft<Ui1w. o"",,",~ opb/ilJ",d 
"'ligtlU9q"'l ""'"'I!M'" tJGwuu.PJN.G/i/qw/i/bt- 'lJll/wb t ""·pbtGIU6 .. G"",, oqWJi "'"'1...,..0 
ittu[[II1wt/wfUlllfwli ul(qpN.IiJ}GbJl/t· U(uduqrulirUJi. Ilf(Ul{UUqJllUpJluliGJwJ ","WI· t 1U{lJUql/ Id(, PUlJ 9 

, G~'IFES-io </uwwq/U{UibJl/i. 1U2Jwu1{lJqN{ r,{!{-ft It''' "'fInI'IUq~J",G/i""" ,\utwt'"' twd tbq" 
hbyo G"I"''I'U't ",/ibli N.uN.rUiuiuMtq flIi'I'Iwr tJolibuJ ft{OI'l/qN. ~.t mq,tuu ~'" t h"'fir 
'I'"'~JftG Iu qtbq",d"'lUUJftG hwliJ./UuiI.. ·GuuI"'N{Gbl'/o Iu 'J91UUIigt/wb t",u .. tgN.PJ",G
qN{Gbp/< IU2JwuqwdiI/a Iu hWJ'i'G"'p6tUiJ hF'" G""" N. pbtG"'''N.Gbl'lo UJopb. <>wq .... <IJo6wP"" 
fUUr[fI{I luul[wUN.'JIIlIiGbM pbfuupJluGGbl'4 iii IilUPJ1II.lifibfllr UfIUI(I6UU1(}.~ . 

PIU9P"'lN.oJJibFI!- r"C~·~' "'l'"'1JUUPJ",G~ hi"!"lJ>-'" tIIou<.UJo pU.1iI<. """ouitGbp Iu~' Q<bG
jobl 0f'4U,,"'U 'f'IuI 9'1'"''' .. GhhyoJu .... t .. it~ : ill> <lEI! 'Il"I"''' t ."" "Ibyo/l' t 1.<l8/q .t"'ld., 
I~GGbP/< . q"", ~1iJ"IbuG .. 1u ""'"'I!m/q IIJI'I? .~fuL, twd ."'W/..q ..... gq""'PtwJotGbM P"'J9 

.. JuIUl~JUi'W> IN.lhUu. 'l'"'l'PbJUU.~GIqr Cftu <u4bIi{o it""'· ""<z~bi .. ~Iu""" ~~""''''l hbyo/u"'l"" 
, .r",ufUi. hwl'/Iuf.4"'PJN./ij} tGW"'JIU9I/ft, h..... t'"' 9"'f1N.oJJi/qr '1<Ul!zwIiwt"'d t ... WJ~ 9 .... 

'l'={UUPJ"" q"'tftli4qW;JwG tbli~tWJ"'" . _~IU9~ 'l'"'l'PY 'I'IuJ~y,.J tt""" .. 1'I/ft .t.s_ nlV1",GnY bR. hwugJlbl ",""", . 'l'"'I'PY jlulqw/: U/o p",G t oJlblio qjoblJ!. "Jl 
plUGwl. <IUJlUul(LUllillullfl/zfUlll" .fiUlJu~"&U1i . ptuliulj/i /dt(wu11luF ... 
/'IUo~/>6"'ftJoli:' "', ~"'tJwJ<.5-ftG wIig t tlU9q/q", Uqqu. 

Ll:,- ~"'Wj""'",dGy bG" N.Gbg/q nMI IftG " .. N{]< "I"''I'9ualuu/''I''''Pi''O pbt ..... "'G .. 
GwJuUIJUUJUibl'/o "I"'l'l'''"''''I'U'P "'1iJ. .. Iig, ftliJ- ' l'lo l!ii'I'JUUPJ",G~ Iu, ~~ U. .. h.r",G".JUUPJwG 
"Iiw G",1u 'l'U'1'P/qJ 'I'IuJ",dum"'JftG 1U2Jwu_ hwlil'"'gqbli: CGyotwlGb(o{) "Ibyo/l' t """'PGIf/V/
G'W> hbyo: ifyo;.'11'1< bG'g liwlu hwWUwibl"'-' qbG pb' U .. IuUuIUu'll""l'JU&; Iu job' f!Ii'l'JUUP
py t"''''"tg'''PJ''''''W>. GbFtiuglU9"'9N66l'lo . I"''''''''' duwJ<G ofObGJ1Iibtw(: U .. t""G "'J~' "'" 
hb"" 1l"'1iI< "" IiftGl "'J"d "'Jq"lJwi< ~/Uy>"'P- t"'U/< UJoplu t .. G"M? h"'twu"'PJN.GGb,.: Ol'/>-
""GGbN! IuJbl bG f!Ii"""""'''"",¢IlwJftG 6i 'I'1u!'" G",~' f!/iw<"'PJwGGIW<G .r",uG .. I{g/oJ'" hrwlwp 
.r",UWJ~' iuu46"'''NjnqGbl'lo .r",t"'I"l"'tGIqw/ f!Ii""",,", 18 "'''''''''' UJoIiJIu f!liJ/ywpJwG oN! 
UJo"'JIi: Cft"d '<C~-~ hbyo UJo",U/<G "1"'"",,""'1""" "Ib'l'll t 1JU"9"''' tJUi/o.,\ut hwfil'"'WI",G t"'JUUI 
b/ij} hw","'t ~bnG"',""",Iu!",dum"'JftG hwliJ..... 6G ""'"""'tg/oJ '"10 u.4~Iig, """9 18-~ ",,",,"d 
dllllru/lilq!jl. wlUJwdUb[l/t· Iuul4ufC t"l4ufir.ulfl/lU{ t"IUJIi~.lfIIUllPJtu."b.fIIlOfllF Aug/! '"JIJ. hwtlw-
IUllilglUJ9"j-tUluWM t lI(Ullf'fUUul(tt/N.Il.awlu lUI'- j-UlJ/i oflbliJ1/l, """wfilJ (}G/(I/IIIlW l[UlfUUl t il,"~' 
I(tlUu/Uhuwlljwli '1/u(11tf11Jfib.I'It hUlUu.tf!: . fi/Ul[shl/u"G~"II./rfi' IfJiwllU/ yuulit!. /tult ~I(l-. 
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Passed by tile 

Ccnlr.ll ElectOral COmmiSSion 
on {he Elcctioas of Deputies to 
the National Assembly of the 
Repubije of Armenia 

REGULATIONS 
Concerning the Status of Foreign Observers during the Electioos (0 the National 

Assembly of RA in 1995 

1. Procedure of Accrediting of Foreign Observers 

1.1. Accreditation of foreign observers is earned out by the Central Electoral Commission from 
June I 1995 to July I 1995... 

1.2. The Central Electoral Commission will decide at its sitting whether to accre4it a foreign 
observer or not proposals for accreditation are submitted to the Central Electoral Commission . 
by international, national govenunental and non-govenunental organisations as well as by. 
private individuals having recognised authority in defending human rights. 
1.3. The Central Electoral. Commission will distribute among foreign obseryeil"-certifieates in 
an established format in AImenian. . 

1.4. The duration of the powers of foreign observers is set by the Central Electoral 
Commission, and is noted in the observers' certifieates .. :~ 

2. llights of Foreign Observers 

The foreign observer has a right . 

2.1 To be present at the polling stations during voting, to take photographs, to use motion
picture and video cameras (infonning the chairman of the electoral commission about the fact 
and ·,vithout using overly-bright blinding additionallightiog). 
2.2. To be present at the sittings of electoral commissions._ . 

2.3. To familiarise themselves with the lists of voters, samples of ballot-papers, "ith pre
electoral and financial documents (concerning the elecloralcarnpaign) of political 
organisations, their associations, candidate deputies, to photocopy all these documents at their 
own expense. 

2.4. To provide the electoral commissions with their sugges.\ioils , to express their opinion 
about the election pr~s and its results. . . _.. 

2.5. To be present at the meetings of political organisations, their associations and candidate 
deputies with the voters. ~ " 

;2.6. To hold press conferences, to appear in the mass media, provided they do not violate the 
laws in force of the Republic of Annenia. 

2.7. In order to observe the course of the election campaign to establish temporary working 
groups, provided it is agreed ,vith the Central Electoral.Commission. 

3.Guarantoes of Activities of Foreign Observer; 

3. L During the whole period of their staying in the RepUblic of Annenia foreign observers 
shall be under the state guardianship (protection). 

3.2. Material and financial expenses related to the activities of fOreign obserVers are covered by 
the organisations sending the observers or by themselves. 

3.3. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of RA and the relevant electoral commissions provide 
necessary assistance to the observers while ilicy are performing lheir duties, as described in 
Article 2 of these Regulations. 

: I 
I 
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3.4. According [0 the present Regulatio~ the foreign observers carry Out their observations autonomously and independently. . 

3.5. Foreign observers cannot be called to account for expressing their opinion and for 
assessing the process of electoral campaign and summarising the results. 

4. Responsibilities of Foreign Observen. 

4.1. The foreign observer docs not have a right to use his status in activities not related to the election campaign. . 

4.2. The Ccn~ Electoral Commission has a right to nullify the POWers of a foreign observer 
taking away his certificate in case he violates the laws of the Republic of Armenia, generally 
recognised stlfldards ofIntemational Law or these Regulations. • 

... .,. . 
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USE OF THIS GUIDE 

This guide has been prepared to provide you general information about the 
election process in Armenia. It also provides a brief description of some of 
the procedures which will be followed by offiCials on election day. Finally, 
it offers you some general suggestions about he kinds of questions or pOints 
of examination you may wish to pursue as you conduct your observations. 

The presence of observers serves mUltiple purposes: 

To provide openness and transparency for the publIc, candidates, and 
poll tical publIc organizations and raise confidence In. t_h.~pr~cess. 

De"ter those who would engage in -improper. practices or frau·a .... 

Reduce opportunities for frivolous or misguided allegations of 
impropriety. 

Assist election officials by assessing the process and offering 
recommendatIons for future improvements. 

The objective of neutral observation is to monitor elec'tion activities and to 
identify irregular practices that jeopardize or hinder the fair and orderly 
conduct of the elections. This is particularly important if such 
irregularItIes appear to be deliberate. pervas~ve or part of an organized 
scheme. 

Adherence to a fev general standards will ensure that monitoring efforts are 
meanIngful. 

1. Be ·vIgilant and take detailed notes regardIng positive aspects of the 
process as well as notes describing questIonable or irregular voting or 
counting practices. Include information as to the place and .time as 
well identifying witness, if possible. 

2. 

3. 

Recognize that some mistakes may be made by election officialS because 
of inexperIence or unfamiliarity vith the new law. rather than because 
of any deliberate intention to compromise the integrity of the process. 
Do not treat every mistake or variation in established procedure as 
deliberate cheating. When these kinds of mistakes' came to the 
attention of the Chairmen, they are usually prepared to correct the 
problem immediately. 

Observers should never disrupt or interfere with the voting. counting 
or other phases of the election process. Ask questions, 'express 
concerns. render objective opinions when asked, but do not instruct. 
give orders or attempt to countermand decisions of the election 
officials. Comments should generally be addressed to the election 
commission chairman. 

i 
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4. 

5. 

If serious problems are encountered at a particular polling Site, brine 
t/lose situations to the attentIon of the local superior Election 
Committee. OSeE/UN Coordlnato~s have provided you a list of contact 
persons of the District Election Committees. You can also contact the 
Regional Offices of the OSeE/UN Unit In Yerevan. (See separate list of 
telephone numbers.) 

Consider returning to the polling Site later in the day if serious 
concerns about irregularities jU8tf.fy another look or increased 
observer presence. 

On election day. you shOUld refrain from contacts with the mass media. 
If. approached by journalists, you should limit your remarks to 
information about the purpose and activ1ties of the observation miSSion 
and to what you really do.while in the field. Refrain from providing 
opinions to news media as to the general fairness or honesty of the 
election based on your individual experience. Observers will have an 
opportunity immediately after the election to share information and 
report their cumulative conclusions. 

Elections will be held throughout the Republic on July 5, 1995 for the 
purpose of election Deputies to the National Assembly, and for the purposes 
of voting on a referendum in which the voters will decide whether or not the 
Constitution of the Republic of Armenia will be adopted. 

1. 

2. 

There will be.three ballots on which voters will cast· their votes: 

Referendum Ballot Regarding Adoption or Rejection of the 
Constitution 

Candidate Ballot on the Majoritarian System 

Political Public Organization or Bloc Ballot on the Proportional 
System 

Two laws will be gov~rning the conduct of these elections: 

The Law on the Election of Deputies to the National Assembly 
newly adopted April 4, 1995 " 

The Law on Conduct pf Referendum, adopted in 1991. as amended in 
May 1995. 

Procedures for the Referendum Election vary slightly from those 
governing the candidate and proportional elections _ Those differences 
are noted throughout this guide. 

SYBtem of 
RepresentatIon Ma10ritarian System: For this election the Republic of 

Armenia has been divided into 150 Single mandate election 
districts._ From each election district one Deputy will be 
elected to the National Assembly. For-a candidate to be 
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Referendum 
on the 
Constitution 

Ad.miniotration 

elected In his/her district, the candidate must receive a 
majority of the votes cast in the "district as long as the 
total votes received Is at least 25X of the total VOtes cast. 
If no candidate recei.ves a suff.f.clent number of votes, a 
second round of elections will be held based on a decision of 
the Central Election Committee. (Article 37) 

Proportional System: . In addition to the election of a Single 
candida te from each district, 40 addi tiona 1 candida t.es will 
be elected based on a system of proportional representation. 
i~ this part of the election, the Republic as a whole Is one 
large multi-mandate district. On this·ballot voters will not 
vote for'speclflc candidates. Rather, voters will ~ote for 
the political public organization or bloc which they prefer. 
Each· political public organization.or bloc identified on the. 
ballot has presented a list of candidates whom they have 
selected to fill any seats their organization may~ltimately 
win in this part of the election. Only three can~idates from 
their full lists are identified on the ballot. _. 

The number of seats in the National Assembly won by each 
political public organization or bloc is determined based on 
the percentage of the total votes they receive based on votes 
cast on the Proportional System Ballot. They are eligible to 
win seats as long as their organization of bloc receives at 
least 5 x of these votes. Their share of the 40 seats viII 
be calculated by the Central Election CODlDlittee based on a 
mathematical formula defined in the law. (Article 39) 

The draft Constitution put up for Referendum is conSidered 
accepted by a Simple majority as long as the votes in favor 
equal at least 1/3 of the number of voters on the voter list. 
(Draft Constitution of the Republic of Armenia, Chapter 8, 
Article 113) 

Elections are administered by a hierarchy of appointed 
electoral committees supported by an administrativ.e staff at 
the Central Election Committee. and by local executive 
authorities at the district levels. (Article 5) 

At the . .top of the hierarchy is the Cen.tral Electlon Committee 
(CEC) ~ade up of at least 7 members. Candidates for 
membership on the CEe' are proposed by Deputies of the Supreme 
CounCil. Members are then re~(stered by the Chairman and 
Secretary of the Supreme Councilor their replacements. If 
regist~ation is not accomplished by the deadline established 
In the lay, the President registers the members from among 
those originally nominated by the Deputies. The Chairman of 
the eEC is confirmed by the Supreme Council based on a 
nomination by the PreSident chosen from among the registered 
members. If the Supreme CounCil fails to confirm the 
PreSident's nominee, the Chairman is selected by the Supreme 
Council during a speCial session. Upon their failure to 
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Who May 
Participa te in 
the Elections 

select the Chalrmatt. he is unilaterally selected by the 
President. (Article 8 and 9) 

The CEe Is responsible for oversight of the process 
throughout the Republic and establishing general poliCies 
under which elections will be administered. They also 
directly register and supervise ballot prcDaratlon for the 
political public organizations partl.clpatlng in'the 
Proportional System Election. (Article·lJ) 

District Election Committees (DEC) are formed for each of the 
150 electoral districts and are comprised of at least 7 
members. Many DEC's have as many as 26 members. Members may 
be nominated by public political organizations who have 
applied to participate in the elections by the proportional 
system. Their appointment Is determined by the CEe. ' 
Chairmen of DEC's are elected from within their own 
membership. However, if they fail to elect their chairman, 
the CEC appOints the chairman. If the CEC fails to make a 
selection, the CEC Chairman appoints the distri~tJeh3irman. 

The DEC administers elections at the constituency level, 
registering majoritarian ballot candidates and Organizing 
equal campaign activities, establishing polling sites and 
supervising poll workers. (Articles 8, 10 and 14) 

Precinct Election Committees (PEC) are the poll workers who 
serve at the preCincts. There are approx'lmately 10 Precinct 
Committees io each election district. Each precinct may 

-serve 100 to 3,000 voters. The PEe's are responsible for 
processing of voters on election day and counting and 
tabulating the votes at the close of the polls. NomL~atlons 
for membership may be submitted to the PEC's by the political 
public organizations participatIng In the proportional system 
election. The selection of PEC chairmen follow a similar 
process as for chairmen of higher level committees with a 
final decision being made by the Chairman of the DEC if the 
Precinct committee fails to make its own choice. (Articles 8, 
11 and 15) 

A special CEC regulation allows precincts to be. es·tablished 
in military installations and medical institutions. 

Once appointed to a Precinct Election Committee, members 
nominated by a political public organization lose their 
membership if their organization subsequently fails to be 
registered to partiCipate in the election. 

To vote in these elections, a voter must have reached the age 
of 18 prior to election day. Although they may not vote in 
the Majoritarlan or Proportional elections. a voter whose 
18th birthday is on election day, may vote in the Referendum 
In addition, a voter must have resided In the Republic of 
Armenia for at least one year prior to the day of the 
elections. (ArtIcle 3. La~ on ElectIon of Deputies to 
National Assembly. and Article 3, Law on Conduct of 
Referendum) 
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Regiatration 
of Political
Public 
Organizations 

Nomination of 
Candidatea 

The following persont> are NOT entitled to vote In t.hese 
elections. 

Persons declared incompetent'by a court of law. 

Persons In confinement by a legal court verdict. 

Persons wanted In a criminal investigation. 

Persons detained under criminal charges who have been 
denied registration by a deciSion of the Central 
Election Committee. 

To"be elected a voter must have: 

Reached the age of 25. 

Permanently resided in the Republic or A~~~a for at 
least three years-prior to the day of the election. 
(Article 3) 

SpeCial provisions of law allow a detained person to be a 
candidate when certain conditions are met. 

Political Public Organizations (Parties) are registered under 
similar laws associated with the registration of other public 
organizations such as cultural clubs, youth groups, etc. 
They apply for registration with the Ministry of Justice by 
whom their activities and organization are also monitored for 
continuing compliance with the law. Political Public 
Organizations operate under their Charter which must be 
submitted at the time of application for registration. An 
organization found to be committing violations or operating 
outSide the scope of their charter can be suspended for up to 
six months. Subsequent offenses can result 1n more severe 
penalties. 

A registered public political organization does-not 
automatically qualify to participate in the proportional 
system of election. To participate as a party or as a bloc 
or coal1tion of parties, the pol1tical public organization 
must apply by means of a petition under the rules established 
for the nomination of candidates. 

Any candidate seeking election as a Deputy to the National 
Assembly is entitled to run 1n one District in the 
Majoritarian System and also on party list in the 
Proportional System. Should the candidate prevail in both 
races, he accepts the district seat and his mandate is passed 
to the next cand1date 11sted on the Party List. In the event 
the candidate must advarice to a second round of erections in 
the Majorltarlan race, the issue of his election In the 
Proportional System Is resolved after the second round has 
taken place. 

6 



Preparation of 
the Voters 
Lists 

Malor-ltar-ian System: Candidates seeking election In an 
election district are nominated by petition signed by 
eligible vOters. The nomInation rulca arc the same for 
independent candidates and candidates affiliated with 
registered political public organizations. The petitions 
circulated by representatives of the candidates must Contain 
the signatures of 500 to 700 voters within the election 
district In which the candidate seeks Qfflce. Petitions are 
inspected by the District Election Committee. If the 
inspection reveals that the number of inv.lid or falsified 
signatures exceeds SO. the petition Is rejected even if the 
remaining signatures equal the lower limit of 500. 
CandIdates must also submit an acknowledgement of their 
willingness to be a candidate, documents certifying his 
residency, and a deposit determined by ~ RegulatIon of the 
CEC. The deposit is refunded if the candidate earns at least 
5" of the votes. 

Proportional System: Political Public Organi%ati~s or Blocs 
nominate their lists of candidates. The list.i~&Opportcd by 
submiSSion of a petition containing the signatures··af at 
least 10,000 valid voter signatures. The petition and the 
list of candidates is submitted to the Central Election 
Commission who inspects the documents and registers the 
candidates. Even if the threshold is met, a petition 
containing more than 300 invalid or falsified signatures is 
rejected. The required documents and depos~t must be paid 
for each candidate on the list. There are no limits 
established in the l.aw as to how many candidates may appear 
on a list. For this election individual Proportional Lists 
include very few to as many as 222 candidates. Altogether, 
570 candidates have been presented on the Party Lists. 
Proportional seats won are distributed among the candidates 
on the list In descending order based on their sequential 
pOSition on the list. 

Nomination of Detained Persons: Rules for nominating a 
person who is detained pending resolution of their cases by 
court decision are almost the same. However, in these cases 
the Central Election Committee takes a decision as to his 
registration only after receiving a written conclu~ion of the 
Prosecutor's Office regarding the substantiated nature of the 
person's case which ·.has been requested by the candidate. To 
allow time for this "reqUirement, detained candidates submit 
their nomination documents 10 days ·in advance of the normal 
nomination deadline. (Articles 20 and 21) 

Registration of voters is accomplished by deSignated offices 
of the local authorities, primarily those offices responsible 
for maintaining residency records. Lists are provided to the 
District Committees who distribute them to the Precinct 
officials 15 days before the election (June 20, 1995.) It is 
not clear _hether precinct officials accomplished a door to 
door canvas to verify the lists. The lists· are also 
available for public scrutiny and precinct officials are 
authorized to make adjustments as necessary. (Article 18-19, 
La\.' on Election of Deputies. Article 17, La\.' on Referendum) 
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Special Voter 
Serviceo 

Polling Hour. 

Opening the 
Poll. 

Unde~ the Law on Conduct of Referendum. voters who are ill Or 
otherwise incapacitated may have REFERENDUM BALLOTS brought 
to them at home so that they can vote in this election. 
Polling sites are equipped with small, mobile ballot boxes 
which are used for his purpose. A supplemental voter list Is 
maintained of the voters who vote at home. 

This service IS NOT available to voters for voting In 
the Maforltarlan or Proportional Election. 

A voter who determines that he will be away on election day 
may vote in the REFERENDUM ELECTION at his precinct up to 15 
days before election day, A ballot voted In advance Is kept 
by offiCials in a sealed envelop which is deposited into the 
regular ballot box prior to the beginning of regular voting 
on election day. 

.~ 
This service 15 NOT available to voters-fc;r voting in 
the Ma10ritarian or Proportional Election . 

On election day a voter who is unable to vote without 
assistance is entitled to select another person to enter 
secrecy booth with him to help him cast his ballot. The 
voter can choose anyone except members of the Precinct 
Election Committee or a proxy' of a candidate or political 
public organization. 

the 

Regular polling hours are. from 08:00 to 20:00. Ho~ever, 
under special circumstances the Central Election Committee 
can initiate changes in the hours and locations and the 
precincts. PEC members are encouraged to be at the-polling 
Site at least I hour before the polls officially open for 
voting. (Article 29, Law on Election of Deputies, Supplem~nt 
and Amendments to Law on Referendum) 

Before the polls open for voting a number of tasks are to be 
completed .. Foreign observers as well as repreS~htatives of 
public organizations (local NGO's,) the media, candidates, 
and'political public organizations are entitled to be present 
to watch pre'-poll procedures. The committee takes a decision 
regarding which members will be aSSigned to confirm the 
authenticity of the.ballots with their signature. If a member 
of the committee insists that he want to Sign the ballots. he 
is granted that opportunity, without a vote of the committee. 

'The Chairman of the Committee opens the ballot box and 
displays that it is empty to the members of the committee and 
other persons entitled to be present. The Ballot Box is 
sealed with sealing wax. The same procedure should be 
fOllowed for the mobile ballot box and a special box which 
""ill be used to· contain the coupons from the Certificates of 
the Right to Vote issued to each voter ""ho partiCipates in 
the election. (Articles 7. 24 and 30, Law on Election of 
Deputies, Article 16. Law on Referendum) 



The Chairman should display the number of ballots voted in 
advance and deposit them Into the ballot box inSide their 
sealed envelopes. 

It Is not clear whether the members will physically count the 
ballots received In front of the observers before openJ.ng the 
polls. Nor Is it certain they viII announce the number 
received or the number of voters on the voter lIst. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OBSERVERS: 

1. Begin your observations even before you arrive at the polling site. 
Survey the neighborhood for evidence of campaigning or suspicious 
activity nearby. Take note of any vehicles seemingly transpor.ting an 
unusual number of voters to th~ polling site or seeming to come ffOm one particular place. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Note the location, accessibility and sufficiency of the polling site. 
Observe indications of disorganization such as unusually long ~nes of 
people milling around. Also note the presence of police or Q.t~r . 
security officials. 

Campaigning is prohibited on election day. (Article 25) However, it is 
possible that biographical posters and other material may be posted. 
If so, check to see if each candidate and party is equally represented 
and take note of materials related to the Referendum which might be 
posted. 

Upon arrival, identify yourself, show your credentials.and ask to speak 
with the Chairman of the Committee. With the least possible 
disruption, try to talk with other members of the committee as well as 
with other observers or representatives of the candidates or political 
public organizations who may be present. Look for peculiar signs of 
tension or dissention. 

Confirm that all persons working. as election officials and issuing 
ballots are duly appointed members. Notice whether groups of people 
appear to be lingering with no apparent purpos.e or authority. 

Ask which candidate's representatives are present or if 
observers representing public political organizations. 
candidates or organizations are not represented. 

there are 
Note wtiich 

Ask which political public organizations appearing on the ballot are 
represented on the committee itself. Note. which are not. 

Take notice of the layout and organization of the polling Site, 
including division of duties among committee members, placement of work 
stations, secrecy booths, and the ballot box. 

Does the layout promote reasonable flow of traffiC, efficiency and 
security? 

Does the layout and placement of voting booths safeguard secrecy of the 
vote? 
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Is the ballot box In plain view of the committee and observers? 

Does the layout promote transparency and allow. observers to vie'" the 
process easily? 

- ,-

-----iii.;~·~~k.\tifi>;;S:'~· --t---, , 
'.'- . . - ~. , . 

Number of Each polling station ~ill receive a number of ballots of each 
Ballots of the 3 types equal to the number of voterS whose names 

appear on the voter list. 

Form of Ma jor1 tarlan Ballot: Candidates are listed in alphabetical 
Ballots order_ -and information their party membership, if any, 

employment and job description are also listed. 
-~ 

ProQortlonal Ballot: The law does not indica te- me order in 
~hich the poli tical public organizations will be l1-sted. In 
addition to the name of the organlza.t:lon or abridged name if 
the entity is a bloc,-the ballot lists the first and last 
names of the first three candidates on the organization's 
list. (Article 26, Law on Election of ~eputies) 

Referendum Ballot: The text of the ques t ion is posed on the 
. ballot and voters arc given the option of voting "YES" or 

"NO." (Article 29, Law on Referendum) 

Method of Majoritarian Ballot: The voter marks the Majoritarian -
Marking a Ballot by crossing out the names of the candidates he rejects 
Ballot -leaving his choice exposed. If there 1s only one candidate 

on the ballot the voter has the choice to "AGREE" or to 
"DISAGREE" with acceptance of the candidate. The voter marks 

'- out the response he rejects leaving his favored resp,,?nse 
exposed . 

ProBortional Ballot: The voter marks the Proportional 
Ballot by crOSSing out the names of all-political public 
organizations or blocs he -rejects leaving his preferred 
choice exposed. (Article 31, Law on Election of peputies) 

Referendum Ballot: The ballot offers the choice to "YES" or 
to "NO" with regard to the adoption of the Constitution. The 
voter marks out the response he rejects leaving his favored 
response exposed. (Article 30, Law on Referendum> 

Security Ballots for the Referendum are available 15 days in advance 
of the elections. Majorltarlan and Proportional Ballots are 
received at the precinct immediately prior to, or on the 
morning of election day. Ballots are to be stored in a 
secured and locked location. Ballots are not sequentially 
numbered and do not have a stub or counterfoil. However, to 
validate its authenticity as an official ballot. each ballot 
is to be signed by pre-determined members of the commission 
and stamped wi th the official precinct seal. It is not clear 
",hether the signatures and the stamp are to be affixed. only 
to those ballots officially issued to voters, or if all 
ballots "'ill be so marked. Nor Is It clea r as 1.:0 "'hen the 
sicnine- and stampin£!" of the ballots \J 111 lake place. 

10 



Officials are required to signa rcceipt for the number of 
ballots they ("cccive and all ballots must be accounted for on 
a tocol of ballot. 

SUGG~STIONS F.OR OBS~RVERS: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Observe the handling and method by which ballots for each type of 
ballot are issued t~ voters. Does the official personally hand it to 
the voter or does the voter take it from the stack himself:? Can others 
take ballots from the tables? 

Note whether the ballots on the tables are kept in secure, tidy piles 
and neatly sorted by ballot type. 

Inquire of ~he Chairman when the ballots and other voting materials 
were received and under what security arrangements the voting materials 
were kept secured. 

Observe the process whereby each ballot is properly signed by the 
official(s) and stamped with the precinct seal. ·Ask if all \i.allots 
were all pre-signed prior to the opening of the polls, or b~re 
election day. .' 

Ask if all ballots including unused ballots are signed and stamped with 
the official precinct seal. 

.' .. 

Registration 
of Votere 

Upon entering the polling station, the v~ter must present his 
or her identification documents. The 10 will usually be a 
passport, however, temporary passport, or other document 
featuring the person's photo and address is acceptabl~. The 
voter's name is located on the voter list and the voter is 
asked to place his signature in the space provided. Without 
identification, the voter is not allowed to vote. (Article 
31, Law on Election of Deputies, Article 3D, Law on 
Referendum) 

For each voter, officials have a pre-prepared Certificate of 
the Right to vote. The Certificate has two parts. one of 
which will be retained by the precinct. The voter. is asked 
to sign the Certificate which is also signed by the 
officials. There are no. provisions for this Certificate in 
the Law on Referendum. Therefore. the Certificate might not 
be used for voters voting in advance or at home • . whose 16th 
birthdays are on election day. or voters who only wish to 
vote in the Referendum at the polls. (Article 31, Law on 
Election of Deputies) 

If a voter has the proper identification and meets 
eligibility requirements but is not found on the list, the 
officials have the authority to add the person to the list. 
A Certificate is made out and the voter is allowed to vote. 

Voters are not allowed to vote on behalf of family members. 
voter must on. 
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Issuance of 
the Ballot 

Secrecy of 
Vote 

Spoiled 
Ballot. 

Voting at Home 

Only for 
Referendum 

The voter takes the Certlfica te of the Right to Vote and I 
advances to Stage 2. Upon presentation of the Certificate. ,. 
the official affixes his signature, tears off the part of the 
Certificate ~hlch Is to be retained and deposits it into a 
sealed box. The voter Is then handed one of each type of 
ballot (unless his 18th birthday is on election day and he Is 
only eligible for the Referendum ballot,) and is directed to 
the secrecy booth to vote In private. (Article 31, Law on I 
Election of Deputies) 

Each ballot must contain the slgnature(s) of the authorized 
officials, and the stamp of the precinct. (Articles,30 and 
33. Lay on Election of'Deputles) 

The voter enters the secrecy booth and marks the ballot in 
private. Only one person may be present inside the secrecy 
booth at a time. unless the person his handlcapp~ or 
otherwise unable to mark the ballots without assl~tance. 
Voters needing assistance. may request help from anyone they 
choose except an election offiCial, or the representative of 
a candidate or political public organization. After voting. 
the voter is encouraged to bring his folded or otherwise 
covered ballots out of the booth and to deposit them into the 
ballot box which is to be maintained in plain view. ~ 

If a voter damages or mismarks his ~a~lot, he should be able 
to return the spoiled ballot to the committee and request a 
new ballot.· However, there is no guidance in the law on how 
this situation is to be handled. It has been suggested that 
the. spoiled ballot will be immediately segregated with other II 
spoiled ballots papers. and that the voter will be given a n 
replacement. The law calls for the number of spoiled ballots ~ 
to be recorded on the protocol .during the counting process. ~ 
Voters who are ill, incapacitated or otherwise unable to come 
to the polls On election day, may request to have ballots and 
a portable ballot box brought to them on election day so they 
can vote at home. These voters are only entitled to vote in 
the REFERENDUM election and are precluded from participating 
in the candidate and proportional elections. The names of 
these voters can be prov'ided by in-person voters on election 
day. Others may have been identified in advance, if the 
Precinct Election Committee accomplished a door to door 
canvas to verify the'voter lIsts. At home voters should be 
listed on a supplemental list. and a nota~ion should be made 
by their names on the regular voter list, 

1 
At some point on election day. 2-3 members of the committee ~ 
will be aSSigned to go to these voters' homes. At that time. fi. 
they will count the number of voters to be visited, and are H 
supposed to count out only an equal number of ballots. The iI 
ballots, the portable ballot box, supplemental voter list and ~ 
the voters f Certificates of the Right to Vote Forms. Upon I! 
arrival of the voter's home, they should complete the same B 
steps as would be required for voters at the polling s·ite. ij 
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II 
II 

Door to Door 
Sollcitat19 n 

In many post-Soviet countries it used to be the practice that 
members of the committee would also visit the homes of any 
voter who had not shown up at the polls wIth ballots and 
reques t them to vote. However. there arc no such pray Is ions 
In law. No ballots should be taken from the polling site 
except Referendum Ballots officially used to assist 
authorized voters at home. 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OBSERVERS: 

1. Ask about the total number of voters appearing on regular voter list 
and the number of additions which have been made on election day. Also 
ask. the number of voters on the supplemental list of voters voting at 
home. and how many voters voted in advance. Determine if there seem to 
be an unusually high number of voters.on the special list~·in relation 
to the number on the master list. 

2. Ask if the committee completed a door to door canvass to verify the 
accuracy of the lists they were provided. Ask to examine the various 
lists and'note how many names have been aigned.in or have .n~ations. 

3. Observe the manner in which·voters are given instructions and_determine 
if there is any eVidence of undue pressure or partisanship implied on 
the part of election officials. 

4. Inquire if anyone has attempted to vote on behalf of family members not 
present and if they were allowed to do so. 

5. Ask if anyone has been turned away because their name did not appear on 
the list or because they did not have proper identification. Ask how 
such situations were handled. 

6. Note whether secrecy of voting has been adequately ensured. Can the 
ballot box be plainly seen by officials and all authorized observers 
and candidate representatives? 

7. Ask the Chairman if there have been any problems, disturbances 
irregularities or complaints regarding the voting. Inquire as to how 
such problems were resolved. 

II B. If confidendality is pOSsible, try to ask representativea .. of the 
candidates if they have been generally satisfied with the. processing of 
voters at the polling site and the performance of the Committee. Be 
aware of any unusual tension which might exist. 

". 
II 

Oe~ermlne if officials have. or intend to take ballots door to door to 
solicit voting. 

II 
II 
it 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
II 
it 
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"~----------------------------------------~--------------------------~ II 
I VI. VOTE TABULATION 

II 
I! 
II 

II~---------'--------~~~~~==~~------------------~. 
II Time of Ballots are counted at the polling sites by the Precinct 
II Counclng Election Committee immediately after the closing of che polls 
II at 20:00. Ali Voters who are present and have not yet voted 
~ are allowed to Vote. (Article 29, Law on Election of 
U Deputies; 
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Preparation 

Counting the 
Votes 

Authorized reprcacntatlv.ca of the candidatco and political 
public organizations, 30 veIl 30 foreign and domestic 
obacrvers and the media are entltle~ to be prescnt for the 
count. 

Before counting begins the committee prepares a separate 
protocol for each type of ballot. On each protocol. the 
committee records the number of that type of ballot 
originally received, and the numbers of spoiled ballots, 
unused ballots. total voters on the 11st(s), voters who 
actually participated and signed the list, and the number of 
the Certificates of the Right to Vote which remain unused. 
It Is not clear as to whether the number of advanced ballots 
and voters who voted at home In the Referendum election are 
enumerated separately on the protocol. 

The committee 1s supposed.tO "cancel" the unused.~l~ots In a 
manner which ensures they cannot be used fraudulently. The 
committee also makes a note in the registry that the ballot 
box has remained sealed throughout the voting day. 

-When these steps have been completed for each protocol, the 
ballot box may be opened and the counting may begin. (Article 
34, Law on Election of Deputies) 

Voters mark their ballots by crossing out the choices they 
reject. On each type of ballo~, the chOice remaining exposed 
receives the vote. The process of the count begins with the 
sorting of the three types of ballots, each of which is 
printed on a different colored paper. 

The laws are silent as to the exact manner in which the 
ballots will be handled for the purpose of determining the 
results of the vote. Ho..,ever, previous practice seems to 
have called for the ballots to be sorted again with a 
separate pile being created for each candidate or choice 
appearing on the ballot. Each ballot is in~pected to 
determine the voter's choice and the ballot is placed on the 
appropriate pile. When the sorting has been completed, 
offiCials count the number of ballots in each stack and 
ultimately record that-number on the protocol next to the 
candidate's name or the referendum choice. In the case of 
the Referendum Election, the number of votes AGAINST as well 
as the votes FOR the measure are entered on the protocol. 

Ballots which are determined to be INVALID are not counted. 
Under the law, a ballot is considered INVALID if: 

does not conform to the approved specimen; 

does not bear the official stamp of the- precinct: 

does not bear the signatures of the authorized 
officials; 

J " 
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Recording the 
Vote 

Tranofer of 
Materials to 
the District 
Election 
Committee 

has mOl-C than one choice exposed; or. 

bears extra inscriptions_ 

If there are controversies regarding any aspect of the 
counting process or the validity of the ballot. decisions are 
to be made by a vote of the committee. (Article 33. Law on 
Election of Deputies) 

The commi t t,ee summarizes the resul ts on the protocols for 
each type of ballot. Commission members responsible for 
counting the votes of a particular candidate sign their names 
next to the recorded number of votes for that candidate. The 
same procedure is followed for the Proportional Ballot and 
the Ballots for the Referendum. In each case. the total 
number of INVALID ballots is also recorded. If-any team 
member has a special opinion about the process or-the 
results, he makes a notation across from his signature and 
submits his opinion in writing. A refusal of a member to 
sign the protocol is recorded by the committee and;oattached 
to the protocol. Protocols are each signed by al~~embers of 
the committee and the protocols are stamped with tne_,official 
precinct seal. The chairman Is required to announce the 
results to the committee members and observers who are 
present. (Article 32, 34 and 35, Law on Election of Deputies) 

As soon as the counting of ballots has been completed and the 
protocols have been finalized. all materials are to be 
packaged and immedia'tely transported to the 'District Election 
Committee where results are summarized for the District at 
Large. In addition to the ballots. voter lists. protocols. 
registry and other documents. the sealed box containing the 
Certificates of the Right to Vote is also transported. It is 
the District Election Committee who is responsible to count 
the number of Certificat~s which it,contains as an additional 
accountability measure. There is no indication that copies of 
any of the protocols are maintained at the Precinct 
level.(Article 35, Law on Election of Deputies) 

SUGGESTIONS FOR OBSERVERS: 

1. Plan to arrive at the polling site shortly before 20;00. It, is likely 
that for security purposes access to the polling site after, Closure of 
the polls ma'y be restricted. But. authorized observers are',entitled to 
observe the count. 

2. Observe whether iepresentatives of the candidates and political public 
organizations are', present and ask if any have been restricted from 
observing. Make note of any "special rules" establiShed by the 
committee being applied to observers or representatives, especially if 
they tend to hinder-reasonable transparency. 

3. Check to see that counting is only being performed by committee members 
and that no other individuals are "aSSisting." 

4. Note how the unused ballots are "cancelled." defaced or destroyed after 
being counted. 
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5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

Carefully observe the method and standards for identifying INVALID 
ballots and whether such ballots are appropriately segregated. 

Observe whether protocols are completed In Ink or In pencIL. 

Obse['ve whether 'the ballots are handled. stacked, or sorted In a 
methodical way which provides ease of counting, and a fundamental basis 
of order and reasonable securIty. 

Note ~ow disputes ~mong committee memb~rs or complaints raised by 
candidate or political public organization representatives are resolved. 

Attempt to maintain a record of the. results, and make note of any 
discr~pancles that seem unusual or unreasonable. Compare the number of 
voted ballots accounted for and the number of voters who signed the 
voter lis ts. . ~ 

Make note of how long it takes the committee to complete the count. 

Ask the Chairman how ballots. voting materials. voter lists, etc. are 
being transported at the completion of their work, and how they will be 
secured in tranSit. Ask how many officials will accompany them and 
check to see if opposing forces are represented. 

If feasible, try to accompany them to the District Elec~ion Committee 
and observe the manner in which District Officials carry out their dUties. 

Observe how materials are logged in or Signed for upon delivery. 

Observe how bpxes containing Certificates of the Right to Vote are 
opened and counted. 

Ask how matters are handled if discrepancies or errors are found by 
District OffiCials. 

Observe whether or not District Officials make corrections or _, 
adjustments on the.Precinct documents. Observe whether original 
figures submitted by the Precinct are obliterated or maintained as 
corrections or adjustments are made·. Observe the manner in which the 
accuracy of summarized results are verified. 

Ask how results will be PU~lished, by precinct or districtwide. 

Note if representatives of the candidates or political public 
orga~1zations are present~or if any have been preVented from being 

Nominating 
Peti tion!! District Election Committee have a great deal of 

responsibility over the administration of elections at the 
constituency level. Among their major 

of cand 1n 
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campaign activities. They assist 1n arrangement of pubic 
locations of Campaign evenlS and with the cooperation of 
local media arrange for equal broadcast time and newspaper 
space for the candidates. 

The registration of candidates is cornmo.nly one of the most 
controversial aspects of the pre-election period. The law 
requires that District Committees review nominating peti-tions 
and make rulings as to their valldl~y. . The lay Is silent as 
to the actual process which Is to be followed in verifying 
the authenticity of the oignatures contained in the 
petitions. Therefore. it is likely that DEC. have had to 
develop their own approaches to the task. If a DEC finds 
deficiencies In the nomination documents, or if the DEC 
determines that an excessive number of Signatures are 
invalid, the candidate's nomination is rejected. 

The Central Election Committee is responsible to 
responsibility for political public organization 
relative to the Proportional Ballot. 

fulfill this 
petitions 
.'\l 
-:-

Candidates who have been rejected may appeal decisions to the 
Central Election Committee and ultimately to the court. As 
of 23 June. a number of candidates and political public 
organizations had been rejected. and appeals were still being 
considered. During the appeal. rejected candidates are 
precluded from campaigning. (Article 20, Law on Election of 
Deputies) 

SUGGESTIONS TO OBSERVERS: 

1. Find time to visit the District Election Committee in the constituency 
where you vill be observing. Try to coordinate your efforts so that 
one team is delegated to visit the District Committee. If possible, 
plan to make this visit before election day. 

2. Ask the District Committee about the procedures they used in revieving 
documents submitted by nominated candidates. Inquire as to the manner 
in which they revieved signatures and evaluated their validity. 

3. If there were candidates who were rejected, ask for a description of 
the grounds on which the decision vas made. 

4. Ask how many nominations were submitted and how many were rejected. 
Ask about the affiliations of the candIdates who vere accepted and 
those who were rejected. 

5. Ask to see samples of both registered and rejected petitions. 
Determine if similar markings or notations appear on the petitions of 
both registered and rejected candidates. Note any obvious differences 
in the manner in which petitions appear to have been scrutinized. 
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VIn.'"", ,WRAP ,cup )AiiD>Ii!;~RTING' OBSERVATi:ONS 

We hope that these materials wIll be helpful to you as you observe these 
important elections. But our work does not end on election day. I,t Is 
important that we consolidate and formalize our findings If we are to leave 
something meaningful behind. We hope tha~ you viII help us in that endeavor 
by returning copies of your observation forms and notations to the OSCE/UN 
Coordinating Unit so that they can be assimilated for a comprehensive report 
of cumulative findings. Thank you for participating in this important 
mission. 
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Result Summary of the Constitutional Referendum and Parliamentary 
Elections in Armenia 
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RESULT SUMMARY OF THE CONSTITUTIONAL REFERENDUM 
AND PARLIAMENTARY ELECTIONS IN ARMENIA 

(As reported by the Joint UN/OSeE Election Monitoring Team) 

Constitutional Referendum: 
Total number of eligible voters -
Actual number of voters 

2,189,804 
1,217,531 (56% voter participation) 

REFERENDUM POPULAR VOTE % OF ELIGIBLE 
VOTERS -

YES 828,370 37% 

NO 349,721 16% 

!NV ALID VOTES 39,440 2% 

% OF ACTUAL 
VOTERS 

68% 

28% 

3% 

I Summary of the Elections to the National Assembly: 
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Total number of eligible voters -
Actual number of voters 
Total number of ballots cast 
Total number of invalid ballots -

PARTYIBLOC 

"Hanrapetutiun" Bloc 

Armenian National Movement 

Liberal Democratic Party 

Christian Democratic Party 

Republican Party of Armenia 

Communist Party 

Shamiran' 

National Democratic Union 

Union of Self-Determination 

Liberal Democratic Party (Ramkavar) 

Armenian Revolutionary Federation 

Independent' 

TOTAL 

2.178,699 
1,195,283 
1,183,573 

(54.86% voter participation) 

411,743 

P.R. SEAT MAJ. SEAT 

20 --

-- 62 

-- 4 

-- I 

-- I 

6 4 

8 --

3 2 

3 --

-- I 

-- I 

-- 72 

40 148 

TOTAL SEATS 

--

88 

--

--
--
10 

8 

5 

3 

I 

I 

72 

188. 
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APPENDIX 18 

Election Calender, Republic of Armenia 
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180 days 

90 days 

86 days 

85 days 

83 days 

81 days * 

75 days 

70 days 

66 days 

63 days 

60 days 

60 

REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 

ELECTION CALENDAR 

CEC - Central Election Conunission 
DEC - District Election Conunissions (150) 

PEC - Precinct Election Conunissions ( < > 1150) 

Voter must live within the district A.18 
to be included on the voter list 

Chairman of Supreme Council submits A. 
nomination for membership to CEC to 
Secretary of Supreme Council 

The membership of the CEC nominees is A.9 
published 

Nomination for Chairman of the CEC A.9 
proposed by the President is 
confirmed by the Supreme Council 

If Supreme Council fails to confirm A.9 
President's nominee for Chairman for 
CEC the Supreme Council elects 

Last day for registration of A.10 
political parties with the MoJ 

Applications for participating in A.48 
elections under the PR system 
submitted to CEC by parties and blocs 
are due 

Electoral districts and boundaries A.47 
are formalized by the CEC 

First day for DECs to elect Chairmen A.10 

Last day for DECs to elect Chairmen A.10 

DECs formed A.46 

Nomination of candidates A.48 



50 days Required document for nominating a 
candidate for Deputy under detention 
must be submitted to the DEC 

40 days Division of districts into electoral 
precincts is completed 

40 days Prosecutors office must send its 
conclusion regarding the nature of a 
detained candidate's detention to the 
CEC 

40 days Nomination period ends at 1800 hours 

37 days First day for PECs to elect Chairmen 

34 days Last day for PECs to elect Chairmen 

30 days PECs formed 

26 days * Last day for parties to provide 
nominees for participation on DECs 

25 days Registration for candidates for 
deputy is terminated 

20 days Pre-election programs of candidates 
and parties may be submitted to the 
respective electoral committees 

15 days Lists of voters are posted for public 
review 

9 days DECs must issue a receipt to a 
detained candidate or his 
representative acknowledging the 
submission of nominating documents 

5 days No changes may be made in memberships 
of electoral committees through 
completion and certification of 
election results 

5 days Last day for a candidate to 
withdrawal 

5 days Decision of PEC regarding complaints 
on accuracy of voter list may be 
appealed to district court 

A.20 

A.47 

A.20 

A.48 

A . .?;.1 

- -
A.Il. 

A.46 

A.IO 

A.48 

A.48 

A.19 

A .. ~.O 

A.12 

A.22 

A.19 

I 
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2 days 

1 day - 1800 
hours 

ELECTION DAY 

Election day 

Upon station 
closing 

10 days 
after 

10 days 
after 

31 days 
after * 

31 days 
after * 

50 days 
after date 
of repeat 
voting 

60 days 
after date 
of repeat 
voting 

Last day by which the district court A.19 
must review complaints regarding 
errors or omissions of voter list 

No member of any election commission A.12 
may resign through the period of 
certification of election results 
except for health failure or the 
death of a close relative 

All campaigning prohibited A.25 

Polling Station hours 0800 - 1000 A.29· 
hours 

Votes counted A.34 ..... --- _. 
Results of the Election must be A.41 
summarized and published 

CEC's decision regarding final A.37 
results of the Election may be 
appealed to the Supreme Court 

Last day for repeat elections to be A.43 
held in areas where election were 
recognized as partially invalid 

Last day for second round elections A.43 
in races where no candidate achieved 
the threshold required for election 

First date whereby "by-elections" may A.50 
" 

be held when less than 2/3 of the 
total number of deputies to the 
National Assembly were elected to the 
regular elections 

The last day by which "by-elections" A.50 
must be held when less than 2/3 of 
the total number of deputies to the 
National Assembly were elected to the 
regular elections 



DEADLINES FOR ACTIVITIES PROMPTED BY OTHER EVENTS 

I)~r.Il-lJ;: .. .. ;EVEm:LA~TIVITX 
., 

AR'rl:dt;~' -... : . , . .'. . . 

..• j;/L . .. , .... jj,{< ..... ' qr···r,;A.t.l<· ...... ~,. 

120 days prior Elections for National Assembly A.45 
to expiration must be scheduled 
of term 

Expiration of Last date that Elections must be A.45 
• 

existing Terms held 

80 days prior If Chairman and the Secretary of A.9 
to Election the Supreme Council or their .. '\I. -.--replacements fail to register the _. 

membership of the CEC the President 
registers them 

63 days prior DEC Chairmen appointed in districts A.l0 
to Election where DECs failed to elect Chairm~n 

from among their members 

32 days prior If PECs fail to elect their A.ll 
to Election Chairmen DECs appoint them 

Within 30 days President dismisses or rejects A.12 
of receipt decision of the National Assembly 

to dismiss the Chairman of the CEC 

Within 15 days National Assembly can reconfirm its A.12 
of Presidential decision to dismiss the Chairman of -. 
decision the CEC with a 2/3 vote 

Within 20 days New Chairman of the CEC is A.12 
appointed following Article 9 

Within 20 days If membership of the CEC falls A.12 
below 7 commissioners is augmented 
by decree of the President 

Within 3 days Appeal of decisions or action of A.17 
lower commissions appealed to 
superior commissions or action of 
the CEC must be brought within 3 
days of the action or decision 

Within 3 days Complaints and appeals must be A.17 
of submission discussed 
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Within 3 days After the refusal of registration 
candidate must detained candidate may appeal a 
appeal decision to the Supreme Court 
Within 1 day of CEC must request a conclusion from the receipt of the Prosecutors office regarding 
the candidate's the nature of the candidate's 
submission of detention. 
application 

* Not clearly defined In the ElectIon Law or subsequent material. 

a A.20 

A.20 

.. ~ . --.. 
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C:usrUlJUu ~U\JUlJUrq.br]1 Ifl,~UQq.U91'u ~uususnr.~9U'iJC:, 
Uu.2Ulffl ll,VlU l;~t.f.nr~llu 

~wJWUlItWUp ~WUPWl(lb~1nL[JJWu UqqWJL,lJ d-n'1.nLlLl Il{Wtnqwuwt{n[lul:r[lp [!UtnpnL

@JnL uubl'[l ltbutn[lnuwltwu [!Utn[lw''lWU ~wuduwuntlnt{[! qn~nL uwltnL~ JIUUI' ~l!JJtnunLlr 
~ PL' ntlfnLJuuub[l[! [!UtnL1wltwu ~WUwltWilqh[lp upfWqqWJ[lU ~pUUl!J'lPWUpu~ 
wudwul' lIt~~~U lpu'lw t£t{n[l@pu ~ Il{w[1nu l.Uen@pu: 

lfhq ~WUW[l ntpw~wlP ~ ~WJWUtnWup ~wu[lWll{htnnL~JWU wnwlpu UW~Ul!JUW'l[lnL
@Jwu ~WUW[l ~WU[lwgt{hp ~ i,WJWUtnwup i,wu[lwU[bmnl@JWU UqqWJpu d-n'lnt{p lI[l!Jtn

qwuwt{npuupL1 l:!ullt[lnt[aJnL UUU[lP wnptant{ ~JnL[lh'll4.wlul 2nL[lt 180 upfwq

qWJpu 'lptnnp'luu[lp, ~wuwqn[lbw4gul uptwqqwJpu up 2wP9 ~WU[!U~~wunL[l Ow

uWlnLu qtnwb 4 wquwlt b[lll{nL@JnLuuupP '~UlIt, wJ'l @t{nLu p~w[l4b .2uq ~Utn: 
UJuo[l uuug 2unp~w4l!JLnL@JnLu hue ~wJtnunLu .2uq, n[l oquugpe uuq .2u[l 

uU[l4 wJnL@J wul' ~ ~n[l~nL[l'lUupnt{, .2u[l I'w[lnJru'<{wu ~ uJnt@wlLwu'wfwltgnL-

[J Jwu[I: Ifuug uwuuwt{n[lW"lbu nLqnLu hue ~P2 ul duqwup9 ut{u[l ulItwgwb q[lhuw-

4
w

u II[ltlltnLJeUUpl:! ~ lt~w[l4b II nllrJ. ugnL J9. [!Utn[lW4wLlqL' tfwuL,u
l1 

wJu ~ltwuwLlt 
q[lgnLJ4[!, n[l IttWtnpWUtnug tnp4lt u lpu'lw tNnp@[!: dp2tn t, uwtfwuw!tp u'lnL

.[iJJwu ~blltltwu2nt{ UIJU l~l'WtnW[lW4t{ug, uwltwJu n[lu[bu oqlIlwltw[l dlmuw[14 wJu 

4 UUW ubq ~wuw[l np"lbu oppuwlt uup ~mlIlwctw qn[lbnl ul11ll[J JUltl ~wuwp: 
lJ p4pu wuqwu ~wJIIl'UI:rLnt{ ubp 2unp~w4wLnl[JJnlU[! It tfap n'ltnLJubup[! 

lItL
1
4L1'l1 tNnLl@L,ll, "[wpn'll Ugn@p'U, wU[lnilt [!'UlItpwl.[w'U aU'tfu,l[w(lqb[lp If[,fwqqw

JL''U q'U)lIurtpwul''U, ul,w,huuLUulu'<{ C,WJUl1IOlU hUt! ubi' gWl<L[nl(>JnL UQ ~ Il!Wtnr:~IU
U1wlt wun t@ J n L 111:! ' C, hL1wqlll J n lU u.u C, ullIwqn (I bw4 gu L : 

fULu~"'7 
U'fl,~:", J jJ ~ U~l q W)J12 'lJh (; n:[' 
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l:::J. q, '11 PROM. IOEA/CAUCAOUB 
10. 7+8SG2 161389 PAGE 

July 6, 1995 

TROK: The Chairman or the Central Blectoral CommittQe tor DQPuty 
Eleotion. or the aepublio or Armenia'. Mation.l ~8BQmbly 

TOI The International Foun~ation tor Bleotoral 8yotem., 
to x •• Linda &dqevorth per.onally 

'l'he CEC ot the National Assembly of the Republic of Arm(lniil is 
pleased to be able to express its appreciatIon to Mo. L. Edgeworth, 
Hr. Scott and IFES group. 

We ara happy to host 180 international Observers. on the occasion of 
the roferendum at Armenia's firat Draft constitution ftS well as the 
elections to the National Assembly or the Republic. Also, we ilre 
pleasod to cooperate with a number or internationally acknowledged 
organizations and indivuduals, inoluding yourselvos • . 
Your presence during these days has been ot graat assistance to us. 
W. would also like to express you our spacial thanks (or providing 
us with your counoil as well as moral and material support. In 
particular, we want to mention the stationary materials and manuals 
such as "Guidance on the Implementation of the Election Law", which 
you generously presented to us. The latter is a wonderful manual 
preparod by Ms Edgeworth.. It is true that it was not published dUB 
to tho limited time, however, as a helpful means of education. it 
will serVe its purposes in our future activities. 

Thanks again and bost regards to Ms. Edgeworth, Mr. Scott, and the 
whole IFES group. 

WQ are looking forward to our future cooperation. 

Sincerely yours, 

RObert Amirian 
Chairman 

2 
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yt~srn~uyu~ e~SrUyU~ ~U~~~Ucrn~n~ 
lU8UUSU~~ lU~rU~tSn~~8n~~ 
CENTRAL ELECTION COMMISSION 
REPUBLIC OF ARMENIA 

Yerevan, Republic of Armenia 
July 7, 1995 

Ms. linda Edgeworth 
International Foundation of Electoral Systems 
Yerevan, Armenia 

Dear Ms. Edgeworth 

Please, allow me to take this opportunity and in the name of the 
Central Election Commission thank you for the support and 
advice you have given us in the pre-election petiod. 

The pamphlet prepared by your Foundation contains some very 
valuable observations. Unfortunately, the lack of time did not 
allow the Central Election Commission to be able to use your 
advice more productively, especially because of two reasons: 

1) The terminology used in your recommendations differs 
from the one used by us, and any attempts to correspond the two 
Will require considerable amount of time. 

2) The adjustments required by your provisions that need 
to be made to our laws would also require much time and effort. 

However, I hope that we shall continue to cooperate. 
Specifically, we would like to request a list of proposals by the 
International Foundation of Electoral Systems which would 
enumerate the ways in which the approptiate Armenian organs 
could receive technical assistance for later elections. 

Sincerely, 

(J r-:g;k J"'"g;'Y'" 
I I n (,{~i Vice Chainnan of CEC 

y' tlt 


